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International Politics,

A Dual Approach

I. UNDERSTANDING INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

The purpose of this book is twofold. The first is to detect and understand

tKelorces which determine political relations among nations, and to compre-

hend the ways in which those forces act upon each other and upon inter-

national political relations and institutions. In most other branches of the

social sciences there would be no need to emphasize this purpose. It would
be taken for granted, because the natural purpose of all scientific undertak-

ings is to discover the forces underlying social phenomena and how they

operate. However, in approaching the study of international politics, such

emphasis is not misplaced. As Professor Grayson Kirk has so ably said:

Until recent times the study of international relations in the United States

has been dominated largely by persons who have taken one of three approaches.

First there have been the historians who have considered international relations

inter-state rdations, but they have seldom made a serious effort to inquire into

the fundamental reasons for the continuing incompleteness and inadequacy of

this legal nexus, finally, there have been those who have been less concerned

wiA internationanHadphs as t^han’'^n^^ perfect system wBch
diese'ldealists wduld like to buily Only jrccendy*^ and belatedly —have^stu-

per§i§tent forces .of WOdA
polmcs, and the institutions whi® not with a view to praise or

an.effoj^io provide a better understanding of these

basic drives deterjpjne .the^^foreign policies of states. Thus the political

sSEnffitTrinp^ the mternadonfl field at 1^.^

Professor Charles E. Martin has taken up Professor Kirk’s theme by point-

ing to *‘the problem which faces the students and the teachers of international

relations more than any other, namely, that dualism we have to face in mov-

t of available data.\A seconcan adequate amount
wr£Kave“^r6peflT*"^^ themselves primarily with the les^ aspects of

of

lyOMfU-tfesjuiterMUond law-

1 American Joumd of intemationd Law, XXXIX (1945)5 369--70.

(3)



tolitics among Nations

ing in two different and opposite areas. I mean the area of institutions of

peace which are related to the adjustment of disputes and the area of power

politics and war. Yet, it must be so. There is no escape from it. ... I think

probably one of the greatest indictments of our attitude in teaching in the

last twenty years has been to write off glibly the institution of war and to

write off the books the influence of power politics. I think political scientists

make a great mistake in doing so. We should be the very ones who are study-

ing power politics and its implications and the situations growing out of it,

and we should be the ones who study the institution of war.”
^

Defined in such terms, international politics embraces more than recent

history and current events. The observer is surrounded by the contemporary

scene with its ever shifting emphasis and changing perspectives. He cannot

find solid ground on which to stand, nor objective standards of evaluation,

without getting down to fundamentals which are revealed only by the cor-

relation of recent events with the more distant past.

International politics cannot be reduced to legal rules and institutions.

International politics operates within the framework of such rules and

through the instrumentality of such institutions. But it is no more identical

with them than American politics on the national level is identical with the

American Constitution, the federal laws, and the agencies of the federal

government.

Concerning attempts to reform international politics before making an

effort to understand what international politics is about, we share William

Graham Sumner’s view:

. The worst vice in political discussions is that dogmatism which takes

its stand on great principles or assumptions, instead of standing on an exact ex-

amination of things as they are and human nature as it is. . . . An ideal is

formed of some higher or better state of things than now exists, and almost un-

consciously the ideal is assumed as already existing and made the basis of specu-

lations which have no root. * • . The whole method of abstract speculation on
political topics is vicious. It is popular because it is easy: it is easier to imagine

a new world.thm to learn to know this one; it is easier tolmb^
dons based on a few broad assumptions than it is to study dre histmy skates

and institutions; it is easier to eaten up a popular <k>gma than k is to analyze it

to see whefer it is true or not. All this l^ds to eontusion, to the admission of

ffcases mi platitudes, to mmiL disputing but little gain in the prosperity of

nations.^

The inost’ferihMside difficulty fitcing a scientific inquiry into the nature

and wavs qI: infe^^ is ambia^
the obs^er has tp deaL Th^ events which he must try to imderstand ske,

on the bile haind..tmiotig^^^^ Thbv happened m this way
and never bdfore or sinc^. On the other hand, they are «

manifestations of social forces. Social forc^ arc tne pr<

ture in action. Therefore, under timilar conditioiis^

2 Proceedings of the Eighth Conference qfTeachers of Internatidnat Li^ ahi §Aed
jects (Washington: Carnegie Endowment for Fe^t, 19^46), p; ^6*

® “Democracy and Responsible Oovernment,** The Challenge of Facts dnd Other Essays
(New Haven; Yale University Press, 1914), p|h 245-6,

(4)



International Politics: A Dual Approach

selves in a similar manner. But where is the line to be drav^n between the

siimlar_ancl the unique?

We learn what the principles of international politics are from compari-

sons between such events. A certain political situation evokes the formula-

tion and execution of a certain foreign policy. Dealing with a different po-

htical situation, we ask ourselves: How does this situation differ from the

preceding one and how is it similar.^ Do the similarities reaflSbrm the policy

developed previously? Or does the blending of similarities and differences

allow the essence of that policy to be retained while, in some aspects, it is

to be modified? Or do the differences vitiate the analogy altogether and
make the previous policy inapplicable? If one wants to understand interna-

tional politics, grasp the meaning of contemporary events, and foresee and
influence the future, one must be able to perform the dual intellectual task

implicit in these questions. One must be able to distinguish between thesini>_

lari,ties,,,and „ di ffcrences-ijiJam PurAermore, one must be

able to assess the import of these similarities and differences for alternative

foreign policies. Three series of events taken at random will illustrate the

problem and its difficulties.

1. On September 17. 1706^ George Washington made a speech in which
he bade farewell to the nation, outlining among other things the principles

of American foreign policy. On December 2. 182^. President Monroe sent a

message to Congress in which he, too, formulated the principles of Ameri-
can foreign poHcy. In 1917, the United States joined France and Great Brit-

ain against a nation which threatened the independence of both. In 1941,

the United States followed a similar course of action. On March 12, 1947,

President Truman, in a message to Congress, reformulated the principles of

American foreign policy.

2. In 1512, Henry VIII made an alliance with the Hapsburgs against

France. In 1515, he made an alliance with France against the Hapsburgs. In

1522 and 1542, he joined the Hapsburgs against France. In 1756, Great Brit-

ain allied itself with Prussia against the Hapsburgs and France. In 1793,

Great Britain, Prussia, and the Hapsburgs were allied against Napoleon. In

1914, Great Britain joined with France and Russia against Austria and Ger-

many, and, in 1939, with France and Poland against Germany.

3. Napoleon, William II, and Hitler tried to conquer the continent of

Europe and failed.

Are there within each of these three series of events similarities which
allow us to formulate a principle of foreign policy for each series? Or is each

event so different from the others in the series that each would require a dif-

ferent policy? The difficulty in making this decision is the measure of the

difficulty in making corrbet judgments in international affairs, in charting

the future wisely, and in doing die right things in the right way and at the

ri^t time.

Should the foreign policy of Washington's Farewell Address be consid-

ered a general principle of American foreign policy, or did it stem from tem-

p^ai^y conditions and was it, therefore, bound to disappear with them? Are
the jfeagn fb^es of Wa^ing^n’s and Monroe’s messages compatible with

the Truman Doctrine? Stated another way, is the Truman Doctrine a mere

( 5
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Politics among Nations

modification of a general principle underlying Washington’s and Monroe’s

conception of foreign affairs, or doesuihnTxurpaBLDoctrine constitute a radi-

. cal departure from the traditions of.American foreign poHcy? If it does, is it

justified in the light of changed conditions? Generally speaking, are the dif-

ferences in the international position of the United States in 17^, 1823, 1917,

1941, and 1947 such as to justify the different foreign policies formulated and

exenited with regard to these different political situations? More particu-

larly, what are the similarities and differences in the situation with which

Europe confronted the United States in 1917, 1941, and 1947, and to what

extent do they require similar or different foreign policies on the part of the

United States ?

What is the meaning of these shifts in British foreign policy? Are they

the outgrowth of the whim and perfidy of princes and statesmen? Or are

they inspired by the accumulated wisdom of a people, mindful of the perma-

nent forces which determine their relations to the continent of Europe?

Are the disasters which follow in the wake of the three attempts at con-

tincntdJ33nqMest .SQ..lBaQy,aaadsnfe^ W wwes?.. Or does the

similarity in results point to similarities in the over-all political situation,

similarities which convey a lesson to be pondered by those who might want

to try again? More particularly, are the F.umppan pnlirips nf'Stalin similar

to those of Napoleon. William. II. and Hitler? To the extent that they are,

do they call for poUcies on the part of the United States similar to those pur-

sued in 1917 and 1941 ?

Sometimes, as in the case of the retrospective analysis of British foreign

policy, the answer seems to be clear. We shall have more to say about that

later. Most of the time, however, and especially when we deal with the pres-

ent and the future, the answer is botmd to be tentative and subject to quali-

fications. The faas from which the answer must derive are essentially am-
biguous and subject to continuous change. To those men who would have it

otherwise, history has taught nothing but false analogies. When they have

been responsible for the foreign policies of their countries, they have brought

only disaster. William II and Hitler learned nothing from Napoleon’s fate,

for they thought it could teach them nothing. Those who have erected

Washington’s advice into a dogma to be foEowed slavishly have erred no
less than those who would dismiss it altogether.

TW first Ipsson which the student of international politics must learn and
nevttBifftrget k ^hat the complexities of international affairs make simple so-

lutions and-triistworthv prophecies impossible. IFa here that the schol^and
the charlatea part company, knowledge oi: the fisrees which determine poli-

tics ^ong nations, and knowledge of the waysBy which their poEtical rela-

tkms proceed, reve^^ ambiguity ctf the fiicts of international politics. In
every poEticai situanoo contradictory tendencies are at play^ One of these

tendencies is more likely to prevail under certain conditions than others, But
which tendency actually will prevaE is anybody’s guess. The best the scholar

can do, then, is to trace the different tendencies which, as potaatiaEties, are

inherent in a certain international sita^jon; He can point out the different

conditions which make it more Ekdiy «aie tendency to prevaH.dl^ foe
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another, and, jfinally, assess the probabilities for the different conditions and
tendencies to prevail in actuality.

Because the facts of international politics are exposed to continuous

change, world affairs have surprises in store for whoever tries to read the

future from his knowledge of the past and from the signs of the present. Take
the example of one of the greatest of British statesmen, the_younger Pitt.

In February 1792, in his budget speech to the House of Commons, Pitt justi-

fied the reduction of military expenditures (particularly the decrease by more
than II per cent in the personnel of the British Navy) and held out hope
for more reductions to come by declaring: “Unquestionably there never was
a time in the history of this country when from the situation of Europe we
might more reasonably expect fifteen years of peace than at the present mo-
ment.” Only two months later the continent of Europe was engulfed in war.

Less than a year later Great Britain was involved. Thus was initiated a
period of almost continuous warfare which lasted nearly a quarter of a
century.

can we expect

from the forecasts of lesser minds? In how many books written on interna-

tional affairs before the First World War, when common opinion held great

wars to be impossible or at least of short duration, was there even an inkHng
of what was to come? Is there. a book, written in the period between the

two world wars, which could have helped one anticipate what international

politics would be like in the fifth decade of the century? Who could have

guessed at the beginning of the Second World War what the political world
would be hke at its end? Who could have known in 1945 what it would be

like in 1948? WJaat^trustjfien shall _we place in those who today wnnid tell

aki,.mil
^

2. UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
OF INTERNATIONAL PEACE

This leads us to the second purpose of this book. No study of politics and
certainly no study of international politics in the mid-twentieth century can

be disinterested in the sense that it is able to divorce knowledge from action

and to pursue knowledge for its own sake. International politics is no

longer, as it was for the United States during most of its history, a series of

incidents, costly or rewarding, but hardly c^ng into question the nation’s

very existence and destiny. The existence and destiny of the United States

were more deeply affected fay tfie^omcstic events of me Civii WS^ man by

the mtmatiQpal policies, le^ evolving from. ik^Mexka^

^ The fallibility of prophecies in internatipnal affairs is strikingly demonstrated by the fan-

tastic errors committed by the experts who have tried to forecast the nature of the next war.

The history of these forecasts, from Machiavelli to General J. F. C. Fuller, is the story of logical

deductions, plausible in themselves, which had no connection with the contingencies of Ae
actual historic development. General Fuller, for instance, foresaw in 1923 that the decisive

weapon of the Second World War would be gas! Sec The Reformation of War (New York:

E. ?. Dutton and Company, 1923).

( 7 )



Foiltics among Nations

War, the Spanish-American War, and the Roosevelt corollary to the Monroe
Trpcmhc7~"^“

Two facts, peculiar to our time, have completely reversed the relative im-

portance of domestic and international policies for the United States. One is

that the ypitecjl States is at the moment qfjAis writing the most powerful

nation on earth. Yet, in comparison with its actual and potential competitors,

it is not so powerful that it can afford to ignore the effect of its policies upon

its position among the nations. From the end of the Civil War to the begin-

ning of the Second World War it mattered little what policies the United

States pursued with regard to its Latin-American neighbors, China, or Spain,

Thejelf-suflSciency of own strength^,jn con^ with the operation of

the balance of power^L .^^de theJUnited Stato the boundless am-

^bition. born of- success and.thejear goes with failure.

The United States could take success and failure in stride without being un-

duly tempted or afraid. Now it stands outside the enclosures of its continental

citzdd^l^m^Ljm^ political world as friend or foe. It has

The risk of being very powerful, but not omnipotent, is aggravated by

the second fact: a dual revolution in the political situation of the world. The
multiple state system of the past, which in the moral sense was one world,

has been transformed into two inflexible, hostile blocs, which are morally two

worlds. On the other hand, modern technology has made possible total war.

The predominance of these two new elements in contemporary international

politics has not only made the preservation of world peace extremely diffi-

cult, it has also enormously increased the risks of war. Since in this world

situation the United States holds a position of predominant power and,

hence, of foremost responsibility, the understanding of the forces which mold
international politics and of the factors which determine its course has be-

come for the United States more than an interesting intellectual occupation.

It has become a vital necessity.

To reflect on international politics in the United States, as we approach

the mid-twentieth century, then, is to reflect on the problems which confront

American foreign policy in our time. WHk at all tiiqes the promotion of

national interests,of the ,Umted S amqim powers h^
.finnrannflf. Aiugiicaai,

aR nat^opsi^ It yields in importance only to the most elemental considerations

of natSial existence and security.

It is for this reason thsu: this hook is planned around the two concepts of

power and peac^. Thfese two cono^)ts are central to a discussion of world
politics in the inid-tw^|ic?h eentui^, when the greatest accumulation of

power ever known gives to the problem of peace an urgency which it has

never had before. In a world whose moving force is the aspiration for power

* This corollary is found in the messs^ge of TheodOTC Roosevelt to Congress on Dectm^ 6,

1904. In that message he proclahncd die of the United States to intervene i^ the do-
mestic affairs of the Latin-Atoericah conndiest ^or the tott, sec Ruhl J. B^trdett, echtor^ T^4
Record of American Diplomacy: Document t^fd Wieadmgs in the History of Ant^M
Relations (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, I947)> P- 539*

(8 )
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o£ soveragn nations, peace ^ m^tdned„only by
,

two^ devices.
„ One is

the self-regulatory mechanism of the social forces which manifests itself-in
the struggle for power on the international scene, that is, the balance of
power. The other consists of normative ^

ipnp that gi-mggV in
fbejojin^f i^tern^fton law, iixternational inorality^ and-world* publioopinr
ioxL-^nce neither of these devices, as they operate today, is capable of keep-
ing the struggle for power within peaceful bounds, three further questions
must be asked and answered.. What is the^vahie nf_ thf> ri|rr^nf pro-
posals JDQiaintgaaa£€i.pi intemajdoml .peace ? More particularly, what
is the v^ue „pf the proposal for doing away with the vei^_

internatipiial society of sovereign nations by establishing a woyld state? And,
finally, what must a program for action heLlike.-which, mindful, of the 1^5^-

sons of the past, endeavors to adapt th^ tdlthej^roblcms ofAc present ?

( 9 )





PART TWO

INTERNATIONAL POLITICS AS

A STRUGGLE FOR POWER





CHAPTER I

’Political Power

I. WHAT IS POLITICAL POWER?^

International politics, like all politics, is a struggle for power. Whatever the

ultimate aims of international politics, power is always the immediate aim.

Statesmen and peoples may ultimately seek freedom, security, prosperity, or

power itself. They may define their goals in terms of a religious, philosophic,

economic, or social ideal. They may hope that this ideal will materialize

through its own inner force, through divine intervention, or through the

natural development of human affairs. But whenever they strive to realize

their goal by means of international politics, they do so by striving for

power. The Crusaders wanted to free the holy places from domination by

the Infidels; Woodrow Wilson wanted to make the world safe for democ-

racy; the National Socialists wanted to open Eastern Europe to German
colonization, to dominate Europe, and to conquer the world. Since they

chose power to achieve these ends, they were actors on the scene of inter-

national politics.^'.

When we sptsk of power in the context of this book, we have in mind
not man’s power over nature, or over an artistic medium, such as language,

speech, sound, or color, or over the means of production or consumption, or

over himself in the sense of self-control. When we sneak of power, we mean
man’s control over the minds and actions of other men. By political power
we refer to the amonf the holders of public au-

thoritv and between the latter and people at largCv

Political power, however, must be distinguished from force in the sense

of thq actual exercise of physical violence. The threat of physical violence in

the form of police action, imprisonment, capital punishment, or war is an

intrinsic element of politics. When violence becomes an actuality, it signifies

^ The concept of p<^tical power poses one of the most difficult and controversial problems
of political science. The value any particular concept will be determined by its ability to

^^ain a maximum oi the phenomena which are conventionally considered to belong to a ccr-

sphere of poEtical activity. Thus a concept of political power, to be useful for the under-

standing of international politics, niust be broader than one adopted to operate in the held

of mumdpsd politics. poEticalfmeans employed in the latter are much more narrowly cir-

cnmsqr^bod d^n arO those en:^lc^ted m intaiational politics.

^ Pm: aotne suggestive "remadss on power in relation to international politics, see Lionel

l^ibhias, Ti&e (London; Jonathan Cajie, 1939), pp.
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the abdication of political power in favor of military_or pscudo-mUitary

pdwerT ISlSt^fhatidn^ strength as a threat or a

potcndality is the most im factor n^ing for
.
the political

ppwet^nf t'f it becomes an actuality in war, it signifies the substitu-

tion of military for political power. The actual exercise of physical violence

substitutes for the psychological relation between two minds, which is of

the essence of political power, the physical relation between two bodies,

one of which is strong enough to dominate the other’s movements. It is for

this reason that in the exercise of physical violence the psychological element

of the political relationship is lost, and that we must distinguish between

military and political power.

PohticaljQWff is a psychological relation between those who exercise it

andhhn^Jny^cy^^^ it is .exercised. It gives the former control over certain

actions of the latter through the influence which the former exert over the

latter’s minds. That influence may be exerted through orders, threats, per-

suasion, or a combination of any of these. The President of the United States,

for instance, exerts political power over the executive branch of the govern-

ment so long as his orders are obeyed by the members of that branch. The
leader of a party has political power so long as he is able to mold the actions

of the members of the party according to his will. We refer to the political

power of an industrialist, labor leader, or lobbyist in so far as his preferences

influence the actions of other men. The United States exerts political power
over Puerto Rico so long as the laws of the United States are observed by the

citizens of that island. When we speak of the political power of the United

States in Central America, we have in mind the conformity of the actions of

Central American governments with the wishes of the government of the

United States.^ TimsJthe^^tatement ,that A has or wants political power over

BjsigflifiCii,.always to A.is able^_orLwants to be able, to. opntxol certain ac-

tio,Q& of, B .thraugh , influcndng.JB!’sLimad>. ...

Whatever the material objectives of a foreign policy, such as the acquisi-

tion of sources of raw materials, the control of sea lanes, or territorial

changes, they always entail control of the actions of others through influence

over their minds. The Rhine frontier as a century-old objective of French
foreign policy points to the political objective to destroy tite desire of Ger-
many to attack France by making it physically diflicult or impossible for

Germany to do so. Great Britain owed its predominant position in world
politics throughout the nineteenth century to the calculated policy of mak-
ing it dther too dangerous (because Great Britain was too strong) or unat-

tractive (because its strength was used with moderation) for other nations

to oppose it2

The political obieedve of military preparations of any kind is to deter

rislcy far tn Hn so. Tie, pn-

liticsd aim of prej^ttotts is, ia other words, to make the actual

applkatian tnilirarY fni^ ^tbe prosseetive enemy

3 The cx^plcs in the text iSksttmaW powe? as mere
social fact, as in the case of the anthesr^r

ity, i.e., of the President o£ the United the
lobbyist exercise political power, ^

( 14 )
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from the use of military force. The political objective of war itself

is not per se the conquest of territory and the annihilation of enemy armies,

but a change in the mind of the enemy which will make him yield to the

will of the victor.

Therefore, whenever economic, financial, territorial, or military policies

are under discussion in international affairs, it is necessary to distinguish be-

tween economic policies which are undertaken for their own sake and eco-

nomic policies which are the instrumentalities of a political policy, that is to

say, a jiolicv whose economic purpose is but the means tojhe_end..of-.n(m^^

tiss>lti^g i.>die ,,pali^ies^ The export policy of Switzerland with

regard to the United States falls into the first category. The economic poH-

cies of the Soviet Union with regard to the Eastern and Southeastern Euro-

pean nations fall into the latter category. So do many policies of the United

States in Latin America and Europe. The distinction is of great practical

importance, and the failure to make it has led to much confusion in policy

and public opinion.

An economic, financial, territorial, or military policy undertaken for its

own sake is subject to evaluation in its own terms. Is it economically or

financially advantageous.? What effects has acquisition of territory upon the

population and economy of "tEe naupn acquiring it? What are the conse-

quences oit a change in a nuHt^ education, population, and the

domestic political system? The decisions with respect to these policies are

made exclusively in terms of such intrinsic considerations.

When, however, the objectives of these policies serve to increase the

power of the nation pursuing them with regard to other nations, these poli-

cies and their objectives must be judged primarily from the point of view
of their contribution to national power. An economic policy which cannot be

justified in purely economic terms might nevertheless be undertaken in view
of the political policy pursued. The insecure and unprofitable character erf a

loan to a foreign nation may be a vaHd argument against it on purely finan-

cial grounds. But the argument is irrelevant if the loan, however unwise it

may be from a banker’s point of view, serves the political policies of the

nation. It may, of course, be that the economic or financial losses involved

in such policies will weaken the nation in its international position to such

an extent as to outweigh the political advantages to be expected. On these

grounds such policies might be rejected. In such a case, what decides the

issue is, however, not purely economic and financial considerations, but a

comparison of the political changes and risks involved, that is, the probable

effect of these policies upon the international power of the nation.

2. THE DEPRECIATION OF POLITICAL POWER

The aspiration for power being the disduguishing element of interna-

tional politics, as of all politics, imernational politics is of necessity power

, politics . While this lact is generdly recognized in of intema-

tiOTai affairs, it is frequently denied in the pronouncements of scholars, pub-

licists^ and even statesmen. Since the end of the Napoleonic Wars, ever larger

( 15
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groups in the Western World have been persuaded that the struggle for

power on the international scene is a temporary phenomenon, a historical

accident which is bound to disappear once the pecuHar historic conditions

which have given rise to it have been eliminated. Thus Jeremy Bentham be-

lieved that the competition for colonies was at the root of all international

conflicts. ‘'Emancipate your coloiues!” was his advice to the governments,

and international conflict and war would of necessity disappear.^ Adherents

of free,ti:adfi;,i.sj;c.h .,.as.,,,,CQhdm^^.^d>Pmudh^^ were, convinced that the re-

moval of trade barriers was the_only.cQ^^^^ of per-

manent harmony among nations ami might even lead to the disappearance

of international politics altogether. “At some"future election,*’ said Cobden,

“we may probably see the test 'no foreign politics’ applied to those who offer

to become the representatives of free constituencies.’’ I.„EQT:jya.a:.,and,,hi.s.,,

Jnwf^.rs, rqpit-fllism is at the root of international discord and war. They main-

tain that international socialism will do away with the struggle for power on
the international scene a^bTin^^^outp^ peace. During the' nine-'

teenth century, liberals everywherFsEareQ^e a)nvicdb^ that power politics

and war were residues of an obsolete system of government and that, with

the victory of democracy and constitutional government over absolutism and

autocracy, international harmony and permanent peace would win out over

power politics and war. Of this liberal school of thought, Woodrow Wilson

was the most eloquent and most influential spokesman.

In recent times, the conviction that the struggle for power can be elimi-

nated from the international scene has been connected with the great at-

tempts at organizing the world, such as the League of Nations and the

United Nations. Thus Cordell Hull, then Secretary of State, declared in

1943 on his return from the Moscow Conference, which laid the ground-

work for the United Nations, that the new international organization would
mean the end of power politics and usher in a new era of international col-

laboration.® Mr. Philip Noel-Baker, then British Minister of State, declared

in 1946 in the House of Commons that the British government was “deter-

mined to use the institutions of the United Nations to kill power ‘pohti^s^

order that, by the methods of democracy, the will of the people shall pre-

vail.”®

While we shall have more to say later about these theories and the ex-

pectations derived from them,^® it is sufficient to state that the struggle for

^ Bmcmapkte Your Cdontes (Kndon:’£bTicrt^H
* " ""

^ ‘Tree TiaKlel. Wliat is it? Why, breaking down the l^niws djat separate national those

barriers, behind which nestle the fedings of pride, revenge, hatred, and jealousy, which every
now and then burst their bounds, and deluge whole countries with blood,’^ ‘Tree trade is the

international law of the Almighty,” and free trade and peace seem to be *^onc and die same
cause.” See Speeches by Richard Cobden (London,* The Macmillan Company, 1870), I, 79;
Political Writings (Nevv York: D. Appleton and Ojtmpany, 1867), II, no; letter of April 12,

1842, to Henry Ashworth, quoted in John Moriey, Ufe of Richard Cobden (Boston: Roberts
Brothers, 1881), p, 154.

.

® “Let us suppress the tariffs, and the alliance of the peoples will thus be declared, their

solidarity recognized, their equality prosdk^m^^' Oiemres completes (Paris, 1867), I, 248.
^ Quoted in A. C. F. Beales, English UberaUsm, p. 195.
s New Yor\ Times

,

November ^
® House of Commons Debates Vol, 419, p. 1262.

10 See Part Eight
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power ii

ence..It

ecx)noniic, and pol'ldcal conditions, states have met each other in contests for

power. Even though anthropologists have shown that certain primitive peo-

ples seem to be free from the desire for power, nobody has yet shown how
their state of mind and the conditions under which they live can be recreated

on a world-wide scale so as to eliminate the struggle for power from the
international scene.^^ It would be useless and even self-destructive to free

one or the other of the peoples of the earth from the desire for power while
leaving it extant in others. If the desire for power ca^ot be abolished every-

where in the world, those who imglTbe ciimi would simply fall victims to

the power of otEers.

The position taken here might be criticized on the ground that conclusions

drawn from the past are unconvincing, and that to draw such conclusions

has always been the main stock-in-trade of the enemies of progress and re-

form. Though it is true that certain social arrangements and institutions

have always existed in the past, it does not necessarily follow that they must
always exist in the future. The situation is, however, different when we deal,

not with social arrangements and institutions created by man, but with those

elemental bio-psychological drives by which in turn society is created. The
drives to live, to propagate, and to dominf^t^ ll

strength IS dependent upon social-rnnditinnj^^hirh-Jiaay^fam

drive and tend to repress another, or which withhold social, appmval

from certain manifestations of these drive<;,_,while they encourage others.

Thus, to take examples only from the sphere of power, Tnost societies con-

demn killing as a means of attaining power within the society, but all so-

cieties encourage the killing of enemies in that struggle for power which is

called war. Diaators look askance at the aspirations for political power
among their fellow citizens, but democracies consider active participation in

the competition for political power a civic duty. Where a monopolistic or-

economic activities easts, competition for ecoDomic power is

ah^nt, and, in competitive economic systems certain manifestations of the

strhgglelS^ econpyic" poorer are yudawed.^^^^^^ others..aiy.^nmun^^

Regardless of particular social conditions, the decisive argument against

the opinion that the struggle for power on the international scene is a mere
historic accident can, however, be derived from the nature of domestic poli-

tics. The essence gf ify^nationaLpoUtics i^^^ its domestic .coun-

are a struggle for tx)wen

mooiEed only by the different conditions under which this struggle takes

place in th^ ^mesde and in the international spheres.^

The desire to dominate, in particular, is a constitutive element of all hu-

man associations, from the family through fraternal and professional asso-

5 umve
cannot be denied that throughout historic time, regardless of social,

^ For an discussion of this proHem, see Malcolm Shajcp, “Aggression: A
Stmfy ol Vafa^ and Law,” Bthia, Vol. 57, No. 4, Part II (July 1947)*

sta Zc^ogtets have shown that the drive to dominate is to be found even in animals, such

a^i xrm^k^s, who create social hierarchies on the basis of the will and the ability to

,
see, e.g., Wsrdcr AUee, Ammd Life and Social Growth (Baltimore: The Wilhams
i and Sodd Life of Animals (New York: W. W. Norton and

. 1^38).
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ciations and local political organizations to the state. On the family level, the

typical conflict between the mother-in-law and her child’s spouse is in its

essence a struggle for power, the defense of an established power position

against the attempt to establish a new one. As such it foreshadows the con-

flict on the international scene between the policies of the status quo and the

policies of imperialism. Social clubs, fraternities, faculties, and business or-

ganizations are scenes of continuous struggles for power between groups
which either want to keep what power they already have or desire to attain

greater power. Competitive contests between business enterprises as well as

labor disputes between employers and employees are frequently fought not
only, and sometimes not even primarily, for economic advantages, but for in-

fluence over each other and over others, that is, for power. Finally, the whole
political life of a nation, particularly of a democratic nation, from the local to

the narinnal levek. is a continiiQUS^struggle for power. In periodical elections,

in voting in legislative assemblies, in law suits before courts, in adminis-
trative decisions and executive measures— in all these activities men try to

maintain or to establish their power over other men. The processes by wMch
legiskrive, judicial, executive, and administrative decision^ are reached ^e
S^ubject to pressures and counterpressures by *'pr^ure g^roupg!^ tryiiigTo^e-

iend and expand thar Ssitiohs of p6w^^
In view of this ubiquity of the struggle for power in all social relations

and on all levels of social organization, is it surprising that international poli-

tics is of necessity power politics? And would it not be rathp surprising if

the struggle for power were but an accidental and,£phemjei:allattribute of in-

ternational politics when it is a permanent and necessary element of all

branches of domestic politics?

3. TWO ROOTS OF THE DEPRECIATION
OF POLITICAL POWER

The depreciation of the role power plays on the international scene grows
from two roots. Qae is the^pMlQSQJjhy of international relations which domi-

nated the hettp-r part of the nineteenth century and stiE hol^ sway over
much of our thinking on international aif^sT The other is die particnffn*

ttaMcal and-mteUcctual drcmist^ whicli have determined tJie relari.^
f£.lhpJ[Irurai-SratffS-nf Ain<^rira tn thp rest of the world.

The ninet^th century was led to its depreciation of power politics by its

domestic experience. The distinctive characteristic of this experience was the
domination of the middle classes by the aristocracy. By .identifying this domi-
nation with political domination any kind, the political philosophy of the
nineteenth century came to identify the opptwition to aristoaratic politics

with hostility to any kind of politics. After the defeat of aristocratic govern-
ment^ the middle classy develop^ a systero' of indirect domination. They
replaced the traditional divia<m\;^6,.^g: governing ftud, governed classes,

and the military method- open characteristic^ aristocratic rule,
with the invisible chains t)f eooiSjq[^C^Jl^)eIl(dcnce; T|||s«^lli(gjjiesMtojji-.op-
erated through a network ofjcemihgfy'i^uaBtariaa''''"’'*

‘ ‘
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cealed the very existence of power relations . The nineteenth century was un-

able to see the political nature o£ these legalized relations. They seemed to

be essentially different from what had gone, $o far, under the name of poli-

tics. Therefore, politics in its aristocratic, that is, open and violent form was
identified with politics as such. The struggle, then, for political power— in

domestic as well as in international affairs— appeared to be only a historic

accident, coincident with autocratic government and bound to disappear with

the disappearance of autocratic government.

This identification of power politics with aristocratic government found

supporria,tbe..Amierican experience. It .can.he..traccd,tQl,tbr£e ,fIemeat^^

that experience: thejmj^uiajJES^^

nineteenth century^^ and the humanitarian pacifism and anti-imperialism of

American political ideology.

That the severance of constitutional ties with the British crown was
meant to signify the initiation of an American foreign policy distinct from

went under the name of foreign policy in Europe is clearly stated in

JSVfl5;hingtnn*5i Farewell Address. “Europe has a set of primary interests,

which to us have none, or a very remote relation. Hence she must be en-

gaged in frequent controversies, the causes of which are essentially foreign

to our concerns. Hence, therefore, it must be unwise in us to implicate our-

selves, by artificial ties, in the ordinary vicissitudes of her politics, or the ordi-

nary combinations and collisions of her friendships or enmities.” In 1796, Eu-

ropean politics and power politics were identical; there was no other power

politics but the one engaged in by the princes of Europe. “The toils of Euro-

pean ambition, rivalship, interest, humor or caprice” were the only mani-

festations of the struggle for international power before the American eye,

The retreat from European politics, as proclaimed by Washington, could,

therefore, be taken to mean retreat from power politics as such.

Yet American aloofness from the European tradition of power politics

was more than a political program. Certain sporadic exceptions notwith-

standing, it was an established political fact until the end of the nineteenth

century. The actuality of this fact was a result of deliberate choice as well as

of the objective conditions of geography. Popular writers might see in the

uniqueness of America’s geographic position tiie hand of God which had un-

alterably prescribed the course of American expansion as well as isolation.

But more responsible observers, from Washington on, have been careful to

emphasize the conjunction of geographic conditions and of a foreign policy

choosing its ends in the light of geography, using geographic conditions to

attain those ends. Washington referred to “our detached and distant situa-

tion” and asked, “Why forego the advantages of so peculiar a situation?”

When this period of American foreign policy drew to a close, John Bright

wrote to Alfred Love: “On your continent we may hope your growing mil-

lions may henceforth know nothing of war. None can assail you; and you
are anxious to abstain from mingling with the quarrels of other nations.”

Merle Curii, Peace and War: The American Struggle 1636-1^3$ (New York: W. W.
Newton and Company, 1936), p, 122.
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From the shores of the North American continent, the citizens of the

new world watched the strange spectacle of the struggle for international

power unfolding on the distant scenes of Europe, Africa, and Asia. Since for

the better part of the nineteenth century their foreign policy enabled them

to retain the role of spectators, what was actually the result of a passing his-

toric constellation appeared to Americans as a permanent condition, self-

chosen as well as naturally ordained. At worst they would continue to watch

the game of power politics played by others. At best the time was close at

hand when, with democracy established everywhere, the final curtain would
fall and the game of power politics would no longer be played.

To aid in the achievement of this goal was conceived to be part of

America’s mission. Throughout the nation’s history, the national destiny of

the United States has been understood in antimilitaristic, libertarian terms.

Where that national mission finds a nonaggressive, abstentionist formulation,

as in the political philosophy of John C. Calhoun, it is conceived as the pro-

motion of domestic liberty. Xbns. we may **do more to exten4 Ubertv by our

example over this continent and the world generally, than would be done by
a thousand victories.” When me United States, in the wake of the Spanish-

American War, seemed to desert this anti-imperialist and democratic ideal,

William Graham Sumner restated its essence: “Expansion and imperialism

are a grand onslaught on democracy . . . expansion and imperidism are

at war with the best traditions, principles, and interests of the American

people.” Comparing the tendencies of European power politics with the

ideds of the American tradition, Sumner thought with Washington that

they were incompatible. Yet, as a prophet of tlungs to come, he saw that

with the conclusion of the Spanish-American War America was irrevocably

committed to the same course which was engulfing Europe in revolution

and war.

Thus the general conception which the nineteenth century had formed

of the nature of foreign affairs combined with specific elements in the Amer-
ican experience to create the belief that involvement in power politics is not

inevitable, but only a historic accident, and that nations have a choice be-

tween power politics and other kinds of foreign policy not tainted by the

desire^ for power.

,
14 Cc>nquest of the United States by Spain,” Essays of William Graham Sumher

(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1940 J, II, 295.



CHAPTER n

The Struggle for Power: Policy of

the Status Quo

Domestic and international politics are but two different manifestations of

the same phenomenon: the strug-g-le fpr pawer. T t.<; manifestations differ in

the two different spheres because different moral, political, and general so-

cial conditions prevail in each sphere. National societies show a much greater

degree of social cohesion within themselves than among themselves. Cul-

tural uniformity, technological unification, external pressure, and, above all,

a hierarchic political organization co-operate in making the national society

an integrated whole set apart from other national societies. In consequence,

the domestic political order is, for instance, more stable and to a lesser degree

subject to violent change than. is the international order.

The history of the nations active in international politics shows them con-

tinuously preparing for, actively involved in, or recovering from organized

violence in the form of war. In domestic politics, on the other hand, organ-

ized violence as an instrument of political action on an extensive scale has

become a rare exception. Yet as a potentiality it exists here, too, and at times

the fear of it in the form of revolution has exerted an important influence

upon political thought and action.^ Hence, thf diffprenre

aqd international pohtics_ in.tMs ^ k one. o£ degree,

All poUtics, domestic and international, reveals three basic patterns, that

is to say, all political phenomena can te reduced to one of three basic types.

A political policy seeks either to keep powjer^toJLDx:iease4)Qye^^
Rfraffi

i o these three typical patterns of politics, three typical international poli-

cies correspond. A nation whose foreign policy tends toward keeping power

and not toward changing the distribution, .n£.,.paw£Lj’nJt.s,,.£a^^

. policy of the status quo. A nation whose foreign policy aims at acquiring

more power than it actually has through expansion of its power beyond its

froiltiers, whose foreign policy, in other words, seeks a favorable change in

pbfs^dt status, pursues a policy of imperialism. A nation whose foreign policy

, ^ of tfec eeotury, as Guglielmo Ferrero has pointed out in

The^rmctples of G. P. Puwn’s Sons, 1942).

‘v;., (21)
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aims to demonstrate the power it has, either for the purpose of maintaining

or^reasing it, pnrsues a policy It should be notccTtEk these

formulations are of a provisional nature and are subject to further refine-

ment.®

The concept /‘status, quo’Ms derived from status quo ante helium , a diplo-

matic term referring to the usual clauses in peace treaties v^hich provide for

the evacuation of territory by enemy troops and its restoration to the prev^ar

sovereignty. Thus the peace treaties with Italy ^ and Bulgaria® terminating

the Second World War provide that “all armed forces of the Allied and As-

sociated Powers shall be withdrawn” from the territory of the particular na-

tion “as soon as possible and in any case not later than ninety days from the

coming into force of the present Treaty.” ® That is, within this time limit the

status quo ante helium shall be re-established with regard to this territory.^

The policy of the status quo aims at the maintenance of the distributipn
of power which exists at a particular moment in history. One might say that

the policy of the status quo fulfills the same fimction for international poli-

tics th^a conservative policy performs for dom^tic affairs. The_ pa

moment in history which serves as point of reference for a policy of the status

quo is frequeritly^the distribution of power as it exists^ at the S of a war
and as itls codified in a tr^ty oF^ace. This is"sQTS€causTfEe“inain"^3rp^

of peacFtreatiesTs to formulate in legal terms the shift in power which vic-

tory and defeat in the preceding war have brought about, and to insure the

stability of the new distribution of power by means of legal stipulations.

Thus it is typical for a status quo policy to appear as defense of the peace

settlement which terminated the last general war. The European govern-

2 It is not a departure from this threefold pattern of international politics when sometimes
a nation gives up power without being physically compelled to do so, as Great Britain did with
regard to India in 1947 and as the United States has done on several occasions with regard to

Latin-American countries. In such cases a nation acts like a military commander who may retreat

under certain circumstances, either because his front is overextended or his lines of communi-
cation are threatened or because he wants to concentrate his forces for an attack. Similarly, a na-
tion may retreat from an exposed power position which it cannot hope to hold very long. Or
it may exchange one kind of control for another kind, e.g„ military for political control, po-
litical for economic control, or vice versa (the substitution of the Go^ Neighbor Policy for the

policy of the “big stick” is a case in point). Or a change in the objectives of its foreign policy

may require concentration of effort at another point. In any case, the fact that it gives up
power Voluntarily cannot be taken to mean that it is not interested in power, any more than
the retreat of a military commander proves that he is not interested in mjlitary victory.

® It must especially be pointed out that these different patterns of international policies do
not of necessity correspond to conscious motivations in the minds of statesmen or supporters

of the r^pcctive for^n pplkies. Statesmen and supporters may not even be aware of the actual

character of the policies they pursue and support More particularly, a nation may intend to

pursue a policy of the status quo, while actually, without being aware of it, it is embarking
upon a policy of imperialism. Thus it has been said of the British that they acquired their em-
pire in a “fit absent-mindedness.” In what follows at this point in the text we are exclu-

sively concerned wtith the actual character of the policies pursued and not with the motives of
those who pursue them,

^ See Article 73, New Ydr\ Times, January 18, 1947, p. 26.
® Sec Article 20, ibid., p. 32.
® Article 22 of the peace tr^ty with Hui^gary and Artide 21 of the peace treaty with Ru-

mania {ibid., pp. 31, 34) contain a simitair provjaon, subject only to the right of the Soviet
Union to keep on the respective territories ffee ^oops nece^ary lor the maintenance ci lines of
communications with its occupation forces in Austria.

^ For a great number of older exami^es^ see Ciiienaan Phfilipson, Termimtiofi of War and
Treaties of Peace (New York: E. P. Dutmo pp. 223 5.
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ments and political parties which, from 1815 to 1848, pursued a policy of the

status quo did so in defense of the peace settlement of 1815. The main pur-

pose of the Holy AlHance was the maintenance of the status quo as it existed

at the conclusion of the Napoleonic Wars; in consequence it functioned

mainly as a guarantor of the Treaty of Paris of 1815 which terminated the

Napoleonic Wars. ^
In this respect, the relation between the policy in defense of the status quo

of 1815, the Treaty of Paris, and the Holy Alliance is similar to the relation

between the policy in favor of the status quo of 1918, the peace treaties of

1919, and the League of Nations. The distribution of power as it existed at

the end of the First World War found its legal expression in the peace trea-

ties of 1919. It hecame the main purpose nf_^e

tain-pfiacc ia,

the^peace treaties of iqiq. Article 10 of the Covenant of the League, obligat-

ing its members “to respect and preserve as against external aggression the

territorial integrity and existing political independence of all members of the

League,” recognizes as one of the purposes of the League the maintenance
of the territorial status quo as established by the peace treaties of 1919. Con-
sequently, in the period between the two world wars the struggle for and
against the status quo was in the main fought either by defending or oppos-

ing the territorial provisions of the Treaty of Versailles and their guarantee

in Article 10 of the Covenant of the League. It was, therefore, only consistent

from their point of view that the nations chiefly opposed to the status quo
established in 1919 should sever their connections with the League of Nations
— in iQ^2, Germany in Italy in 1937. ^

It is, however, not only in peace treaties ^d international organizations

supporting them that the policy of the status quo manifests itself. Nations

desiring to maintain a certain distribution of power may use as their instru-

ment special treaties, such as
“The Nine Power Tieatv relatin2ilQ..ErindDles

and Policies to be followed in Matters signed at Wash-
ington, February 6, 1922,® and the “Treaty of Mutual Guarantee between

Germany, Belgium, France, Great Britain, and Italy,” signed at Locarno,

October 16, 1925.®

The Nine Power Treaty transformed the American policy of the “open

door” in China into a multilateral policy which the nations mostly inter-

ested in trade with China, as well as China itself, pledged themselves to up-

hold. Its main purpose was to stabilize the distribution of power which ex-

isted at the time between the contracting nations with regard to China. This

meant that the special rights which certain nations, especially Great Britain

and Japan, had acquired in certain parts of Chinese territory, such as Man-
churia and various ports, should not only remain intact but that no new spe-

cial rights should be ceded by China to any of the contracting parties.

The Locarno Treaty of mutual guarantee endeavored to supplement the

general guarantee of the territorial status quo of 1918, contained in Article

10 of the Covoiant of the League, with a special one with respect to the

® United States Treaty Series, No. 671 (Washington, 1923).
® American Journal of International Law, Vol. 20 (1926), Supplement, p. 22.
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western frontiers of Germany. Article i of the Treaty expressly referred to

the guarantee of “thfijagintenance. of the temtonSTstat^quo resujHhg fronL

the frontiers between Germany and .Belgiuiii^ndJpetweeu,,Germany .

Fxaiieeul

Alliance treaties, in particular, have frequently the function of preserving

the status quo in certain respects. Thus, after the victorious conclusion of the

war against France and the foundation of the German Empire in 1871, Bis-

marck tried to protect the newly won dominant position of Germany in Eu-

rope by alliances which were intended to prevent a war of revenge on the

part of France. In 1879, Germany and Austria concluded an alliance for mu-
tual defense against Russia, and, in 1894, France and Russia entered into a

defensive alliance against the German-Austrian combination. The mutual

fear lest the other alliance be intent upon changing the status quo while pro-

fessing to maintain it was one of the main factors , in bringing about the

general conflagration of the First World War,
The alliance treaties which France concluded with the Soviet Union, Po-

land, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and Rumania in the period between the

two world wars were intended to maintain the status quo, mainly in view of

possible German attempts to change it. Similar treaties between Czechoslo-

vakia, Yugoslavia, and Rumania, and the treaty between Czechoslovakia and
the Soviet Union had the same purpose. The Ineffectiveness of this system

of alhances when it was put to the test from 1935 to 1939 was one of the rea-

sons for Germany’s attadk on Poland. The British-Polish Alliance of April 5,

1939, was the last attempt, before the outbreak of hostilities, to preserve at

least the territorial status quo on the eastern German frontier. Today the alli-

ances which the Soviet Union has concluded with the countries of Eastern

Europe and which the countries of Western Europe have concluded among
themselves aim similarly at the maintenance of the status quo in these re-

spective European regions as it was established by the distribution of power at

the end of the Second World War.
The manifestation of the policy of the status quo which has had the greatest-

importance for the United States and has been the cornerstone of its foreign

relations is the Monroe Doctrine. A imilateral declaration made by President

Monroe in his annual message to Congress on December 2, 1823, the Doc-

trine lays down the two essential principles of any status quo poUcy, On the

one hand, it stipulates on the part of the United States respect for the exist-

ing (fistribution of power in the Western Hemisphere: ‘‘With the existing

cofemes <:^ dependencies of any European power we have not interfered and
On the other hand, it proclaims resistance on the part of

the Unitai jS^^ to mkV change of the existing distribution of power by any
non-Aineri^;na^c^j.^^nt the governments who have declared their

independwee, and:Pi?dntain it, * . . we could not view any interposition for

the pwpose of op^f^ng ithw, Of; 9^^ in any oihex manner their

destiny, by any the manifestation

of an unfriendly' Presid^t Fraidc-

lin D. Roosevelt of the

Pan-American Union on was
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aimed and is aimed against the acquisition in any manner of the control of

additiond^ territory in Sis hemspherc/by any non-American power/*
We have said that the policy of Se status quo aims at the maintenance

of the distribution of power as it exists at a particular moment in history.

This does not mean that the policy of the status quo is necessarily opposed to

any change whatsoever. While it is not opposed to change as such, it is op-

posed to any change which would amount to a reversal of the power rela-

tions among two or more nations, reducing, for instance, A from a first-rate

to a second-rate power and raising B to the eminent position A formerly

held. Minor adjustments in the distribution of power, however, which leave

intact the relative power positions of the nations concerned, are fully com-
patible with a policy of the status quo. For instance, the purchase of Ae ter-

ritory of Alaska by the United States in 1867 did not then affea the status

quo, between the United States and Russia, since, in view of the technology

of coxximuDkatiana.^^ time, thc,.acq.uisiUQn,,b,y ,..thc Ujoitdi..

States ofJhis, then inaccessible territory did not affect to any appreciable ^

tent die . distribution of po\yer between-the. United

,

Similarly, by acquiring the Virgin Islands from Denmark in 1917, the

United States dm not embark upon a policy aiming at a change of the status

quo with regard to the Central American republics. While the acquisition

of the Virgin Islands gready improved the strategic position of the United

States in so far as the defense of the approaches to the Panama Canal was

concerned, it did not change the relative power positions of the United States

and the Central American republics. The acquisition of the Virgin Islands

may have strengthened the already dominant position of the United States

in the Caribbean, yet it did not create it and, therefore, was compatible with

a policy of the status quo. One might even ^y that, by strengthening the

preponderance of the United States over tlie C^tral American repubh^
'

actually reinforced the existing distribution of power and t^^^

purposes^of a policy ohdieltiHFqTO
—

-

' -'-"rir-Tni-.-n,ir

Roosevelt*s Foreign Policy, 193^41* FJ).R/s Unedited Speeches and Messages (New
York: Wilfred Funk, Inc., 1942), p. 4.
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CHAPTER III

The Struggle for Power:

Imperialism

I, WHAT IMPERIALISM IS NOT

An objective analysis of the acquisition of the Virgin Islands by the United

States might show that it was part of a policy of the status quo in that re-

gion. Nevertheless, these and similar moves toward strengthening the posi-

tion of the United States in the Caribbean have been decried as imperialistic

by many observers. Such observers have used the term “imperialistic” not for

the purpose of characterizing objectively a particular type of foreign policy,

but as a term of opprobrium by which a policy to which the observer is op-

posed cm be discredited This arbitrary use of the term for polemical pur-

poses has become.so'WJespread that today “imperialism” and “imperialistic”

n^ policy, regardless of its ac^al

rppppsed.

Anglophobes will refer to British imperialism as an actuality in 1948, as

they did in 1940 or in 1914. Russophobes will call imperialistic whatever the

Russians do in foreign affdrs. The Second World War was considered im-

perialistic in motivation by the Soviet Union until it was attacked in 1941.

In Russian eyes, the war then became anti-imperialistic. To enemies and
critics of the United States everywhere “American imperialism” is a stand-

ard term. To add to the confusion, economic systems, political systems, and
economic groups, such as bankers and industrialists, are indiscriminately

identified with imperialistic foreign policies.

In this process of indiscriminate usage the term “imperialism” has lost all

concrete meaning. Everybody is an imperialist to someone who happens to

take f^yrqvtinrLm his fordgnjiQlide^. Under such circumstances it becomes the

task of a scholarly study to break with popular usage in order to give

the term an ethically neutral, objective, and definable meaning which at the

same time is useful for the theory and practice of international affairs.^

Before we ask what imperialism actually is, let us ask first what imperial-

^ The term is f^eque^tly used as synonymous with any kind of colonial expansion, as, for

instance, in Parker Thomas Moon, ImP^ridism and World Politics (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1926). Such use is tmofejectiolKdxk from a scientific point of view, so long as it

implies no general theory of the nature of eq:^sionist policies as such. Since in the? text we
are concerned with the general characterisfics of International policies of expansion, it is obvious

that a concept limited to the phenomena ol colonial expansion is too narrow for cmr purposes.
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ism is not, but is most often supposed to be..The three most popular miscon-

ceptions require our attention.

1. Not every foreign policy aiming at an increase in..the ppwer„ of agna-

tion is necessarily a manifestation of imperialism. We have already disposed

of this misconception in our discussion of the policy of the status quo.LWc

.

defined imperiaUsm as a policy wh^ aims at the overArow of tl^

quo, at a reversal of the power relations between two or more nations.

A policy seeking only adjustment, leaving the essence of these power rela-

tions intact, still operates within the general framework of a policy of the

status quo.

The view that imperialism and any purposeful increase in power arc

identical is held mainly by two distinct groups. Those who are opposed on
principle to a particular nation and its policies, such as Anglophobes, Russo-^

phobes, and anti-Americans, regard the very existence of the object of their

phobia as a threat to the world. Whenever a country, thus feared, sets out to

increase its power, those who fear it must view the increase in power as a
stepping-stone to world conquest, that is, as manifestation of an imperial-

istic policy. On the other hand, those who, as heirs of the political philosophy

of the nineteenth century, consider any active foreign policy an evil bound
to disappear in the foreseeable future will condemn a foreign policy that

seeks an increase in power. They will identify that foreign policy with what
is for them the paradigm of evil—^imperialism.

2. Not every fqreiggrpolicy aiming at the preservation of an empire that

already exists is imperialism. It iT ^^deT^Teneved fh¥f

such as Great Britain, France, the Soviet Union, or the United States, does

in order to maintain its preponderant position in certain regions is imperial-

istic.Thus imperialism becomes identified with the maintenance, defense, and
stabilization of an empire already in existence rather than with the dynamic

process of acquiring one. Yet, while it may make sense to apply the term

“imperialism” to the domestic policies of an existing empire, it is confusing

and misleading to apply the term to international policies of an essentially

static and conservative character; for in the international field imperialism

is contrasted with the policy of the status quo and, hence, has a dynamic con-

notation. The history of what is commonly called “British imperialism” is

instructive in this regard.

The idea of British imperialism had its origin in Great Britain itseE

was used for the first time by the conservatives under Disraeli in the cam-

pmgnS lEe elections oFiS^VTlie iSea ofSrx&li mpefmsm^^^ conSvcd
by Disraeli and developed later by Joseph Chamberlain and Winston

Churchill, was opposed to what they called the cosmopolitanism and inter-

nationalism of the liberals. It found its concrete expression in the political

program of 1‘imDerial federation.” The most important points of this pro-

gram were: (i) ths tmification and integration of Great .Britain andJULpos-
sessinns inm a eJ3apim.-mjt-h, th<B /iMj,. nfi

(2) the reser-

vatinn .nf frea roUnifll land to ,F.ng1ishnn(>n, ,(3) jmi|iai.aaPf4i-fnrjfcS. jand

(4>.ft moral

2 On this point see the discussion in Chapter 11.
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When this “imperialistic” program was postulated and put into effect, the

territorial expansion of Great Britain had in the main come to an end. The
program of British “imperiahsm”--was,,J±i,a:efQre>-j£Sse^ a program j)f

consQljjdad0X4.^i]L0t of expansion. It sought to secure and exploit what
had already been appropriated. It endeavored to stabilize the distribu-

tion of power which had been brought about by the creation of the British

Empire.

When Kipling justified British imperialism as hurdenj”

the burden was already shouldered. Since the 1870’s, British “imperialism,”

that is, British foreign policy with regard to Britain’s oversea possessions, was
in the main a policy of the status quo and not imperialistic at all in the

exact meaning of the term. Yet the anti-imperialists in Great Britain and
elsewhere, accepting the imperialistic slogans of Disraeli and Chamberlain at

face value and mistaking the effects of imperialism for imperialism itself,

opposed the British policy of exploitation and consolidation, especially in Af-

rica and India, as “imperialistic.” In fact, when Churchill refused “to pre-

side over the liquidation of the British Empire,” he was speaking not as an
imperialist but as a conservative in foreign affairs, a defender of the status

quo of empire.

British “imperialism” and its opponents are the outstanding examples of

the confusion between the consolidation and defense of empire, on the one

•hand, and imperialism, on the other. But they are not the only examples.

When we speic of the Roman Empire and of Roman imperialism, we think

naturally of the period of Roman history which starts with Augustus, the

first emperor governing what was then called for the first time imperium
Romanum, Yet, when Augustus gave Rome and its possessions the consti-

tution of an empire, the expansion of Rome had essentially come to an end.

The foreign policy of the Republic, from the Punic Wars to its overthrow

by Julius Caesar, had indeed been imperialistic in the exact meaning of the

term. In that period the political face of the earth had been changed and
made Roman. The foreign policy of the emperors and their perpetual wars

served the main purpose of securing and protecting what had been con-

quered before. Not unlike the “imperialistic” policies of Great Britain from
the time of Disraeli to Churchill, Roman foreign policy was one of conserva-

tion, of the status quo. When there were conquests, as under Trajan for

instance, these policies served to make the empire and Roman supremacy

secure.

The saiM is essentially true of the territorial aspects of American “im-

perially” frmn tl^ bdg^ining of the twentieth century to the Second World
War, Tte debate fpf and against Ameri^ imperialism which raged

during the Sifst dydes^^ the century followed the great imf^riali^c expan-

sion c^-ihe nin^eenth^c^^ The policy which ^ <A tha;^. de-

bate was esseiitii^ dF cori^lids^ionj of proteesri^ ^lexpMla^^
that is, a pedky
referred 'to the

the United Stat^ by

^ See previous quotation, p.
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summated. When Senator J. Beveridge declared that “God has made us

adepts in government that we may administer government among savage

and senile peoples/’ ^ he endeavored to justify dominion already established

rather than to support expansion planned for the future.

Thus, in both Great Britain and the United States, much of the modern
debate on imperialism follows after the process of imperialistic expansion,

condemning or justifying it in retrospect. In terms of actual policies to be
pursued in the future, the debate is concerned primarily with the result of

imperiaUstic policies, that is, the administration and safeguarding of empire.

The explanation is not hard to find. The great debate started in Great Brit-

ain with the Conservative exaltation of the British Empire, a kind of British

counterpart to the nationalism of the continent. The British Empire was a
colonial empire and, as such, it became the prototype of modern empire. In

consequence, the acquisition and exploitation of colonies became synonymous
with empire, which thus received primarily, if not exclusively, an economic
connotation. This economic connotation gave rise to the most extensive, most
systematic, and also most popular body of thought which has sought to

explain imperialism in modern times: the economic theories of imperialism.

Here we find the third of the misconceptions which have obscured the true

nature of imperialism.

2. ECONOMIC THEORIES OF IMPERIALISM
a) The Marxian, Liberal, and *'DeviV^ Theories of Imperialism

The economic theories of imperialism have been developed in three dif-

ferent schools of thought: the MaoiEn.jJie liberal and one which has aptly

been called the “devil theory” ^ of imperialism.

The Marxian theory of imperialism rests upon the conviction, which is

the foundation of all Marxian thought, that all political phenomena are the

reflection of economic conditions. Consequendy, the political phenomenon of

imperialism is the product of the economic system in which it originates, that

is, capitahsm. Capitalist societies, according to the Marxian theory, are unable

to find within themselves sufficient markets for their products and sufficient

investments for their capital. They have, therefore, a tendency to subjugate

ever larger noncapitalist and, ultimately, even capitalist regions in order to

transform them into markets for their surplus products and to give their sur-

plus capital opportunities for investment.

The moderate Marxians, such as Kautsky and Hilferding, believed that

imperialism was a policy of capitalism and that, therefore, an imperialistic

policy was a matter of choice toward which capitalism might be more or

less inclined according to circumstances. Lenin ® and his followers, especially

4 Sf)ccch in ^ Jaiwiary 9, 1900, reprinted in Ruhl J. Bardctt, The Record of

Amerkm (New* York: Allr^ Ai Knopf, 1947)1 P* 3^8.

^ Gkarlig^ Au terd^ The r>et(il Theory of Wat (New York: The Vanguard Press, 1936);

see idsb The New ReptMk, V6l. 86, March 4, ii, 18, 1936.
^ CoUe^d Wor\s (New York: Int^naedonal Publishers, 1927), VoL i8; Selected Works

(New York: In^epnationd I^istes, 1935), Vol. 5.
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Bukharin/ on the other hand, identified imperialism and capitalism outright.

Imperialism is identical with capitalism in its, last, that is, monopoly stage o£

development. According to Lenin, “Imperialism is oapitaUsm ia. that phase

of its development in which the domination of monopolies and finance-

capital has established itself; in which the export of capitd has acquired very

great importance; in which the division of the world among the big interna-

tional trusts has begun; in which the partition of all the territory of the earth

amongst the great capitalist powers has been completed.” ®

In the eyes of the Marxians capitalism is the main evil and imperialism

only its necessary or probable manifestation. The liberal school, of which

John A- Hobson ® is the chief representative, is mainly concerned with im-

perialism in which it finds the result, not of capitalism as such, but of cer-

tain maladjustments within the capitalist system. In conformity with Marx-

ism, the liberal school diagnoses as the root of imperialism the surplus of

goods and capital which seek outlets in foreign markets. Yet, according to

Hobson and his school, imperialist expansion is not the inevitable and not

even the most rational method of disposing of these surpluses. Since the sur-

pluses are the result of the maldistribution of consuming power, the remedy
lies in the expansion of the home market through economic reforms, such as

payment of higher wages and elimination of oversavings. It is this beHef in a

domestic alternative to imperialism which in the main distinguishes the lib-

eral school from Marxism.

The “devil theory” ofirnpeaalism oper^tes on a nmch low^_i^^
level than its two companion theories. It is widely held by pacifists and may
be said to haye been the official philosophy of the Nye Committee which in

1934-6 investigated on behalf of the United States Senate the influence of

financial and industrial interests on the participation of the United States in

the World The publicity which the proceedings of this committee

received made the “devil theory” of imperialism for a time the most popular
foreign affairs \r\ the United States. The simplicity of the the-

ory contributed much to its popularity. It identified certain groups which
obviously profited from war, such as manufacturers of war material (the so-

called “mmirinna makcrsl^Y^iaternationd baid^ (!!WalI.^J:met”)>,and the

UW-.&in.ce -they profited from war, they must be interested in having war*

Thus the war profiteers transform themselves into the “war mongers.” the

“devils” in

While the extreme Marxians equate capitalism and imperialism, and
while the moderate Marxians and the disciples of Hobson see in imperial-

ism the result of maladjustments within the capitalist system, for the ad-

herents of the “ckvil theory” imperialism and war in general amount to

nothing but^a^conspiracy. olcviLcapItalisU for, the ,,,pmpo:8£.oLpiiYar^^ain.^,., ..

^ Xmpertalistn and World Economy (New York: International Publishers, 1929). Of the
writers who, aside from those mentioned in the text, have particularly influenced the develop-
ment of the Marxian theory ©f knperkUsnv Rosar l^ixemburg and Fritz Sternberg ought to be
mentioned; c£. the latter’s The Coming CrisU (New, York: The John Day Company, 1946).

® Jmperiedism, the Highesi Stage of (New Yorks International Pablkhcrs,

1933). P. 72 * ^ ^ r /
^ Imperialisnt (London; G. Allen & XSBBJw ,

^
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b) Criticism of these Theories

All economic explanations o£ imperialism, the refined as well as the primi-

tive, are unable to overcome the arguments derived from the evidence of his-

tory. The economic interpretation of imperialism erects a limited historic

experience based on certain isolated cases into a universal law of history. It

is indeed true that in the late nineteenth and in the twentieth centuries a

small number of wars were waged primarily, if not exclusively, for economic
objectives. The classic examples are the Boer War of i8qq-iqo2 and the Chaco
War between Bolivia and Paraguay from, 19^-35. The main responsibility

of British gold mining interests for tiie Boer War can hardly be doubted. The
Chaco War is considered by some to have been primarily a war between two
oil companies forihe control of desirable oil fields.

However, during the entire period of mature capitalism, no war, with the

exception of the Boer War, was waged by major powers exclusively or even
predominantly for economic objectives. The Austro-Prussian War of 1866

and the Franco-German War of 1870, for instance, had no economic objec-

tives of any importance. They were political wars, indeed imperialistic wars,

fought for the purpose of establishing a new distribution of power, first in

favor of Prussia within Germany and then in favor of Germany within the

European state system. The Crimean War of 1854-56. the Spanish-American

War of i8q8, the Russo-Tapanese War of iqo4--o^, Ae Turko-Italian War of

1911-12, and the several Balkan Wars show economic objectives only in a

subordinate role, if they show them at all. The two world wars were cer-

tainly political wars, whose stake was the domination of Europe, if not of the

world. Naturally, victory in these wars brought economic advantages and,

more particularly, defeat brought in its wake economic losses. But these ef-

fects were not the real issue; they were only by-products of the political con-

sequences of victory and defeat. Still less were these economic eflEects the

motives which determined in the minds of the responsible statesmen the issue

of war and peace.

The economic theories of imperialism are thus not supported by the ex-

perience of that historic period which they suppose to be intimately con-

nected, if not identical, with imperialism, that is, the period of capitalism.

Furthermore, the main period of colonial expansion which the economic

theories tend to identify with imperialism precedes the age of mature capi-

talism and cannot be attributed to the inner contradiaions of the decaying

capitalist system. In comparison with the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eight-

eenth centuries, the colonial acquisitions of the nineteenth and twentieth cen-

turies are small. The latest phase of capitalism even wimesses the liquidation

of e|npire on a large scale in the form of the retreat from Asia of Great

Britain, France, and the Netherlands.

The historic evidence is still more unfavorable to the contentions of
,
the

economic theories if one tests the theories against the evidence presented by

the precapitalist processes of empire building. The policies which in aqcient

times led to the foimdation of the Egyptian, Assyrian, and Persian empires

were imperialistic in the political sense. So were the conquests of Alexander

the Great and the policies of Rome in the last century before the Christian
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era. The Arabian expansion in the seventh and eighth centuries showed all

the earmarks of imperialism. Pope Urban II used the typical ideological ar-

guments in support of an imperialistic policy when, in 1095, he expressed

to the Council of Clermont the reasons for the First Crusade in these words:

“For this land which you inhabit, shut in on all sides by the seas and sur-

rounded by the mountain peaks, is too narrow for your large population; nor

does it abound in wealth; and it furnishes scarcely food enough for its cul-

tivators. Hence it is that you murder and devour one another, that you wage
war, and that very many among you perish in civil strife.” Louis XIY,
Tetenjthe. iJxcat, and Napoleon I were decidedly imperialists.

All these imperialisms of precapitalist times share with those of the capi-

talist period the tendency toward overthrowing the established power rela-

tions and putting in their stead the dominance of the imperialistic power.

Yet those two periods of imperialism share also the subordination of eco-

nomic objectives to political considerations.

Alexander the Great and Napoleon I, no more than Adolf Hitler, em-
barked on imperialistic policies for the purpose of personal gain or in order

to escape the maladjustments of their economic systems. What they aimed at

was exactly the same thing the captain of industry is aiming at when he tries

to establish an industrial “empire ” by adding enterprise to enterprise until

he dominates his industry in a monopolistic or quasi-monopolistic manner.

What the precapitalist imperialist, the capitalist imperialist, and the “im-

perialistic” capitalist want is power, not economic gain. The captain of in-

dustry is no more driven toward his “imperialistic goal” by economic neces-

sity or personal greed than was Napoleon I. Personal gain and the solution

of economic problems through imperialistic expansion are for all of them a

pleasant afterthought, a welcome by-product, not the goal by which the im-

perialistic urge is attracted.

We have seen that imperialism is not determined by economics, capitalist

or otherwise. We shall see now that capitalists per se are not imperialists.

According to the economic theories and, more particularly, the “devil the-

ory,” capitalists use governments as their tools in instigating imperialistic

policies. Yet the investigation of historic instances cited in support of the eco-

nomic interpretation shows that in most cases the reverse relationship actu-

ally existed between statesmen and capitalists. Imperialistic policies were gen-

erally conceived by the governments who summoned the capitalists to support

the^ policies. Thus historic evidence points to the primacy of politics over

eamomics, and “the rule of the financier . . . over international politics” is

indeoJ, in the words of Professor Schumpeter, “a newspaper fairytale, almost

ludicrously at variance widi facts.”

far from being the instigators of imperialistic policies, capitalists as a

group, that is, aside from certain individual capitalists, were not even en-

thusiastic supporters. TCht literature and policies of the groups and political

parties representing die €g|>italkt element in modern societies are a testimony

F* A. Oggr €<Ktcar, U&itt/d Wsfory (New Ydrki
Company, 1907), p. 2S6. . . rr

’

Joseph Schumpeter, Bumhi Ybik and Lohdoh: McGrat^-l^r itxik Com-
pany, I939)> h note i. ^ lU ' ;
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to the traditional opposition of the merchant and manufacturing classes to

any foreign policy which, like imperialism, might lead to war. As Professor

Viner has stated:

It was for the most part the middle classes who were the supporters of paci-

fism, of internationalism, of international conciliation and compromise of dis-

putes, of disarmament— in so far as these had supporters. It was for the most
part aristocrats, agrarians, often the urban working classes, who were the ex-

pansionists, the imperialists, the jingoes. In the British Parliament it was spokes-
men for the '‘moneyed interests,” for the emerging middle classes in the north-

ern manufacturing districts and for the “City” in London, who were the
appeasers during the Napoleonic Wars, during the Crimean War, during the

Boer War, and during the period from the rise of Hider to the German inva-

sion of Poland. In our own country it was largely from business circles that the
important opposition came to the American Revolution, to the War of 1812, to

the imperialism of 1898, and to the anti-Nazi policy of the Roosevelt adminis-
tration prior to Pearl Harbor.^^

From Sir Andrew Freeport in the Spectator at the beginning of the eight-

eenth century to Norman AngelPs The Great Illusion in our time, it has

been the conviction of the capitalists as a class and of most capitalists as in-

dividuals that “war does not pay,” that war is incompatible with an indus-

trial society, that the interests of capitalism require peace and not war. For
only peace permits those rational calculations upon which capitalist actions

arc based. War carries with it an element of irrationality and chaos which is

alien to the very spirit of capitalism. Imperialism, however, as the attempt

to overthrow the existing power relations, carries with it the inevitable risk

of war. As a group then, capitalists were opposed to war; they did not ini-

tiate, and only supported with misgivings and xmder pressure, imperialistic

policies which might lead, and many times actually did lead, to war.

How was it possible that a body of doctrine, such as the economic theories

of imperialism, which is to such an extent at variance with the facts of ex-

perience, could hold sway over the public mind? There are two answers. We
have already pointed to the general tendency of the age to reduce political

problems to economic ones.^® Of this fundamental error, the capitalists and

their critics are equally guilty. The former expected from the development

of capitalism, freed from the atavistic fetters of the precapitalist age and fol-

lowing only its own inherent laws, general prosperity and peace. The latter

were convinced that these aims could be achieved only through the reform or

the abolition of the capitalist system. Both camps looked to economic reme-

^2 Jacob Viner, ^Tbc Economic Problem,” New Perspectives on Peace, edited by George

B. dc Huszar (C^cago: The University of Chicago Press, 1944)* P- 97* Professor Vmer might

ahK> have ci«ed the opposition of New York and New England merchants to the Civil War;

Philip S. Foner, Business amd Slavery: the New Yor\ Merchants and the Irrepressible Conflict

^Chapel IJill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1941).
* Significant ki this resp^ is also the report which the British Ambassador to Germany sent

o4 ^the eVe of the Firit World War^ Jnne 30, 1914, to his Foreign Of&ce; *T hear in fact from

^ si^cs that the Snar»dal apd industrial classes are dead against a war in any shape. . .

Biijluh Docurn^is oh the Origkt^ of the War, i8g8-igi4 (London: His Majesty's Stationery

(Mcc, 19^6% XI, 561,
Set abovf,^pp. Qt also Hans J. Morgenthau^ Sciendfic Man vs. Power PoUttes

(cincagd: The tJjEilycrtity bl X^icago Fress, 1946), pp. 75 ff.
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dies-foL^golitical problems. Bentham advocated the emancipation of the colo-

nies as the'meahs of doing aw'ay with the imperialistic conflicts which lead

to war. Proudhon, Cobden, and their disciples saw in tariffs the sole source

of international conflicts and reasoned that peace lay in extending free trade.^^

In our own time we have heard it said that since German, Italian, and

Japanese imperialism was born of economic needs, these countries would

have refrained from imperialistic policies had they received loans, colonies,

and access to raw materials. Poor nations will go to war, so the argument

runs, in order to escape economic distress; if the rich nations alleviate their

economic afflictions, they will have no reason to go to war. In the classic age

of capitalism both the adherents and the opponents of the capitalist system

beheved that the economic motives which seemed to determine the actions

of businessmen were guiding the actions of all men.
The other reason for the ready acceptance of the economic interpretation

of imperialism Hes in its plausibility. What Professor Schumpeter has said of

the Marxian theory of imperiaUsm holds generally true: “A series of vital

facts of our time seems to be perfectly accounted for. The whole maze of

international politics seems to be cleared up by a single powerful stroke of

analysis.” The mystery of so threatening, inhuman, and often murderous
a historic force as imperialism, the theoretical problem of defining it as a

distinctive type of international politics, the practical difficulty, above all, of

recognizing it in a concrete situation and of counteracting it with adequate

means— all this is reduced to either the inherent tendencies or the abuses of

the capitalist system. Whenever the phenomenon of imperialism presents it-

self for cither theoretical understanding or practical action, the simple scheme
will provide an almost automatic answer which puts the mind at case

3, DIFFERENT TYPES OF IMPERIALISM

The true nature of imperialism as a policy devised to overthrow the sta-

tus quo can best be explained by a consideration of certain typical situations

which favor imperialistic policies and which, given the subjective and objec-

tive conditions necessary for an active foreign policy, will almost inevitably

produce a policy of imperialism.

a) Three Inducements to ImperiaUsm

When a nation is engaged in war with another nation, it is very likely

that the nation which anticipates victory will pursue a policy which seeks a

permanent change of the power relations with the defeated enemy. The na-

tion will pursue this policy regardless of what the objectives were at the out-

break of the war. It is the objective of this policy of change to transform the

relation between victor and vanquished which happens to exist at the end
of the war into the new status quo of the peace settlement. Thus a war which
was started by the victor as a defensive war, that is, for the maintenance of

See above, p-
15 Josqph Schumpeter, Captidtsm^ 4md democracy (New York apd Londpa;

Harper and Brothers, 1947), p. 51.
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the prewar status quo, transforms itself with the approaching victory into an
imperialistic war, that is, for a permanent change in the status quo.

The “Carthaginian Peace,” by which the Romans changed their power
relations with the Carthaginians permanently in their favor, has become the

by-word for the kind of peace settlement which tends to perpetuate the rela-

tion between victor and vanquished as it exists at the conclusion of hostili-

ties. The Treaty of Versailles and its companion treaties, terminating the

First World War, had in the eyes of many observers a similar character. A
policy which aims at a peace setdement of this kind must, according to our
definition, be called imperialistic. It is imperialistic because it tries to replace

the prewar status quo, when approximately equal or at least not thoroughly
unequal powers oppose each other, with a postwar status quo where the vic-

tor becomes the permanent master of the vanquished.

However, this very status of subordination, intended for permanency, may
easily engender in the vanquished a desire to turn the scales on the victor, to

overthrow the status quo created by his victory, and to change places with
him in the hierarchy of power. In other words, the policy of imperialism

pursued by the victor in anticipation of his victory will be likely to call forth

a policy of imperialism on the part of the vanquished. If he is not forever

ruined or else won over to the cause of the victor, the vanquished will want
to regain what he has lost and to gain more if possible.

The typical example of imperialism conceived as a reaction against the

successful imperialism of others is German imperialism from 1935 to the end
of the Second World War. The European status quo of 1914 was character-

ized by a concert of great powers consisting of Austria, France, Germany,
Great Britain, Italy, and Russia. The victory of the Allies and the peace trea-

ties created a new status quo which was the fruition of the imperi^stic poli-

cies of France. This new status quo established the hegemony of France, exer-

cised in alliance with most of the newly created nations of Eastern and

Central Europe.

The German foreign policy from 1919 to 1935 operated seexningly within

the framework of that status quo, while secretly preparing for its overthrow.

It tried to win concessions for Germany, but it nevertheless accepted, at least

for the time being and with mental reservations, the power relations estab-

lished by the Treaty of Versailles. It did not openly challenge the power

relations established by the Treaty of Versailles; rather, it aimed at adjust-

ments which left the essence of those power relations intact. Such was par-

ticularly the character of the “policy of fulfillment,” that is, fulfillment of the

Treaty of Versailles, which the Republic of Weimar pursued. It was this

attempt to improve the international position of Germany while accepting

at least temporarily the status quo of Versailles which aroused the violent

opposition of nationalists and Nazis. After the Nazis had come to power in

1933 and stabilized their regime domestically, they abrogated in 1935 the

disarmament provisions of the Treaty of Versailles. In 1936, in violation of

the same treaty, they occupied the Rhineland and declared void the demili-

tarisation of the German territory adjacent to the German-French frontier.

With these acts the imperialistic policy of Nazi Germany began in the open;

for these acts were the first in a series which expressed Germany’s resolution
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no longer to accept the status quo of Versailles as basis for its foreign pol-

icy, but to work for the overthrow of that status quo.

Another typical situation that favors imperialistic policies is the existence

of weak states or of politically empty spaces, which are attractive and acces-

sible to a strong state. This is the situation out of which colonial imperialism

grew. It is also the situation which made possible the transformation of the

original federation of thirteen American states into a continental power. Na-
poleon’s as well as Hitler’s imperialism had partly this character, the latter’s

particularly in the period of the “blitzkrieg” of 1940, With the period of

coloniahsm having come to an end and with two great power combinations

opposing each other, imperiaHsm growing out of the relations between

strong and weak nations and out of the attractiveness of power vacuums
seems to be less likely in the future than it has been in the past.

b) Three Goals of Imperialism

As imperialism grows out of three typical situations, so imperialism moves
toward tluree typical objectives. The objective of imperialism can be the

domination of the whole pohtically organized globe, that is, a world empire.

Or it can be an empire or hegemony of approximately continental dimen-

sions. Or it can be a strictly localized preponderance of power. In other

words, the imperialistic poHcy may have no limits but those set by the power
of resistance of the prospective victims. Or it may have geographically de-

termined limits, such as the geographical boundaries of a continent. Or it may
be limited by the localized aims of the imperialistic power itself.

The outstanding historic examples of unlimited imperialism are the ex-

pansionist policies of Alexander the Great, Rome, the Arabs in the seventh

and eighth centuries, Napoleon I, and Hitler. They all have in common an

urge toward expansion which knows no rational limits, feeds on its own
successes, and, if not stopped by a superior force, will go on to the confines

of the pohtical world.^® This urge will not be satisfied so long as there re-

mains anywhere a possible object of domination, that is, a politically organ-

ized group of men which by its very independence challenges the con-

queror’s lust for power. It is, as we shall see, exactly the lack of moderation,

the aspiration to conquer all that lends itself to conquest, characteristic of un-

Knuted imp^ialism, which in the past has been the undoing of the imperial-

istic policies of this kind. The only exception is Rome, for reasons which will

be discussed later.^’'

Hobto hac^ ^ classl::al aiisilysis this unlimited desire for power in the Levia-
than, Chapter: X? pp. 4^^* ‘'So that in the first place, I put for a gen-
eral! mclinadon ^ peipen^ and resdesse desire of Power after power, that

ceas^ dndf in l^th. AM dbe csbse of this, is not alwayes that a man hopes for a more in-

tenave delicti ,h#>alre?i(ly attained toj; or that he cannot be content with a moderate
poweri but bocau^ ^.cani3^ ,a|^e and, means to live well, which he hath present,
withcrtit the acquMu^' of Ahi ifem h^cc it is, that Kings, whose power is greatest;

turn thek cndcavt«Sris or abroad by Wars: ar^ wfisn dKtt
is done, there sucicecd^ fmm from new conqu^5 in others, oi
ease and sensual pleasure^ Ih bar bmg fiaUio:^ from excdloice m^otne
ai% or other aMty of the'

^

See bdowj ppt 403^ ^
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The type of geographically determined imperialism is most clearly pre-

sented in the policies of European powers to gain a predominant position

on the European continent. Louis XIV, Napoleon III, and William II are

cases in point. The kingdom of Piedmont under Cavour aiming at the domi-
nation of the Italian peninsula, the different participants in the Balkan Wars
of 1912 and 1913 aspiring to hegemony in the Balkan peninsula, Mussolini

trying to make the Mediterranean an Italian lake— these are examples of

geographically determined imperialism on a less than continental basis. The
American policy of the nineteenth century consisting in the gradual expan-

sion of American rule over the better part of the North American continent

is primarily, but not exclusively, determined by the geographic limits of a

continent; for the United States has not attempted to bring Canada and Mex-
ico under its domination although it certainly would have been able to do
so. Continental imperialism is here modified by its limitation to a localized

section of the continent.

The same mixed type of imperialism constitutes the essence of American
foreign policy toward the geographic unit of the Western Hemisphere. The
Monroe Doctrine, by postulating for the Western Hemisphere a policy of the

status quo with regard to non-American powers, erected a protective shield

behind which the United States could establish its predominance within that

geographic region. Within these geographic limits, however, American pol-

icy was not always uniformly imperialistic. In respect to the Central Ameri-
can republics and certain countries of South America it was outright im-

perialistic. But with regard to others, such as Argentina and Brazil, it sought

rather to maintain the superiority of the United States which was the result

of a kind of natural process rather than of a deliberate American policy. Even
though the United States has had the power to impose its superiority upon
these countries in form of actual hegemony, it chose not to do so. Here again

we find within the general framework of a geographically limited policy a

localized imperialism.

The prototype of localized imperialism is to be found in the monarchical

policies of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In the eighteenth cen-

tury, Frederick the Great, Louis XV, Maria Theresa, Peter the Great, and

Katherine II were the moving forces of this kind of foreign policy. In the

nineteenth century, Bismarck was the master of this imperialistic policy

which seeks to overthrow the status quo and to establish political preponder-

ance within self-chosen limits. The difference between such a localized im-

perialistic policy, continental imperialism, and unlimited imperialism is the

difference between the foreign policies of Bismarck, William II, and Hitler.

Bismarck wanted to establish Germany's preponderance in Central .Europe;

William II, in all of Europe; Hitler, m the whole world. The traditional ob-

jectives of Russian imperialism, such as control of Finland, Eastern Europe,

the Balkans, the DarAmelles, and Iran, are also of a localized nature.

The limits of tins type of imperialism are not, as in the case of the geo-

graplncaUy Hjnited type, primarily a product of the objective facts of nature

beyoi^ winch to^ wbuld be either technically dfficult or politically imwise.

On ^e contrary, tibey are primarily the result of a free choice among several

.tkernsttiyes one of whkh might be a policy of the status quo, another cond-
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nental imperialism, a third localized imperialism. In the eighteenth century

the third alternative recommended itself because the existing concert of

powers, each of about the same strength, discouraged any attempt at conti-

nental imperialism. The experience of Louis XIV showed how hazardous

such at attempt could be. Furthermore, eighteenth-century imperialism was

motivated mainly by considerations of monarchical power and glory, not by

the mass emotions of modern nationalism. These considerations operated

within a common framework of monarchical traditions and European civi-

lization which imposed upon the actors on the political scene a moral re-

straint necessarily absent in periods of religious or nationalistic crusades.

In the nineteenth century, the element of choice characteristic of the

policy of localized imperialism is paramount in the history of Bismarck’s

foreign policy. First, he had to overcome the opposition of the Prussian con-

servatives who favored a policy of the status quo for Prussia as over against

Bismarck’s policy of localized imperialism aiming at hegemony within Ger-

many. When victorious wars had made Bismarck’s policy feasible, it had to

be defended against those who now wanted to go beyond the limits which
Bismarck had set for Prussian and later German hegemony. The dismissal

of Bismarck by William II in i8go naarked the end of localized and the be-

ginning of at least a tendency toward continental imperialism as the foreign

policy of Germany.

c) Three Methods of Imperialism

Just as there are three types of imperialism with respect to the situations

from which imperialism typically arises, and three types of imperialism from
the point of view of its objectives, so a triple distinction is to be made as re-

gards the typical means employed by imperialistic policies. Accordingly, we
must distinguish between military, economic, and cultural imperialism. A
widespread popular misconception connects these three concepts with the

objectives of imperialism. This misconception has its origin in the economic

theories of imperialism as well as in the neglect of the power element in in-

ternational relations referred to above.^® Military imperialism seeks military

conquest; economic imperialism, economic exploitation of other peoples; cul-

tural imperialism, the displacement of one culture by another. Imperialism,

however, always aims at the overthrow of the status quo, that is, the reversal

of the power relations between the imperialist nation and its prospective vic-

tims. This immutable end is served by military, economic, and cultural

means, either alone or in combination. It is with these means that we are

dealing here.

Military Imperialism. The most obvious, the most ancient, and also the

crudest form of imperialism is military conquest. The great conquerors of all

times have by the same token also been the great imperialists. The great ad-

vantage of tins method from the point of view of the imperialistic nation lies

in the fact that the new power relations resulting from military conquest can

as a rule be changed only by anc^her war instigated by the vanquished na-

See above?, pp. rs ff.
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tion, with the odds normally against the latter. Napoleon I might have relied

upon the sole power of the ideas of the French Revolution to establish the

hegemony of France in Europe and in the world, that is, he might have
chosen cultural imperialism instead of military conquests. On the other hand,

if he could make and hold military conquests, he would reach his imperial-

istic goal more qxiickly and derive from the process of conquering that maxi-
mum of personal satisfaction which victory in combat gives to the victor.

Yet the very condition under which this statement is alone correct indicates

the great drawback of military conquest as a method of imperialism—war
is a gamble; it may be lost as well as won. The nation which starts wars for

imperialistic ends may gain an empire and keep it, as Rome did. Or it may
gain it and, in the process of trying to gain still more, lose it, as in Napo-
leon’s case. Or it may gain it, lose it, and fall victim to the imperialism of

others, as in the case of Nazi Germany and of Japan. Military imperialism is

a gamble played for the highest stakes.

Economic Imperialism. Economic imperialism is less obtrusive and also

generally less effective than the military variety and is, as a rational method
of gaining power, a product of modern times. As such, it is concomitant

with the age of mercantilist and capitalist expansion. Its outstanding modern
example is what is called “dollar imperialism.” Yet it has also played its role

in the history of British and French imperialism. In the British domination

of Portugal since the beginning of the eighteenth century economic control

has played an important part. British supremacy in the Arab world is the re-

sult of economic policies for which the term “oil diplomacy” is not misplaced.

The predominant influence which France exercised in the period between

the two world wars in countries such as Rumania was to a considerable ex-

tent based upon economic factors.

The common characteristic of the policies wliich we call economic im-

perialism is their tendency, on the one hand, to overthrow the status quo by

changing the power relations between the imperialist nations and others and,

on the other, to do so, not through the conquest of territory, but by way of

economic control. If a nation cannot or will not conquer territory for the

purpose of establishing its mastery over other nations, it can try to achieve

the same end by establishing its control over those who control tie territory.

The Central American republics, for instance, are all sovereign states; they

possess all the attributes of sovereignty and display the paraphernalia of sov-

ereignty. Their economic life being dmost completely dependent upon ex-

ports to the United States, these nations are unable to pursue for any length

of time poheies of any kind, domestic or foreign, to which the United States

would object.

The nature of economic imperialism as an unobtrusive, indirect, but fairly

effective method of gaining and maintaining domination over other nations

is particularly striking where two rival imperialisms compete with economic

means for control over the same government. The century-old competition

between Great Britain and Russia for control of Iran, though carried on for

a long time predominantly by military means, may serve as an example. Pro-

fessor P. E. Roberts describe this situation in Iran, then called Persia, be-

fore the First World W^:
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Russia presses on her from the north, Great Britain from the south, though the

influence of the two powers is very different. Great Britain holds in her hands
the bulk of the foreign trade of southern Persia, and claims a general control of

the whole Asiatic coastline from Aden eastwards to Baluchistan. . . . Great Brit-

ain has never coveted territorial possessions. . . . The development of navigation

on the Volga and the construction of the Transcaspian railway have given to

Russia the bulk of the trade with northern Persia. But the commercial weapons
of Russia are a monopoly and prohibition. She has laid an interdict upon the

making of railroads in Persian territory, and has often opposed measures which
might regenerate the country.^®

Only ‘‘the commercial and political rivalry of Great Britain” seemed then,

as does now that of the United States, to bar the way to the complete absorp-

tion of Iran into the Russian orbit.

To the factors prevalent before the First World War must be added the

competitive exploitation of oil concessions and the competition for new ones

in Northern and Southern Iran which exist today. During the period of eco-

nomic and political rivalry between Great Britain and Russia in that region

the foreign policies, and frequently also the domestic ones, of the Iranian

governments have faithfully reflected the intensity of the economic, and
sometimes military, pressures which the rival powers brought to bear. When
Russia promised or granted economic advantages which Great Britain failed

to match, or when Russia threatened to withdraw advantages it had granted,

Russian influence would increase, and vice versa. Russia does not dare realize

its territorial ambitions with regard to Iran. Great Britain has none. But
both try to control the Iranian government which, in turn, controls oil fields

as well as the road to India.

Cultural Imperialism.^® What we suggest calling cultural imperialism is

the most subtle and, if it were ever to succeed by itself alone, the most suc-

cessful of imperialistic policies. It aims not at the conquest of territory or at

the control of economic life, but at the conquest and control of the minds of

men as an instrument for changing the power relations between two nations.

If one could imagine the culture and, more particularly, the political ideol-

ogy, with all its concrete imperialistic objectives, of State A conquering the

minds of all the citizens determining the policies of State B, State A would
have won a more complete victory and would have founded its supremacy

on more stable grounds than any military conqueror or economic master.

State A would not need to threaten or employ military force or use economic
pressure in order to achieve its ends; for that end, the subservience of State B
to its will, would have already been realized by the persuasiveness of a su-

perior culture and a more attractive political ideology.

This is, howevcr^ a hypothetical case. In actuality, cultural imperialism

Cmnhridge (Popular Mtion), XII, 491.
20 What wfe descrihci ihcqtimtly tmder the mme of ideologkal

imperialism, the term ^ coBtjpst of political philosophies.

Two reasons, however,

^

'hwe k ^^cnhiiiral”^ inst^. Cte the

one hand, the term and- other-

wise, which serve as mcan?^ the term
‘'idcologicar in Chapter V in its’ specie con-

fusion if we would use the same term here ^
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falls short of a victory so complete that other methods of imperialism would
be superfluous. The typical role which cultural imperialism plays in modern
times is subsidiary to the other methods. It softens up the enemy, it prepares

the ground for military conquest or economic penetration. Its typical mod-
ern manifestation is the fifth column, and one of its two outstanding modem
successes is to be found in the operations of the Nazi fifth columns in

Europe before the outbreak and at the beginning of the Second World War.
Its success was most spectacular in Austria where in 1938 a Nazi-minded gov-

ernment invited the German troops to occupy their country. Its success was
still considerable in France and Norway where a number of influential citi-

zens, inside and without the government, had become ‘‘Quislings,” that is,

had been converted to the Nazi ideology and its international objectives. It

is hardly an exaggeration to say that these countries were already partly con-

quered by means of cultural imperialism before military conquest finished

the task. Great Britain, by interning at the outbreak of the Second World
War all known Nazis and Nazi sympathizers within its borders, paid trib-

ute to the danger which Nazi methods of cultural penetration presented for

the prospective victims of German imperialism.

The other outstanding example of cultural imperialism in our time, ante

dating and surviving the Nazi fifth column, is the Communist Interna^

tional. Directed officially from Moscow, it guides and controls the Com-
munist parties in all countries and sees to it that the policies pursued by the

national Communist parties conform with the foreign policy of the Soviet

Union. To the extent that Communist parties gain influence in particular

nations, the influence of the Soviet Union over these nations increases, and
where Communist parties gain control of national governments, the Russian

government, controlling the Communist parties, controls these national gov-

ernments.

The struggle for the control of Germany is instructive in this respect. The
main instrument of the Soviet Union in this struggle was the Communist
party, called Socialist Unity party, in the Russian zone of occupation.

Through victory in elections, Ais party was to have transformed the tem-

porary military power of the Soviet Union in its zone into a permanent he-

gemony. With the defeat of the Communist party in a number of elections,

the cultural phase of Russian imperialism in Germany came to an at least

temporary end. The Soviet Union had to devise other methods to reach the

imperialistic goal of the domination of Germany, or, prompted by the failure

of the means employed, had to change the goal itself.

The cultural imperialism of totalitarian governments is well disciplined

and highly organized; for these governments are able, because of their totali-

tarian character, to exert strict control and guiding influence over the

thoughts and actions of their citizens and foreign sympathizers. While the

t^h^ue of cultural imperialism has been perfected by the totalitarians and

has been forged into the effective political weapon of the fifth column, the

of cultural sympathy and political afiinities as weapons of imperialism is

almost as c^d as imperialism itself. The history of ancient Greece and of

Itsdy in the period of the Renaissance is replete with episodes in which im-

petlaEistic policies w^e executed through association with political sympa-
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thizers in the enemy ranks rather than through military conquests. In mod-
ern times religious organizations, associated or identified with governments,

have played an important role in imperialistic policies of a cultural char-

acter, Typical in this respect are the imperialistic policies of Czarist Russia

which used the dual position of the Czar as head of the Russian government

and of the Orthodox Church for the purpose of extending the power of Rus-

sia to the followers of the Orthodox faith in foreign countries. That Russia

was able in the nineteenth cenmry to succeed Turkey as the preponderant

power in the Balkans is largely due to the cultural imperialism which used

the Orthodox Church as a weapon of Russian foreign policy.

In the secular field, la mission civilisatrice of France has been a potent

weapon of French imperialism. The deliberate use of the attractive qualities

of French civilization for the purposes of French foreign policy was before

the First World War one of the cornerstones of French imperialism in the

countries of the Eastern Mediterranean area. The wave of public sympathy
throughout the world, which came to the aid of France in both world wars,

was the fruit of cultural imperiaHsm, which in turn strengthened the French
mihtary imperialism of the later, victorious years of both world wars. Cul-

tural imperialism in the form of the diffusion of a national culture is in-

comparably less mechanical and disciplinary, but not necessarily less effec-

tive, than the totalitarian kind. While the latter makes use primarily of the

ajB5nities of political ideology, the former impresses the intellectually influen-

tial groups of a foreign country with the attractive qualities of a civilization

until these groups tend to find the political objectives and methods of that

civilization equally attractive.

We have already pointed out that cultural imperialism generally plays a
role subsidiary to the military and economic varieties. Similarly, while eco-

nomic imperialism sometimes stands by itself, it frequently supports mili-

tary policies. On the other hand, while military imperialism is able to con-

quer without the support of nonmilitary metiiods, no dominion can last

which is founded upon nothing but military force. Thus the conqueror

will not only prepare for military conquests by economic and cultural pene-

tration. He will also found his empire not upon military force alone, but pri-

marily upon the control of the livelihood of the conquered and upon the

domination of their minds. And it is in that most subtle, yet most important,

task that, with the exception of Rome, all the great imperialists, from Alex-

ander to Napoleon and Hitler, have failed. Their failure to conquer the

minds of those whom they had conquered otherwise proved to be the un-

doing of their empires. The ever renewed coalitions against Napoleon, the

revohs of the Poles against the Russians throughout the nineteenth century,

the struggle of the underground against Hider, and the fight of Ireland and
of India for fr^dom from British rule are the classic examples in modern
times of that ultimate problem which few imperialistic policies have been

able to solve.
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4. HOW TO DETECT AND COUNTER
AN IMPERIALISTIC POLICY

The preceding considerations lead to the fundamental question which
confronts the public officials responsible for the conduct of foreign aj0Fairs

as well as citizens trying to form an intelligent opinion on international

issues. This question concerns the character of the foreign policy pursued by
another nation and, in consequence, the kind of foreign policy which ought
to be adopted with regard to it Is the foreign policy of the other nation im-
perialistic, or is it not? In other words, does it seek to overthrow the existing

distribution of power, or does it only contemplate adjustments within the

general framework of the existing status quo? The answer to that question

has determined the fate of nations, and the wrong answer has often meant
deadly peril or actual destruction; for upon the correctness of that answer
depends the success of the foreign policy derived from it. While it would be
fatal to counter imperialistic designs with measures appropriate to a policy

of the status quo, it would be only a little less risky to deal with a policy

seeking adjustments within the status quo as though it were imperialistic.

The classic example of the former error is the appeasement of Germany in

the late thirties. The other error has been influential in the formation of the

foreign policies of the great European powers in the decades before the out-

break of the First World War.

a) Appeasement

Appeasement is a foreign policy which attempts to do with respect to im-
perialism what compromise does with respect to a policy of the status quo.

It is the transfer of a policy of compromise from a political environment

favorable to the preservation of the status quo, where it belongs, to an en-

vironment exposed to imperialistic attack, where it does not belong. One
might say that appeasement is a corrupted policy of compromise, made er-

roneous by mistaking a policy of imperialism for a policy of the status quo.

It is important to note, in view of the contemporary tendency to use the

term “appeasement’' indiscriminately as a term of opprobrium, that appease-

ment and imperialism are logically correlated. In other wor^, a policy of

appeasement on the one side presupposes a policy of imperialism on the

other side. If we say that State A pursues with respect to State B a policy of

appeasement, we are at the same time saying that State B pursues with re-

spect to State A a policy of imperialism. If die latter statement is incorrect,

the former is meaningless.

The appeaser sees in the successive demands of the imperialistic power

rationally limited objectives which in themselves are compatible with the

maintenance of the status quo and must be disposed of either on their intrin-

sic merits or by way of compromise. His error lies in not seeing that the suc-

cessive demands, far from being satisfied with obtaining their professed ob-

fectives> are but the links of a chain at the end of which stands the overthrow

df the status quo. The conciliation of antagonistic policies on the basis of
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legal or moral principles or through a diplomatic bargain is indeed the great

task o£ a diplomacy which operates on both sides within the recognized lim-

its o£ the status quo. Since both sides accept the existing distribution of

power, both sides can afford to settle their difierences either on the basis of

principle or through compromise; for whatever the settlement may be, it will

not affect the basic distribution of power between them.

The situation is, however, different when one or both sides have impe-

rialistic designs, that is, to bring about a fundamental change in the existing

distribution of power. Then the settlement of the respective demands on the

basis of legal or moral principles or through bargaining methods, in disre-

gard of the influence the settlement might have upon the distribution of

power, amounts to a piecemeal change in the power relations in favor of the

imperialistic nation. For the latter will always be favored by compromise and
wiU be careful in choosing the grounds for its demands so that principle

will favor it, too. Ultimately, these piecemeal changes will add up to the

reversal of tie power relations in favor of the imperialistic nation. The
imperialistic nation will have won a bloodless, yet decisive, victory over

an opponent who did not know the difference between compromise and
appeasement.

Germany started its imperialistic policies openly in 1935 with the re-

pudiation of the disarmament provisions of the Treaty of Versailles, point-

ing to the failure of the other nations to disarm and to the increase in French
and Russian armaments. Taken by itself and in disregard of an ulterior ob-

jective, the argument was not without merit in the light of the legal prin-

ciple of equality. Apart from paper protests and paper alliances, the only

tangible reaction to this first German step on the road to empire was the

conclusion three months later of the Anglo-German Naval Agreement in

which Great Britain conceded to Germany a naval force of not more than

35 per cent that of Great Britain. Both the reoccupation of the Rhineland by
Germany in 1936 and its denunciation of the international control of its

waterways later in the same year found support in the legal principle of

equality, if one accepted the professed rational limits of the demands as the

actual ones. The annexation of Austria in 1938 could easily be defended by
the principle of national self-determination which had also been one of the

professed war aims of the Allied powers in the First World War.
Later in 1938 Germany demanded the German parts of Czechoslovakia.

The Munich settlement granted the German demands. When Hider, shortly

before the ^tdement of Munich, declared that the German parts of Czecho-

slovakia were tibe last territorial demands Germany had to make in Europe,

he was really saying that the annexation of these territories was an end in

itsdf, self-contained within its own rational limits. He pretended that German
policy op^ted within the geoeral framework of the European status quo and
was not intent upon overArdwing' k, and that Ae oAer European powers
ought to view fomgtft policy in Aat light and deal wiA it corre-

spondingly. It was only by& M^eh 1939, five monAs before Ae
outbreak of the Second

,5^
aimexation of whole of

powers Aat what 'had
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been from the beginning a policy of imperialism, imperialism of continental,

if not world, dimensions.

At that moment, the distribution of power in Europe was already changed
in favor of Germany. It was changed to such an extent that a further in-

crease in German power could not be prevented short of war. Germany had
become strong enough to challenge openly the status quo of Versailles, and
the prestige, that is, the reputation for power, of the nations identified with
the order of Versailles had sunk so low that they were unable to defend
what was left of the status quo by mere diplomatic means. They could either

surrender or go to war. Thus the appeasers of 1938 became either the Quis-

lings (if they deemed resistance to German imperialism hopeless) or the

heroes of 1939-45 (if they thought that resistance was morally required re-

gardless of the outcome or that it had even a chance to succeed). The final

catastrophe and the tragic choices with which that catastrophe confronted

the actors on the international scene were predetermined by that initial error

which mistook a poHcy of imperialism for a policy of the status quo.

h) Fear

The other fundamental error into which those responsible for the conduct

of foreign affairs are most likely to fall is the reverse of the one thus far dis-

cussed. It mistakes a policy of the status quo for a policy of imperialism. By
doing so. State A resorts to measures, such as armaments, fortifications, alli-

ances, with respect to State B. The latter, in turn, resorts to countermeasures,

for it now sees State A embark upon a policy of imperialism. These counter-

measures strengthen the initial misapprehension, on the part of State A, of

State B’s policies, and so forth. Ultimately, either both countries correct their

errors with regard to their respective policies or else the ever increasing mu-
tual suspicions, feeding upon each other, end in war. Out of an initial error

there develops a vicious circle where two or more nations, each only seeking

to preserve Ae status quo, but each convinced of the imperialistic designs of

the others, find support for their own errors of judgment and action in the

errors of the others. In such a situation nothing but an almost superhuman

effort will deflect the trend of events from a catastrophic denouement.

The history of European diplomacy between the Franco-German War of

1870 and the outbreak of the First World War in 1914 illustrates this situa-

tion. After the victorious conclusion of the War of 1870 and the foundation

of the German Empire, German foreign policy was mainly defensive. It was

concerned with the maintenance of the position which Germany had ac-

quired in Europe and with the danger, Bismarck’s famous chauchemar des

coalitions, that a hostile coalition, especially between France and Russia,

might challenge that position. The Triple Alliance between Germany, Aus-

tria, and Italy was the instrument of that defensive policy. It was served also

by the Reinsurance Treaty with Russia in which Russia and Germany

pledged each other neutrality if either became involved in war with a third

power.

After ^he dismissal of Bismarck in 1890, William II decided to let the Re-

insurance Tr^fcy lap$^ prinmrily b^u^ of the fear that its continuation
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might alienate Austria and thus destroy the Triple Alliance. Russia then (in

1891 and 1894) entered into agreements with France which were defensive

in character and obviously inspired by fear of the intentions of the Triple

Alliance. The provisions of the Military Convention of 1894, in particular,

anticipated the possible transformation of the Triple Alliance from a defen-

sive into an imperialistic instrument. Thus the Convention was to remain

in force as long as the Triple Alliance. The main provisions of the Conven-

tion made the following stipulations: If France were attacked by Germany
or by Italy supported by Germany, Russia would give military aid to

France. France would do the same in respect to Russia if the latter were

attacked by Germany or by Austria supported by Germany. In case of the

mobihzation of the forces of the Triple Alliance, France and Russia would
mobihze their forces without delay.

First, the fear of hostile alliances led to the formation of the Triple Alli-

ance. Then, the fear of the latter’s dissolution led to the severance, on the

part of Germany, of the friendly relations with Russia. Finally, the fear of

the intentions of the Triple Alliance brought about the Franco-Russian

Alliance. It was the mutual fears of these two defensive alliances and the gen-

eral insecurity created by the erratic character of the imperialistic utterances

of William II which inspired the diplomatic maneuvers during the two dec-

ades before the First World War. These maneuvers sought either new com-
binations destructive of existing alignments or the support of powers, thus

far aloof, for the existing alliances. In the end, the general conflagration in

1914 was made inevitable by the fear that the other side would change the

power relations decisively in its favor if not forestalled by such a change in

one^s own favor. In the two antagonistic blocs, Russia and Austria especially

were animated by this fear. The fear of the other’s suspected imperialism

bred imperialism in reaction, which, in turn, gave substance to the original

fear.

c) Five Difficulties of the Problem

Appeasement, the attempt to compromise with an imperialism not rec-

ognized as such, and the fear which creates imperialism where there is none
— these are the two wrong answers, the two fatal mistakes which an in-

telligent foreign policy must try to avoid. Such an intelligent foreign policy,

which rax)gnizes imperialism where it exists and determines its specific na-

ture, is coiSronted with five difficulties, and they are all of a formidable

character.

The first and most fundamental difficulty has been pointed out by Buk-
harin, the foremost exponent of the Communist doctrine from Lenin’s death

to the great purges in the mid-thirties. He tried to prove the absurdity of a

noneconomic explanation of imparialism by summarizing it thus: ‘Imperial-

ism is a poHcy of conquest. But not every policy of conqiaest is imperial-

ism.” The statement is. ind^ cwrect and squares with what we have said

previously about the distinction between a policy of conquest operating

N. 1. Bukharis, ImperisiUim •fmd Seemtmy (l&Tr York: Istersasoikal Publishers,

1929), p. IT4.
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within the existing status quo and one seeking to overthrow it."“ To make
this distinction in a concrete situation presents a formidable difficulty. How
was one to know with any degree of certainty what Hitler’s ultimate objec-

tives were? From 1935 on, he made demand after demand, each of which in

itself could be fully reconciled with a policy of the status quo, yet each of

which might be a stepping-stone on the road to empire. The nature of the

individual steps in themselves was ambiguous and, therefore, did not reveal

the actual nature of the policy of which they formed the elements. Where
could one, then, have found an answer to our question ?

One might have found it, however tentative and open to doubt, in two
of the three typical situations which we said before favored imperialistic

policies. The desire to overthrow the status quo of the Treaty of Versailles

had been from the very beginning one of the main points of the Nazi pro-

gram which in 1933 became the official program of the German government.
In view of this objective, one might have been able to foresee that the Ger-

man government would pursue a foreign policy seeking its realization as

soon as it had a chance to do so, that is, as soon as the nations identified with
the status quo of the Treaty of Versailles were no longer able or wilHng to

defend that status quo effectively.

This initial and fundamental difficulty is aggravated by the fact that a
policy which starts out seeking adjustments within the existing distribution of

power may change its character either in the course of its success or in the

process of its frustration. In other words, the ease with which the original

objectives are reached within the established distribution of power may
suggest to the expanding nation that it is dealing with weak or irresolute

antagonists and that a change in the existing power relations can be achieved

without great effort or risk. Thus the appetite may come with the eating, and
a successful policy of expansion within the status quo may overnight trans-

form itself into a policy of imperialism. The same may be true of an imsuc-

cessful policy of expansion 'within the status quo. A nation frustrated in its

limited objectives, which do not seem to be attainable within the existing

power relations, concludes that it must diange these power relations if it is

to make sure that it gets what it wants.

Where a policy is couched in purely territorial terms, the nature of the

territorial objectives will sometimes indicate the nature of the policy pursued.

The objective may, for instance, be a strategic point, the acquisition of which

may in itselE change the power relations in that particular region. No such

help can be expected and, therefore, an additional difficulty must be met

where a foreign policy uses mainly the vehicles of economic or cultural pene-

tration. These methods, too, are ambiguous in view of the character of the

policy which they serve, but their ambiguity is much greater than that of

the military method which has defined territorial objectives. Economic and

cultural expansion are generally without a clearly defined locale. They ad-

dress themselves to a wide variety of ill-defined persons. And, furthermore,

they are practiced on a wide scale by an indifferent number of nations. To
identify economic or cultural expansion as instruments of imperialism in
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contradistinction to identical policies which have their ends in themselves is

another difficult task. Here again reference to the typical situations favorable

to imperialistic policies will be of help.

The active economic policies which Switzerland has been pursuing in the

international sphere have never had an imperialistic tinge. British foreign-

trade policies at times have had an imperialistic character with respect to cer-

tain countries. Today their end is in the main purely economic, that is, they

try to obtain for the inhabitants of the British Isles the necessities of life. They
aim at economic survival through favorable trade balances, not at the main-

tenance or acquisition of political power over foreign nations. It is only with

regard to the Near East, certain regions of Western Europe, and Germany
that British economic policies are subordinated to political considerations.

Some of these political considerations might have, or under certain condi-

tions will acquire, an imperialistic character.

The cultural penetration of Spanish-America by Spain was generally

bound to be without imperialistic significance; for the military weakness of

Spain in relation to the United States forbade any thought of changing the

power relations in Latin America in Spain’s favor. The cultural mission of

France has been in certain countries and at certain times an end in itself.

Under different circumstances and in other countries it has been subordinated

to imperialistic aims. Here, too, the character of economic and cultural ex-

pansion may change with a change in the political situation. When the oppor-

tunity beckons, the “reservoir of good will” or a preponderant position in the

foreign trade of another country, which a nation has acquired as ends in

themselves, may suddenly become sources of political power and potent in-

struments in the struggle for power. But when circumstances change again

they may lose that quality just as suddenly.

When all these difficulties have been overcome and a foreign policy has

been correctly identified as imperialistic, yet another difficulty presents itself.

It concerns the kind of imperialism with which one has to deal. A successful

localized imperialism may find in its success an incentive to spread wider

and wider until it becomes continental or world-wide. More particularly, a

country may find it necessary, in order to stabilize and secure a local pre-

ponderance, to acquire preponderance of power on an ever greater scale, and
it may feel fully secure only in a world-wide empire. There is frequendy in

imperialism a dynamism, rationalized in aggressive or defensive terms, which
proceeds from a limited region to a continent and from there to the world.

The Macedonian Empire under Philip and Alexander and the Napoleonic

imperialism were of this kind. On the other hand, a policy of world-wide

impeiialisin^ Opposed by superior force, may retreat to a geographically de-

termined r^mi or be satisfied witlv local preponderance. Or it may lose its

imperialistic tendencies altogether and transform itself into a policy of the

status quo. The cfevelopma:it from geographically determined to localized

imperialism and .from li^e to the permanent loss of imperialistic tendencies

altogether can be Wiped in oi Swedish imperialism in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth c^i^Wes* ;

Thus the evaluation ci impe^il4b^ tendencies and, con^uandy? of the

policies countering them is never Both policies and coumterpoScies
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are ever subject to re-evaluation and reformulation. However, the framers of

foreign policy are always exposed to the temptation to take a particular pat-

tern of imperialistic expansion or of any other type of foreign policy as per-

manent and to pursue a foreign policy adapted to that pattern even when
that pattern has changed. Yet a world-wide imperialism requires counter-

measures different from those which are adequate for one that is localized^

and a nation which counters the latter with measures appropriate to the*

former will bring on the very dangers which it tries to avoid. In this necessity

to recognize quickly a change in the imperialistic policy of another nation

lies another difficulty and, in the failure to adapt one’s own foreign policy

quickly to such change, another source of error.

Finally, imperialism poses a problem which it shares with all foreign

policy, presenting it, however, in a particularly acute manner, that is, the

detection of the true nature of a foreign policy behind its ideological dis-

guises. The difficulties of recognition inherent in imperialism itself are aug-

mented by the fact that a foreign policy rarely presents itself for what it is,

and a policy of imperialism almost never reveals its true face in the pro-

nouncements of its representatives. The reasons why this must be so and the

typical shapes these ideologies take will be discussed in Chapter V of this

book. How difficult it is to distinguish between the appearance of a foreign

policy and its essence will become apparent in the course of that discussion.
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CHAPTER IX

The Balance of Power

The aspiration for power on tiie part of several nations,

jtp^ m^ntain or to overthrow Ae status ^uo, leads of necessity to a constdla-

Jion wKicijs calledjthg balance of power and to policies which aim at pre-
serving it. We are using the term “of necessity” advisedly. For here again

we are confronted with the basic misconception which has impeded the

understanding of international politics and has made us the prey of illusions.

This misconception asserts that men have a choice between power politics

and its necessary outgrowth, the balance of power, on the one hand, and a

different, better kind of international relations, on the other. It insists that

a foreign policy based on the balance of power is one among several possible

foreign policies and that only stupid and evil men will choose the former

and reject the latter.

It will be shown in the following pages that the balance of power in in-

ternational affairs is only a particular manifestation of a general social prin-

ciple to which all societies composed of a number of autonomous units owe
the autonomy of their component parts; that the balance of power and

policies aiming at its preservation are not only inevitable, but an essential

stabilizing factor in a society of sovereign nations; and that the instability

of the international balance of power is due not to the faultiness of the prin-

ciple, but to the particular conditions under which the principle must oper-

ate in a society of sovereign states.

I. SOCIAL EQUILIBRIUM

The concept of “equilibrium” as a synonym for ^Tjalance” is commonly
em^Qveej in many sdences— pEysics, biology* economics, socioiogy, and

political science. It signifies stability within a system composed of a number
nf,antr;tyytr]pous Jorces. Whenever the equilibrium is disturbed either by an

1 The of power” is used in the text in four diflFerent meanings: (i) as a

policy # a ccr^in state of ai^urs, (2) as an actual state affairs, (3) as an approximately

^ (4) ^ any distribution of power. Whenever &e term is used with-

mt ,to*-^ actual state eff affairs in whkh power is distrilHited among

napdfs e^tiahty. Foe the term rcfexring to any distribution of power,

hefow^ 158^ ^5^
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outside force or by a change in one or the other elements composing the

system, the system shows a tendency to re-establish either the original or a

new equilibrium. Thus equilibrium exists in the human body. While the

human body changes in the process of growth, the equilibrium persists as

long as the changes occurring in the different organs of the body do not

disturb the latter’s stability. This is especially so if the quantitative and quali-

tative changes in the different organs are proportionate to each other. When,
however, the body suffers a wound or loss of one of its organs through out-

side interference or experiences a malignant growth or a pathological trans-

formation of one of its organs, the equilibrium is disturbed, and the body

tries to overcome the disturbance by re-establishing the equilibrium either

on the same or a different level from the one which obtained before the

disturbance occurred.^

The same concept of equilibrium is used in a special social science, such

as economics, with reference to the relations between the different elements

of the economic system. e.g.. between savings and investments
, exports and

imports, supply and demand, costs and prices. It also applies to society as a

whole. Thus we search for a proper balance between different geographical

regions, such as the East and the West, the North and the South; between

different kinds of activities, such as agriculture and industry, heavy and

light industries, big and small businesses, producers and consumers, manage-

ment and labor; between different functional groups, such as city and coun-

try, the old, the middle-aged, and the young, the economic and the political

sphere, the middle classes and the upper and lower classes.

Two assumptions are at the foundation of all such equilibriums: first,

that the elements to be balanced are necessary for society or have a right to

exist, and-seoind. .,.diat..withnut a jstat(Lj:iLequi^^^ among them one ele-

ment will gain ascendancy over the others, encroach upon their interests and
rights, and might ultimately destroy thern. Consequently, it is the purpose of

all such equilibriums to maintain the stability of the system without destroy-

ing the multiplicity of the elements composing it. If the goal were stability

alone, it could be achieved by allowing one element to destroy or over-

whelm the others and take their place. Since the goal is stability plus the

® C£., for instance, the impressive analogy between the equilibrium in the human body and

in society in Walter B. Cannon, The Wisdom of the Body (New Yorki W. W. Norton and Com-
pany, 1932), pp. 293, 294: “At the outset it is noteworthy that the body politic itself exhibits

some ii^ications of crude automatic stabilizing processes. In the previous chapter I expressed the

postulate that a certain degree of constancy in a complex system is itself evidence that agencies

are acting or are ready to act to maintain that constancy. And moreover, that when a system

remains steady it does so because any tendency towards change is met by increased effectiveness

of the fector or foctors which resist the change. Many familiar facts prove that these statements

arc to some degree true for society even in its present unstabilized condition. A display of con-

servatism cxdtes a radical revolt and that in turn is followed by a return to conservatism. Loose
government and its consequences bring the reformers into power, but their tight reins soon
provoke restiveness and the detire for rdease. The noble enthusiasms and sacrifices of war arc
succeeded by moral apathy and orgies of self-indulgence. Hardly any strong tendency in a
nation continues to the stage of disaster; before that extreme is reached corrective forces arise

which check the tendenq?' and they commonly prevail to such an excessive degree as themselves
to cause a reaction. A study of the nature oi ^se social swings and their reversal might lead
to valuable understanding and possibly to means more narrowly limiting the disturbances.
At this point, however, we merely note that the disturbances are roughly limits, and that this

limitation suggests, perhaps, the early stages of social homec®tasis.” (Reprinted by p^mhsion of
the publisher. Copyright 1932, 1939, by Walter B. Cannon.)
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of all the elements of the system, the equilibrium must aim at

-4?rev^ting. any element from gaining ascendancy over the others. The
means employed to maintain the equilibrium consist in allowing the differ-

ent elements to pursue their opposing tendencies up to the point where the

tendency of one is not so strong as to overcome the tendency of the others,

but strong enough to prevent the others from overcoming its own.
Nowhere have the mechanics of social equilibrium been described more

brilliandy and at the same time more simply than in Federalist. Con-
cerning the system of checks and balances of the American government,

No. 51 of The Federalist says:

This policy of supplying, by opposite and rival interests, the defect of better

motives, might be traced to the whole system of human affairs, private as well

as public. We see it particularly displayed in all the subordinate distributions of

power, where the constant aim is to divide and arrange the several ofiSces in

such a manner as that each may be a check on the other— that the private inter-

ests of every individual may be a sentinel over the public rights. These inven-

tions of pmdence cannot be less requisite in the distribution of the supreme
powers of the state.

The concept of equilibrium or balance has indeed found its most im-
portant application, outside the international field, in the sphere of domestic

government and politics.^ Parliamentary bodies have frequently developed

within themselves a balance of power. A multi-party system len^ itself par-

ticularly to such a development. Here two groups, each representing a minor-

ity of the legislative body, often oppose each other, and the formation of a

majority depends upon the votes of a third group. The third group will

tend to join the potentially or actually weaker of the two, thus imposing a

check upon the stronger one. Even the two-party system of the United States

® It iiardly needs to be pointed out that, while the balance of power is a universal social

phenomenon, its functions and results are different in domestic and international politics. The
balance of power operates in domestic politics within a relatively stable framcwcark of an

integrated society, kept tc^ether by a strong consensus and the normally unchallengeable power
of a central government. On the international scene, where consensus is weak and a central

authority does not exist, the stability of society and the freedom of its component parts depend

to a much greater extent upon the operations of the balance of power. More concerning this will

be said below. Cf. Chapter XII.

Cf. also J. Allen Smith, The Growth and Decadence of ConstituHoned Government (New
York; Henry Holt and Company, 1930), pp. 241, 242; ‘In the absence of any common and
impartial agency to interpret international law and supervise international relations, every state

is anxious not only to increase its own authority but to prevent, if possible, any increase in the

authority of rival states. The instinct of self-preservation, in a world made up of independent

nations, operates to make each desire power in order to secure itself against the danger of

external aggression. The faa that no country alone is sufficiently strong to feel secure against

any possible combination of opposing states makes necessary the formation of alliances and
counter-alliances through which eadb state seeks to ensure the needed support in case its safety

is menaced from without. This is usually refarred to as the struggle to maintain the balance of

power. It is merdy an application of the check and balance theory of the state to international

politics. It .is assumed, and rightly so, that if any state should acquire a predoininant position in

mtemational affairs, it would be a distinct menace to die interests and wdil-being of the rest of

the world. Power, even diough it may have been acquired as a means of protection, becomes a

menace to internationffid peace as soon as the country possessing it comes to fed stronger than

any possible foe. It is no less necessary to maintain the balance of power in international politics,

than it is to prevent some special interest from gaining the ascendancy in the state. But since this

balance of power idea k based the fear of attack and a^umes ^at every nadon should be

prepared for war, it can not be rt^^ded as in any real sense a guaranty of intemadoxial peace.’’

(R^rinted by permission of the publisher.)
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Congress displayed the typical constellation o£ this checking and balancing

process when, especially in the last years of the administration of Franklin

D. Roosevelt, the Southern Democrats constituted themselves a third party,

voting on many issues with the Republican minority. They thus checked

not only the Democratic majority in Congress, but also the executive branch

which, too, was controlled by the Democratic party

The American government is the outstanding modern example of a gov-

ernmental system whose stability is maintained by an equilibrium among its

component parts. Lord Bryce has said:

The Constitution was avowedly created as an instrument of checks and bal-

ances. Each branch of the government was to restrain the others, and maintain

the equipoise of the whole. The legislature was to balance the executive, and

the judiciary both. The two houses of the legislature were to balance one an-

other, TTie national government, taking all its branches together, was balanced

against the State governments. As the equilibrium was placed imder the pro-

tection of a document, unchangeable save by the people themselves, no one of

the branches of the national government has been able to absorb or override the

others , . . each branch maintains its independence and can, within certain

limits, defy the others.

But there is among political bodies and offices (i.e, the persons who from
time to time fill the same office) of necessity a constant strife, a struggle for ex-

istence similar to that which Mr. Darwin has shown to exist among plants and

animals; and as in the case of plants and animals so also in the political sphere

this struggle stimulates each body or office to exert its utmost force for its own
preservation, and to develop its aptitudes in any direction where development is

possiUe. Each branch of the American government has striven to extend its

range and its powers; each has advanced in certain directions, but in others has

been restrained by the equal or stronger pressure of other branches.®

No. 51 of TheJEjsdetdisth^s laid bare the power structure of this “dy-

nanuc cqiiili'Bnum*' or “moving parallelogram of force,” as it was called by
Charles A. Beard ® . the defect must be supplied, by so contriving the

interior structure of the government as that its several constitutional parts

may, by their mutual relations, be the means of keeping each other in their

proper places, . . . But the great security against
,

a gradual concentration of

the several potvers in the same department, consists in giving to those who
admmister each dq>artment the necessary constitutional n^ans and personal

^ problem m Jkiba MU, Considerations
on Be^^esstnmht Holt and Company, 1S82), p» 142: ‘In a

of if the rep^esmt^vc syston cemid be ideally perfect, and if

it wocz pG^^ble to if rou^ be sodk dm iesc two classes,

should Jb. balanced, each in-

abem dm the majority of

% dicir ds^ interests,

Wpild. be subortoaite to reason,

d*e wMe of the

wteh wa?e not mb as

!e:# power Wibin Jederb sstai^

each class, m miy
bere 'Would be a b
justice^ and the good
other, would turn the scab
ought to prev^.^ See also

PP» 321-2. 5
'

® Tke American Commehmê ^^

,

® The Republic YoA: Ihe'Ti
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motives to resist the encroachment o£ others. . • . The provision for defense

must in this, as in all other cases, be made commensurate to the danger of

attack. Ambition must be made to counteract ambition. The interest of the

man must be connected with the constitutional rights of the place. . .

The aim of these constitutional arrangements is “to guard one part of the

society against the injustices of the other part. Different interests necessarily

exist in different classes of citizens. If a majority be reunited by a common
interest, the rights of the minority will be insecure.*^

The author, Hamilton or Madison, expected to safeguard the rights of

the minority “by comprehending in die society so many separate descrip-

tions of citizens as will render an unjust combination of a majority of the

whole very improbable, if not impracticable. . . . The society itself will be

broken into so many parts, interests, and classes of citizens, that the rights

of individuals, or of die minority, will be in litde danger from interested

combinations of the majority.” &curity will lie “in the multiplicity of in-

degree of security “will depenTonjEZSum^
And Charles A. Beard thus summarizes the philosophy of the American
government: “The framers understood that government in action is power.

They tried to pit the ambitions, interests, and forces of human beings in the

three departments against one another in such a way as to prevent any one

set of agents from seizing all power, from becoming dangerously power-

ful.”^

One needs only to substitute the ternoinology of international politics for

the concepts used by The Federalist, Lord Bryce, and Professor Beard in

their analysis of the structure and dynamics of the American government,

and there emerge the main elements common to both the system of checks

and balances of the American Constitution and the international balance of

power. In other words, the same motive forces have given rise to the Ameri-

can system of checks and balances and to the international system of the

balance of power. Both systems seek to fulfill the same functions for their

own stability and the autonomy of their constituent elements, however

much they may differ in the means which they employ and in the degree to

which they realize their aim. Bc^ are subject to the same dynamic processes

of change, disequilibrium, and the establishment of a new balance on a

different level.

^VbidL ^g the main patterns of the international balance of power ?

.What arc^e^^cal, situations out of which it arises and within which it

operates? WSat functions does it fulfill.^ And to what translormations has it

oe&i te f^gent in^ory?

2. TWO MAIN PATTERNS OF THE BALANCE
OF POWER

' 'Two the twisis of intefnational society rVone is the
^

in
^

fa % ffnta|ron?atn of its elements,

jm.
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aspirations for power of the individual nations can come into conflict with

each other— and some, if not most of them, do at any particular moment
in history— in two different ways. In other words, the struggle for power
on the international scene can be fought in two typical patterns.

Nation A may embark upon an imperialistic policy with regard to na-

tion B, and nation B may counter that policy with a policy of the status quo
or with an imperialistic policy of its own. France and its allies opposing

Russia in 1812, Japan opposing China from 1931 to 1941, the United Nations

vs. the Axis from 1941 on correspond to that pattern. The pattern is one of

direct opposition between the nation which wants to establish its power

over another nation, and the latter which refuses to yield.

Nation A may also pursue an imperialistic policy toward nation C,

which may either resist or acquiesce in that policy, while nation B follows

with regard to nation C either a policy of imperialism or one of the status

quo. In this case, the domination of C is a goal of A’s policy. B, on the other

hand, is opposed to A’s policy because it either wants to preserve the status

quo with respect to C or wants the domination of C for itself. The pattern

of the struggle for power between A and B is here not one of direct oppose

tion, but of competition, the object of which is the domination of C, and it

is only through the intermediary of that competition that the contest for

power between A and B takes place. This pattern is visible, for instance, in

the competition between Great Britain and Russia for the domination of

Iran in which the struggle for power between the two countries has re-

peatedly manifested itself during the last hundred years. It is also clear in

the competition for the domination of Germany which during the aftermath

of the Second World War has marked the relations between France, Great

Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United States. The competition between

the United States and the Soviet Uxtion for the domination of Turkey offers

another example of the same pattern.

It is in situations such as these that the balance of power operates and ful-

fills its typical functions. In the pattern of direct opposition, the balance of

power is foe direct result of the desire of either nation to see its policies pre-

vail over the policies of foe other. A tries to increase its power in relation to B
to such an extent that it can control foe decisions of B and thus lead its im-
perialistic policy to success. B, on the other hand, will try to increase its power
to such an extent that it can resist A’s pressure and thus frustrate A’s policy,

or else anbark upon an imperiali^c policy of its own with a chance for suc-

cess. In the latter case. A, in turn, mu^ increase its power in order to be able

both to resist B’s imperialistic poHcy and to pursue its own with a chance for

success. This balancing of opposing forces will go on, the increase in foe power
of one nation calling forth an at least proportionate increase in the power of

the other nation, until foe nations concerned change the objectives of their

imperialistic policies, if they do not |^ve them up altogether, or until one
nation gains or believes it has gained a decisive advantage over foe other

nation. In that event, dfoer foe yields to foe strong^:, or^ foe contest of

war decides foe issue.
^ ,

^ So long as foe balance of powd b^r^H sucxes^ully in such a situation.
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it fulfills two functions, creates a precarious stability in the relations be-

•^ween the respective nations, a stability which is always in danger of Being”
disturbed and, therefore, is always in need of being re-established. This is,

however, the only stability obtainable under the assumed conditions of the

power pattern. For we are here in the presence of an inevitable inner con-

tradiction of the balance of power. Qne of the two. functions the^baknce of

power is supposed to fulfill is stability in the power. rdations among nations;
yejLtbese relations are, as we have seen, by their^yery^naturesuBjegt tP con-

tioTapus change. They are essentially unstable. Since the weights which
determine the relative position of the scales have a tendency to change
continuously by growing either heavier or lighter, whatever stability the

balance of power may achieve must be precarious and subject to perpetual

adjustments in conformity with intervening changes. The other func-

tion which a successful balance of power fulfills ,under these conditions is

tolfisyre the freedom of one nation from doSSnatipn by the other*

Owing to the essentially unstable and dynamic character of the balance,

which is not xmstable and dynamic by accident or only part of the time,

but by nature and always, the independence of the nations concerned is also

essentially precarious and in danger. Here again, however, it must be said

that, given the conditions of the power pattern, the independence of the re-

spective nations can rest on no other foundation than the power of each in-

dividual nation to prevent the power of the other nations from encroaching

upon its freedom. The following diagram illustrates this situation:

In the other pattern, the pattern of competition, the mechanics of the

balance of p)ower are identical with those discussed. The power of A neces-

sary to dominate C in the face of B’s opposition is balanced, if not out-

weighed, by B's power, while, in turn, B’s power to gain dominion over C
is balanced,, if not oinrweighed, by the power of A. The additional function,

however, which the balance here fulfills, aside from creating a precarious

stability and security in the relations between A and B, consists in safeguard-

ing the independence of C against encroachments by A or B. The independ-

ence of C is a mere function of the power relations existing between A
and B.
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l£ these relations take a decisive turn in favor of the imperialistic nation, that

is, A, the independence of C will at once be in jeopardy.

If the status quo nation, that is, B, should gain a decisive and permanent

advantage, C’s freedom will be more secure in the measure of that advan-

tage.

If, finally, the

altogether or shift them
the freedom of C would be

{ 1^2 )

iyt w^ iM^riaiistic policies
a.

A



The Balance of Power

Nowhere has this function of the balance of power to preserve the in-

dependence of weak nations been more clearly recognized than by Edmund
^

Burke, the greatest depository of political wisdom in the English language.

He said in 1791 in his Thoughts on French Affaires:

As long as those two princes (the King of Prussia and the German Em-
peror), are at variance, so long the liberties of Germany are safe. But if ever

they should so far tmdcrstand one another as to be persuaded that they have a

more direct and more certainly defined interest in a proportioned mutual ag-

grandizement than ijj a reciprocal reduction, that is, if they come to think that

they are more likely to be enriched by a division of spoil than to be rendered

secure by keeping to the old policy of preventing others from being spoiled by

either of them, from that moment the liberties of Germany are no more.®

Small nations eit-hrr to the balance

oliarnKfillfBelgium and the .Balkaj] WorkLWar^.
^or to the preponderance of opf protertlnpr ppwer (the small nations of Cen-

.America Portugal) , or to their I^ck of attractiveness for

«aspiray
<;
)pfi ,(Rwi>7.erland and Spam). ability of SUch

.small nations to maintain thejr neutrality whjle war rages arQUDxLthexauf^
alwavTB^n due to one or t;he ntber.i>r„^|) factors. The Netherlands,

Denmark, and Norway in the First, in contrast to the Second World War,
and Switzerland and Sweden in both world wars are cases in point.

The same factors are responsible for the existence of so-called buffer states

— weak states located close to powerful ones and serving their military secu-

rity. The outstanding example of a buffer state owing its existence to the

baknee of power is Belgium from the be^nning of its history as an inde-

pendent s^te in i8|t to the Second World War. The nations belonging to

the so-called Russian security belt which stretches along the western and

sputltwestern frwders of the Soviet Union from Finland to Bulgaria exist by

bf dieif |>hc^e^^rant Aef^bbr whose military interests they serve.

Coii^»ny, iMg), IV; 331.



CHAPTER X

Different ISAethods of the balance

of Power

The balancing process can be carried on cither by diminishing the weight

,
of the iieaviei: s^e or by increasing the weight of the lighter one.

I. DIVIDE AND RULE

The former method has found its clasrical manifestation, aside from the

imposition of onerous conditions in peace treaties and the incitement to

treason and revolution, in the maxim ^*divide and rule^*^ It has been resorted

to by nations who tried to make or keep their competitors weak by dividing

them or keeping them divided. The most consistent and important policies

of this kind in modern times are the policy of France with respect tQJGer-

many and the policy of the Spviet Union with respect to the rest^ of Europe.
From the seventeenth century to the present day, it has been an unvarying

principle of French foreign policy either to favor the division of the Ger-

man Empire into a number of small independent states or to prevent the

coalescence of such states into one unified nation. The support of the Protes-

tant princes of Germany by Richelieu, of the Rhinebund by Napoleon I,

of the princes of Southern Germany by Napoleon III, of the abortive sepa-

ratist movements after the First World War, and the opposition to the uni-

fication of Germany after the Second World War— all have their common
denominator in considerations of the balance of power in Europe which
France found threatened by a strong German state. Similarly, the Soviet

Union from the twenties to the present has consistently opposed all plans

for the unification of Europe, on the assumption that the pooling of the

divided strength of the European nations into a “Western bloc” would give

the enemies of the Soviet Union such power as to threaten the latter’s

security.

The other method of balanciiig ^e poWer of several nations consists in

adding to the strength of thew^^ This method can be carried out

by two difierent means: Either B fes power sufficiently to olEsfit,
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i£ not surpass, the power of A, and vice versa. Or B can pool its power with

the power of all the other nations which pursue identical policies with re-

gard to A, in which case A will pool its power with all the nations pursuing

identical policies with respect to B. The former alternative is exemplified by
the policy of compensations and the armament race as well as by disarma-

ment; the latter, by the policy of alliances.

2. COMPENSATIONS

Compensations of a territorial nature were in the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries a common device for maintaining a balance of power which
had been, or was to be, disturbed by the territorial acquisitions of one nation.

The Treaty of Utr^^-h^ tcftninatcd tbc
Qponicl^

cession recognized for . t;hr first rimft fyprff^slv the principle of the balance of

power by way of territoriaL compensations. It provided for the division of

most ofThe Spanish possessions, European and colonial, between the Haps-
burgs and the Bourbons conservandum in Europa equilibrium,'' as the

treaty put it.

The three partitions of Poland in 1772, 1793, and 1795, which in a sense

mark the end of the classic period of the balance of power for reasons we will

discuss later,^ reaffirm its essence by proceeding under the guidance of the

principle of compensations. Since territorial acquisitions at the expense of

Poland by any one of the interested nations, Austria, Prussia, and Russia, to

the exclusion of the others would have upset the balance of power, the three

nations agreed to divide Polish territory in such a way that the distribution

of power among themselves would be approximately the same after the par-

titions as it had been before. In the treaty of 1772 between Austria and Russia,

"'it was even stipulated that “the acquisitions . . , shall be completely equal,

the portion of one cannot exceed the portion of the other.’’

Fertility of the soil and number and quality of the populations concerned

were used as objective standards by which to determine the increase in power
which the individual nations received through the acquisition of territory.

While in the eighteenth century this standard was rather crudely applied, the

Congress of Vienna refined the policy of compensations by appointing in 1815

a statistical commission which was charged with evaluating the territories to

be disposed of by the standard of number, quality, and type of population.

In the latter part of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth

century, the principle of compensations was again consciously applied to the

distribution of colonial territories and the delimitation of colonial or semi-

colonial spheres of influence. Africa, in particular, was during that period the

object of numerous treaties delimiting spheres of influence for the major

colonial powers. Thus the competition between France, Great Britain, and

Italy for the domination.of Ethiopia was provisionally resolved, after the

model of the partitions of Poland, by the treaty of igo6 which divided the

country into three ^heres of influen<^ for the purpose of establishing in that

i See below, p. 150.
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region a balance of power among the nations concerned. Similarly, the rivalry

between Great Britain and Russia with respect to Iran led to the Anglo-

Russian treaty of 1907 which established spheres of influence for the contract-

ing parties and a neutral sphere under the exclusive domination of Iran. The
compensation consists here not in the outright cession of territorial sov-

ereignty, but rather in the reservation, to the exclusive benefit of a particular

nation, of certain territories for commercial exploitation, political and mili-

tary penetration, and eventual establishment of sovereignty. In other words,

the particular nation has the right, without having full title to the territory

concerned, to operate within its sphere of influence without competition or

opposition from any other nation. The other nation, in turn, has the right to

claim for its own sphere of influence the same abstinence on the part of the

former.

Even where the principle of compensations is not consciously applied,

however, as it was in the iorementioned treaties, it is nowhere absent from
political arrangements, territorial or other, made within a balance-of-power

system. For given such a system, no nation will agree to concede political ad-

vantages to another nation without the expectation, which may or may not

be well founded, of receiving proportionate advantages in return. The bar-

gaining of diplomatic negotiations, issuing in political compromise, is but

the principle of compensations in its most general form and as such it is

organically connected with the balance of power.

3. ARMAMENTS

The principal means, however, by which a nation endeavors with the

power at its disposal to maintain or re-establish the balance of power are

armaments. The armament race in which nation A tries to keep up with,

and then to outdo, the armaments of nation B, and vice versa, is the typical

instrumentality of an unstable, dynamic balance of power. The necessary

corollary of the armaments race is a constantly increasing burden of military

preparations devouring an ever greater portion of the national budget and
making for ever deepening fears, suspicions, and insecurity. The situation

preceding the First World War with the naval competition between Germany
and Great Britain and the rivalry of the French and German armies illustrates

this point.

It is m rm>gnition of situations such as these that since the end of the

Na|xi^^ik Wars repeated attempts have been made to create a stable

bakmce of power, m$: to establish permanent peace, by means of propor-

tionate <hsaniiam^t of Gomp^ing nations. The technique of stabilizing the

balance <£ power ^ of a proportionate reduction of armaments is

somewhat similar to the techniq# of territorial compensations. For this

technique, top, r^c|^^ a: evaluation of the changes which
c^rmament vriD ^ power of^ mdividual na-

for instance, the military

tary power represented fay the
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contributed to the failure of most attempts at creating a stable balance of power
by means of disarmament. The only outstanding success of this kind was the

Washington Naval Treaty of 1922 in which Great Britain, the United States,

Japan, France, and Italy agreed to a proportionate reduction and limitation

of naval armaments. Yet it must be noted that this treaty was part of an over-

all political and territorial settlement in the Pacific which sought to stabilize

the power relations in that region on the foundation of Anglo-American
predominance. (The problem of disarmament will be discussed in greater

detail in Chapter XXI.)

4. ALLIANCES

The historically most important manifestation of the balance of power,

however, is to be found, not in the equilibrium of two isolated nations, but

in the relations between one nation or alliance of nations and another alliance.

a) Alliances vs. World Domination

While the balance of power as a natural and inevitable outgrowth of the

struggle for power is as old as political history itself, systematic theoretic re-

flections, starting in the sixteenth century and reaching their culmination in

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, have conceived the balance of power
generally as a protective device of an alliance of nations, anxious for their in-

dependence, against another nation’s designs for world domination, then

called universal monarchy.
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Francis Bacon was, after the Florentine statesmen and historians Rucellai

and Guicciardini, the first to recognize the essence of the balance of power by

way of alliances. In his essay Of Empire he says:

First, for their neighbors, there can no general rule be given (the occasions

are so variable), save one which ever hold^— which is, that princes do keep

due sentinel, that none of their neighbors do overgrow so (by increase of terri-

tory, by embracing of trade, by approaches, or the like,) as they become more
able to annoy them than they were. . . • During that triumvirate of kings,

Kang Henry VIII of England, Francis I, king of France, and Charles V, em-

peror, there was such a watch kept that none of the three could win a palm of

ground, but the other two would straightways balance it, either by confederation,

or, if need were, by a war, and would not in any wise take up peace at interest;

and the like was done by that League (which Guicciardine saith was the se-

curity of Italy,) made between Ferdinando, king of Naples, Lorenzius Medices,

and Ludovicus Sforsa, potentates, the one of Florence, the other of Milan.

The alliances which Francis I concluded with Henry VIII and the Turks
in order to prevent Charles V of Hapsburg from stabilizing and expanding

his empire are the first modern example on a grand scale of the balance of

power operating between an alliance and one nation intent upon establishing

a imiversal monarchy. In the second half of the seventeenth century, Louis

XIV of France took over the role which the Hapsburgs had played before

and called forth a similar reaction among the European nations. Alliances

were formed around England and the Netherlands with the purpose of pro-

tecting the European nations from French domination and establishing a

new balance of power between France and the rest of Europe.

The wars against the France of 1789 and against Napoleon show the same
constellation of one preponderant nation aiming at world domination and
being opposed by a coalition of nations for the sake of preserving their in-

dependence. The manifesto with which the first coalition initiated these wars
in 1792 declared that “no power interested in tiie maintenance of the balance

of power in Europe could see with indifference the Kingdom of France, which
at one time formed so important a weight in this great balance, delivered any
longer to domestic agitations and to the horrors of disorder and anarchy

which, so to speak, have destroyed her political existence.” And when these

wars reached dieir conclusion, it was stiU the intention of the Allied powers,

in the words of the Convention of Paris of April 23, 1814, “to put an end to

the miseries of Europe, and to found her repose upon a just redistribution of

forc^ among the nations of which she is composed,” that is, upon a new
balance of power. The coalitions which fought the Second World War against

Germany and Japan owed their existence to the same fear, common to all

their members, of the latter nations’ imperialism, and they pursued the same
goal of preserving their independence in a new balance of jK)wer.

b) Alliances us, CounteraUiances

The struggle between an alliance of nations defending their independence
against one potential conqueror is the most spectacular of the constellations

to which the balance of power gives ri^. Tbg opposition of two alliances, one
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QjT both pursuing imperialistic goals and defending the independence o£ their

irifimbers the imperialistic aspirations oLtke otber xoaHt^
mostircquent constellation withm-A^Lsystem of thchalan^^^^

To mention only a few of the more important examples, the coalition^

which fought the Thirty Years’ War under the leadership of France and
Sweden, on the one hand, and of Austria, on the other, sought to promote
the imperialistic ambitions especially of Sweden and Austria and at the same
time to keep these ambitions in check. The several treaties settling the affairs

of Europe after the Thirty Years’ War tried to establish a balance of power
serving the latter end. The many coalition wars, which filled the period be-

tween the Treaty of Utrecht of 1713 and the first partition of Poland of 1772,

all attempted to maintain the balance which the Treaty of Utrecht had estab-

lished and which the decline of Swedish power as well as the rise of Prussian,

Russian, and British strength tended to disturb. The frequent changes in the

alignments, even while war was in progress, have starded the historians and
have made the eighteenth century appear to be particularly xmprincipled and
devoid of moral con^derations. It was against that kind of foreign policy that

Washington’s Farewell Address warned the American people.

Yet the period in which that foreign policy flourished was the golden age

of the balance of power in theory as well as in practice. It was during that

period that most of the literature of the balance of power was published and
that the princes of Europe looked to the balance of power as the supreme prin-

ciple to guide their conduct in foreign affairs. It is true that they allowed

themselves to be guided by it in order to further their own interests. But, by

doing so, it was inevitable that they would change sides, desert old alliances,

and form new ones whenever it seemed to them that the balance of power
had been disturbed and that a realignment of forces was needed to re-establish

it. In that period, foreign policy was indeed a sport of kings, not to be taken

.more seriously than games and gambles, played for stricdy limited stakes, and

utterly devoid of transcendent principles of any kind.

Since such was the nature of international politics, what looks in retro-

spea like treachery and immorality was then little more than an elegant

maneuver, a daring piece of strategy, or a finely contrived tactical movement,

all executed according to the rules of the game which all players recognized

as binding. The balance of power of that period was amoral rather than im-

moral. The technical rules of the art of politics were its only standard. Its

flexibility, which was its peculiar merit from the technical point of view, was,

then, the result of imperviousness to moral considerations, such as good faith

and loyalty, a moral deficiency which to us seems deserving of reproach.

From the beginning of the modern state system at the turn of the fifteenth

century to the end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815, European nations were

the active factors in the balance of power. Turkey was the one notable ex-

ception. Alliances and counteraHiances were formed in order to maintain the

balance or to reestablish it The century from 1815 to the outbreak of the First

World War saw the gradud extension of the European balance of power

into a world-wide system. One might say that this epoch started with Presi-

dent Monroe’s message to Congress in 1823, containing what is known as the

Monroe Doctrine. By declaring the mutual political independence of Europe
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and the Western Hemisphere and thus dividing the world, as it were, into

two political systems, President Monroe laid the groundwork for the sub--

sffluent transformation o^the European into a worlci-wide palanceKji-^wer

system.

Tliis transformation was for the first time clearly envisaged and formu-

lated in the speech which George Canning made as British Foreign Secret^

to the House of Commons on December 12, 1826. Canning had been criti-

cized for not having gone to war with France in order to restore the balance

of power which had been disturbed by the French invasion of Spain. In

order to disarm his critics, he formulated a new theory of the balance of

power. Through the instrumentality of British recognition of their inde-

pendence he included the newly freed Latin-American republics as. active

elements in the balance. He reasoned thus:

But were there no other means than war for restoring the balance of power?

— Is the balance of power a fixed and unalterable standard? Or is it not a stand-

ard perpetually varying, as civilization advances, and as new nations spring up,

and take their place among established political communities? The balance of

power a century and a half ago was to be adjusted between France and Spain,

the Netherlands, Austria, and England. Some years after, Russia assumed her

high station in European politics. Some years ^er that again, Prussia became

not only a substantive, but a preponderating monarchy.— Thus, while the bal-

ance power continued in principle the same, the means of adjusting it be-

came mlpre varied and enlarged. They became enlarged, in proportion to the

increased number of considerable states— in proportion, I may say, to the num-
ber of weights which might be shifted into the one or the other scale. . . . Was
there no other mode of resistance, than by a direct attack upon France— or by a

war to be undertaken on the soil of Spain? What, if the possession of Spain

might be rendered harmless in rival hands— harmless as regarded us— and

valueless to the possessors? Might not compensation for disparagement be ob-

tained ... by means better adapted to the present time? If France occupied

Spain, was it necessary, in order to avoid the consequences of that occupation

—

that we should blockade Cadiz? No. I looked another way— I saw materials

for compensation in another hemisphere. Contemplating Spain, such as our

ancestors had known her, I resolved that if France had Spain, it should not be

Spain ^*mth the Indies.^* I called the New World into existence, to redress the

Mlancc of the Old.^

Tlus development toward a world-wide balance of power operating by
means erf alliances and counteralliances was consummated in the course of

the First World War in which practically all nations of the world partici-

pated actively on one or the other side. The very designation of that war as

a “world” war points to the ojasumination erf the development.

In contrast to the Second World War, however, the First World War had
its origins exclusively in the fear of a disturbance of the European balance of

power which was threatened in two regions: Belgium and the Balkans. Bel-

gium, located at the northeastern frontier of France and guarding the eastern

approaches to the English Channel, found itself a focal point of great power

2 Speeches of the Bight HonourMe George Canning (London, 1836), VI, 109-11.
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competition, without being strong enough to participate actively in that com-
petition. That the independence of Belgium was necessary for the balance of

power in Europe was axiomatic. Its annexation by any of the great Euro-
pean nations would of necessity make that nation too powerful for the

security of the others. This was recognized from the very moment when
Belgium gained its independence with the active support of Great Britain,

Austria, Russia, Prussia, and France. These nations, assembled at a con-
ference in London, declared on February 19, 1831, that “They had the

right, and the events imposed upon them the duty to see to it that the Belgian

provinces, after they had become independent, did not jeopardize the general

security and the European balance of power.” ^

In furtherance of that aim, the five nations concerned concluded in 1839 a

treaty in which they declared Belgium to be “an independent and perpetually

neutral state” under the collective guaranty of the five signatories. This
declaration sought to prevent Belgium forever from participating, on one or

the other side, in the European balance of power. It was the German violation

of Belgium’s neutraHty which in 1914 crystallized the threat to the balance

of power emanating from Germany and enabled Great Britain to justify its

participation in the war on the side of France, Russia, and their allies.

The concern of Austria, Great Britain, and Russia in the preservation of

the balance of power in the Balkans was concomitant with the weakening of

Turkish power in that region. The Crimean War of 1854-56 was fought by
an alliance of France, Great Britain, and Turkey against Russia for the pur-

pose of maintaining the balance of power in the Balkans. The alliance treaty

of March 13, 1854, declared “that the existence of the Ottoman Empire in its

present extent, is of essential importance to the balance of power among the

states of Europe.” The subsequent rivalries and wars, especially the events

which led to the Congress of Berlin of 1878 and the Balkan wars of 1912 and

1913, are all overshadowed by the fear that one of the nations mainly inter-

ested in the Balkans might gain an increase in power in that region out of

proportion to the power of the other nations concerned.

In the years immediately preceding the First World War, the balance of

power in the Balkans increased in importance; for, since the Triple Alliance

between Austria, Germany, and Italy seemed approximately to balance the

Triple Entente between France, Russia, and Great Britain, the power com-

bination which gained a decisive advantage in the Balkans might easily gain

a decisive advantage in the over-all European balance of power. It was that

fear which motivated Austria in July 1914 to try to setde its accounts with

Serbia once and for all and which induced Germany to support Austria un-

conditionally. It was the same fear which brought Russia to the support of

Serbia, and France to the support of Russia. In his telegraphic message of

August 2, 1914, to George V of England, the Russian Czar summed the sit-

uation up well when he said that the effect of the predominance of Austria

over Serbia “would have been to upset balance of power in Balkans, which is

of such vital interest to my Empire as well as to those Powers who desire

* Protocols of Conferences in London Relative to the Affairs of Belgium (1830-31), p. 60.
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maintenance o£ balance of power in Europe ... I trust your country will

not fail to support France and Russia in fighting to maintain balance of

power in Europe.” ^

After the First World War, France maintained permanent alliances with

Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and Rumania and, in 1935, concluded

an alliance— which was, however, not implemented— with the Soviet

Union. This policy can be understood as a kind of preventive balance-of-

power policy which anticipated Germany’s comeback and attempted to main-

tain the status quo of Versailles in the face of such an eventuality. On the

other hand, the formation in 1936 of an alliance between Germany, Italy, and

Japan, called the Axis, was intended as a counterweight against the alliance

between France and the Eastern European nations, which would at the same-

time neutralize the Soviet Union.

Thus the period between the two world wars stands in fact under the sign
.of the balance of power bv alliances and counteralliances, although in theory

^e principle of the balance of power was supposed to have been superseded

bv the League-of-Nations principle of collective security. Yet, actually, col-

lective security, as shall be shown later in greater detail,® did not abolish the

balance of power. Rather it reaflSrmed it in form of a universal alliance against

any potential aggressor, the presumption being that such an alliance would

always outweigh any potential aggressor. Collective security differs, however,

from the balance of power in the principle of association by virtue of which

the alliance is formed. Balance-of-power alliances are formed by certain in-

dividual nations against other individual nations or an alliance of them on

the basis of what those individual nations regard as their separate national

interests. The organizing principle of collective security is the respect for the

moral and legal obligation to consider an attack by any nation upon any

member of the alliance as an attack upon all members of the alliance. Con-

sequently, collective security operates automatically, that is, aggression calls

the counteralliance into operation at once and, therefore, protects peace and
security with the greatest possible efficiency. Alliances within a balance-of-

power system, on the other hand, are frequently uncertain in actual operation

since they are dependent upon political considerations of the individual na-

tions, The defection of Italy from the Triple Alliance in iQig and the disin-

tegratioiTof the French system of alUaQ<?^ between ictxK and iq^q illusttate

this,weakness of the balance of power.

5. THE “holder” of THE BALANCE

Whenever the balance of power is to be realized by means of an alliance—
and this has been generally so up to the end of the Second World War—
two possible variations of this pattern have to be distinguished. To use the

language of the metaphor of the balance, the system may consist of two scales

in each of which are to be found the nation or nations identified with the

^ British Documents on the Origins of the War, 18^8^1914 (London: His Majesty’s Sta-

tionery Office, 126), XI, 276.
® Sec bdow. Chapter XXII.
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same policy of the status quo or of imperialism. The continental nations of

Europeliave generally operated the balance of power in this way.
The system may, however, consist of two scales plus a third element, the

of thfi hflbnce or the **balancer.” The balancer is not permanently
identified with the policies o£ either nation or group of nations. Its only ob-

jective within the system is the maintenance of the balance, regardless of the

concrete policies which the balance will serve. In consequence, the holder of

the balance will throw its weight at one time in this scale, at another time in

the other scale, guided only by one consideration, that is, the relative position

of the scales. Thus it will put its weight always in the scale which seems to be
higher than the other because it is lighter. The balancer may become in a rela-

^yelv short span of history consecutively the friend and foe of all major
powers^ provided they all consecutively threaten the balance bv approaching]

predominance over the others and are in turn threatened by others which are

about to gain such predominance. While the holder of the balance has no
permanent triends, it has no permanent foes either.

The balancer is in a position of “splendid isolation.” It is isolated by its own
choice; for, while the two scales of the balance must vie with each other to

add its weight to theirs in order to gain the overweight necessary for success,

it must refuse to enter into permanent ties with either side. The holder of the

balance waits in the middle in watchful detachment to see which scale is

likely to sink. Its isolation is “splendid”; for, since its support or lack of sup-

port is the decisive factor in the struggle for power, its foreign policy, if

cleverly managed, is able to extract the highest price from those whom it

supports. Since, however, this support, regardless of the price paid for it, is

always uncertain and shifts from one side to the other in accordance with the

movements of the balance, its policies are resented and subject to condemna-

tion on moral grounds. Thus it has been said of the outstanding balancer in

modern times. Great Britain, that it lets others li^ht its wars, that it keeps

Europe divided in order to dominate the continent, and that the fickleness of^

its policies is such as to make alliances with Great Britain impossible.

fidiom ^l]
pjpn” has become a by-word in the mouths of those who either were

unabte to gam Great Britain’s support, however hard they tried, or else lost

it after they had paid what seemed to them too high a price.

The holder of the balance occupies the key position in the system of the

balance of power, since its position determines the outcome of the struggle for

power. It has, therefore, been called the ‘^arbiter” of the system who de-

cides who will win and who vvdll lose. By making it impossible for any nation

or combination of nations to gain predominance over the others, it preserves

its own independence as well as the independence of all the other nations, and

is thus a most powerful factor in international politics.

The holder of the balance can use this power in three dijfferent ways. It can

make its joining one or the other nation or alliance dependent upon certain

conditions favorable to the maintenance or restoration of the balance. It can

make its support of the peace settlement dependent upon similar conditions.

It can, finally, in either situation see to it that the objectives of its own national

policy, apart from the maintenance of the balance of power, arc realized in the

process of balancing the power of others.
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France under Louis XIV and Italy in the decade before the First World
War attempted to play this role of arbiter of the European balance of power.

But France was too deeply involved in the struggle for power on the European

continent, too much a part of its balance of power, and too much lacking in

commanding superiority to play that role successfully. Italy, on the other hand,

had not enough weight to throw aroimd to give it the key position in the bal-

ance of power. For this reason it earned only the moral condemnation, but

not the respect, which similar policies had brought Great Britain. Only
Venice in the sixteenth century and Great Britain since the reign of Henry
VIII were able to make the holding of the balance between other nations

one of the cornerstones of their foreign policies, using the three methods

mentioned above either severally or jointly.

The idea appeared for the first time with reference to the Venetians in a

letter written in 1553 by Queen Mary of Hungary to the imperial ambassador

in England. She pointed out that the Italians had good reason *to oppose

France; but, she continued, “You know how they fear the power of the one

and of the other of the two princes [Charles V and Francis I] and how they

are concerned to balance their power.” ® In the following years, on the occa-

sion of Venice’s refusals of French offers of alliance, French statesmen char-

acterized the foreign policy of Venice in similar terms, with special reference

to the aspects of isolation and detachment from alliances with either side.

In 1554, for instance, Henry II of France was reported by a Venetian ambassa-

dor to have explained such refusals by the fear of Venice that in the event of

the death of Charles V Spain might Income inferior to France; Venice, how-
ever, tried to “keep things in balance {tener le cose in equate stato^P Another
Venetian ambassador reported in 1558 that the French explained the foreign

policy of Venice by its suspicion of the increase in power of France and Spain.

Venice wanted to prevent the^alaace-'tiplx) eitiiei:^sid^ lajbilancia

i^ ^^pendesse da dcunq partelT The ambassador addecTtliaf ^‘fluTpolicy is

'

^ing prais^ancTeven admired by intelligent people; in these turbulent times

the weak find protection nowhere but in the Republic of Venice and there-

fore all Italians, in particular, desire her independence and ^^ome hef
armaments.” ^

^ The classic example of the balancer has, however, been provided by Great
Britain. To Henry VIII is attributed the maxim: cui adhaereo praeest, that

i^Pr^he^hom I sup|:|ort will prevail.” He is reported to have had himself

p^ted holding in nls nghr hind a pair of scales in perfect balance, one of

tlicBn occupied by France, the other by Austria, and holding in his left hand
a weight ready to be dropped in either scale. Of England under Elizabeth it

was said ‘‘that France and Spain are as it were the Scales in the Balance of

Europe and England the Tongue or the Holder dE the Balance.” ® In 1624, a
French pamphlet invited King Jacob to follow the glorious example of

Elizabeth and Henry VIH “who played his rofc so well between the Emperor

® Paplers du CarMf^^ ^ Grm^^ (l^ans, 1^3), TV, 12%,
^ Eugeno Alb6d, Lc Ve^eii <d Smudo, I (FSjwze,

1862), n, 287, 464. ^
^

^ _
® William Camden, Afmdtf cf Mosf Penomted and Princess

’Elizabeth, Late Queen of En^jUmd ^ ^
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Charles V and King Francis by making himselE feared and flattered by both

and by holding, as it were, the balance between them ”

With the appearance of Louis XIV as a new aspirant for the universal

monarchy, it became more and more common, in England and elsewhere, to

consider it the English mission to act as ‘‘arbiter of Europe” by keeping the

Hapsburgs and France in balance. This same standard was applied critically

to the foreign policy of Charles II, who made common cause with Louis XIV
against the Netherlands, and in support of the anti-French policies of Wil-

liam III. With the War of the Spanish Succession, that standard was erected

into a dogma, especially in England. It remained, as applied to ever new com-
binations of powers, practically unchallenged until the Manchester liberals

after the middle of the nineteenth century advocated complete and permanent
detachment from the affairs of the European continent, that is, isolg^rinnim.
as^tfeg. British foreign policy. As the tradition and practice of Brit-

Tsh diplomacy^ tKs variety of the balance of power seems to have disappeared

only in recent years with the decline of British, and the growth of American
and Russian, power.^

® On this point, cf. the detailed discussion below, pp. 273 S.
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CHAPTER XI

The Structure of the balance

of Tower

I. DOMINANT AND DEPENDENT SYSTEMS

We have spoken thus far of the balance of power as if it were one single sys-

tem comprehending all nations actively engaged in international politics.

Closer observation, however, reveals that such a system is frequently composed

of a number of subsystems which are interrelated with each other, but which

maintain within themselves a balance of power of their own. The interrela-

tionship between the different systems is generally one of subordination in the

sense that one dominates because of the relatively great weight accumulated

in its scales, while the others are, as it were, attached to the scales of that

dominant system.

Thus, in the sixteenth century, the dominant balance of power operated

between France and the Hapsburgs, while at the same time an autonomous
system kept the Italian states in equilibrium. In the latter part of the seven-

teenth century a separate balance of power developed in Northern Europe out

of the challenge with which the rise of Swedish power confronted the na-

tions adjacent to the Baltic Sea. The transformation of Prussia into a first-rate

power in the eighteenth century brought about a particular German balance

of power, the other scale of which had Austria as its main weight. This auton-

omous system, "a little Europe within the great,” was dissolved only in 1866

with the expulsion of Austria from the Germanic Confederation as a conse-

quence of the Prusso-Austrian War of the same year. The eighteenth century

saw also the development of an Eastern balance of power occasioned by the

ascendancy of Russia. The partitions of Poland, by virtue of the principle of

compensations, between Russia, Prussia, and Austria are the first spectacular

manifestations of that new system.

Throughout the nineteenth century until the present day, the balance of

power in the Balkans has been of concern to the nations of Europe. As early

as 1790 Turkey concluded a treaty with Prussia in which the latter promised
to go to war with Austria and Russia ^liecause of the prejudice which the

enemies, in crossing the Danube, have brought to the desirable and necessary
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balance of power.” In the latter part of the nineteenth century one began to

speak of an African balance of power with reference to a certain equilibrium

among the colonial acquisitions of the great powers. Later on, the balance of

power in the Western Hemisphere, in the Pacific, in the Far and Near East

were added to the diplomatic vocabulary. One even spoke of an “Austrian

equilibrium”; and of the Austrian monarchy with its antagonistic nationali-

ties it was said that it “is constrained to apply to itself the rules of con-

duct which the powers of Europe with their perpetual rivalries follow with
regard to each other.”

^

It is not by accident that the autonomy of such local balance-of-power

systems is the greater and their subordination to a dominant system the less

noticeable, the more removed they are physically from the center of the strug-

gle for power, the more they operate at the periphery of the dominant sys-

tem, out of reach of the dominant nations. Thus an Italian balance of power
could develop during the fifteenth century in relative autonomy, while the

great nations of Europe were occupied in other regions. For the better part

of the history of Western civilization the different bdance-oFpower systems of

Asia, Africa, and America were entirely independent of ^e constellations

of the European nations, to the point of being hardly known to them.
The balance of power in the Western Hemisphere up to the Second World

War and in Eastern Europe until the end of the eighteenth century owe their

relative autonomous development to their location at the periphery of the

power centers of the time. The partitions of Poland which were intended to

preserve the balance of power in Eastern Europe were executed by the directly

interested nations without interference of any other nation. The alliance con-

cluded in 1851 between Brazil and Uruguay against Argentina for the pur-

pose of maintaining the balance of power in South America had only a very

remote connection with the European balance of power. On the other hand, it

is hardly justified to speak of an autonomous African balance of power. Since

there are at present no indigenous nations in Africa which could compete for

power with each other and with non-African nations, Africa is solely an

object of the struggle for power centered elsewhere, that is, one of the ele-

ments in the European and world balance of power.

However, the more intimately a local balance of power is connected with

the dominant one the less opportunity it has to operate autonomously and the

more it tends to become merely a localized manifestation of the dominant

balance of power. The balance of power within the German Confederation

from Frederick the Great to the War of 1866 presents an intermediate situa-

tion between full autonomy and complete integration. It combines a certain

degree of autonomy with integration into the dominant system. While the

equilibrium between Prussia and Austria was, as we have seen,^ a precondition

for the preservation of the Hberties of the members of the Germanic Confed-

eration, this equilibrium was also indispensable for the maintenance of the

European balance of power as a whole.

The German balance thus fulfilled a dual function: one within its own
fram^wotk, another for the general system of which it waFa part. OonverselV,

^ Albert VEuropc et la rh/oluuon jran^aise (Paris Plon» 1885), I, 443.
2 See aWe, p. 133.
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the fusion of Prussia and Austria or the domination of one by the other

would not only have been destructive of the independence of the individual

German states, but would as well have threatened the freedom of the other

European nations with destruction. “If Europe,” as Edmund Burke put it,

“does not conceive the independence and the equilibrium of the empire to

be in the very essence of the system of balance of power in Europe ... all the

politics of Europe for more than two centuries have been miserably errone-

ous.”* The perpetuation of the balance between Prussia and Austria was,

therefore, in the interest not only of the other members of the Germanic Con-
federation, but of all European nations.

When, as a consequence of the War of 1866, Prussia and later Germany
gained a permanent advantage over Austria which destroyed the balance

between the two nations and made Germany predominant in Europe, it be-

came one of the functions of the European balance of power to preserve at

least the independence of Austria against infringement by its stronger neigh-
bor. It was in consequence of that permanent European interest that after the
First World War the victorious Allies sought by legal, economic, and political

measures to prevent the fusion of Austria with Germany. Moreover, it was
within the logic of this situation that Hitler regarded the annexation of Aus-
tria as a necessary stepping-stone on the road toward the overthrow of the

European balance of power.
The balance of power in the Balkans has fulfilled a similar function since

the last decades of the nineteenth century. Here, too, the maintenance of a
balance of power among the Balkan nations has been regarded as a pre-

requisite for the maintenance of the European balance. Whenever the local

balance was threatened, the great nations of Europe intervened in order to

restore it. The statement of the Russian Czar at the beginning of the First

World War, quoted above,"^ clearly illustrates that connection.

2. STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE BALANCE
OF POWER®

In recent times, however, the relations between the dominant balance of
power and the local systems have shown an ever increasing tendency to
change to the detriment of the autonomy of the local systems. The reasons for
this cfevdopuMit lie in the structural changes which the dominant balance of
power has undergone since the First World War and which became manifest
in tf^ Secmid Wc^ld War. We have aheady indicated the gradual expansion
of the dominant balan^^-crf-power sy^em iErom Western and Central Europe
to the rest ai the continent and from there to other continents, until finally
the First World War saw all ^e nations of the earth actively participating in
a world-wide balance power.

Hand ia hand with me constnnaaadon of this espanrion went a shift (d
gfeope to other At tSout-

® Lor. £7/., IV, 330.
** Sec above, pp. 1 41, 142.

'

^ r';

® For other structural chauges, see above, 139, 140, and dba|^-^
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break of the First World War m the maia in the balance were
predominantly European: Great Britain, France, and Russia in one scale,

Germany an'd^7SjIstfia’’in the othS-, At the^'end ot the ^;ec^d World War,
the prindpal weights in eacETscale were either entirely non-Europeanr as

in the case of th^ Uiilred StatesTor predominandy nomEuropean, as in the

case of the Soviet Union. In consequence, the whole~structure ofthe world
balance of power has changed. At the end of the First World War and even

at the beginning of the Second World War, the two scales of the balance, so

to speak, were still in Europe: only the weights of the scales came from all

over the earth. The main protagonists of the power contest and the principal

stakes for which it was fought were still predominantly Europeon. To para-

phrase the already quoted words of Canning, non-European powers were

called in only for the purpose of redressing the balance of power of Europe.

Today the balance of power of Europe is no longer the center of world

politics around which local balances would group themselves, either in inti-

mate connection or in lesser or greater autonomy. Today the European bal-

ance of power has become a mere function of the world-wide balance of which

the United States and the Soviet Union are the main weights, placed on op-

posite scales. The distribution of power in Europe is only one of the concrete

issues over which the power contest between the United States and the Soviet

Union is being waged.

What is true of the formerly dominant system is true of all the traditional

local systems as well. The balance of power in the Balkans, no less than the

balances in the Near and Far East, have shared the fate of the general Euro-

pean system. They have become mere functions of the new world-wide

balance, mere “theaters” where the power contest between the two great

protagonists is fought out. One might say that of all the local balance-of-

power systems only the South American system has retained a certain

measure of autonomy, protected, as it is, by the predominance of the United

States.®

® For the causes for the destruction of most of those autonomous systems, see below, pp.

270 ff.
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sideration, after the model of the compensations at the turn of the eighteenth

century, the quality of the territory and the quality and quantity of the popu-
lation within it, one still deals with fewer than all the factors of which the

power of a nation is composed. The same holds true if one makes the quan-
tity and quality of armaments the standard of comparison.

Rational charactered above all national morale and the quality of gov-

y
erntTiMr. eTsppr.iany ilTIkT"rQnckicLQt jorergrcrgfSTSLar^^ m^t
Kill- mnci- rnmponents of national power. It is impos'SBtrfor

the observer of the contemporary scene or the explorer of future trends to

assess even with approximate accuracy the relative contributions which these

elements may make to the power of different nations. Furthermore, the

quality of these contributions is subject to incessant change, unnoticeable at

the moment the change actually takes place and revealed only in the actual

test of crisis and war. Rational calculation of the relative strength of several

nations, which is the very lifeblood of the balance of power, becomes a series

of guesses the correctness of which can be ascertained only in retrospect.^

An eighteenth-century opponent of the balance of power tried to demon-
strate the absurdity of the calculations common at the time by asking which
of two princes was mor^ powerful: one who possessed three pounds of mili-

tary strength, four pounds of statesmanship, five pounds of zeal, and two
pounds of ambition, or one who had twelve pounds of military strength, but

only one pound of all the other qualities The author gives the advantage to

the former prince, but whether his answer will be correct under all circum-

stances, even under the assumption that the quantitative determination of

the relative weight of the different qualities were possible, is certainly open

to question.

This uncertainty of power calculations is inherent in the nature of na-

tional power itself. It will, therefore, come into play even in the most simple

pattern of the balance of power, that is, when one nation opposes another.

This uncertainty is, however, immeasurably magnified when the weights in

one or the other or in both scales are composed not of single units, but of

alliances. Then it becomes necessary to compute not only one’s own and the

opponent’s national power and to correlate one with the other, but to per-

form the same operation on the national power of one’s allies and those

of the opponent. The risk of guessing is greatly aggravated when one must
assess the power of nations belonging to a different civilization from one’s

own. It is difficult enough to evaluate the power of Great Britain or of

France. It is mudi more difficult to make a correct assessment of the power

of China, Japan, or even the Soviet Union. The crowning uncertainty, how-
ever, lies in the fact that one cannot always be sure who are one’s own allies

and who are the opponent’s. Alignments by virtue of alliance treaties are not

always identical with the alliances which oppose each other in the actual con-

test of war.

One of the masters of the balance of power, Frederick the Great, made
wise by sad experiences, called the attention of his successor to this problem^

He said in his Political Testament iy68:

^ Cf. the extensive discussion of dns prolton fl4K)ve, Oiapter VUL
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A frequently deceptive art of conjecture serves as foundation for most of the

great political designs. One takes as one’s point of departure the most certain

factor one knows of, combines it, as well as one can, with other factors, but im-

perfectly known, and draws therefrom the most correct conclusions possible.

In order to make that clearer, I shall give an example, Russia seeks to gain the

support of the King of Denmark. She promises him the duchy of Holstein-

Gottorp, which belongs to the Russian Grand Duke, and hopes in this way to

gain his support forever. But the King of Denmark is fickle. How can one fore-

see all the ideas that might pass through that young head.? The favorites, mis-

tresses and ministers, who will take hold of his mind and offer him advantages

from another power which appear to him to be greater than those offered by
Russia, are they not going to make him change sides as an ally? A similar un-
certainty, although every time in another form, dominates all operations of

foreign policy so that great alliances have often a result contrary to the one
planned by their members.-

These words, written when the classical period of the balance of power
was drawing to a close, lose nothing of their poignancy when tested by the

events of recent history. The composition of the alliances and counteralli-

ances which one might have foreseen in August 1938, immediately before

the denouement of the Czechoslovakian crisis, was certainly quite different

from that which came to pass a year later, at the outbreak of the Second
World War, and from that which developed more than two years later in

consequence of the attack upon Pearl Harbor. No statesman, however great

his knowledge, wisdom, and foresight, could have anticipated all these de-

velopments and based his balance-of-power policies upon them.

Immediately before the outbreak of the First World War In July 1914, it

was by no means certain whether Italy would fulfill its obligations tinder

the Treaty of the Triple Alliance and join Germany and Austria in a war
against France, Great Britain, and Russia, whether it would remain neu-

tral, or whether it would join the other side. Nor were the responsible

statesmen of Germany and Austria certain, as late as July 30, 1914, that

Russia would oppose Austria in order to maintain the balance of power in

the Balkans. On that day, the British Ambassador to Germany reported to

his government as the opinion held by these statesmen "that a general war
was out of the question as Russia neither could, nor wanted to, go to war.” ®

According to the reports of the British Ambassador, the same belief was held

at Vienna.

Nor was it evident to everybody concerned that Great Britain would en-

ter the First World War on the side of France and Russia. As late as June i,

1914, the British Secretary of Foreign Affairs declared in the House of Com-
mons, confirming a declaration of the Prime Minister made the previous

yesg:, that Great fetain was bound by no obligation, unknown to Parliament

and to the public, which might lead it into war. The British government

was conviiK^ that the secret exchange of letters between the Secretary of

Foreign Affairs and the French Ambassador, which had taken place in

November 191% did not affect its freedom of action in case of a continental

2 Die poUi^ken T^sumente FrUdrichs des Grossen (Berlin, 1920), p. 192.

2 D^amen$s^ l&c, p. 361.
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war. The French and Russian governments relied upon British intervention

without being certain o£ it.^ The British Ambassador reported from Berlin

on July 30, 1914, that the French Ambassador “is continuously scolding me
about England keeping her intentions so dark and says that the only way
by which a general war can be prevented is by . . . stating . . . that Eng-

land will fight on the side of France and Russia.” ® The governments of the

Central Powers were altogether ignorant of this exchange of letters until after

the First World War had actually broken out. Thus they started with the

assumption that Great Britain woiild remain neutral; . . up to the last mo-

ment,” reports the British Ambassador to Berlin, “they thought that Eng-

land would not come in.” ® Therefore, they arrived at the conclusion that

the balance of power favored them. France and Russia started with the op-

posite assumption and arrived at the opposite conclusion.

The British policy of secrecy with regard to Britain’s commitments to-

ward France has been widely criticized on the ground that Germany would
never have gone to war against France and Russia if it had known in ad-

vance that Great Britain would join the latter powers, that is, if it had been

able to make its balance-of-power calculations in knowledge of the Anglo-

French agreement of November 1912. However, neither the British nor the

French and Russian governments were themselves entirely sure beforehand

what this agreement would mean for the balance of power in August 1914.

Therefore, even if the German government had known about the agreement

it could not have been certain what the actual distribution of power would
be on the eve of the First World War. It is in this condition of extreme un-

certainty inherent in any balance-of-power system composed of alliances that

one must seek the reasons for the failure of the balance of power to prevent

the First World War. The German Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs ex-

pressed spontaneously the insecurity to which the system of alliances and

* How ambiguous the situation was which this exchange of letters created is evidenced by

the text of the letter which Sir Edward Grey, British Foreign Secretary, wrote on November 22,

1912, to Mr. Paul Gambon, the French Ambassador to Great Britain, and which is substantially

reiterated by the French Ambassador’s reply of the next day.

^‘From time to time in recent years the French and British naval and military experts have
consulted together. It has always been understood that such consultation does not restrict the

freedom of either Government to decide at any future time whether or not to assist the other

by armed force. We have agreed that consultation between experts is not, and ought not to be
regarded as, an engagement that commits either Government to action in a contingency that

has not arisen and may never arise. The disposition, for instance, of the French and British

fleets respectively at the present moment is not based upon an engagement to co-operate in war.
“You have, however, pointed out that, if either Government had grave reason to expect an

unprovoked attack by a third Power, it might become essential to know whether it could in

that event depend upon the armed assistance of the other.

“I agree that, 3 either Government had grave reason to expect an unprovoked attack by
a third Power, cat something tiiat threatened the general peace, it should immediately discuss

with the other whether both Governments should act together to jurevent aggression and to
preserve peace, and, if so, what measures they would be prepared to take in common. If these

measures involved action, tiie plans of the General Staffs would at once be taken into considera-
tion, and the Governments would then decide what effect should be given to than.” Collected
Diplomatic Documents Relating to the Outbreak of the European War (London: His Majesty’s
Stationery Office, 1915), p* 80.

The ambiguity of the situation is also wdl ffhistratcd by the Czar’s td^am quoted above,
pp. 141, 142.

5 British Documents, loc. dt,, p. 361,
® Ibid,, p. 363.
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couuteralliances had led when he said to the British Ambassador on Au-
^st I, 1914, that Germany, France, *‘and perhaps England” had been drawn
into the war, “none of whom wanted war in the least and . . . that it came
from ‘this d -d system of alliances’ which w^rp i-bp_ rrtr^rl^rr.

times.”

2. THE UNREALITY OF THE BALANCE
OF POWER

This uncertainty of all power calculations not only makes the balance
of power incapable of practical application, it leads also to its very negation
in practice. Since no nation can be sure that its calculation of the distribution

of power at any particular moment in history is correct, it must at least make
sime that, whatever errors it may commit, they will not put the nation at a
disadvantage in the contest for power. In other words, the nation must trv

tohave at least a margin of safety which will allow it to make erroneous cah
dilations and still maintain p/^TT7Ar Tn i-bat effect, all nations

actively engaged in the struggle for power must actually aim not at a bat"
ance, that is, equaKty of power, but at superiority of power in their own be-

half. And since no nation can foresee how large its miscalculations will turn

out to be, all nations must ultimately seek the maximum of power available

to them. Only so can they hope to attain the maximum margin of safety

commensurate with the maximum of errors they might commit. The limit-

less aspiration for power, potentially always present, as we have^seen,® in

the power drives of nations, finds in the balance^^pfj>pwer^ liaiglity incen-

tive to transform itself into an actuality.

Since the desire to attain a maximum of power is universal, all nations

must always be afraid that their own miscalculations and the power in-

creases of other nations might add up to an inferiority for themselves which

they must at all costs try to avoid. Hence, it is the tendency of all nations^

who have gained an apparent edge over their competitors to consolidate that

advantage and to use it for changing the distribution of power permanently^

in their favor. This can be done through diplomatic pressure by bringing^

the full weight of that advantage to bear upon the other nations, compeUing

them to make the concessions which vnll consolidate the temporary ad-

vantage into a permanent superiority. It can also be done by war. Since in a

balance-of-power system all nations live in constant fear of being deprived

at the first opportune moment, of their power position by their rivals, all

nations have a vital interest in anticipating such a development and doing

unto the others what they do not want the others to do unto them.

Preventive war, however abhorred in diplomatic language and abhorrent

to democratic public opinion, is in fact a natural outgrowth of the balance

of power. Here again, the events leading to the outbreak of the First World

War are instructive; for it was on that occasion that foreign affairs were

conducted for the last time according to the classical rules of the balance of

’’ British Documents, loc. cit., p. 284.
® See above, p, 36 n. 16, p. 48.
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power. Austria was resolved to change the balance o£ power in the Balkans

in its favor once and for all. It believed that, while Russia was not yet ready

to strike, its power was on the increase and that, therefore, postponement of

decisive action would make the distribution of power less favorable to itself.

Similar calculations were made in Berlin with respect to the distribution of

power between Germany and Russia. Russia, on the other hand, was re-

solved not to permit Austria to change the distribution of power in its favor

by crushing Serbia. Russia calculated that such an instant increase in the

power of its prospective enemy might more than outweigh any probable

future increase in its own power. It was partly in consideration of these Rus-

sian calculations that Great Britain refused until the last moment to declare

openly its support of the Franco-Russian Alliance. As the British Ambassador

to Germany put it on July 30, 1914: “A statement to that effect at the present

stage, while it might cause Germany to hesitate, might equally urge Russia

on; and if Russia attacked Austria, Germany would have to come in whether

she feared the British fleet or not.’’
®

It will forever be impossible to prove or disprove the claim that by its

stabilizing influence the balance of power has aided in avoiding many wars.

One cannot retrace the course of history, taking a hypothetical situation as

one’s point of departure. But, while nobody can tell how many wars there

would have been without the balance of power, it is not hard to see that

most of the wars which have been fought since the beginning of the modern
state system have their origin in the balance of power. Three types of wars

are intimately connected with the mechanics of the balance of power: pre-

ventive war, already referred to, where normally both sides pursue impenat

Jstic aims, anfi^prtperialistic war, and imperialistic war itself.

The opposition, under the conditions of the balance oi power, between

one status quo nation or an alliance of them and one imperialistic power or

a group of them is very likely to lead to war. In most instances, from Charles

V to Hitler and Hirohito, they actually did lead to war. The status quo na-. .

,£k>ns* which bv definition are dedicated to peaceful pursuits and want only

m wer characteristic of a nation which is bent upon im-

^penalistic expansion.

The relative increases in the power of Great Britain and France,,on the

one hand, and of Germany, on the other, from 1933 to the outbreak of the

Second World War in 1939, illustrate vividly the different pace and dynaimics

in the power increases of status quo and imperialistic nations. In such an
armament race the status quo nations are bound to lose, and their relative

portion canned fail to deteriorate at an accelerated pace ,the longer the race

lasts. Time is on the sd<fc of the imperialistk nations, and as time goes on,

their scale sinks lowar and lower under the ever int^easing weight di their

power, while the scale of the status quo nations rises evi^r higher. Thus it

becomes more and more diffionk fo|^ latter to the balant^e^ and
they cannot fail to realize that, if the trend is not fordix]^ reversed, the posi-

tion of the imperialistic nations w^-n%h unassailable, while

^ Bnush Documents, loc. p. 35i.
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their own chances for redressing the balance will be irretrievably lost. This
was the situation in which Great Britain and France found themselves in

September 1939. In such a situation, war with its incalculable possibilities

seems to be the only alternative to an unglorious absorption into the power
orbit of the imperialistic nation. The dynamics of international politics, as

they play between status quo and imperialistic nations, lead of necessity to

such a disturbance of the balance of power that war appears as the only pol-

icy which offers the status quo nations at least a chance to redress the bdance
of power in their favor.

Yet the very act of redressing the balance carries within itself the elements

of a new disturbance. The dynamics of power politics as outlined previously

make this development inevitable. Yesterday’s defender of the status quo is

transformed by victory into the imperialist of today against whom yesterday’s

vanquished will seek revenge tomorrow. The ambition of the victor who
took up arms in order to restore the balance, as well as the resentment of

the loser who could not overthrow it, tend toward making the new balance

a virtually invisible point of transition from one disturbance to the next.

Thus the balancing process has frequently led to the substitution of one pre-

dominant power disturbing the balance for another one. Charles V of Haps-
burg was thwarted in his aspirations for a universal monarchy by France,

only to be succeeded by Louis XIV of France whose similar aspirations

united all of Europe against him. Once the balance had been restored against

him, a new disturbing factor arose in Frederick the Great of Prussia. The
bid for world domination by France under Napoleon I was followed by a
similar bid on the part of the Holy Alliance under the leadership of the most
potent of Napoleon’s former enemies, Austria and Russia. The defeat of the

latter brought in- its wake the rise of Prussia to dominance in Germany and
of Germany in Europe. Twenty years after its defeat in the First World War
Germany was again the predominant nation in Europe, while Japan had
risen to a similar position in Asia. The very moment these two nations

wete removed as active factors in the balance of power a new power con-

test took shape between the United States and the Soviet Union.

a) The Balance^iTower as Ideology

Our discussion has thus far proceeded under the assumption that the bal-

ancetif pbVVer US a'ldeviceTor Qie 6f nations whose independence

and existence is threatened by a disproportion^ increase in the power" of

other nations. What we have said of the balance of power is true under the

assumption that the balance of power is used bona fide for its avowed pur-

poses of self-protection. Yet we have already seen how the power drives of

nations take hold of ideal principle and transform them into ideologies in

order to disgtiise, rationalize, and justify themselves. They have done this

with the-Wance of power. V^at we have said above about the poptilarity of

anti-imperiali^ic id^logies in general applies to the balance of power.

A nation seeking empire has often claimed that all it wanted was equilib-

rium. A nation ^^ing only to maintain the status quo has often tried to

^ve a,<iiange in die ^tus quo the appearance of an attack upon the balance
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of power- When, at the outbreak of the Seven Years’ War in 1756, England
and France found themselves at war, British writers justified the policy of

their country in terms of the necessities of the European balance of power,

while French publicists claimed that France was compelled to oppose Eng-
lish supremacy on the sea and in North America in order to restore the

“balance of commerce.”

When the Allied Powers in 1813 submitted their conditions of peace to

Napoleon, they invoked the principle of the balance of power. When Napo-
leon rejected these conditions, he, too, invoked “the equilibrium of rights

and interests.” When, early in 1814, the AlUes confronted the representative

of Napoleon with an ultimatum demanding that France, in the name of the

balance of power, give up all conquests made since 1792, the French repre-

sentative replied: “Did the allied sovereigns not • . - want to establish a just

equilibrium in Europe? Do they not declare that they want it still today?

To maintain the same relative power which she always has had this is also

the sole actual desire of France. But Europe is no longer what it was twenty

years ago.” And he arrived at the conclusion that in the light of geography

and strategy even the retention by France of the left bank of the Rhine

would hardly be suflScient to restore the balance of power in Europe. The
allied representatives declared in reply: “France, by retreating into the

dimensions of 1792, remains one of the strongest powers on the continent

by virtue of her central position, her population, the riches of her soil, the

nature of her frontiers, the number and distribution of her strong points.”

Thus both sides tried to apply the principle of the balance of power to the

same situation and arrived at irreconcilable results with the effect that the

efforts to bring the war to a conclusion ended in failure,

A similar situation occurred forty years later for similar reasons. At the

Conference of Vienna, which in 1855 tried to bring the Crimean War to an
end, Russia agreed with its opponents to make the maintenance of the bal-

ance of power in the Black Sea the basis of the settlement. Yet, while Russia

declared that “the preponderance of Russia in the Black Sea ... is ab-

solutely necessary for the European equilibrium,” its adversaries sought to

put an end to that preponderance and declared that the Russian Navy was
“still too strong in comparison to the Turkish fleet.” Peace was concluded in

1856 on the latter terms-

The difficulties in assessing correctly the relative power positions of na-

tions has made the invocation of the bMance of power one of the favored

ideologies of international politics. Thus it has come about that the term is

being used in a very loose and unprecise manner. When a nation would Hke
to justify one of its steps on the international scene, it is likely to refer to it

as serving the maintenance or restoration of the balance of power. When a
nation would like to discredit certain policies pursued by another nation, it

is likely to condemn them as a threat to, or a disturbance of, the balance of

power. Since it is the inherent tendency of the balance of power in the proper

meaning of the term to preserve the status quo, the term has, in the vocabu-

lary of status quo nations, become a synonym for the status quo and for any
distribution of power existing at any particular moment. Any change in the

existing distribution of power is, therefore, opposed as disturbing the balance
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of power. In this way a nation interested in the preservation of a certain dis-

tribution of power tries to make its interest appear to be the outgrowth of the

fundamental, universally accepted principle of the modern state system and,

hence, to be identical with an interest common to all nations. TTie nation

itself, far from defending a selfish, particular concern, poses as the guardian

of that general principle, that is, as the agent of the international community.
In this sense one speaks, for instance, of the balance of power in the West-

ern Hemisphere which might be disturbed by the policies of non-American
nations, or of the balance of power in the Mediterranean which must be de-

fended against Russian intrusion. Yet what one means to defend in either

case is not the balance of power, but a particular distribution of power re-

garded as favorable to a particular nation or group of nations. The New
Yor\ Times wrote in one of its reports on the Foreign Ministers’ Conference

in Moscow in 1947 that ‘‘The new unity of France, Britain and the United

States . . . may be only temporary but it does alter the balance of power
perceptibly.” What it actually meant was not that the balance of power in

the proper meaning of the term had been altered, but that the distribution of

power which existed after the conference was more favorable to the Western
powers than the one that existed before.

The use of the balance of power as an ideology greatly increases the in-

nate difficulties which the mechanics of the balance of power present to the

impartial observer. Yet it must be noted that the ready use as an ideology to

which the balance of power lends itself is not an accident. It is a potentiality

inherent in its very essence. The contrast between pretended precision and

the actual lack of it, between the pretended aspiration for balance and the

actual aim of predominance— this contrast which, as we have seen, is of the

very essence of the balance of power, makes the latter in a certain measure

an ideology to begin with. The balance of power thus appears as a system

nf.in^-ernational politics which assumes a reality and a function that it actually

doesnot have, and which, therefore, tends to disguise, rationalize, and justify

international politics as it actually is.

3. THE INADEQUACY OF THE BALANCE
OF POWER

New light will be shed upon the nature of the balance of power by a con-

sideration of the actual contribution which the balance of power, during the

period of its flowering in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth cem

turies, has made to the stability of the modern state system and to the preser-

vation of the independence of its members. Was it the balance of power alone*

which attained these beneficial results, or was, during that period of history,

another factor in operation without which the balance of power could not

have attained these results.?

10 April 27, 1947, p- Es-
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a) Restraining Influence of a Moral Consensus

Gibbon pointed to such a factor in 1781 at a moment when his country

was fighting a losing war with its American colonies, France, Spain, and

Holland. He then proposed;

... to consider Europe as one great republic, whose various inhabitants

have attained almost the same level of politeness and cultivation. The balance

of power will continue to fluctuate, and the prosperity of our own or the neigh-

boring kingdoms may be alternately exalted or depressed; but these events can-

not essentially injure our general state of happiness, the system of arts, and laws,

and manners, which so advantageously distinguish, above the rest of mankind,

the Europeans and their colonies. . . . The abuses of tyranny are restrained by

the mutual influence of fear and shame; republics have acquired order and sta-

bility; monarchies have imbibed the principles of freedom, or, at least, of mod-

eration; and some sense of honour and justice is introduced into the most

defective constitutions by the general manners of the times. In peace, the

progress of knowledge and industry is accelerated by the emulation of so many
active rivals: in war, the European forces are exercised by temperate and unde-

cisive contests.^^’-

The awareness of an intellectual and moral unity upon whose founda-

tions the balance of power reposes and which makes its beneficial operations

possible was the common possession of the great writers of that age. We shall

nation only three of them,JeMlonJK^j^
-!!_JBeaelon, the great philosopher of the reign of Louis XIV and mentor of

the latter^s grandson, wrote in the Supplement to the Examination of Con^
scipiee virout

'-the^XhutiesLof

This attention for the maintenance of a kind of equality and of equilibrium

among neighboring nations assures tranquillity for all. In this respect, all nations

which are neighbors and have commercial relations form a great body and a

kind of community. For instance, Christendom forms a kind of general republic

which has its common interests, fears, and precautions. All members which com-

pose this great body owe it to each other for the common good, and owe it also

to themselves, in the interest of national security, to forestall any step on the part

of any member which might overturn the equilibrium and bring about the

The VecUne and Fail of the Roman Empire (The Modem Library Edition), II, 93-5^
A amiljffly brilliant account pf the beneficial results of the balance of power is found in an
anoniymous contributiQn to the Edinburgh Remew^ VoL I, January 1803, p. 348: “But had it

not hem for that wholesome jedousy of rival neighbours, which modern politicians have
learned to cherish, how many conquests and changes of dc«nimon would have taken place,

instead of wars, in winch a few useless lives were lost, and some superfluous millions were]
squandered? How many fair pOTtmns of the mi^t have been deluged in blood, instead

j

of some hundreds of s^ors %htmg harmlessly on the barren plains of the ocean, and somej
thousands of sddters carrying on a sdcndfic, and regular, and quiet, system of warfare, m
countries set aprt for the fftupose, and resort to as the arena where the disputes of natioii
may be determined? We may indc^ lodk to the hist^ of the last century as the proudest atm
in the annals of the spedes; the period most distinguished for learning, and skill, and indust^
for the milder virtues, and fi>r common sense; for refinement in government, and an eq^l
diffusion of liberty; above all, for that perf^t knowledge of the arts of administration, whih
has established certain general niks of condua among nations; has prevented the overthrovJof
empires, and the absorption of weak states into the bodies of devouring neighbours; has /set

bounds to the march of conquest, and rendered the unsheaffiing of die sword a measure of /die
last adoption; whereas, in other times, it was ajways r^carted to in the first instance.’^ .
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inevitable ruin o£ all the other members of the same body. Whatever changes or

impairs diis general system of Europe is too dangerous and brings in its train

infinite evils.^^

Rousseau took up the same theme by stating that “The nations of Eu-
rope form among themselves an invisible nation. . . . The actual system of

Europe has exactly that degree of solidity which maintains it in a state of

perpetual agitation without overturning it.’’ And, according to Vattel, the

most influential of the eighteenth-century writers on international law:

Europe forms a political system, a body where the whole is connected by the

relations and different interests of nations inhabiting this part of the world. It is

not as anciently a confused heap of detached pieces, each of which thought itself

very litde concerned in the fate of others, and seldom regarded things which did

not immediately relate to it. The confined attention of sovereigns . . . makes
Europe a kind of republic, the members of which, though independent, unite,

through the ties of common interest, for the maintenance of order and liberty.

Hence arose that famous scheme of the political equilibrium or balance of

power; by which is understood such a disposition of things as no power is able

absolutely to predominate, or to prescribe laws to others.^^

The statements of the writers are echoed in the declarations of the states-

men. From 1648 to the French Revolution of 1789, the princes and their ad-

visers took the moral and political unity of Europe for granted and referred

only in passing to the “republic of Europe,” “the community of Christian

princes,” or “the political system of Europe.” But the challenge of the Napo-
leonic Empire compelled them to make explicit the moral and intellectual

foundations upon which the old balance of power had reposed. The Holy
Alliance and the Concert of Europe, both of which shall be dealt with later,

are attempts at giving institutionalized direction to these moral and intellec-

tual forces which had been the lifeblood of the balance of power.

The Treaty of the Holy Alliance of September 26, 1815, obligated its

signatories— all the sovereigns of Europe except three— to nothing more
than to act in relation to each other and to their subjects in accordance with

Christian principles. Yet the other treaties, which tried to reconstitute the

European political system and which are popularly known by the name of

the Holy Alliance, were directed against the recurrence of revolution any-

where, especially, of course, in France. Since the French Revolution had been

the great dynamic force which had destroyed the balance of power, it was

believed that any revolution would carry with it a similar threat. Thus the

principle of legitimacy and the inviolability of the frontiers of 1815 became

the foundation stones upon which at least Austria, Prussia, and Russia tried

to re-erect the political structure of Europe.

As late as i860, when France obtain^ the cession of Savoy and Nice as

compensation for the increase of territory obtained by Sardinia in Italy,

England intervened by invoking one of the principles of 1815. “Her Majesty’s

12 (Euvres (Paris, 1870), HI, 349, 350.

(Euvres cofj^p^Sf IX, 4^9.

Thfi Law fidiions (PMadetphia, 1829X Boc^ HI, Chapter m, pp. 377”^-
^ XW*
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Government,” Earl Russell, the British Foreign Secretary, wrote to the Brit-

ish Ambassador to France, “must be allowed to remark that a demand for

cession of a neighbor’s territory, made by a State so powerful as France, and

whose former and not very remote policy of territorial aggrandizement

brought countless calamities upon Europe, cannot well fail to give umbrage

to every State interested in the Balance of Power and in the maintenance of

the general peace
”

^he Concert of Europe^;— diplomacy by conferences among the great

powers whichTwouldlneet all threats to the political system by concerted ac-

tion— became the instrument by which first the principles of the Holy Al-

liance and then, after the latter’s disintegration culminating in the liberal

revolutions of 1848, the common interests of Europe were to be realized. The
Concert of Europe functioned on many occasions during the century from

its inception in 1814 to the outbreak of the First World War in 1914. The
conception underlying it, that is, the political unity of Europe, or, in the

words of Casdereagh, “the general system of Europe,” was referred to in

many official declarations. Thus the allied powers declared toward the end

of 1813 that they “shall not lay down their arms . . . before the political

status of Europe has been anew reaffirmed and before immutable principles

have taken their rights over vain pretentions in order to assure Europe a

real peace.” In the declaration of February 5, 1814, froni wii^ thejQpncert

of Europe is generally dated, the representatives of 'Austria^Great Britain,

Prussi^^aridrdtilsMa:^ did--fto^^spegk:'^^ theliame oF their

rcspe(^e~c6'unt^ in the name. of. Europe which forms but a single

The same nations, which were joined by France, established in Protocol

19 of the Conference of London of 1831 the independence of Belgium and, in

the interest of the balance of power, put its neutrality under their joint

guaranty. In justification, they declared: “Every nation has its laws, but Eu-
rope, too, has her law; the social order has given it to her.” During the

Franco-Prussian War of 1870, French Minister Thiers, searching in vain for

aid from the other European nations in order to prevent the overthrow

of the balance of power by Germany, complained that “Europe was not to

be found.” In that phrase he paid his respects to the same principle of Euro-

pean unity which since 1648 has been the lifeblood of the balance of power.

It was to the same principle that British Foreign Secretary Sir Edward Grey
appealed in vain when on the eve of the First World War he invited the

nations of Europe to a conference in order to settle their differences. One
might even say that British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain, when in

1938 he forced Czechoslovakia to cede the Sudetenland to Nazi Germany,
acted under the mistaken assumption that the moral, intellectual, and politi-

cal unity of Europe did still exist and that Nazi Germany formed an in-

tegral part of it.

b) Moral Consensus of the Modern State System

The confidence in the stabiUty of the modern state system that emanates
from all these declarations and actions derives, it will be noted, not from the
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balance o£ power, but from a number of elements, intellectual and moral in

nature, upon which both the balance of power and the stability of the mod-
ern state system repose. “In politics as in mechanics,” as John Stuart Mifl

put it, “the power which is to keep the engine going must be sought for

outside the machinery; and if it is not forthcoming, or is insufficient to sur-

mount the obstacles which may reasonably be expected, the contrivance will

fail,” What, for instance. Gibbon has pointed to with particular eloquence

and insight as the fuel which keeps the motor of the balance of power mov-
ing are the intellectual and mor^] foundation*^ of We.gern civilizations, the

intellectual and moral cli^mate within wh^h the protagonisti^oTcipj-teenfF

century society moved and whicF
Thele"^meh1Ene^Europe^ “one great republic” with common standards of

Considerations on Representative Government (New York: Henry Holt and Company,
1882), p. 21. Cf. also the penetrating remarks on pp. 235-6 on the importance of the moral
factor for the maintenance of the balance of power in domestic politics: “When it is saidqiaL
the question is only one of political morality, this does not extenuate its importance. Questions

of constitutional morality are of no less practical moment than those relating to the constitution

itself. The very existence of some governments, and all that renders others endurable, rests on
the practical observance of doctrines of constitutional morality; traditional notions in the minds
of the several constituted authorities, which modify the use that might otherwise be made of

their powers. In unbalanced governments— pure monarchy, pure aristocracy, pure democracy—
such maxims are the only barrier which restrains the government from the utmost excesses in

the direction of its characteristic tendency- In imperfectly balanced governments, where some
attempt is made to set constitutional limits to the impulses of the strongest power, but where
that power is strong enough to overstep them with at least temporary impunity, it is only by
doctrines of constitutional morality, recognized and sustained by opinion, that any regard at all

is preserved for the checks and limitations of the constitution. In well-balanced governments, in

which the supreme power is divided, and each sharer is protected against the usurpations of th^

others in the only manner possible, namely, by being armed for defense with weapons as stron

as the others can wield for attack, the government can only be carried on by forbearance on a

sides to exercise those extreme powers, unless provoked by conduct equally extreme on the pa|

of some other sharer of power; and in this case we may say that only by the regard paid

maxims of constitutional morality is the constitution kept in existence.”

Cf. on this point also the analogy between industrial warfare and the international balance

of power in R. H. Tawney, The Acquisitive Society (New York: Hsurcourtf Brace and Company,

1920), pp. 40, 41: “That motive produces industrial warfare, not as a regrettable incident, but

as an inevitable result. It produces industrial war, because its teaching is that each individual or

group has a right to what they can get, and denies that there is any principle, other than the

mechanism of the market, which determines what they ought to get. For, since the income
available for distribution is limited, and since, therefore, when certain limits have been passed,

what one group gains another group must lose, it is evident that if the relative incomes of

different groups are not to be determined by thdr functions, there is no method other than

mutual self-assertion which is left to determine them. Self-interest, indeed, may cause them to

refrain from using their full strength to enforce their claims, and, in so far as this happens, peace

is secured in industry, as men have attempted to secure it in international affairs, by a balance

of power. But the maintenance of such a peace is contingent upon the estimate of the parties

to it that they have more to lose than to gain by an overt struggle, and is not the result of thefr

acceptance of any standard of remuneration as an equitable settlement of their claims. H^cc it

is precarious, insincere and short. It is without finality, because there cm be no finality in the

mere addition of increments of income, any more than in the gratification of any other desire

for material goods. When demands are conceded the old struggle recommences upon a new level,

and will always recommence as long as men seek to end it merely by increasing remuneration,

not by finding a principle upon which all remuneration, whether large or small, should be

based.”

See also p. 50: “But the balance, whether in international politics or in industry, is un-

stable, because it reposes not on the common recognition of a principle by which the claims of

nations and individuals are limited, but on an attempt to find an equipoise which may avoid a

conflict without adjuring the assertion of unlimited claims. No such equipoise can be found, be-

cause, in a world where the possibilities of increasmg military or industrial power arc illimitable,

no »xch equipoise can exist.” (Reprinted by permission of the publisher.)
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‘‘politeness and cultivation” and a common “system of arts, and laws, and
manners.” The common awareness of these common standards restrained

their ambitions “by the mutual influence of fear and shame,” imposed “mod-
eration” upon their actions, and instilled in all of them “some sense of honour

and justice,” In consequence, the struggle for power on the international

scene was in the nature of “temperate and undecisive contests.”

Of the temperateness and undecisiveness of the political contests, from

1648 to the Napoleonic Wars and then again from 1815 to 1914, the balance

of power is not so much the cause as the metaphorical and symbolic expres-

sion or, at best, the technique of realization. Before the balance of power
could impose its restraints upon the power aspirations of nations through the

mechanical interplay of opposing forces, the competing nations had first to

restrain themselves by accepting the system of the balance of power as the

common framework of their endeavors. However much they desired to alter

the distribution of the weight in the two scales, they had to agree in a silent

compact, as it were, that, whatever the outcome of the contest, the two scales

would still be there at the end of it. They had to agree that, however high

one might have risen and however low the other might have simk, the scales

would still be joined together as a pair, hanging from the same beam and,

hence, able to rise and faU again as the future constellation of weights would
determine. Whatever changes in the status quo nations might seek, they all

had at least to recognize as unchangeable one factor, the existence of a pair

of scales, the “status quo” of the balance of power itself. And whenever a
nation might tend to forget that indispensable precondition of independence

and stability, as Austria did in 1756 with regard to Prussia, or France from

1919-23 with regard to Germany, the consensus of all the other nations

would not allow it to forget that precondition for long.

This consensus grew in the intellectual and moral climate of the age and
drew its strength from the actual power relations which under normd con-

ditions made an attempt at overthrowing the system of the balance of power
itself a hopeless undertaking. This consensus, in turn, as an intellectual and
moral force, reacted upon the intellectual and moral climate and upon the

power relations, strengthening the tendencies toward moderation and equi-

librium. As Professor Quincy Wright has put it:

The States were so bounded and organized that aggression could not succeed

unless it was so moderated and so directed that the prevailing opinion of the

Powers ai^roved it. Such approval was generally given to the Balkan revolts

which gradually disintegrated the Ottoman Einphre, to the Bdgian revolt which
separated that coun^ from the Netherlands, to Prussian and Sardinian aggres-

sions which united modem Germany and Italy, and to numerous aggressions in

Africa, Asia and the Pacific which increased European empires, and extended
European civilizaticm to these axeas.^^

It is this consensus, both child and father, as it were, of common moral
standards and a common civilization as well as of common interests, which
kept in check the limitless desire for power, potentially inherent, as we know,

“The Balance of Powct,” in WdgataM Sietossoa, Compass of the World (New Yockt
The Macmillan Company, 1944), 53-4. ;
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in all imperialisms, and prevented it from becoming a political actuality.

Where such a consensus no longer exists or has become weak and is no
longer sure of itself^ as in the period starting with the partitions of Poland
and ending with the Napoleonic Wars, the balance of power is incapable

of fulfilling its functions for international stability and national independ-
ence.

Such a consensus prevailed from 1648 to 1772 and from 1815 to 1933. In
the former period, the state system resembled nothing so much as a competi-

tive society of princes, each of whom accepted the reason of state, that is,

the rational pursuit, within certain moral limitations, of the power objectives

of the individual state, as the ultimate standard of international behavior.

Each expected, and was justified in expecting, everybody else to share this

standard. The passions of the religious wars yielded to ihc rationalism and
the skeptical moderation of the Enlightenment. In that tolerant atmosphere,

national hatreds and collective enmities, nourished by principles of any kind,

could hardly flourish. Everybody took it for granted that the egotistical mo-
tives which animated his own actions drove all others to similar actions. It

was then a matter of skill and luck who would come out on top. Interna-

tional politics became indeed an aristocratic pastime, a sport for princes, all

recognizing the same rules of the game and playing for the same limited

stakes.

After the interlude of the Napoleonic Wars, the dual fear of revolution

and of a renewal of French imperia 1is ,mx.alIcd4ntQ bei^ moralite^of thsi

Holy .Alliance witH its Elendof Christian, mona^chicak-^^^ European^-pria^

ciples. The Concert^nf Riirnp^n the latter century, and
theXcague oLblatirmn nfror World War, ndiied to this heritage the

f This idea became, as principle of national self-

determination, one of the cornerstones upon which successive generations,

from the liberal revolutions of 1848 to the outbreak of the Second World War,
tried to erect a stable political structure. What the French Foreign Minister

De la Valette wrote in 1866 to a French diplomatic representative became one

of the basic convictions of this period of history— proclaimed again by Wood-
row Wilson and made one of the standards of the Peace Treaties of 1919— :

“The emperor . . . sees a red egmEbriim Q|fly in the satisfied wishes of the

nationsjotEurope.”
^

The importance of the moral factor for the preservation of the independence of small

nations is well p>ointcd out by Alfred Cobban, National Self-Determination (Chicago: Univer-

sity of Chicago fhess, 1948) pp. 170, 171: “But even the polid^ of great empires are influenced

by Ae climate of opinion, and there has for long been a prejudice in favour of the rights of

small independent states. With the sources of this prejudice we need not concern ourselves, but

its existence is a fact which the student of international affairs cannot ignore. The various factors

we have mentioned all undoubtedly have their importance, but in our opinion it was not the

strength of national feeling in the smaller states, or even the effects of the balance of power,

so much as the general recognition that the destruction of an independent sovereignty was an

exceptional, and normily an unjustifiable, act which ultimately protected many of the small

suites of liirope, some no larger than a single dty, from absorption by the greater powers^

Even in the eighteenth century, when the power of ihe larger states was increasing rapidly, com
temporary oj^on, influenced by the classical city-state ideal, held up the smaller states for ad-

mhation and believed in tbeir independence. During the nineteenth century the growth of the

natiomdist i<kal did much to undermine this view, but in I9i9> as we have seen, it still exercised

condderable influence.**
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What is left of this heritage today? What kind of consensus unites the

nations of the world in the period following the Second World War? IJpon

the examination of the component elements of this consensus will depend
the' estimate of the role which the balance of power can be expected to play

today for the freedom and stability of the community of nations.
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CHAPTER Xm

EfhicSj MoreSj and haw as

Restraints on Power

We have seen in the preceding chapter that power is a crude and unreliable

method o£ limiting the aspirations for power on the international scene. If

the motivations behind the struggle for power and the mechanisms through
which it operates were all that needs to be known about international poli-

tics, the international scene would indeed resemble the state of nature de-

scribed by Hobbes as a '‘war of every man against every man.” ^ International

politics would be governed exclusively by those considerations of political

expediency of which Machiavelli has given the most acute and candid ac-

count. In such a world the weak would be at the mercy of the strong. Might
would indeed make right.

Actually, however, the very threat of such a world where power reigns not

only supreme, but without rival, engenders that revolt against power, which
is as universal as the aspiration for power itself. To stave off this revolt, to

pacify the resentment and opposition that arise when the drive for power is

recognized for what it is, those who seek power employ, as we have seen,

ideologies for the concealment of their aims. What is actually aspiration for

power, then, appears to be something different, something that is in harmony
with the demands of reason, morality, and justice. The substance, of which
the ideologies of international politics are but the reflection, is to be foxmd in

the normative orders of ethics, mores, and law. .

From the Bible to the ethics and constitutional arrangements of modern
democracy, the main function of these normative systems has been to

keep aspirations for power within socially tolerable bounds. All ethics,

mores, and legal systems dominant in Western civilization recognize the

ubiquity of power drives and condemn them. Conversely, political philoso-

phies, such as Machiavelli’s and Hobbeses, which regard the ubiquity of power

drives as an ultimate fact of social life to be accepted rather than condemned
and restrained^ have met with the disapproval of prevailing opinion. They
ha've lacked the intellectual and practice influence which has made political

^ Lemathm, C3bstpitier
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philosophies, such as St. Augustine’s and Locke’s, potent forces in Western
civilization.

On the other hand, that very tradition of Western civilization which at-

tempts to restrain the power of the strong for the sake of the weak has been
opposed as effeminate, sentimental, and decadent. The opponents have been
those who, like Nietzsche, Mussolini, and Hitler, not only accept the will to

power and the struggle for power as elemental social facts, but glorify their

unrestrained manifestations and postulate this absence of restraint as an ideal

of society and a rule of conduct for the individual. But in the long run philoso-

phies and political systems which have made the lust and the struggle for

power their mainstay have proved impotent and self-destructive. Their weak-
ness demonstrates the strength of the Western tradition which seeks, if not
to eliminate, at least to regulate and restrain the power drives which otherwise

would either tear society apart or else deliver the life and happiness of the

weak to the arbitrary will of those in power.
It is at these two points that ethics, mores, and law intervene in order to

protect society against disruption and the individual against enslavement and
extinction. When a society or certain of its members are unable to protect

themselves with their own strength against the power drives of others, when,
in other words, the mechanics of power politics are found wanting, as sooner
or later they must, the normative systems try to supplement power politics

with their own rules of conduct. This is the message the normative systems
give to strong and weak alike: Superior power gives no right, either moral or
legal, to do with that power all that it is physically capable of doing. Power
is subject to limitations, in the interest of society as a whole and in the interest

of its individual members, which are not the result of the mechanics of the
struggle for power, but are superimposed upon that struggle in the form of
norms or rules of conduct by the will of the members of society themselves.

Three types of norms or rules of conduct operate in all higher societies:

ethics, mores, and law. Their distinctive characteristics have been much de-
bated in the literature of philosophy and jurisprudence. For the purpose of
this study it is sufficient to point out that every rule of conduct has two ele-

ments: the command and the sanction. No particular command is peculiar to
any particular type of norm— ‘‘thou shalt not kill” can be a command of
ethics, mores, or law. It is the sanction that differentiates these three different
types of rules of conduct.

“Thou shalt not kill” is a command of ethics, mores, or law according to
wheAer, in case of its violation, a sanction peculiar to ethics or to mores or to
law is applied to pximsh the violator and prevent further violations. If A. kills

B and afterward feels pangs of conscience or of remorse, we are in the presence
of a sanction peculiar to ethics and, hence, of an ethical norm. IfA kills B and
imorganized society reacts with spontaneous demonstrations of disapproval,
such as business boycc^ social ostracism, and the like, we have to do with a
sanction peculiar to the mores, and, henc^ to a norm of the mores. If, finally,
A kills B and organized society reacts in the form of a rational procedure
with predetermined police action, indictment, trial, verdict, and punishment,
the sanction is of a legal nature and the norm, therefor^ belongs in the
category of law.
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All domestic societies are regulated by an intricate maze of rules of con-

duct of this kind, supporting or contradicting each other or operating inde-

pendendy. The more important society considers those interests and values

which it tries to safeguard by rules of conduct, the stronger are the sanctions

with which it threatens an infraction of its rules. Society exerts its greatest

pressure and, therefore, has the best chance of enforcing its rules of conduct
against its recalcitrant members when it brings all the different kinds of sanc-

tions at its disposal simultaneously to bear upon the infractor of its rules.

It is weakest and, therefore, its sanctions are most likely to be inefiective

when only one type of sanction supports its interests and values. When one
rule of conduct requires an action which another rule of conduct condemns,
the fate of the interest or value concerned depends upon the relative strength

of the sanctions supporting the contradictory commands.
Against a threat to its own existence by treason or by revolution, or a threat

to the existence of its individual members by murder, society marshals all

three types of sanction. Thus ethics, mores, and law, reinforcing each other,

give threefold protection to the life of society and to the lives of the individuals

who compose it. The would-be traitor or killer faces the pangs of his con-

science, the spontaneous reactions of society in the form, for instance, of

ostracism, and the punishment of the law. The same situation prevails where
not the existence of society or of its individual members, but their property is

to be protected. Property, too, is surrounded by the triple wall of ethics, mores,

and law. Between the would-be thief and cheat and the property he covets,

society interposes all the sanctions it is able to employ.

Where less highly priced interests and values are at stake, society may call

upon only one type of sanction. Thus certain kinds of competitive practices

in business and politics, such as lying, are opposed only by ethics. The mores

will come into play only under extreme conditions, if, for instance, the

amoxmt and degree of lying exceed the measure which society regards as

tolerable. The law will remain silent in the case of ordinary lying, if for no
other reason than that no law prohibiting it can be enforced. It will speak only

in cases of qualified lying, such as perjury and cheating, where the lie threatens

interests and values beyond mere truth. The rules of fashion, on the other

hand, are enforced exclusively by the mores, for the issues involved are not

important enough for ethics and law to be concerned about them. It is, finally,

the law alone which takes cognizance of violations of traflSc regulations.

Ethics and mores do not participate in their enforcement; for to establish some
kind of mechanical order in the field of trafiic the sanctions of the law are

generally sufficient.

The problem of the relative strength of different injunctions becomes acute

when there is conflict between different rules of conduct. The classic example,

much discussed in the literature of jurisprudence, of a conflict between two
rules of the same legal system is the prohibition of dueling in the criminal

codes of certain European countries, while the military codes of the same
countries require officers to settle certain disputes by way of duels. A system

of ethics which commands us to obey God rather than man and at the same
time to give xmto Caesar what is Caesar’s presents a similar conflict when a

law of the state contradicts one of God’s commandments. Conflicts of this kind
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are particularly frequent in the political sphere. Rival governments— a revo-

lutionary government and a legitimate government, a government in exile

and a ‘‘Quisling” government— demand obedience from the same group of

people* The rules of conduct v^ith which a politician is expected to comply are

often at odds with the norms which address themselves to all members of

society. The ethics and mores of politics are generally considered to permit

greater leeway than the general etHcs and mores of society in certain actions,

such as “campaign oratory” and promises in general.

Conflicts between different rules of conduct are decided by the relative

pressure which the sanctions of the conflicting rules are able to exert upon the

will of the individual. Unable to comply with all the norms addressed to him
at the same time, he must choose the one to obey and violate the others. The
relative strength of these pressures is, in turn, the expression of the relative

strength of the social forces which support one set of values and interests

against another. Thus the normative order of society whose purpose it is to

keep the power aspirations of its individual members within socially tolerable

bounds is itself in a certain measure the result of social forces contending with

each other for the domination of society.

Social life consists to an overwhelming extent in continuous reactions,

which have become largely automatic, to the pressures which society exerts

upon its members through its rules of conduct. These rules of conduct watch

over the individual from morning till night, molding his actions into con-

formity with the standards of society. One might even say that society as a

dynamic force is nothing but the sum total of its rules of conduct imposing

patterns of action upon its members. What we call civilization is in a sense

nothing but the automatic reactions of the members of a society to the rules

of conduct by which that society endeavors to make its members conform to

certain objective standards, to restrain their aspirations for power, and to

domesticate and pacify them in all socially important respects. The civilization

with which we are here of course mainly concerned— Western civilization—
has been to a large extent successful in this endeavor. Western civiliza-

tion has not, however, as many nineteenth- and twentieth-century writers

believed, altogether banished the struggle for power from the domestic scene

and replaced it with something different and better, such as co-operation,

harmony, permanent peace, nor is it on its way to do so. This misconception

of the role which the aspirations and the struggle for power play in politics

has been treated in the first chapter of this book.

The best that Webern civilization has been able to achieve— which is, as

far as we can ^e, the best that any civilization can achieve— has been to

mitig^ the struggle for power m. the domestic scene, to civilize its means,
and to direct it toward objectives, which, if atttained, minimize the extent to

which life, liberty, and the pursuit of Imppiness of the individual members
of society are involved in the struggle for power. More particularly, the crude
methods of personal combat have been replaced by the refined instruments of

social, commercial, and professional a>mpefition. The struggle for power is

being fought, rather than with deadly weapons, with competitive examina-
.tions, with competition for social di^nctions, with periodical elections for
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public and private ofBces, and, above all, with competition for the possession

of money and of things measurable in money.

In the domestic societies of Western civilization the possession of money has

become the outstanding symbol of the possession of power. Through the com-

petition for the acquisition of money the power aspirations of the individual

find a civilized outlet in harmony with the rules of conduct laid down by

society. The different normative injunctions against homicide and against

individual and collective violence of any kind aim at creating the normative

preconditions for such a civilized redirection of the struggle for power. All

the social instrumentalities and institutions relevant to the different competi-

tive devices of society serve the purpose, not of eliminating the struggle for

power, but of creating civilized substitutes for the brutality and crudeness of

an unlimited and unregulated struggle for power.

Such is, in brief and sketchy outline, the way in which ethics, mores, ^d
law limit the struggle for power in the domestic societies of Western civiliza-

tion. What can we say in this respect of international society.'^ What rules of

ethics, mores, and law are effective on the international scene ? What functions

do they fulfill for international society } What kind of international ethics, in-

ternational mores in the form of world public opinion, and international law

is there which would delimit, regulate, and civilize the struggle for power

among nations in the same way as the domestic normative orders fulfill this

function for the struggle for power among individuals belonging to the same

domestic society?

(
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CHAPTER XIV

International IS/Lorality

A discussion of international morality must guard against the two extremes

either of overrating the influence of ethics upon international poHtics or else

of denying that statesmen and diplomats are moved by anything else but

considerations of material power.

On the one hand, there is the dual error of confounding the moral rules

which people actually observe with those they pretend to observe as well as

with those which writers declare they ought to observe. “On no subject of

human interest, except theology,” said Professor John Chipman Gray, “has

there been so much loose writing and nebulous speculation as on international

law.” ^ The same must be said of international morality. Writers have put for-

ward moral precepts which statesmen and diplomats ought to take to heart in

order to make relations between nations more peaceful and less anarchic, such

as the keeping of promises, trust in the other’s word, fair dealing, respect for

international law, protection of minorities, repudiation of war as an instru-

ment of national policy. But they have rarely asked themselves whether and

to what extent such precepts, however desirable in themselves, actually de-

termine the actions of men. Furthermore, since statesmen and diplomats are

wont to justify their actions and objectives in moral terms, regardless of their

actual motives, it would be equally erroneous to take those protestations of

selfless and peaceful intentions, of humanitarian purposes, and international

ideals at their face value. It is pertinent to ask whether they are mere ideol-

ogies concealing the true motives of action or whether they express a genuine

concern for the compHance of international policies with ethical standards.

On the other hand, there is the misconception, usually associated with the

general depreciation and moral condemnation of power politics, discussed

above,^ that international politics is so thoroughly evil that it is no use look-

ing for ethical limitations of the aspirations for power on the international

scene. Yet, if we ask ourselves what statesmen and diplomats are capable of

doing to further the power objectives of their respective nations and what
they actually do, we realize that they do less than they probably could and
less than they actually did in other periods of history. They refuse to consider

certain ends and to use certain means, either altogether or under certain con-

Nature and Sources of the Law (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1927), p. 127.
2 See 15 ff.
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ditions, not because in the light o£ expediency they appear impractical or

unwise, but because certain moral rules interpose an absolute barrier. Moral
rules do not permit certain policies to be considered at all from the point of
view of expediency. Such ethical inhibitions operate in our time on different

levels with different effectiveness. Their restraining function is most obvious

and most effective in affirming the sacredness of human life in times of

peace.

I. THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN LIFE

a) Protection ofHuman Life in Peace

International politics can be defined, as we have seen, as a continuing effort

to maintain and to increase the power of one’s own nation and to keep in

check or reduce the power of other nations. The relative power of nations

depends, however, as we have also pointed out,^ upon the quantity and quality

of human beings in terms of size and quality of population, size and quality

of military establishment, quality of government, and, more particularly, of

diplomacy. Viewed as a series of technical tasks into which ethical considera-

tions do not enter, international politics would have to consider as one of its

legitimate tasks the drastic reduction or even the elimination of the population

of a rival nation, of its most prominent military and political leaders, and of

its ablest diplomats. And when international politics was considered exclu-

sively as a technique, without ethical significance, for the purpose of main-

taining and gaining power, such methods were used without moral scruples

and as a matter of course.

According to its official records, the Republic of Venice, from 1415 to 1525,

planned or attempted about two hundred assassinations for purposes of inter-

national politics. Among the prospective victims were two emperors, two
kings of France, and three sultans. The documents record virtually no offer

of assassination to have been rejected by the Venetian government. From
1456 to 1472, it accepted twenty offers to kill the Sultan Mahomet II, the main
antagonist of Venice during that period. In 1514, John of Ragusa offered to

poison anybody selected by the government of Venice for an annual salary

of fifteen hundred ducats. The Venetian government hired the man ‘‘on

trial,” as we would say today, and asked him to show what he could do with

Emperor Maximilian. In the same period the cardinals brought their own
butlers and wine to a papal coronation dinner for fear they might otherwise

be poisoned. This custom is reported to have been general in Rome vdthout

the host’s taking offense at it.

Obviously, such methods to attain political ends are no longer practiced

today. Yet the political motives for employing them exist today as they did

when practices of this kind actually prevailed. It is not a matter of indifference

for the nations engaged in the competition for power whether or not their

competitor Can avail itself of the services of outstanding military and political

leaders. Thus they may hope that an outstanding leader or governing group

® Sec above, pp. 88 ft.
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will be compelled to give up the reins of power, either through a political

upheaval or through infirmity and death. We know now that during the Sec-

ond World War speculations as to how long Hitler and Mussolini would
stay alive or at least in power formed an important part of the power calcula-

tions of the United Nations, and that the news of President Roosevelt’s death

revived Hitler’s hopes in victory. While these lines are being written, one of

the major factors in American policy toward the Soviet Union seems to be the

expectation that the group governing the Soviet Union will be unable to keep

itself in power. The technical difficulties of engineering such removals from

power by violent means are not greater today than they were in previous

periods of history. Rather the contrary is likely to be the case. Such removals

are still as desirable and feasible as they always were. What has changed is

the influence of civilization which makes some policies that are desirable and

feasible ethically reprehensible and, hence, normally impossible of execution.

Ethical limitations of the same kind protect in times of peace the lives not

only of outstanding individuals, but also of large groups, even of whole na-

tions whose destruction would be both politicly desirable and feasible. In

the problem of Germany, as seen both by the Germans and by the rest of the

world, modern history provides a striking illustration of the influence of

ethics upon international politics. The fundamental fact of international poli-

tics from the German point of view has been from Bismarck to Hitler the

‘‘encirclement” of Germany by powerful nations in the East and in the West.

Bismarck, however ruthless and immoral his particular moves on the chess-

board of international politics may have been, rarely deviated from the basic

rules of the game which had prevailed in the society of Christian princes of

the eighteenth century. It was a fraudulent and treacherous game, but there

were a few things which no member of that aristocratic society would stoop

to do. Thus, confronted with the fundamental fact of Germany’s politick

existence— the proximity of Russia and France— Bismarck accepted the in-

evitability of that fact and tried to turn it to Germany’s advantage by main-

taining close relations with Russia and by isolating France.

Hitler, on the other hand, did not recognize the social framework within

whose limitations international politics had operated from the end of the

Thirty Years’ War virtually to his own ascent to power- He was free of the

mc^-al scruples which had compelled Bismarck to accept the existence of

France and Russia as the inescapable fact upon which to build a German
foreign policy. Hider undertook to change that fact by destroying physically

Germany’s eastern and western neiglfl)ors. Considered as a mere problem of

political t3echnique devoid of ethical significance, Hider’s solution was much
nK>re thorough and politically expedient than Bismarck’s; for it promised to

solve the problem of Germany’s international position once and for all as far

as the eastern and western neighbors of Germany were concerned. Further-

more, in itself, Hider’s solution proved to be as feasible as it would have been
in Bismarck’s time. It might have succeeded had it not been for certain errors

in over-all judgment, errors which the political genius of Bismarck might well

have avoided.

The German problem, as it precis itself to the non-Germ^jn world and
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especially to the nations threatened with German hegemony, was formulated
with brutal frankness by Clemenceau when he declared that there were
twenty million Germans too many. This statement points to the inescapable

fact, which has confronted Europe and the world since the Franco-German
War of 1870, that Germany is by virtue of size and quality of population the

most powerful nation of Europe. To reconcile this fact with the security of

the other European nations and of the rest of the world is the task of political

reconstruction which faced the world after the First World War and which
confronts it again after the Second. That, since Clemenceau, the German
problem has always been posed in terms which take the existence of “twenty
million Germans too many” for granted reveals the same ethical limitations

on the pursuit of power which we foxmd in Bismarck’s foreign policy and
which we did not find in Hider’s. For there are two ways of dealing with a

problem of international politics, such as the German.
One is the method by which the Romans irrevocably solved the Cartha-

ginian problem. It is the method of solving a technical political problem by
the appropriate means without regard for any transcendent ethical consider-

ations. Since there were too many Carthaginians from the point of view of

the power aspirations of Rome, Cato would end his every speech by proclaim-

ing: **Ceterum censeo Carthaginem esse delendam'^ (“As for the rest, I am of

the opinion that Carthage must be destroyed”). With its destruction the

Carthaginian problem, as seen by Rome, was solved forever. No threat to

Rome’s security and ambition was ever again to rise from that desolate place

that once was Carthage. Similarly, if the Germans had been successful in their

over-all plans and if their concentration camps and extermination camps
could have finished their tasks, the “nightmare of coalitions” would have been

forever banished from the minds of German statesmen.

A foreign policy which does not admit mass extermination as a means to

its end does not impose this limitation upon itself because of considerations of

political expediency. On the contrary, expediency would counsel such a thor-

ough and effective operation. The limitation derives from an absolute moral

principle, the violation of which no consideration of national advantage can

justify. A foreign policy of this kind, therefore, actually sacrifices the na-

tional interest where its consistent pursuit would necessitate the violation of

an ethical principle, such as the prohibition of mass killing in times of peace.

This point cannot be too strongly made; for frequently the opinion is ad-

vanced that this respect for human life is the outgrowth of “the obligation not

to inflict unnecessary death or suffering on other human beings, i.e., death

or suffering not necessary for the attainment of some higher purpose which is

held, rightly or wrongly, to justify a derogation from the general obligation.”
^

On the contrary, the fact of the matter is that nations recognize a moral obli-

gation to refrain from the infliction of death and suffering under certain

conditions despite the possibility of justifying such conduct in the li^t of a

higher purpc^ such as the national interest.

* E. H. Carr, The Twenty YearT Crisis, 1919-39 (l-oadont Macmillan and Company,

p. *96.
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b) Protection of Human Life in War

Similar ethical limitations are placed upon international policies in times

of war. They concern civilians and combatants unable or unwilling to fight.

From the beginning of history through the better part of the Middle Ages,

belligerents were held to be free, according to ethics as well as law, to kill all

enemies whether or not they were members of the armed forces, or else to

treat them in any way they saw fit. Men, women, and children were often

put to the sword or sold into slavery by the victor without any adverse moral

reactions taking place. In chapter iv of Book III of On the Law of War and

Peace under the heading “On the Right of Killing Enemies in a Public War
and on Other Violence against the Person,” Hugo Grotius presents an im-

pressive catalogue of acts of violence committed in ancient history against

enemy persons without discrimination. Grotius himself, writing in the third

decade of the seventeenth century, still regarded most of them as justified in

law and ethics, provided the war was waged for a just cause.®

This absence of moral restraints upon killing in war resulted from the

nature of war itself. In those times war was considered a contest between all

the inhabitants of the territories of the belligerent states. The enemy was less

a state in the modern sense of a legal abstraction than all the individuals

owing allegiance to a certain lord or living within a certain territory. Thus
every individual citizen of the enemy state became an enemy of every indi-

vidual citizen of the other side.

Since the end of the Thirty Years’ War, the conception has become preva-

lent that war is not a contest between whole populations, but only between

the armies of the belligerent states. In consequence, the ^stinction between

combatants and noncombatants has become one of the fundamental legal and
moral principles governing the actions of belligerents. War is considered to

be a contest between the armed forces of the belligerent states, and, since the

civilian populations do not participate actively in the armed contest, they are

not to be made its object. Consequendy, it is considered to be a moral and
legal duty not to attack, wound, or kill noncombatant civilians purposely.

Injuries and death suffered by them as incidents of military operations, such

as the bombardment of a town or a batde taking place in an inhabited area,

are regretted as sometimes unavoidable concomitants of war. However, to

avoid them to the utmost is again considered a moral and legal duty. The
Hague Conventions with respect to the Laws and Customs of War on Land
of 1899 and 1907 gave express and virtually universal legal sanction to that

principle.

A corresponding development has taken place with regard to members of
the armed forces unwilling or unable to fight. It follows from the conception

of war prevailing in antiquity and in the better part of the Middle Ages that

no exception to the moral and legal right to kill all enemies could be made for

certain categories of disabled combatants. Thus Grotius could still state as the
prevailing moral and legal conviction of his time: “The right to inflict injury

extends even over captives, and without Hnoitation of time. . . . The right

^ See especially § III.
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to inflict injury extends even over those who wish to surrender, but whose

surrender is not accepted.”
®

Yet, as the logical outgrowth of the conception of war as a contest between

armed forces, the idea developed that only those who are actually able and

willing to participate actively in warfare ought to be the object of deliberate

armed action. Those who were no longer engaged in actual warfare because

of sickness, wounds, or because they had been made prisoners or were willing

to be made prisoners ought not to be harmed. This tendency toward the

humanization of warfare started in the sixteenth century and culminated in

the great multilateral treaties of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Practically all civilized nations have adhered to these treaties. Between 1581

and 1864, 291 international agreements were concluded for the purpose of

protecting the lives of the wounded and sick. The Geneva Convention of

1864, superseded by those of 1906 and 1929, translated into concrete and de-

tailed legal obligations the moral convictions of the age as to the treatment

to be accorded to the wounded, the sick, and the medical persons in charge

of them. The International Red Cross is both the symbol and the outstanding

institutional realization of those moral convictions.

As concerns prisoners of war, their lot was still miserable even in the

eighteenth century, although they were as a rule no longer killed, but were

treated as criminals and used as objects of exploitation by being released

only for ransom. Article 24 of the Treaty of Friendship, concluded in 1785

between the United States and Prussia, for the first time clearly indicated a

change in the moral convictions on that matter. It prohibited the confinement

of prisoners of war in convict prisons as well as the use of irons and stipulated

their treatment as military personnel. The Hague Conventions of 1899

and 1907 as well as the Geneva Convention of 1929 laid down a detailed

system of legal rules intended to assure humane treatment of prisoners of

From the same humanitarian concern with the life and sufferings of

human beings exposed to the destructiveness of war emanate all the inter-

national treaties concluded since the mid-nineteenth century for the ptirpose

of humanizing warfare. They prohibit the use of certain weapons, limit the

use of others, define the rights and duties of neutrals— in short, they try to

infuse into warfare a spirit of decency and of respect for the common human-

ity of all its prospective victims and to restrict violence to the minimum com-

patible with the goal of war, that is, breaking the enemy's will to resist. The

Declaration of Paris of 1856 limited maritime warfare. The Declaration of

St. Petersburg of 1868 prohibited the use of lightweight projectiles charged

with explosives or inflammable substances. The Hague Declaration of 1899

prohibited the use of expanding (dumdum) bullets. A number of interna-

tional conventions prohibited gas, chemical, and bacteriological warfare. The

Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907 codified the laws of war on land and sea

and the rights and duties of neutrals. The London Protocol of 1936 limited

the use of submarines against merchant vessels. And, in our times, attempts

are being made to outlaw atomic warfare. All these efforts bear witness to the

® hoc, § X, XI.
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virtually universal growth of a moral reluctance to use violence without limi-

tation as an instrument of international politics.

There may be legal arguments against the validity or effectiveness of these

international treaties, derived from the wholesale disregard or violations of

their prohibitions. Yet this is no argument against the existence of a moral

conscience which feels ill at ease in the presence of violence or, at least, certain

kinds of violence on the international scene. The existence of such a conscience

is attested to, on the one hand, by the attempts to bring the practice of states

into harmony with moral principles through international agreements. On
the other hand, it reveals itself in the general justifications and excuses de-

fending alleged violations of these agreements in moral terms. Legal agree-

ments of this kind are universally adhered to and nations try to live up to

them, at least in a certain measure. Therefore, the protestations of innocence

or of moral justification by which accusations in such matters are uniformly

met are more than mere ideologies. They are the indirect recognition of cer-

tain moral limitations which most nations frequently violate while feeling

they ought not to violate them.

c) Moral Condemnation of War

Finally, there is the attitude toward war itself which, since the turn of the

century, has reflected an ever increasing awareness on the part of most states-

men of certain ethical limitations restricting the use of war as an instrument

of international politics. Statesmen have decried the ravages of war and have

justified their own participation in them in terms of self-defense or religious

duty since the beginning of history. The avoidance of war itself, that is, of

any war, has become an aim of statecraft only in the last half-century. The
two Hague peace conferences of 1899 and 1907, the League of Nations of

1919, the Briand-Kellogg Pact of 1928 outlawing aggressive war, and the

United Nations in our day— all have the avoidance of war as such as their

ultimate objective.

At the foundation of these and other legal instruments and organizations,

of which Part Six of this book will treat in detail, there is the conviction that

war, and especially modern war, is not only a terrible thing to be avoided for

reasons of expediency, but also an evil thing to be shunned on moral grounds.

The student of the Afferent collections of diplomatic documents concerning

the origins of the First World War is struck by the hesitancy on the part of

almost all responsible statesmen, with the exception perhaps of those of

Vienna and St. Petersburg, to take steps which might irrevocably lead to war.

This h^tancy and the almost general dismay among the statesmen when war
finally proved to be inevitable contrasts sharply with the deliberate care with
which, as late as the nineteenth century, wars were planned and incidents

fabricated for the purpose of making war inevitable and placing the blame
for starting it on the other side.

In the years preceding the Second World War the policies of the Western
powers were animated, to their great political and military disadvantage, by
the desire to avoid war at any price. Tnis desire overrode all other considera-

tions of national policy. It is especially in the refusal to consider seriously the
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possibility of preventive war, regardless of its expediency from the point of

view of the national interest, that the ethical condemnation of war as such has

manifested itself in recent times in the Western world. When war comes, it

must come as a natural catastrophe or as the evil deed of another nation, not

as a foreseen and planned culmination of one’s own foreign policy. Only thus

might the moral scruples, rising from the violated ethical norm which holds

that there ought to be no war at all, be stilled, if they can be stilled at all.

d) International Morality and Total War

Thus in contrast to antiquity and the better part of the Middle Ages, the

modern age places moral limitations upon the conduct of foreign affairs in so

far as they might affect the lives of individuals or groups of individuals.

There are, however, factors in the present condition of mankind which point

toward a definite weakening of those moral limitations. Let us remember that

the absence of moral limitations with regard to the destruction of life was
concomitant with the total character of warfare in which whole populations

faced each other as personal enemies. Let us remember, too, that the gradual

limitation of killing in war to certain groups and its subjection to certain

conditions coincided with the gradual development of limited war in which
only armies faced each other as active opponents. With war taking on in

recent times, to an ever greater degree and in different respects, a total char-

acter, the moral limitations upon killing are observed to an ever lessening

degree. Indeed, their very existence in the consciences of political and military

leaders as well as of the common people becomes ever more precarious and is

threatened with extinction.

War in our time has become total in four different respects: (i) with re-

gard to the fraction of the population engaged in activities essential for the

conduct of the war, (2) with regard to the fraction of the population affected

by the conduct of the war, (3) with respect to the fraction of the population

completely identified in its convictions and emotions with the conduct of the

war, and (4) with respect to the objective of the war.

Mass armies supported by the productive effort of the majority of the

civilian population have replaced the relatively small armies of previous cen-

turies which consumed only a small portion of the national product. The
success of the civilian population in keeping the armed forces supplied may
be as important for the outcome of the war as the military effort itself.

Therefore, the defeat of the civilian population— the breaking of its ability

and will to produce— may be as important as the defeat of the armed forces

— the breaking of their ability and will to resist. Thus the character of mod-
ern war, dravring its weapons from a vast industrial machine, blurs the dis-

tinction between soldier and civilian. The industrial worker, the farmer, the

railroad engineer, and the scientist are not innocent bystanders cheering on

the armed forces from the sidelines. They are as intrinsic and indispensable

a part of the military organization.as the soldiers, sailors, and airmen. Thus a

modem nation at war must wish to disrupt and destroy the productive

process^ of its oiemy, and the modem technology of war provides the means

Ae ^lization of Aat desire. The importance of civilian production for
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modern war and the interest in injuring enemy production were already gen-

erally recognized in the First World War. Then, however, the technological

means of affecting the civilian productive processes directly were only in their

infancy. The belUgerents had to resort to indirect means, such as blockades

and submarine warfare. They attempted to interfere directly with civilian

life through air attacks and long-range bombardment only sporadically and

with indifferent results.

The Second World War has made the latter methods of direct interference

the most effective instrument for the destruction of a nation’s productive

capacity. The interest in the mass destruction of civilian life and property

coincided with the ability to carry such mass destruction through, and this

combination has been too strong for the moral convictions of the modern
world to resist. Voicing the moral convictions of the first decades of the cen-

tury, Secretary of State Cordell Hull declared on June ii, 1938, with reference

to the bombardment of Canton by Japan, that the administration disapproved

of the sale of aircraft and aircraft armaments to countries which had engaged

in the bombing of civilian populations. In his speech of December 2, 1939,

President Roosevelt declared a similar moral embargo against the Soviet

Union in view of its military operations against Finnish civilians. Only a few

years later all belligerents engaged in practices of this kind on a scale dwarfing

those which American statesmen had condemned on moral grounds. Warsaw
and Rotterdam, London and Coventry, Cologne and Nuremberg, Hiroshima

and Nagasaki are stepping-stones, not only in the development of the modern
technology of war, but also in the development of the modern morality of

warfare.

The national interest, as created by the character of modern war, and the

possibility of satisfying that interest, as presented by the modern technology

of warfare, have had a deteriorating effect upon the moral limitations of in-

ternational policies. This deterioration is further accentuated by the emo-
tional involvement of the great masses of the warring populations in modern
war. As the religious wars of the latter sixteenth and of the first half of the

seventeenth centuries were followed by the dynastic wars of the latter seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, and as the latter yielded to the national wars

of the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries, so war in our time tends

to revert to the religious type by becoming ideological in character. The citi-

zen of a modern warring nation, in contrast to his ancestors of the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, does not fight for the glory of his prince or the unity

and greatness of his nation, but for an ‘‘ideal,” a set of “principles,” a “way of

life,” for which he claims a monopoly of truth and virtue. In consequence, he
fights to the death or to “unconditional surrender” all those who adhere to an-

other, a false and evil, “ideal” and “way of Ufe.” Since it is the latter which he
fights in whatever persons they manifest themselves, the distinctions between
fighting and disabled soldiers, combatants and civilians— if they are not

eliminated altogether— are sulordinated to the one distinction which really

matters: the distinction between the representatives of the right and the wrong
philosophy and way of life. The moral duty to spare the wounded, the sick,

the surrendering and unarmed enemy, and to respect him as a human being
who was an enemy only by virtue cc b^ing found on the other side of the
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fence, is superseded by the moral duty to punish and to wipe off the face of

the earth the professors and practitioners of evil.

Under the impact of this fundamental change in the conception of war-

fare, not only were the moral limitations upon killing in war, to which we
have referred above, extensively violated during the Second World War, but

there has developed a tendency to justify on moral grounds the refusal to

take prisoners, the killing of prisoners, and the indiscriminate killing of mem-
bers of the armed forces and of civilians, and thus to assuage one’s moral

scruples, if not to shake them off altogether- Thus, while the moral limita-

tions upon killing in times of peace in support of international policies remain

intact today, the moral limitations upon killing in war have proved to be

largely ineffective in our time. What is more important for the purposes of

our present discussion, they have shown a tendency under the impact of a

fundamentally altered conception of war to weaken and disappear altogether

as rules of conduct.

More than half a century ago, in an era of general optimism, a great

scholar clearly foresaw the possibility of this development and analyzed its

elements. John Westlake, Whewell Professor of International Law at the

University of Cambridge, wrote in 1894:

It is almost a truism to say that the mitigation of war must depend on the

parties to it feeling that they belong to a larger whole than their respective

tribes or states, a whole in which the enemy too is comprised, so that duties

arising out of that larger citizenship are owed even to him. This sentiment has

never been wholly wanting in Europe since the commencement of historical

times, but there have been great variations in the nature and extent of the whole

to which the wider attachment was felt. ... In our own time there is a cosmo-

politan sentiment, a belief in a commonwealth of mankind similar to that of the

Stoics, but stronger because the soil has been prepared by Christianity, and by
the mutual respect which great states tolerably equal in power and similar in

civilization cannot help feeling for one another. . . . There have been periods

during which the level has fallen, and one such period it belongs to our subject

to notice- The wars of religion which followed the Reformation were among
the most terrible in which the beast in man ever broke loose, and yet they oc-

curred in an age of comparative enlightenment. Zeal for a cause, however worthy
the cause may be, is one of the strongest and most dangerous irritants to which
human passion is sul^ect; and the tie of Protestant to Protestant and of

Catholic to Catholic, cutting across the state tie instead of embracing it un-

weakened in a more comprdbensive one, enfeebled the ordinary checks to pas-

sion when they were most wanted. Such a degradation of war would tend to

recur if socialism attained to the consistency and power of a militant creed, and
met the present idea of the state on the field of battle. It is possible that we might
then see in war a license equal to that which anarchism shows us in peace! ^

^ Chapters on the Frinci^es of International Law (Cambridge: At die University Press,

1894), pp. aSj fi.
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2, UNIVERSAL MORALITY VS. NATIONALISTIC
UNIVERSALISM

The deterioration of moral limitations in international politics which has

occurred in recent years with regard to the protection of life is only a special

instance of a general and, for the purposes of this discussion, much more far-

reaching dissolution of an ethical system which in the past imposed its re-

straints upon the day-by-day operations of the foreign oflSce, but does so no

longer. Two factors have brought about this dissolution: the substitution of

democratic for aristocratic responsibility in foreign affairs and the substitu-

tion of nationalistic standards of action for universal ones.

a) Personal Ethics of the Aristocratic International

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and to a lessening degree up
to the First World War, international morality was the concern of a personal

sovereign, that is, an individually determined prince and his successors, and

of a relatively small, cohesive, and homogeneous group of aristocratic rulers.

The prince and the aristocratic rulers of a particular nation were in constant

intimate contact with the princes and aristocratic rulers of other nations.

They were joined together by family ties, a common language (which was

French), common cultural values, a common style of life, and common moral

convictions about what a gendeman was and was not allowed to do in his

relations with another gendeman, whether of his own or of a foreign nation.

The princes competing for power considered themselves to be competitors in

a game whose rides were accepted by all the other competitors. The members
of their diplomatic and military services looked upon themselves as em-
ployees who served their employer either by virtue of the accident of birth,

rei^orced often, but by no means always, by a sense of personal loyalty to the

monarch, or because of the promise of pay, influence, and glory which he
held out to them.

The desire for material gain especially provided for the members of this

aristocratic society a common bond which, was stronger than the ties of

dynastic or national loyalty. Thus it was proper and common for a govern-

ment to pay the foreign minister or diplomat of another country a pension.

Lord Robert Cecil, tii Minister of Elizabeth, received one from Spain. Sir

Henry Wotton, British Ambassador to Venice in the seventeenth century,

accepted one from Savoy while applying for one from Spain. The documents
which the French revolutionary government published in 1793 show that

France sub^dized Austrian statesmen between 1757 and 17% to the tune of

82,652479 livies, with die Austrian Chancellor Kaunitz receiving 100,000. Nor
was it regarded any less proper or less usual for a government to compensate
foreign statesmen for their co-operation In the conclusion of treaties. In 1716,

French Cardinal Dubois offered British Minister Stanhope 600,000 livres for

an alliance with France. He reported tbaj^ while not accepting the proposition

at that time. Stanhope “listened without being displeased.”

After the conclusion of the Treaty erf erf by which Frusda vitith-
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drew from the war against France, Prussian Minister Hardenberg received

from the French government valuables worth 30,000 francs and complained
of the insignificance of the gift. In 1801, the Margrave of Baden spent 500,000

francs in the form of ‘'diplomatic presents,” of which French Foreign Min-
ister Talleyrand received 150,000. It was originally intended to give him only

100,000, but the amount was increased after it had become known that he had
received from Prussia a snuffbox worth 66,000 francs as well as 100,000 francs

in cash.

The Prussian Ambassador in Paris summed up well the main rule of this

game when he reported to his government in 1802: “Experience has taught

everybody who is here on diplomatic business that one ought never to give

anything before the deal is definitely closed, but it has also proved that the

allurement of gain will often work wonders.”
However much transactions of this kind were lacking in nobility, those

participating in them could not be passionately devoted to the cause of the

countries whose interests were in their care. Obviously they had loyalties be-

sides and above the one to the country which employed them. Furthermore,
the expectation of material gain at the conclusion of a treaty could not fail to

act as a powerful incentive for coming speedily to an understanding with the

other side. Stalemates, adjournments sine die, and long-drawn-out wars were
not likely to find favor with statesmen who had a very personal stake in the

conclusion of treaties. In these two respects the commercialization of state-

craft in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was bound to blunt the edge

of international controversies and confine the aspirations for power of indi-

vidual nations within relatively narrow limits.

In that period of history the Austrian Ambassador to France felt more at

home at the court of Versailles than among his own nonaristocratic com-

patriots. He had closer social and moral ties with the members of the French

aristocracy and the other aristocratic members of the diplomatic corps than

with the Austrians of humble origin. Consequendy, the diplomatic and mili-

tary personnel fluauated to a not inconsiderable degree from one monarchical

employer to another. It was not rare that a French diplomat or officer, for

some reason of self-interest, would enter the services of the King of Prussia

and would further the international objectives of Prussia, or fight in the Prus-

sian Army, against France. During the eighteenth century there was, for

instance, an enormous influx of Germans into all branches of the Russian

government, many of whom were dismissed in a kind of purge and returned

to their countries of origin.

In 1756, shordy before the outbreak of the Seven Years’ War, Frederick

the Great sent the Scottish Earl Marischall as his Ambassador to Spain in

orda: to get information about the Spanish intentions. The Scottish Ambas-

sador of Prussia had a friend in Spain, an Irishman by the name of Wall, who
happened to be Spanish Foreign Minister and who told him what he wanted

to know. The Scot transmitted this information to the British Prime Minister

who, In turn, pa^d it on to the King of Prussia. As late as 1792, shordy be-

fore the outbr^ of the War of the First Coalition against France, the French

government oSered the supreme command of the French forces to the Duke
of Brunswick wfac^ however, decided to accept an offer from the King of
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Prussia to lead the Prussian Army against France. As late as 1815, at the

Congress o£ Vienna, Alexander I of Russia had as ministers and advisers in

foreign affairs two Germans, one Greek, one Corsican, one Swiss, one Pole—
and one Russian.

Bismarck’s experience in 1862, on the occasion of his recall as Prussian

Ambassador to Russia is significant for the persistence of this international

cohesion of the aristocracy. When he expressed to the Czar his regret at the

necessity of leaving St. Petersburg, the Czar, misunderstanding this remark,

asked Bismarck whether he was inclined to enter the Russian diplomatic

service. Bismarck reported in his memoirs that he decHned the offer “courte-

ously.” ® What is important and significant for the purposes of our discussion

is not that Bismarck declined the offer— many such offers have certainly

been declined before and perhaps a few even after— but that he did so “courte-

ously,” and that even his report, written more than thirty years after the

event, showed no trace of moral indignation. Only half a century ago the offer

to an ambassador, who had just been appointed prime minister, to transfer his

loyalties from one country to another was considered by the recipient as a sort

of business proposition which did not at all insinuate the violation of moral

standards.

Let us imagine that a similar offer were being made in our time by Mr.

Stalin to the American Ambassador or by the American President to any

diplomat accredited in Washington, and let us visualize the private embar-

rassment of the individual concerned and the public indignation following the

incident, and we have the measure of the profundity of the change which has

transformed the ethics of international politics in recent times. Today such

an offer would be regarded as an invitation to treason, that is, the violation of

the most fundamental of all moral obligations in international affairs : loyalty

to one’s own country. When it was made and even when it was reported

shortly before the close of the nineteenth century, it was a proposition to be

accepted or rejected on its merits without any lack of moral propriety attach-

ing to it.

The moral standards of conduct with which the international aristocracy

complied were of necessity of a supranational character. They applied not to

all Prussians, Austrians, or Frenchmen, but to all men who by virtue of their

birth and education were able to comprehend them and to act in accordance

with them. It was in the concept and the rules of natural law that this cosmo-
politan society found the source of its precepts of morality. The individual

members of this society, therefore, felt themselves to be personally responsible

for compliance with those moral rules of conduct; for it was to them as

rational human beings, as individuals, that this moral code was addressed.

When it was suggested to Louis XV that he counterfeit the bills of the Bank
of England, the King rejected such a proposition which “could be considered

here only with all the indignation and all the horror which it deserves.’’

When a similar propc^ition was made in 1792 with respect to the French cur-

rency in order to save Louis XVI, the Austrian Emperor Francis II declared

that ^‘such an infamous project is not to be accepted.”

* Loc. cit., I, 341.
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This sense of a highly personal moral obligation to be met by those in

charge of foreign affairs with regard to their colleagues in other countries

explains the emphasis with which the writers of the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries counseled the monarch to safeguard his “honor” and his

“reputation” as his most precious possessions. Any action which Louis XV
undertook on the international scene was his personal act in which his

personal sense of moral obligation revealed itself and in which, therefore,

his personal honor was engaged. A violation of his moral obligations, as

they were recognized by his fellow-monarchs for themselves, would call

into action not only his conscience, but also the spontaneous reac-

tions of the supranational aristocratic society which would make him
pay for the violation of its mores with a loss of prestige, that is, a loss of

power*

b) Destruction of International Morality

When in the course of the nineteenth century democratic selection and
responsibility of government officials replaced government by the aristocracy,

the structure of international society and, with it, of international morality

underwent a fundamental change. Until virtually the end of the nineteenth

century, aristocratic rulers were responsible for the conduct of foreign af-

fairs in most countries. In the new age their place has been taken by officials

elected or appointed regardless of class distinctions. These officials are legally

and morally responsible for their official acts not to a monarch, that is, a

specific individual, but to a collectivity, that is, a parliamentary majority, or

the people as a whole. An important shift in public opinion may easily call

for a change in the personnel making foreign policy. They will be replaced

by another group of individuals taken from whatever group of the population

prevails at the moment.
Government officials are no longer exclusively recruited from aristocratic

groups, but from virtually the whole population. The present American Sec-

retary of State is a former general. The French Foreign Minister is a former

college professor. The former General Secretary of the Transport and Gen-
eral Workers Union has taken the place of the British Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs. A former professional revolutionary is responsible for Rus-

sian foreign policy.

In countries such as Great Britain, France, or Italy, where the government

needs the support of a majority of parliament for its continuation in office,

any change in the parliamentary majority necessitates a change in the com-

position of the government. Even in a country such as the United States,

where not Congress, but only general elections can put an administration into

office or remove it, the turnover of the policy-makers in the State Department

is considerably enough. Within eighteen months, from July 1945, to January

1947, the United States has had three secretaries of state. Of all the policy-

making officials of the State Department, that is, the under-secretary and

the assistant secretaries, who held office in October 1945, none was still in office

two years later. The fluctuation of the policy-makers in international affairs

and their responsibility to an indefinite collective entity has far-reaching con-
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sequences for the effectiveness, nay, for the very existence of an international

moral order.

This transformation within the individual nations changed international

morality as a system of moral restraints from a reality into a mere figure of

speech. When we say that George III of England was subject to certain moral

restraints in his dealings with Louis XVI of France or Catharine the Great

of Russia, we are referring to something real, something which can be identi-

fied with the conscience and the actions of certain specific individuals. When
we say that the British Commonwealth of Nations or even Great Britain

alone has moral obligations toward the United States or France, we are mak-
ing use of a fiction. By virtue of this fiction international law deals with na-

tions as though they were individual persons, but nothing in the sphere

of moral obligations corresponds to this legal concept. Whatever the con-

science of George VI as the constitutional head of the British Commonwealth
and of Great Britain demands of the conduct of the foreign affairs of Great

Britain and of the Commonwealth is irrelevant for the actual conduct of those

affairs; for George VI is not responsible for those affairs and has no actual

influence upon them. What of the Prime Ministers, and the Secretaries of State

for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain and of the Dominions? They are but

members of the cabinet, which as a collective body determines foreign policy,

as any other policy, by majority decision. The cabinet as a whole is politically

responsible to the majority party whose political preferences it is supposed to

translate into political action. It is legally responsible to Parliament of which
it is, constitutionally speaking, only a committee. Parliament, however, is re-

sponsible to the electorate from which it has received the mandate to govern

and from which its individual members hope to receive another mandate at

the next general election.

The individual members of the electorate, finally, may have no moral con-

victions of a supranational character at all which determine their actions on
election day and in between, or, if they have such convictions, they will be

most heterogeneous in content. In other words, there will be those who act

according to the moral maxim, ‘‘Right or wrong—my country.” There will

be those who apply to their own actions with regard to international affairs

as wefl to the actions of the government the standard of Christian ethics.

There wil be those who apply the standard of the United Nations or of world
government c£ humanitarian ethics. The fluctuating members of the policy-

making grni^ or ct tibe permanent bureaucracy of the Foreign Office may or

may not refl^ these and similar divisions of opinion. In any case, the refer-

ence to a moral ruk o£ oinffuct requires an individual conscience from which
it emanates, and t|i^ is no individual conscience from which what we call

the international morality erf Great Brit^ or erf any other nation could

emanate.

An individual staiesman may foflow the <hctates of his own conscience

with regard to intemation^ affairs If he does, it k to him ^ ^ individual

that these moral convicthms are attrihot^;^3 not to ffie nation to which he
belongs and in who^ name he speat T%us, when I-ord

World War was incompatible with cmyiction^. .ffiey ^r^^
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from the British cabinet. This was their personal act and those were their

personal convictions. When at the same moment the German Chancellor ad-

mitted as head of the German government the illegality and immorality of

the violation of Belgium’s neutrality, justified only by a state of necessity, he
spoke for himself only. The voice of his conscience could not be and was not

identified with the conscience of the collectivity called Germany. The moral
principles which guided Laval as French Minister of Foreign Affairs and
Prime Minister were his, not those of France, and nobody pretended the latter

to be the case.

Moral rules have their seat in the consciences of individual men. Govern-
ment by clearly identifiable men, who can be held personally accountable for

their acts, is, therefore, the precondition for the existence of an effective sys-

tem of international ethics. Where responsibility for government is widely dis-

tributed among a great number of individuals with different conceptions as

to what is morally required in international affairs, or with no such concep-

tions at all, international morality as an effective system of restraints upon
international policy becomes impossible. It is for this reason that Dean Roscoe
Pound could say as far back as 1923: “It might be maintained plausibly, that

a moral . . . order among states, was nearer attainment in the middle of the

eighteenth century than it is today.” ®

c) Destruction of International Society

While the democratic selection and responsibility of government officials

destroyed international morality as an effective system of restraints, national

ism destroyed the international society itself within which that morality had
operated. The French Revolution of 1789 marks the beginning of the new
epoch of history which witnesses the gradual decline of the cosmopolitan

aristocratic society and of the restraining influence of its morality upon inter-

national politics. Says Professor G. P. Gooch:

While patriotism is as old as the instinct of human association, nationalism

as an articulate creed issued from the volcanic fires of the French Revolution.

The tide of battle turned at Valmy; and on the evening after the skirmish Goethe
. . . replied to a request for his opinion in the historic words, “From to-day be-

gins a new era, and you will be able to say that you were present at its birth.”

It was a slow process of corrosion with the old order resisting valiantly, as

illustrated by the Holy Alliance and incidents such as the one discussed above

when as late as 1862 the Russian Czar invited Bismarck to enter the Russian

diplomatic service.^’^ Yet the decline of the international society and its moral-

ity, which had united the monarchs and the nobility of Christendom, is

unmistakable toward the end of the nineteenth century. It has nowhere be-

come more painfully patent than in the theatrical hollowness of William IPs

^ Pliilosapbki^l and International Law, Bibliotheca Vtsseriana (Leyden, 1923), I, 74.

Studies in Diplomacy md Statecraft (London, New York, Toronto: Longmans, Green

Ocanpany, 500?
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verbal attempts at reviving it. He wrote to the Russian Czar in 1895, with

regard to the French:

The Republicans are revolutionists de natura. The blood of Their Majesties is

still on that country. Has it since then ever been happy or quiet again? Has it not

staggered from bloodshed to bloodshed? Nicky, take my word on it, the

curse of God has stricken that people forever. We Christian Kings and Em-
perors have one holy duty imposed on us by Heaven, that is to uphold the

principle of By the Grace of God.

And the anachronism of William IPs still-born plan, conceived on the eve of

the Spanish-American War, to unite the European powers in support of the

Spanish monarchy against the American republic, dismayed his advisers.

But even in 1914, on the eve of the First World War, there is in many of

the statements and dispatches of statesmen and diplomats a melancholy

undertone of regret that individuals who had so much in common should

now be compelled to separate and identify themselves with the warring

groups on the different sides of the frontiers. This, however, was only a feeble

reminiscence which no longer had the power to influence the actions of men.
By then, these men had naturally less in common with each other than they

had with the respective peoples from which they had risen to the heights of

power and whose will and interests they represented in their relations with

other nations. What separated the French Foreign Minister from his opposite

number in Berlin was much more important than what united them. Con-
versely, what united the French Foreign Minister with the French nation was
much more important than anything which might set him apart from it.

The place of the one international society to which all members of the dif-

ferent governing groups belonged and which provided a common framework
for the different national societies had been taken by the national societies

themselves. The national societies now gave to their representatives on the

international scene the standards of conduct which the international society

had formerly supplied.

When, in the course of the nineteenth century, this fragmentation of the

aristocratic international society into its national segments was well on its

way to consummation, the protagonists of nationalism were convinced that

this development would strengdien the bonds of international morality

rather than weaken them. For they believed that, once the national aspira-

tions of the liberated peoples were satisfied and aristocratic rule replaced by
popular government, nothing could divide the nations of the earth. Con-
scious of being members of the same humanity and inspired by the same
ideals of freedom, tolerance, and peace, they would pursue their national

destinies in harmony. Actually the spirit of nationalism, once it had material-

ized in national states, proved to be not universalistic and humanitarian, but

particularistic and exclusive. When the international society of the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries was destroyed, it became obvious that there

was nothing to take the place of that unifying and restraining element which
had been a real society superimposed upon the particular national societies.

The international solidarity of the working class under the banner of social-

ism proved to be an illusion. Organized religion tended to identify itself with
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the national state rather than to transcend it. Thus the nation became the

ultimate point of reference for the allegiance of the individual, and the mem-
bers of the different nations all had their own particular object of allegiance.

We have in Lord Keynes’s portrait of Clemenceau a vivid sketch of this

new morality of nationalism:

He felt about France what Pericles felt of Athens— unique value in her,

nothing else mattering. . . . He had one illusion— France; and one disillu-

sion— mankind, including Frenchmen, and his colleages not least. , , , Na-
tions are real things, of whom you love one and feel for the rest indifference—
or hatred. The glory of the nation you love is a desirable end— but generally

to be obtained at your neighbor’s expense. Prudence required some measure of
lip-service to the “ideals” of foolish Americans and hypocritical Englishmen,
but it would be stupid to believe that there is much room in the world, as it

really is, for such affairs as the League of Nations, or any sense in the principle

of self-determination except as an ingenious formula for rearranging the bal-

ance of power in one’s own interests.^^

This fragmentation of a formerly cohesive international society into a
multiplicity of morally self-sufficient national communities, which have ceased

to operate within a common framework of moral precepts, is but the outward
symptom of the profound change which in recent times has transformed the

relations between universal moral precepts and the particular systems of

national ethics. The transformation has proceeded in two different ways. It

has weakened, to the point of ineffectiveness, the universal, supranational

moral rules of conduct, which before the age of nationalism had imposed a

system— however precarious and wide-meshed— of limitations upon the

international policies of individual nations, and it has finally endowed, in the

minds and aspirations of individual nations, their particular national systems

of ethics with universal validity.

d) Victory of Nationalism over Internationalism

The crucial test of the vitality of a moral system occurs when its control

of the consciences and actions of men is challenged by another system of mo-
rality. Thus the relative strength of the ethics of humility and self-denial of

the Sermon on the Mount and of the ethics of self-advancement and power of

modern Western society is determined by the extent to which either system

of morality is able to mold the actions or at least the consciences of men in

accordance with its precepts. Every human being, in so far as he is responsive

to ethical appeals at all, is from time to time confronted with such a conflict

of conscience, which tests the relative strength of conflicting moral commands.

A similar test must determine the respective strength, vrith regard to the con-

duct of foreign affairs, of the supranational ethics and the etHcs of national-

ism. To the supranational ethics, composed of Christian, cosmopolitan, and

humanitarian elements, the diplomatic language of the time pays its tribute

and many individual writers postulate it. But the ethics of nationalism have

been on the ascendancy throughout the world for the last century and a half.

The ’Economic Consequences of the Teace (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company,

rpao), pp, 3», 33-
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Now it is indeed true that national ethics, as formulated in the philosophy

of reason of state of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries or in die concept

of the national interest of the nineteenth and twentieth, has in most conflict

situations proved itself to be superior to universal moral rules of conduct. This

is obvious from a consideration of the most elemental and also the most im-

portant conflict situation of this kind, the one between the universal ethical

precept, “Thou shalt not kill,” and the command of a particular national

ethics. “Thou shalt kill under certain conditions the enemies of thy country.”

The individual to whom these two moral rules of conduct are addressed is

confronted with a conflict between his allegiance to humanity as a whole,

manifesting itself in the respect for human life as such, irrespective of nation-

ality or any other particular characteristic, and his loyalty to a particular

nation whose interests he is called upon to promote at the price of the lives

of the members of another nation. Most individuals today and during all of

modern history have resolved this conflict in favor of loyalty to the nation.

In this respect, however, three factors distinguish the present age from pre-

vious ones.

First, there is the enormously increased ability of the nation-state to exert

moral compulsion upon its members. This ability is the result partly of the

almost divine prestige which the nation enjoys in our time, partly of the con-

trol over the instruments molding public opinion which economic and tech-

nological developments have put at the disposal of the state.

Second, there is the extent to which loyalty to the nation requires the in-

dividual to disregard universal moral rules of conduct. The modern tech-

nology of war has given the individual opportunities for mass destruction

unknown to previous ages. Today a nation may ask one single individual to

destroy the lives of hundreds of thousands of people by dropping one atomic

bomb. The compliance with a demand of such enormous consequences dem-
onstrates the weakness of supranational ethics more impressively than the

limited violations of universal standards, committed in pre-atomic times, were
able to.

Finally, there is today, in consequence of the two other factors, much
less chance for the individual to be loyal to supranational ethics when they

arc in conflict with the moral demands of the nation. The individual, faced

with the enormity of the deeds which he is asked to commit in the name of

the nation, and with the overwhelming weight of moral pressure which the

nation exerts ^jpon him, would require almost superhuman moral strength to

r^st those demands. The magnitude of the infractions of universal ethics

committed on behalf of the nation and of the moral compulsion exerted in

favor of aflfem the qualitative relationship of the two systems of ethics.

It pitts in bold rdief the desperate weakness of universal ethics in its conflict

with the morality erf the nation and decides the conflia in favor of the nation
before it has really started.

e) Transformation of Nationalism

It is at this point that this hopeless impotence of universal ethics becomes
an important factor in bringing about a significant and far-reachingeh^ge in
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the relations between supranational and national systems o£ morality. It is one
o£ the factors which lead to the identification of both.^® The individual comes
to realize that the flouting of universal standards of morality is not the handi-

work of a few wicked men, but the inevitable outgrowth of the conditions

under which nations exist and pursue their aims. He experiences in his own
conscience the feebleness of universal standards and the preponderance of

national ethics as forces motivating the actions of men on the international

scene, and his consicence does not cease being ill at ease.

Although the continuous discomfort of a perpetually uneasy conscience is

too much for him to bear, he is too strongly attached to the concept of uni-

versal ethics to give it up altogether. Thus he identifies the morality of his

own nation with the commands of supranational ethics. He pours, as it were,

the contents of his national morality into the now almost empty bottle of

universal ethics. So each nation comes to know again a universal morality,

that is, its own national morality, which is taken to be the one which all the

other nations ought to accept as their own. Instead of the universality of an
ethics to which all nations adhere, we end up with the particularity of

national ethics which claims the right to, and aspires toward, universal recog-

nition. There are then as many ethical codes claiming universality as there

are politically active nations.

Nations no longer oppose each other, as they did from the Treaty of West-
phalia to the Napoleonic Wars and then again from the end of the latter to

the First World War, within a framework of shared beliefs and common
values, which imposes effective limitations upon the ends and means of their

struggle for power. They oppose each other now as the standard-bearers of

ethical systems, each of them of national origin and each of them claiming

and aspiring to provide a supranational framework of moral standards which
all the other nations ought to accept and within which their international

policies ought to operate. The mor^d code of one nation flings the challenge

of its universal claim into the face of another which reciprocates in kind.

Compromise, the virtue of the old diplomacy, becomes the treason of the new;
for the mutual accommodation of conflicting claims, possible or legitimate

within a common framework of moral standards, amounts to surrender when
the moral standards themselves are the stakes of the conflict. Thus the stage

is set for a contest among nations whose stakes are no longer their relative

positions within a political and moral system accepted by all, but the ability to

impose upon the other contestants a new universal political and moral sys-

tem recreated in the image of the victorious nation’s political and moral

convictions.

The first inkling of this ^^velopment from one genuinely universal to a

multiplicity of particular moral systems claiming, and competing for, uni-

versality can be detected in the contest between Napoleon and the nations

allied against hinqt. On both sides the contest was fought in the name of par-

ticular principles claiming universal validity: here the principles of the French

Revolution^ there the principle of legitimacy. However, with the defeat of

Napcdeon and the feilure oE the Holy Alliance to uphold its principles in

t i&i belQW, 304, 30$.
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competition with the rising movement of nationalism, this attempt at erecting

a particular code of ethia into a universal one came to an end and thus re-

midned a mere historic interlude.

The present period of history in which generally and, as it seems, per-

manently univei^ moral rules of conduct are replaced by particular ones

claiming universality was ushered in by Woodrow Wilson’s war “to make
the world safe for democracy.” It is not by accident and it has deep signifi-

cance that those whs shared Wilson’s philosophy called that war also a

“crusade” for democracy. The First World War, as seen from Wilson’s per-

spective, has indeed this in common with the Crusades of the Middle Ages:

it was waged for the purpose of making one moral system, held by one group,

prevail in the rest of the world. A few months after the democratic crusade

had gotten under way, in October 1917, the foundations were laid in Russia

for another moral and political structure which on its part, while accepted

only fay a fraction of humanity, was claimed to provide the common roof

under wluch all humankind would eventually live together in justice and in

peace. While, in the twenties, this latter claim was supported by insufScient

power and, ^nce, was little more than a theoretical postulate, democratic

universalism retired from the scene of active politics and isolationism took

its place. It was only in the theoretical challenge which the priests of the new
Msmdan universahsm flung in the face of the democratic world and in the

moral, political, and economic ostracism with which the latter met the chal-

lenge tiut the conflict between the two universalisms made itself felt at that

tune in the field of international politics.

In the thirties the philosophy of nazism, grown in the soil of a particular

nation, proclaimed itself the new moral code which would replace the vicious

creed of bolshevism and the decadent morality of democracy and would im-

pose itself upon mankind. The Second World War, viewed in the light of

our present discussion, tested in the form of an armed conflict the validity of

this claim of nazism to universality, and nazism lost the test.Yet, in the minds
of many on the side of the United Nations, the principles of the Atlantic

Charter and c& the Dedaradoo of Yalta made the Second World War also

a txmeest lor univeml democracy, and democracy, too, lost the test. With the

terminatann of the Second World War the two remaining moral and political

syttBsa dMmiog imiversal democracy and cconmunian, entered into

aedm mofmAm he dbe dnaimtm <£ Ae wtrkl, and is the situation

in ifhidh wa find oimidbe* mday.
bwoiMle the moat of sUuritms m overlook or even to belittle

dtede^ of the (fiffereoae vdbidi eadsts betwem that situation and th^ condi-

tion of the taodbrs naie sfstem. from the end oi the religious wars to the

entraaoe of lAe Umiied itm> dbe First World War. One neech only to

pkk « raadom any omikt udridt ocoureid in th^ kttor period, with the

easoepdon of the Ntfolminc Ware, and con^rane it with the conflicts which
have torn the vrcrld tpact in the last three decries in cutfer to realize the
importance of thtt (hSocnoe.

Let us oompeue with Ae iinsematkmal issues of our dnK die issu^ whidi
brought France and the Hrqisixirgs into aimo^ conrinual oonfikt frrMn the
htginning of the sizteenth to the mddie of the eighteenth century, or whkh
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pitted Great Britain and Prussia against France in the eighteenth century.

These issues were territorial aggranSzement and dynastic competition. What
was then at stake was an increase or decrease o£ glory, wealth, and power.
Neither the Austrian nor the British nor the French nor the Prussian "‘way

of life,” that is, their system of beliefs and ethical convictions, was at stake.

This is exactly what is at stake today. In the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, none of the contestants on the international scene aspired to impose its

own particular system of ethics, provided it had one, upon the others. The
very possibility of such an aspiration never occurred to them, since they were
aware only of one universal moral code to which they all gave unquestioning
allegiance.

That common “system of arts, and laws, and manners,” “the same level

of politeness and cultivation,” and the “sense of honour and justice,” which
Gibbon had detected in “the general manners of the times” and which for

F&elon, Rousseau, and Vattel were a lived and living reality have today

in the main become a historic reminiscence, lingering on in learned treatises,

utopian tracts, and diplomatic documents, but no longer capable of moving
men to action. Only shreds and fragments survive of this system of suprana-

tional ethics which exerts its restraining influence upon international politics,

as we have seen, only in isolated instances, such as killing in peacetime and
preventive war. As for the influence of that system of supranational ethics

upon the conscience of the actors on the international scene, it is rather like

the feeble rays, barely visible above the horizon of consciousness, of a sun

which has already set. Since the First World War, with ever increasing inten-

sity and generality, each of the contestants in the international arena claims in

its “way of life” to possess the whole truth of morality and politics which the

others may reject only at their peril. With fierce exclusiveness all contestants

equate their national conceptions of morality with what all mankind must
and will ultimately accept and live by. In this, the ethics of international

politics reverts to the politics and morality of tribalism, of the Crusades, and

of the religious wars.^^

However much the content and objectives of today’s ethics of nationalistic

universalism may differ from those of primitive tribes or of the Thirty Years’

War, they do not differ in the function which they fulfill for international

politics, and in the moral climate which they create. The morality of the par-

ticular group, far from limiting the struggle for power on the international

See the references above, pp. i6o, i5i.

To what extent the profession of universalisdc prindpks of morality can go hand in

hand with utter depravity in acuon is clearly demonstrated in the case of Timur, the Mongc^
would-be conqueror of the world, who in the fourteenth century conquered and destroyed South-

ern Asia and Asia Minor. After having killed hundreds dE thousands of pcc^le— on December

12, 1598, he massacred 100,000 Hindu prisoners before Delhi— for the glory of God and of

Mohammedanism, he said to a representative conquered Aleppo: *T am not a man of blood;

and God is my witness that in all my wars I have never been the aggressor, and that my enemies

have always been the authors of their own calamity.”

GS^n^ who reports this statement, adds: *T)uring this peaceful conversation the streets of

Aleppo streamed with blood, and re-echoed with the cries ^ mothers and children, vdth the

shrieks of violated vhgms. The rkh plunder that was abandoned to his soldiers might stimulate

their avarice; but their cruelty was enforced by the peremptory command of produdng an ade-

quate number of heads, whi^, accewding to his custom, were curiously piled in columns and
I^raHnids. . . Ttte Dedim WaU of the Romm Em^e (Modem library Edition), H, 1243.
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scene, gives that struggle a ferociousness and intensity not known to other

ages. For the claim to universality which inspires the moral code of one par-

ticular group is incompatible with the identical claim of another group; the

world has room for only one, and the other must yield or be destroyed. Thus,

carrying their idols before them, the nationalistic masses of our time meet in

the international arena, each group convinced that it executes the mandate of

history, that it docs for humanity what it seems to do for itself, and that it

fulfills a sacred mission ordained by providence, however defined.

Little do they know that they ma^ under an empty sky from which the

gods have departed.

( 19*5 )



CHAPTER XV

World Public Opinion

Little need be said about world public opinion which is not already implicit

in the discussion of the preceding chapter. Yet the warning with which we
started the discussion of international morality must here be repeated with

special emphasis. We are here concerned with the actuahty of world public

opinion. We want to know of what it consists, how it manifests itself, what
fimctions it fulfills in the field of international politics, and, more particularly,

in what ways it imposes restraints upon the struggle for power on the inter-

national scene. There is, however, hardly a concept in the modern literature

of international affairs which, in the last three decades, has been employed

by statesmen and writers with greater effusiveness and less analytic^ pre-

cision than the concept of world public opinion.

World public opinion was supposed to be the foundation for the League
of Nations. It was to be the enforcement agency for the Briand-Kellogg Pact,

the decisions of the Permanent Court of International Justice, and interna-

tional law in general. “The great weapon we rely upon,” declared Lord Rob-

ert Cecil in the House of Commons on July 21, 1919, “is public opinion . . .

and if we are wrong about it, then the whole thing is wrong.” ^ As late as

April 17, 1939, less than five months before the outbreak of the Second World
War, Cordell Hull, then American Secretary of State, maintained that “a

public opinion, the most potent of all forces for peace, is more strongly de-

veloping throughout the world.” ^ Today we hear that world public opinion

will use the United Nations as its instrument, or vice versa. Life, in an edi-

torial “United Nations: A Balance Sheet,” says that “The Charter relies

heavily on a well-informed world opinion. The concept of U.N. as a forum,

where internsaional differences can be aired in public and judged by the

public, has been thoroughly validated by events.” ® The General Assembly of

die United Nations, in particular, is <kdared to be “the open conscience of the

world.” ^ In a report published in 1947 under the title Security under the

Umted Nations the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace declares:

. ^ Jhe FarUamenUoy Debates: Official Report. Fifth Scries. Vol. iiS. Hou$e of Commons,

i5> *947* P- 4®.
^ l^mnd M. CJoodrii and Edward Hambro, Charter of the United Nations (Boston:

Wof^ Pfcace Foimdaiio^ 1^6), p. 95.
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“We appeal for a world public opinion in support of the United Nations.”

Yet the New Yorf^ Times goes so far as to state as a matter of fact that the

Assembly of the United Nations “has considerable reserve powers under the

Charter ... at least to the extent of mobilizing world opinion, which, in

the last analysis, determines the international balance of power.” ®

Two all-important questions must be answered before the possible mean-

ing of these and innumerable similar assertions and appeals can be ascer-

tained: What do we mean when we speak of world public opinion, and how
docs this world public opinion manifest itself under the moral and social con-

ditions of the mid-twentieth century?

World public opinion is obviously a public opinion which transcends

national boundaries and which unites members of different nations in a

consensus with regard to at least certain fundamental international issues.

This consensus makes itself felt in spontaneous reactions throughout the world

against whatever move on the chesdxxixd of international politics is disap-

proved by that consensus. Whenever the government of any nation proclaims

a certain policy or takes a certain action on the international scene, which

contravenes the opinion of mankind, humanity will rise regardless of national

affiliations and at least try to impose its will through spontaneous sanctions

upon the recalcitrant government. The latter, then, finds itself in about the

same position as an individual or a group of individuals who have violated

the metres of their nsuional society or of one of its subdivisions and are by

society’s pressure cither compelled to conform with its standards or be

ostracized.

If such is the meaning of the common references to world public opinion,

does such a world public opinion exist at present and does it exert a restrain-

ing influence upon the international policies of national governments? The
answer is bound to be in the negative. Modern history has not recorded one
instance of a government having been deterred from a certain international

pdky by the spontaneous reaction of a supranational public opinion. There
have beki attempts in recent hii^ory at mobilizing world public opinion

against the foreiga policy of a certain government— the Japanese aggressions

Chma since 195X7 the German fiDragn policks since 1935, Italian

attndk against Ediiof^ in X95S. Yet, even if mie supposed for the sake of

aigiaaient tint diese aftempts were successful in a certain measure and that a

wnrid puUic: opinion actini% tsmusd in those ii^tances, it certainly had no
latminsng the poikks k opposed. Bm. the su{^)osition itself, as

we sfaafl sne^k not suppentod hf
Tbt loaon an affirmative answer is t3eing given so often to these

k lu he ioinid in ihe ntisinteqaetation of

pitsMt in ike infeernatkiial sittwtkai^ poim to the posdhle ^elopment of a
wotM faildk opknofi, and in the ofa thkd one whk^
sod3k a devdbptnent iaopossibk. two feemrs from which the mistaken
belief in the exigence of a world public Cfttnion originates are the commmi
ex^ence certain tesm and eteSntal aspirations which
unite all mankind, and the tieclaaoiogkai unificadem of the worki What has

5 Kofember 15, I947> P*
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been neglected is the fact that everywhere in the world public opinion with

regard to international affairs is molded by the agencies of national policies.

These agencies, as pointed out previously,** claim for their national concep-

tions of morality supranational, that is, universal recognition.

I* PSYCHOLOGICAL UNITY OF THE WORLD
There is at the bottom of all political contentions and conflicts an irreduci-

ble minimum of psychological traits and aspirations which are the common
possession of all mankind. All human beings want to live and, hence, want
the things which are necessary for life. All human beings want to be free and,

hence, want to have those opportunities for self-expression and self-develop-

ment which their particular culture considers to be desirable. All human
beings seek power and, hence, seek social distinctions, again varying with the

particular pattern of their culture, which put them ahead of and above their

fellow men.
Upon this psychological foundation, the same for all men, rises an edifice

of philosophical convictions, ethical postulates, and political aspirations. These,

too, might be shared by all men under certain conditions, but actually they

are not. They might be shared by all if the conditions under which men can

satisfy their desire to live, to be free, and to have power, were similar all over

the world, and if the conditions under which such satisfaction is withheld and
must be striven for, were also similar everywhere. If this were so, the experi-

ence, common to all men, of what men seek, of what they are able to obtain,

of what they are denied, and of what they must struggle for would indeed

create a community of convictions, postulates, and aspirations, which would
provide the common standards of evaluation for world public opinion. Any
violation of the standards of this world public opinion, against and by whom-
ever committed, would call forth spontaneous reactions on the part of hu-

manity; for, in view of the hypothetical similarity of all conditions, all men
would fear that what happens to one group might happen to any group.

Actually, however, redity does not correspond to our assumption of

similarity of conditions throughout the world. The variations in the standard

of living range from mass starvation to abundance; the variations in freedom,

from tyranny to democracy, from economic slavery to equality; the variations

in power, from extreme inequalities and unbridled one-man rule to wide

distribution of power subject to constitutional limitations. This nation enjoys

freedom, yet starves; that nation is well fed, but longs for freedom; still an-

other enjoys security of life and individual freedom, but smarts under the

rule of an autocratic government. In consequence, while philosophically the

similarities of standards are considerable throughout the world— most politi-

cal philosophies agree in their evaluation of the common good, of law, peace,

and order, of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness— moral judgments

and political evaluations show wide divergencies. The same moral and politi-

cal amc&^ take on different meanings in different environments. Justice and

^ Set above, pp. i^s
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democracy come to mean one thing here, something quite different there.

A move on the international scene decried by one group as immoral and

unjust is praised by another as the opposite. Thus the contrast between the

community of psychological traits and elemental aspirations, on the one hand,

and the atwscnce of shared experiences, universal moral convictions, and com-

mon political aspirations, on the other, far from providing evidence for the

existence ol a world public opinion, rather demonstrates its impossibility, as

hmmokf is constituted in our age.

2. AMBIGUITY OF TECHNOLOGICAL UNIFICATION

That same age, however, has provided a phenomenon which seems to have

brought a world public opinion close to realization, if it has not actually

created it— the technological unification of the world. When we say that

this is “One World,” we mean not only that the modern development of

commumcations has virtually obliterated geographical distances with regard

to physical contacts and exchange of information and ideas among the mem-
bers m the human race. Wc mean also that this virtually unlimited oppor-

tunity Sor physical and intellectual communication has created that com-

munity of experience embracing all humanity, from which a world public

opinion can grow. Yet that conclusion is not borne out by the facts. Two con-

sidoations show that nothing in the moral and political spheres corresponds

to the tixhnological unification of the world; that, quite the contrary, the

world is today further removed from moral and political unification than it

was undor much less favorable technological conditions.

First of all, modem techiK)k)gy, while enormously faciUtating communica-
tions among different countries, has also given their governments and private

agtndes unprccecknted power to make sikh communications impossible.

Two hundr^ years ago it wbs easier for a literate Russian to learn about

French political thought and action than it is today. An Englishman who
wanted to spread his political ideas amcmg the French had then a better

chance than he has today. It was then sin^kr fix a Spamard to migrate or

even 10 travel to the North American continent than it is today. For modern
tiaejiiioi0|gr bm not only made it techaologicaliy possabk for the individual to

mmmmkMr. with oda^ iixiividuak r^;ardiess ci geographical distances, it

Imahomtide k possible for governments and private agencies

ol m cut off such oommunkations altogether if they see fit

In do aa. Aiid while die oommumcatkMis between individuais have remained
bsgdhrm 0m vmkm o£ tochniod possibility^ fovemmeat and private controls

ham bopooao ai lodfodcal

Fifty yeatia ihio who wanted to visit a fexeign coun-
try needed owlym the means of Irnn^JoitatiDii in order to go there.

Today the WofWP* of jedinoiogy wiH aroil him iKXhing if he lacks one
of those gcnyernmerital papm widioutwl^ no humm beii:^ is able to cross

a fierier. Yet, only in the stigma irf badkwardiie^ and almost of
harism ^tached to Rusm and Tinkiy ^ die ixily two coumtibs whkh
required a passport for kmmg or emerii^ the nationai
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not to forget that it is modern technology which has made totalitarian gov-

ernments possible by enabling them to put their citizens on a moral and
intellectual diet, feeding them certain ideas and information and cutting them
off from others. It is also modern technology which has made the collection

and dissemination of news and of ideas a big business requiring considerable

accumulations of capital.

In the technologically primitive age, when printing was done by hand, any
man of moderate means could reach the public ear by having a book, pam-
phlet, or newspaper printed and distributed at his own expense. Today the

great mass of the people everywhere have no influence upon the mouthpieces

of public opinion. With few exceptions, only men and organizations of con-

siderable means and those who hold opinions approved by them can make
themselves heard in the arena of public opinion. In virtually all countries the

overwhelming weight of these opinions supports what the respective govern-

ments consider in their relations with foreign governments to be the national

interest. Little information and few ideas unfavorable to the national point

of view are allowed to reach the public. These assertions are too obvious to

require elaboration. This is indeed “One World” technologically, but it is

not for this reason that it is or will become “One World” morally and politi-

cally. The technological universe which is technically possible has no counter-

part in the actual conditions under which information and ideas are ex-

changed among the members of different nations.

Yet, even if information and ideas were allowed to move freely over the

globe, the existence of a world public opinion would by no means be assured.

Those who beUevc that world public opinion is the direct result of the free

flow of news and of ideas fail to distinguish between the technical process of

transmission and the thing to be transmitted. They deal only with the former

and completely disregard the latter. However, the information and ideas to

be transmitted are the reflection of the experiences which have molded the

philosophies, ethics, and political conceptions of different peoples. Were those

experiences and their intellectual derivatives identical throughout humanity

the free flow of information and of ideas woxdd indeed create by itself a world

public opinion. Actually, however, as we have seen, there is no identity of

experience uniting mankind above the elemental aspirations which are com-

liK>n to all men. Since this is so, the American, Indian, and Russian— each
will consider the same news item from his particular philosophic, moral, and

political perspective, and the different perspectives will give the news a dif-

ferent color. The same report on the dvil war in Greece or the Russo-Iranian

Treaty concerning oil exmeessions will have a different weight as a news-

worthy kem, adde from any ofdiion to be formed about it, in the eyes of dif-

ferent

Not cmiy will the different perspective cok>r the same piece of information,

it will also affect the seiccrtion c£ what is newsworthy from among the infinite

nm3rf>er of daily occurrences throughout the world. “All tl^ News That’s Fit

^ FrinlT pm thing for the New Yor\ Times, ancdier thing for

the Hmdusmn Times. A comparison of the

of ci^aent new^pers on any particular day bears out

to tke interpraation cx£ the news in the light
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of philosophy, morality, and politics, the cleavages which separate the mem-
bers of different nations from each other become fully manifest. The same

item of information and the same idea mean something different to an Ameri-

can, a Russian, and an Indian; for that item of information and that idea are

perceived by, assimilated to, and filtered through minds which are condi-

tioned by different experiences and molded by different conceptions of what

is true, good, and politically desirable and expedient.

Thus, even if we lived in a world actually unified by modern technology

with men, news, and ideas moving freely regardless of national boundaries,

we would not have a world public opinion. For while the minds of men
would be capable of communicating with each other without political im-

pediments, they would not meet. Even if the American, Russian, and Indian

could ^peak to each other, they would speak with different tongues, and if

they uttered the same words, they would signify different objects, values, and

aspirations to each of them. So it is with concepts, such as democracy, free-

dom, security. The disillusion of differently constituted minds communicating

the same words, which embody their most firmly held convictions, deepest

emotions, and most ardent aspirations, without finding the expected sympa-

thttic response, has driven the members of different nations further apart

rather than united them. It has tended to harden the core of the different na-

tional public opinions and to strengthen their claims for exclusiveness rather

than to merge them into a world public opinion.

3. THE BARRIER OF NATIONALISM

In order to illustrate the importance of this last observation, let us con-

rider Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points. During the last months of the First

World War, the Fourteen Points were accepted by so substantial a portion of

humanity, regardless of national boundaries and of allegiance to one or the

other of the belligerent camps, as principles for a just and enduring peace

seetkmeat that thorc indeed scen^ to exist a world public opinion in support

of them. Yet, as Mr. Walter lippmann’s brilliant analysis of the public opin-

ion si^ipoitiag the Fourteen Pdius has made dear:

It woiild be a retake to s&pposc that ti^ apparendy unanimous enthusiasm
wiidi gceeced the Fourteen ^ints represent agreement on a program.
EMryone seemed m find something that he liked and ^mssed this aspect and
that doeriL But no ofie liriDed a discussion. The phrases, so pregnant with the

mderifing €xmSm irf the dviliaed w&Ad, ware acce|«cd Tb^ sS)od for oppos-

ifif trit lief etoksod a oommon emotkm. And to that extent they played
apm in die westen peoples for the desperate ten months of war which

bad si3i ^ endme.
AskxigastiieFdnyriteenPotijE^ that hazy and happy futurewhen the

^|QC2j was Iso be the real ooinScts of interpietation were not made manifest.
Tlicy were plans dbe setsfeedieait c£ a wboUy invisible environment, and be-
cause these plaiis imfM M grot^ eadi with its own private all hopes
ran together as a ptibBc hope. . . . Am yon ascend hkrardby in order to in-
dude mom and more &cti^ you fer a rime preserve the
nection though you base the mtd^cmalt even the becomes
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As you go further away from experience, you go higher into generalization or

subtlety. As you go up in the balloon you throw more and more concrete objects

overboard, and when you have reached the top with some phrase like the

Rights of Humanity or the World Made Safe for Democracy, you see far and
wide, but you see very little. Yet the people whose emotions are entrained do
not remain passive. As the public appeal becomes more and more all things to

all men, as the emotion is stirred while the meaning is dispersed, their very

private meanings are given a universal application. Whatever you want badly is

the Rights of Humanity. For the phrase, ever more vacant, capable of meaning
almost anything, soon comes to mean pretty nearly everything. Mr. Wilson’s

phrases were understood in endlessly different ways in every corner of the

earth. . . . And so, when the day of settlement came, everybody expected every-

thing. The European authors of the treaty had a large choice, and they chose to

realize those expectations which were held by those of their countrymen who
wielded the most power at home.

They came down the hierarchy from the Rights of Humanity to the Rights

of France, Britain and Italy. They did not abandon the use of symbols. They
abandoned only those which after the war had no peimanent roots in the

imagination of their constituents. They preserved the unity of France by the

use of symbolism, but they would not risk anything for the unity of Europe. The
symbol France was deeply attached, the symbol Europe had only a recent

history. . . J

Mr. Lippmann’s analysis of the apparent world public opinion supporting

Wilson’s Fourteen Points lays bare the crux of the problem— the interposition

of nationalism with all its intellectual, moral, and political concomitants be-

tween the convictions and aspirations of humanity and the world-wide issues

which face men everywhere. While men everywhere subscribed to the words
of the Fourteen Points, it was the particular nationalisms, molding and direct-

ing the minds of men, which infused their particular meanings into these

words, painted them with their particular color, and made them symbols of

their particular aspirations.

Yet nationalism has the same effect upon issues with regard to which

humanity has developed not only common verbal expressions, such as the

Fourteen Points, democracy, freedom, and security, but also an actual con-

sensus bearing upon the substance of the case. In contemporary international

politics there is no opinion more widely held anywhere in the world than the

abhorrence of war, the opposition to it, and the desire to avoid it. When they

think and speak of war in this context, the men in the streets in Washington,

in Moscow, in Chungking, in New Delhi, in London, in Paris, and in Madrid

have pretty much the same thing in mini that is, war waged with the mod-

ern means of mass destruction. There appears to exist a genuine world public

opinion with respect to war. But here again the appearances are deceptive.

Humanity is united in its opposition to war in so far as that opposition

manifests itself in philosophic terms, moral postulates, and abstract political

a^irations, that is, with regard to war as such, with regard to war in the

abWact. But humanity thus united reveals its impotence, and the apparent

public opiniw splits into its n^onal cx^mponents, when the issue is no

^ Walter lippmann, PuMkr Opinion, pp. 214 £E. Copyright 1922, by The Macmillan Com-
and used with their pemission.
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longer war as such, in the abstract, but a particular war, this particular war;

not any war, but war here and now.

When actual war threatens in our time, as it did in the recurring crises of

1938-39, humanity remains united in its horror of war as such and in oppo-

sidon to it. But men arc incapable of translating this abstract opposition to

war as such into concrete action against this particular war. While most

members o£ the human race, qua members of the human race, consider war

under the conditions of the mid-twentieth century an evil which will make
the winner only slightly less miserable than the loser, most members of the

human race, qua Americans, Chinese, Englishmen, and Russians, look at a

particular war, as they have always done, from the point of view of their

particular nations. They oppose wars which do not affect what they regard as

their national interest, such as Italy’s war against Ethiopia, yet they are un-

willing to take or to support any action which might be effective in pre-

venting or putting an end to the war. For, if it is to be effective, such action

must be drastic, involving certain disadvantages and risks for what is con-

sidered to be the national interest. Customers may be lost and friends

estranged; even the risk of an armed conflagration for other than national

objectives might have to be faced.

The sanctions against Italy, after it had attacked Ethiopia, are the classic

example of this general condemnation of war by so-called world public opin-

kwi and of its unwillingness to take effective action seemingly not required by

what is considered to be the national interest. Winston Churchill trenchantly

fcNTmulated this dikmma between condemnation of war in the abstract and

the unwillingness to act ciffcctivcly in a a?ncrcte situation, when he said of

the representatives of the British sector of that “world public opinion”:

“First the Prime Minister had declared that sanctions meant war; secondly, he

was resolved that there must be no war; and thirdly, he decided upon sanc-

tions. It was evidently impossible to comply with these three conditions.”
®

World public opinion, however, ceases to operate at all as one united force

whenever a W2r threatens or breaks out which affects the interests of a num-
ber of nations. Undar such circumstances, the universal condemnation of war
undergoes a signifkant change in focus. The opposition to war as such is

tran^brnied into opposition to the nation which threatens to start, or actually

has staited, a partioilar war» and k so h^jpens that this nation is always

hfentiod widi the national enesny whose bdli^^arent attitude threatens the

natimirf hmssmt axkl, wmst be m a war-monger. In other

om of dae oommm mM of the cxmdmmrncm of war there

warn qpeciBc acts of cSsectad again^ whoever threatens

thnni^ war the iniMests of partieslisr nation
cmi3kmmi by nadmal pdMc ofanions as there are nations

tfareatemog the interests of others through
The simatiem dbe world 19^ on is instnictive in this

TG^poct. Througboi^ this im decade all nations have turifcraily b^n exposed
n> war in gcoarstL Yet, when k came to the of an active pMc
opinion wiudi wooklt^iiction aaoid^topfeventortoofpe^apaiticE^

^ Lonim Stam^kr4$ ^ <93^
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war, the lines were drawn according to the national interest involved in the

particular situation. Thus the public opinion of Great Britain and France,
throughout that period, condemned Germany as a potential or actual threat

of war, yet it condemned the Soviet Union on that count only from August

1939 to June 1941, that is, during the operation of the Russo-German pact.

Since the end of 1945, public opinion in these two countries has again be-

come critical of the foreign policies of the Soviet Union as a threat to world
peace.

Russian public opinion, on the other hand, opposed Germany as the main
threat to peace until the signing of the pact with Germany in August 1939.

From then until the German attack against the Soviet Union in June 1941, the

Western democracies were regarded as war-mongers. Germany’s attack swung
Russian opinion against it and until about the end of 1945 Germany held its

former place in the Russian public mind as a threat to peace. Since the end of

1945, with ever increasing emphasis, Russian public opinion has come to con-

sider the United States as the main threat to peace. American public opinion

coincided in different degrees of intensity with the British and French point

of view up to the end of 1945. Then, returning the Russian compliment, it

started to regard the Soviet Union as the main menace to peace. The intensity

of this opinion in the United States has mounted at a rate paralleling the

rising intensity of opinion in the Soviet Union.

Thus, whenever a concrete threat to peace develops, war is opposed not

by a world public opinion, but by the public opinions of those nations whose
interests are threatened by that war. It follows that it is obviously futile to

base one’s hopes for the preservation of peace in the world, as it is presently

constituted, upon a world public opinion which exists only as a general senti-

ment, but not as a source of action capable of preventing a threatening war.

Wherever one probes beneath the surface of popular phraseology, one finds

that a world public opinion restraining the international policies of national

governments does not exist. A final general consideration of the nature of

public opinion, as it becomes active in the mores of society, will show that

under present world conditions this cannot be otherwise. While one can

visualize a society without an active public opinion and while there have

doubtless existed and still exist authoritarian societies whose public opinion

does not operate as an active force in the sphere of international politics, ob-

viously no public opinion can exist without a society. Society, however, means

consensus concerning certain basic moral and social issues. This consensus is

predominantly moral in character when the mores of society deal with politi-

cal issues. In other words, when public opinion in the form of the mores be-

comes operative with regard to a politick problem, the people generally try

to bring their moral standards to bear upon that prrAlem and to have it

solved in accordance with tbo^ standards. A public opinion capable of ex-

erting a restraining influence upon political action presupposes a society and

a common morality from which it rec^ves its standards of action, and a world

pi^Ec opinion of this kind rojuircs a world society and a morality by which

humanity as a wherfe judges political actions on the international scene.

As we havje; Such a world society and such a universal morality do

apt earn. Between the ckmental a^arations for life, freoiom, and power,
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which unite mankind and which could provide the roots for a world society

and universal morality, and the political philosophies, ethics, and objectives

actually held by the members of the human race, there intervenes the nation.

Tl^ nation fills the minds and hearts of men everywhere with particular

experiences and, derived from them, with particular concepts of political

ptdiosophy, particular standards of political morality, and particular goals of

political action. Inevitably, then, the members of the human race live and act

politically not as members of one world society applying standards of univer-

sal ethics, but as members of their respective national societies guided by their

national standards of morality. In politics the nation, and not humanity, is

the ultimate fact. Inevitably, then, what is real are national public opinions

fashioned in the image of the political philosophies, ethics, and aspirations of

the respective nations. A world public opinion restraining the international

policies of national governments is a mere postulate; the reality of interna-

tional affairs shows as yet hardly a trace of it.

When a nation invokes “world public opinion” or “the conscience of man-
kind” in order to assure itself, as well as other nations, that its international

policies meet the test of standards shared by men everywhere, it appeals to

nothing real. It only yields to the general tendency, with which we have dealt

before, to raise a particular national conception of morality to the dignity of

universal laws binding upon all mankind. The confidence with which all the

anta^>mst$ in the international arena believe themselves to be supported by

world public opinion with respect to one and the same issue only serves to

imderiine the irrationality of the appeal. In the twentieth century, as we have

seen, people want to believe that they champion not only, and perhaps not

even primarily, their own national interests, but the ideals of humanity as

well For a scientific civilization which receives most of its information al^ut

what other people think from public-opinion polls, world public opinion be-

comes the mythical arbiter who can be counted upon to support one’s own, as

well as everybody elsc’s, aspirations and actions. For those more philosophi-

cally incline^ the “judgment of history” fulfills a similar function. For the re-

ligious, there is the “will of God” to support their cause, and believers witness

the mange and singularly blasphemous spectacle of one and the same God
bkssing through his ministers the arms on either side of the battle line and
leading both armies either to deserved victory or to undeserved defeat.
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CHAPTER XIX

The New Balance of Power

The destruction of that intellectual and moral consensus which controlled
the druggie for power for almost three centuries deprived the balance of power
of the vital energy which made it a living principle of international politics.

Concomitant with the destruction of that vital energy, the system of the bai-

lee of power has undergone three structural changes which considerably
impair its operations/

I. INFLEXIBILITY OF THE NEW BALANCE
OF POWER

The most obvious of these structural changes which impaired the opera-
tiem of the balance of power is to be found in the drastic numerical reduction

the pkyers in the game. At the end of the Thirty Years’ War, for instance,
the German Empire was composed of 900 sovereign states which the Treaty
of Westphalia in 1648 reduced to 355. The Napoleonic interventions, of
which the most notable is the dictated reforms of the Reichstag of Ratis-
bone of 1803, eliminated more than 200 of the sovereign German states.

When the Germanic Confederation was founded in 1815, only thirty-six sov-
eroga states were left to join it. The unification of Italy in 1859 clhninated
scftB. sovereign states, the umfication of Germany in 1871, twenty-four. In
1815^ ^ the end the NapolecHUc Wars, eight nations— Austria, France,

Britaiii, Porti^ial, Ru^ia, Prussia, Spain, and Sweden— had the diplo-
matk rank of great powers. With PtHtugal, Spain, and Sweden granted
such rank oiily 0m <£ traditional courtesy and soon to lose that undeserved

altogedm,^ the niinher of acmally g^eat powers was really reduced
to five. In the Italy aiKi Ac United Jclned Aeno^ followed toward
the end ofAc oentt^ by Japan.

At the oud^eak ot tte Fir^ World War, there vme Aen again eight great
powers, c£ whiA for the first two were located tc^ly outtide Eu-
rope: Austria, France, Gamany, Great Britain, Itafy, J^an, Russia, and
the United States* The end of the First World War found Austria definitely,

^ See above, pp. 139, otfccr cbangts wlucb occuired ia ibe ccauiry.
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and Germany and Russia temporarily, removed from that list. Two decades

later, at the outbreak of the Second World War, one could count seven great

powers, Germany and the Soviet Union having again become first-rate powers
and the others having retained their status. The end of the Second World
War saw this number reduced to three, namely, Great Britain, the Soviet

Union, and the United States, while China and France, in view of their past

or their potentialities, are treated in negotiations and organizations as though
they were great powers. In the aftermath of the Second World War, British

power has declined to such an extent as to be distinctly inferior to the power
of the United States and of the Soviet Union, the only two great powers left

at present.

This reduction in the number of states which are able to play a major role

in international politics has an important effect upon the operation of the

balance of power. This effect gains added importance from the reduction in

the absolute number of states through the consolidations of 1648 and 1803
and the national unifications of the nineteenth century. These reductions

were only temporarily offset in 1919 by the creation of new states in Eastern

and Central Europe; for these states have in the meantime cither disappeared

as states, for example, the Baltic states, or, in any case, have ceased to be
independent factors on the international scene. Tliis development has de-

prived the balance of power of much of its flexibility and uncertainty and,

in consequence, of its restraining effect upon the nations actively engaged in

the struggle for power.

In former times, as we have seen, the balance of power operated in the

main by way of coalitions among a number of nations. The principal nations,

while differing in power, were still of the same order of magnitude. In the

eighteenth century, for instance, Austria, France, Great Britain, Prussia,

Russia, and Sweden belonged in the san^ class, in so far as their relative

power was concerned. Fluctuations in their power would affect their respec-

tive positions in the hierarchy of powers, but not their position as great

powers. Similarly, in the period from 1870 to 1914, the game of power politics

was played by eight players of the first rank of which six, thc^ Europe,

kept at the game constantly. Under such circumstances no player could go
very far in his aspirations for power without being sure of the suf^rt of at

least one cr the other of his co-players, and nobody could generally be too

sure of that siqpport There was virtually no mdon in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries which was not (impelled to retreat from an advanced

position and retrace its steps because it did not receive diplomatic or mili-

tary sup^rt from other natfons v^pm which it had counted. This was

e^)€cially true of Russia in the nii^eenth century. On tl^ other hand, if

Germany, in violation of the rules of the game, had not in 1914 given Austria

a free l^d m its dealing with Scri^ these is little doubt that Austria

would not have dar^ to go as far as it did, and that the First World War
might have he^ avoickd.

The greats* the onmber of active players, the greater the number dE pos-

sil^ the greater abo tte uncertainty as to combinations

which WiP oppose each other and as to the role which the individual

ac^urfly f!erfc^ m them- Both William II in 1914 and Hitler in
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1939 refused to believe that Great Britain, and ultimately the United States,

too, would join the rank of their enemies, and both discounted the effect of

American intervention. It is obvious that these miscalculations as to who
would fight against whom meant for Germany the difference between victory

and defeat. Whenever coalitions of nations comparable in power confront

each other, calculations of this kind will of necessity be close, since the de-

fection of one prospective member or the addition of an unexpected one can-

not fail to affect th« balance of power considerably, if not decisively. Thus in

the eighteenth century, when princes used to change their alignments with the

greatest of ease, such calculations were frequently almost indistinguishable

from wild guesses. In consequence, the extreme flexibility of the balance of

power resulting from the utter unreliability of alliances made it imperative

for all players to be cautious in their moves on the chessboard of international

politics and, since risks were hard to calculate, to take as small risks as possi-

ble. In the First World War it was still of very great importance, bearing upon
the ultimate outcome of the conflict, whether Italy would remain neutral or

enter the war on the side of the Allies. It was in recognition of that importance
that both sides made great efforts, by competing in promises of territorial

aggrandizement, to influence Italy's decision- The same situation then pre-

vailed, to a lesser degree, even with respect to so relatively weak a power as

Greece.

This aspect of the balance of power has undergone a radical transforma-
tion in recent years. In the Second World War, the decisions of such countries
as Italy, Spain, or Turk^, or even France, to join or not to join one or the
other side were mere episodes, welcomed or feared, to be sure, by the bellig-

erents, but in no way even remotely capable of transforming victory into de-
feat, or vice versa. The disparity in the power of nations of the first rank, such
as the United States, the Soviet Union, Great Britain, Japan, and Germany,

the one hand, and all the remaining nations, on the other, was then already
so great that the defection of one, or the addition of another, ally could no
longer overturn the balance of power and thus materially affect the ultimate
outcome of the struggle. Under the influence of changes in alignments one
scak might rise somewhat and the other sink still more unfc a heavier
wei^it, yet dwse changes could not reverse the relation of the scales which
wmi by the prcfjooderant weights of the first-rate powers. It was

the cl Ae oountries— the United States, the Soviet
om^ o^ie hand, Germany and Japan, on the other

MitoeC Tills fest noticcabk in the Second World
War, fc the United States and the

^ i^^s^tiona! ^E-

widi^ fomatei^ amsA so
ing that thiw^ fh«rmm
of power between them. That bdanae camiKit
in the aiigni^ts aBies, atIm fiw^

As a j

uinuenoe the power a^JirationsQt dfe-wiwitt

rkmalsoMie . v- .
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than any other power or possible combination of other powers, oppose each

other. Neither of them need fear surprises from actual or prospective allies. The
disparity of power between major and minor nations is so great that the

minor powers have not only lost their ability to tip the scales- They have also

lost that freedom of movement which in former times enabled them to play

so important and often decisive a role in the balance of power. What was
formerly true only of a relatively small number of nations, such as certain

Latin-American countries in their relations with the United States and Portu-

gal in its relations of Great Britain, is true now of most, if not all, of them:
they are in the orbit of one or the other of the two giants whose political,

military, and economic preponderance can hold them there even against their

will.

This is the exact opposite of the era of ever shifting alliances and new com-
binations demanding constant vigilance, circumspection, and caution, of

which the eighteenth century is the classic exposition- That era lasted through

the nineteenth century and the first three decades of the twentieth. Even
during the Second World War, it played an important role at least with re-

gard to the anticipated actions of the major belligerents.

Today neither the United States nor the Soviet Union need look over

its shoulder, as they still did during the Second World War, lest the defection

of one major ally or the addition of one to the other side might upset the

balance of power. Nor are they any longer constrained to accommodate their

policies to the wishes of doubtful allies and exacting neutrals. No such fears

and considerations need restrain their ambitions and actions; they are, as a

pair of nations has rarely been before, masters of their own policies and of

their own fates. The line between the two camps is clearly drawn, and the

weight of those few which might still straddle the fence is so small as to be

virtually negligible, or, as in the case of China and India, a matter of future

development rather than a concern of the pr»ent. There are no longer neu-

trals which, as **honest brokers,” can mitigate international conflicts and con-

tribute to their peaceful settlement or else, by maneuvering between the two
camps and threatening to join the one or the other as occasion might require,

erect effective barriers to limidcss aspirations for power.

2. DISAPPEARANCE OF THE BAEANCER®

The second change in the structure of the balance of power, which we are

witnesring today, is but the iI^vit^i)le result of the change just discussed. It

is the dfeippearanoe of the babnoer, the ^holder” cf Aki balance. Both naval

supaemacy and wrti^ immunity fam hstmm at^dk for more than three

emturies endued Ckeat Britain m t£is function for the balance of

power, Today Great ^^tin is m> capaWe of paforming k; for the

^irpassed Great Britain in naval strength, and the mod-

em deprived navies of unoontested mast^ c£ the seas.

^ iK^only ^ to the invulnerability

sisO horn an advant^ into a lia-

s ci ilie balaiice^ aborc; |^. 142 n.
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bility the concentration of population and industries on a relatively small

territory in close proximity to a continent.

In the great contest between France and the Hapsburgs around which the

modem state system evolved (at least until the “diplomatic revolution” of

1756 when France allied itself with the Hapsburgs against Prussia), Great

Britain was able to play the controlling and restraining role of the balancer

hccsixtse it was strong enough in comparison with the two contenders and

their allies to make likely the victory of whichever side it joined. This was

again true in the Napoleonic Wars and throughout the nineteenth and the

early twentieth centuries. Today Great Britain’s friendship is no longer of

decisive importance. Its role as the “holder” of the balance has come to an

end, leaving the modern state system without the benefits of restraint and

pacification which it bestowed upon that system in former times. Even as late

as the Second World War, the neutrality of Great Britain or its alignment

with Germany and Japan instead of with the United Nations might easily

have meant for the latter the difference between victory and defeat. Now, in

view of the probable trends in the technology of warfare and the distribution

of power between the United States and the Soviet Union, it may well be that

the attitude of Great Britain in an armed conflict between these two powers

would not decisively affect the ultimate outcome. In the metaphorical lan-

guage of the balance of power one might say, rather cmdely but not without

truth, that, while in the Russian scale there is a weight of seventy, the weight

of the American scale amounts to a htmdred of which seventy is the United

States* own strength, ten that of Great Britain, and the remainder that of the

odicr actual cht prospective allies. Thus, even if the British weight were re-

moved from the American scale and placed into the Russian, the heavier

weights would still be in the American scale.

It follows from what has been said above that the decline of the relative

power of Great Britain and its resultant inability to keep its key position in the

balance of power is not an isolated occurrence solely attributable to Great Bri-

tain. Ratlin it is the consequence of a structural change which affects the

fimcdcming of the balance of power in all its manifestations. It is, therefore, im-

possible that the privileged and dominating place which Great Britain has held

for so kmg could be idberited by another nation. It is not so much that the

power c£ the traditional holder of the place has declined, incapaciting it for

its traditioiial as that the pkK^e itself no longer exists. With two giants

mmg m dmmmm the portion of the scies with their own weight

there be no efaanoe lor a dyhd power to exert a derisive influence. It

is, fiysriie die preaepf: rnmasm to hope that another nation or

groi^ of mrnmm wih take hopes have

for a mm been ®totained ribqppent spokesman
im been Genoral IPeG^le. He fais p of sp(^2ches that

ritfacr France sioiie or a Unted Itotspc k^^sblp should per-

form the padfyio^ and restrateng of the of the bahmee be-

tween the odbssus ctf the East $md the mhmm of the West. He made this

point with partiodar myites in his ^eech ^ July 28^ 19^ at

He opened his address with a analyris of the of the

balance of power: ;
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It is certain indeed that, with respect to what it was before this thirty-year

war the face of the world has altered in every way. A third of a century ago we
were living in a universe where six or eight great nations, apparently equal

in strength, each by differing and subde accords associating others with it, man-
aged to establish a balance everywhere in which the less powerful found them-
selves relatively guaranteed and where international law was recognized, since

a violator would have faced a coalition of moral or material interests, and where,

in the last analysis, strategy conceived and prepared with a view to future con-

flicts involved only rapid and limited destruction.

But a cyclone has passed. An inventory can be made. When wc take into

account the collapse of Germany and Japan and the weakening of Europe,
Soviet Russia and the United States are now alone in holding the first rank. It

seems as if the destiny of the world, which in modern times has in turn smiled

on the Holy Roman Empire, Spain, France, Britain and the German Reich, con-

ferring on each in turn a kind of pre-eminence, has now decided to divide its

favor in two. From this decision arises a factor of division that has been sub-

stituted for the balance of yore.

After referring to the anxieties caused by the expansionist tendencies of the

United States and the Soviet Union, De^ulle raised the question of restor-

ing a stable balance of power.

Who then can re-establish the equilibrium, if not the old world, between the

two new ones? Old Europe, which, during so many centuries was the guide of

the universe, is in a position to constitute in the ht^rt of a world that tends to

divide itself into two, the necessary element of compensation and under-

standing.

TTie nations of the ancient west have for their vital arteries the North Sea, the

Mediterranean, the Rhine; they are geographically situated between the two
new masses. Resolved to conserve an independence that would be gravely ex-

posed in the event of a conflagration, they arc physically and morally drawn to-

gether by the massive ^ort of the Russians as well as by the lib^al advance

of the Americans. Of global strength because of their own resources and those

of the vast territories that arc linked to them by destiny, spreading afeir their

influences and their activities, what will be their weight if Aey manage to com-
bine thdr policies in spite of the difficultks amemg hma age to agel ^

However, it is not only the weakness of France in comparison with the

United States and the Soviet Union which incapacitates it even more than

Great Britain to perform that task. Above all, G^ral DeGauDe’s argument
kaves out of ^^count the dedrive fact that Great Britain was capable of mak-
ing its beneficial contributions to peace and ^ability only b^use it was
geographically remote from the emtors of friction and a)nflict, becai^e it had
no vital interests in the stakes of these conjSicts as such, and because it had the

opportunity satisfying its aspirations for power in areas beyemd the seas

which generally were beyond the readht of the main contenders for power. •

It was that threefold aloofness, together with its resources of power, which

en^fcd Great Brit^ to play its rofe as "bolder’* oi the balance. In taom of

the^ duee is France or a United Europe alcxrf from the centers of

® p. r; d. for la^ ^jcccfacs, ihid., June 30, 1947, p. i;
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conflict Quite the contrary, they are deeply implicated in them in all three

respects. For they are at once the battlefield and the prize of victory in an
armed conflia between the United States and the Soviet Union, They are

permanently and vitally interested in the victory of one or the other side. And
they are unable to seek satisfaction for their aspirations for power anywhere
but on the European continent itself. It is for these reasons that neither

France nor Europe as a whole could enjoy that freedom of maneuver which
ti^ "holder’* of the balance must have in order to fulfill its function.

3. DISAPPEARANCE OF THE COLONIAL FRONTIER

With this discussion we are broaching a third change in the structure of

the balance of power, namely, the disappearance of the colonial frontier. The
balance of power owed the moderating and restraining influence which it

exerted in its classical period not only to the moral climate within which it

operated and to its own mechanics, but also in good measure to the circum-

stance that the nations participating in it rarely needed to put all their national

energies into the political and military struggles in which they were engaged
with each other. Nations in that period sought power through the acquisition

of territory, then considered the symbol and substance of national power.
Trying to take land away from a powerful neighbor was one method of gain-

ing power. There was, however, a much less risky opportunity for achieving
that end. That opportunity was provided by the wide expanses of three con-
tinents: Africa, the Americas, and the part of Asia bordering on the Eastern
oceans.

Throughout the history of the balance of power. Great Britain found in
this opportunity the main source of its power and of its detachment from the
issues which involved the other nations in continuous conflict. Spain dissi-

pated its straigth in exploiting that opportunity and thus removed itself from
the struck for power as a force to be reckoned with. What for Great Britain
and Spain was a cemstant and major ooncem attracted the energies of the
otber nadons to a ksscr ^;ree or only ^radically. Tl^ policies of France in
the eighteoith century j^esent instructive exam|^ of the reciprocal effect of
colcHual expansion and imperialistic attacks 13pm the existing balance of
power; the more intense these attacks the kss ^tsention was paid to
colofridl and vice veansa. The United States and Russia were for
long stages ol fficir histmy totally absorbed by tte tssk (rf pushing their
feontiers forwaid into the politfcally empty spaces of their continents and
durii^ those periods they mesk no motive part in tte balance of power. The
Austmm was too much concern^ espedaily during the nineteenth
century, with maintaining its control over the rc^ve non-German nationali-
ties of Central and Soutl^a^em Europe, which made up tl^ bulk of its

empue, to be capable of more than limited excursions into power politics.

Fuithennofe, until cfeep into the eighteenth century, the threat of Turkish
aggression limited Austria’s freedom of movement on the d^ssboard of inter-
nationai politics. Prussia, finally, as die late-comer to the circle of the great
powers, had to be satisfied with defending and s^airing its position as a great
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power. Besides, it was too weak internally and in too unfavorable a geographi-
cal position to think of a program of unlimited expansion. Even after Bis-

marck had made Prussian power predominant in Germany and German
power predominant in Europe, his policy was aimed at preserving, not at

expanding that power.

In the period between 1870 and 1914, the stability of the status quo in

Europe was the direct result, on the one hand, of the risks implicit in even the

smallest move at the frontiers of the great powers themselves and, on the

other, of the opportunity of changing the status quo in outlying regions with-

out incurring the danger of a general conflagration. As Professor Toynbee
observes:

At the center [of the group of states forming the balance of power], every

move that any one state makes with a view to its own aggrandizement is jeal-

ously watched and adroitly countered by all its neighbors, and the sovereignty

over a few square feet of territory and a few hundr^ “souls” becomes a su^cct
for the bitterest and stubbornest contention. ... In the easy circumstances of

the periphery, quite a mediocre political talent is often able to work wonders. . . .

The domain of the United States can be expanded unobtrusively right across

North America from the Atlantic to the Pacific, the domain of Russia right

across Asia from Baltic to Pacific, in an age when the best statesmanship of
France or Germany cannot avail to obtain unchallenged possession of an Alsace

or a Posen.*

With the unification of Germany in iSyoy the consolidation of the great

nation states was consummated and territCHiiai gains in Europe could hence-

forth be made only at the expense of the great powers or their allies. There-

after, for more than four decades, the great issues of world politics were con-

nected with African names, such as Egypt, Tunis, Morocco, the Congo, South

Africa, and with the decrepit Asiatic empires of China and Persia. Local wars

arose as a result of these issues— the B^r War of 1899-1902 between Great

Britain and the Boer Republics, the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05 and the

Russo-Turkish and Italo-Turkish Wars of 18;^ and 1911-12 respectively. But
it should be noted that in all these wars one of the great powers fought again^

what might be called a “peripheric” power, a power which was either the

designated reject of the former’s expansion or, as in the exceptional case of

Japan, an outside competitor. In no case was it noiessary for a great power to

take up arms against another great power in OTdcr to expand into the politi-

cally emj^y spaces of Africa and Asia.

The policy of compensations could here operate vdtfa a maximum of suc-

cess, for there was so much political ao-iMn’srknd that one could compensate

one’s self and aUbw others to do the same. There was always the possibility

of compromise without compromising on€% vital interests, of retreating

while saving oBe*s face, sidestepping and postponing. The period from

1870 to 1914, then, was a period of cfipk^natic tergains and horse trading for

|)d[^r pec^le’s ia^s, of postponed conflicts and sidestepped issues, and it was

Mso the period cohtinwus pea<^ among the g^eat powers.

Study of Histo^ {t.ondon, New Yoik, Tonsote: Oxford University

o* pabBsher.)
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Yet it is significant that the most persistent and the most explosive of the

great issues of that period, while still located at the periphery of the circle

of the great powers, was closer to it geographically and weighed more di-

rectly upon the distribution of political and military power within it than any

other of the great issues of that epoch. That issue was how to distribute the

inheritance of the European part of the Turkish Empire, also called the East-

am or the Balkan Question. Out of it arose the conflagration of the First World
War. The Balkan Question more than any other issue of that period was

likely to lead to open conflict among the great powers— especially since the

vital interests of one of them, Austria, were directly affected by the national

aspirations of Serbia. It is, however, doubtful that this outcome was inevitable.

One might even plausibly maintain that if the other great powers, especially

Germany, had dealt with the Balkan Question in 1914, as they had done

successfully at the Congress of Berlin in 1878, that is, in recognition of its

peripheric character, the First World War might well have been avoided.

When Bismarck declared In 1876 ® that, as far as the interests of Germany
were concerned, the Balkans were not worth ^‘the good bones of one single

Pomeranian musketeer,” he affirmed emphatically the peripheric character

of the Balkan Question in view of the political and military interests of Ger-

many. When the German government in July 1914 promised to support what-

ever steps Austria decided to take against Serbia, it did the exact opposite, and

for no good reason. Germany identifed itself with the Austrian interest in the

prostration of Serbia as though it was its own, while Russia identified itself

with Serbia’s defense of its independence. Thus a conflict at the periphery of

the European state system transformed itself into a struggle which threatened

IP affect the over-all distributi<Hi of power within that system.

Bargaining had become impossible if it was not to be the bargaining away
p£ one’s own vital Interests. Concessions 5^ somebody else’s expense could no
JcHiger be made, because identification of one’s own interests with the interests

p£ the smaller nations involved had turned concessions at the apparent expense

pf others into ccmcesrions at one’s own expense. The conflict could not be

postponed because, as we have seen, mos^ of the great powers feared that post-

ponement would ^rmgthen the otter side for an armed conflict which was
pDndkfered to be inevi^Ie. For, once tte issues had teen brought from the

perifdxixy into the center of the dicie die great powers diere was no way
them: there was> as k were, no empty space into which to step

|n order to ^vade the issue. Russia had to face the Austro-German deter^

minarioipi to ae|de flte Serbian pi^fem on Au^ria’s terms. In ccmsequence,

France ted tohm tite invocatkm el the FrancorRu^an Afliance by Russia,

Germany had I? tece the activation d that gUiance, and <5r^ Britain had
to lace the to B^um. There was no sidestepping the^ issues except

Ht the psrice of wtet each natba j:^;arded its vital interests to be^

Whk came in July 1914, at least in part by blundering diplomacy,
has today teeo^ th^ inductable result of structwal change in the balance

of power. Itwm possjjfe in Ae pei^ l^eceding die First World War for tte
great powers to defloqt their rivalries &om ttek own frontiers to the

» la the scsslcai ot the 1^76.
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periphery and into politically empty spaces because, as we have seen, vir-

tually all the active participants in the balance of power were European na-

tions and, furthermore, the main weights of the balance were located in

Europe. To say that there were during that period a periphery of politically

empty spaces is simply a negative way of saying that during that period the

balance of power was quantitatively and qualitatively circumscribed by geo-

graphical limits. As tt« balance of power becomes world-wide with its main
weights in three different continents, the American and the Eurasian, the

dichotomy between the circle of the great powers and its center, on the one
hand, and its periphery and the empty spaces beyond, on the other, must of

necessity disappear. The periphery of the balance of power now coincides with
the coniines of the earth. The formerly empty spaces lie east and west, north

and south, on th^ poles and in the deserts, on land, on water, and in the air,

athwart the routes over which the two superpowers must approach each
other for friendly or hostile contacts. Into those spaces the two remaining great

contenders on the international scene have poured their own power, political,

military, and economic, transforming those spaces into the two great blocs

which border at each other and oppose each other at the four corners of the

earth.

4. POTENTIALITIES OF THE TWO-BLOC SYSTEM

TIksc two blocs face each other like two fighters in a short and narrow
ianc They can advance and meet in what is likely to be combat, or they can
retreat and allow the other side to advance into what to them is precious
ground. Those manifold and variegated maneuvers through which the
masters of the balance of power tried either to stave off armed conflicts alto-

gether or at least to make xb^ brief and decisive yet limited in scope, the
alliances and counteralliances, the shifting of alliances according to whence
the greater threat or the better c^portunity might come, the sidmepping and
posqxwacmcat of issues, the deflection of rivalries from the exposed frontyard
mm the ooioirial badeyard— these are thii^ dE the pm. With them have
gone into ofaimoo peci&r finesse sditjety m mind, the calculating

md veisariie and bold^ desmms which were re-

q^fiied ixmo. the jdayers ia tiia| game. And modes of action and
mteileictiial attunes there has selE-reguiatmg flcxiHlity, that
autouaifc of v&e have qpdben df disturbed power
reMoi^ dtber lo revert m their old orl^ e^aHish a new one.

Fesr die two which today dcteip&ie the aoteseM world afiairs only
one pohey sooails lo he Icft^ diat is, to incre^ own ^reagth and that of
their saieihti6!& AJI Ae players that count hai^ tafenjridcs^ and in the foreseor

fmmem svdtsh feoui one ridem the other to take nor, if

it were ^ take plaos^ upoidd it be hkely to exi^iiig t^tknee of
power. Ae issueseverywh^b^ advance into,
areas vdrich boA rides fiq^dM^vM inl^est to

« See afeofw, fjfx. 125^ 12^
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be held, and the give and take of compromise becomes a weakness which
neither side is able to afford.

While formerly war was regarded, according to the classic definition of

Clausewitz, as the continuation of diplomacy by other means, the art of

diplomacy is now transformed into a variety of the art of warfare. That is to

say, we live in the period of "cold war” where the aims of warfare are being
pursued, for the time being, with other than violent means. In such a situa-

tion the peculiar qualities of the diplomatic mind are useless, for they have
nothing to operate with and are consequently superseded by the military type

of thinking. The balance of power, once disturbed, can be restored only, if at

all, by an increase in the weaker side’s military strength. Yet, since there are

no important variables in the picture aside from the inherent strength of the

two giants themselves, either side must fear that the temporarily stronger con-

testant will use its superiority to eliminate the threat from the other side by
shattering military and economic pressure or by a war of annihilation.

Thus, as we approach the mid-twentieth century, the international situa-

tion is reduced to the primitive spectacle of two giants eyeing each other with
watchful suspicion. They bend every effort to increase their military poten-

tial to the utmost, since this is all they have to count on. Both prepare to strike

the first decisive blow, for if one does not strike it the other might. Thus con-

tain or be contained, conquer or be conquered, destroy or be destroyed, become
the watchwords of the new diplomacy.

That such is today the political state of the world docs not of necessity re-

sult from the mechanics of the new balance of power. The changed structure

of the balance of power has made the hostile opposition of two gigantic power
blocs possible, but it has not made it inevitable. Quite the contrary, the new
balance of power is a mechanism which contains in itself the potentialities for

unheard-of good as well as for unprecedented evil. Which of these potentiali-

ties will be realized depends not upon the mechanics of the balance of power,

but upon moral and material forces which use that mechanism for the realiza-

tion of their ends.

The French philosopher F&elon, in his advice to the giandson ctf Louis

XIV, from which we have quoted before,^ gave an account of the different

types of the balance of power. In assessing their respective advantages and

weaknesses, he bestowed the highest praise upon the opposition bmveen two

equally strong states as the perfect type of ti^ balance cf power. He said:

The fourth systan is that a power which is about equal with another and

^(Tdikh bcids the latter in cquil&rium for the sake of the puHic security. To be

in such a situation to have no aid)i^on whidt would make you desirous to

gjve it up, is indeed thevmm and happiest ^aatfoo for a ^tc. You arc the

GonmKm ariiier; aB your ne^^tx^ are your ffiends, and those diat are not

make themsdyes by ffjat very fact to all the otters. You do nothing

ttet docs not appear to have teen for your neighbors as well as for ywr
p€£^. You get longer every day; and you siKxeed, as it is almost mevitaUe“

' % to have more inner ^rengdi ai^i more
you ou|^ to adhere mote ai^l more to

youm matntainio^ equiEbriiun and
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the common security. One ought always to remember the evils with which the
state has to pay within and without for its great conquests, the fact that these
conquests b^r no fruit, the risk which one runs in undertaking them, and,
finally, how vain, how useless, how short-lived great empires are and what
ravages they cause in falling.

Yet since one cannot hope that a power which is superior to all others will
IK^ before long abuse that superiority, a wise and just prince should never
wish to leave to his successors, who by all appearances arc less moderate than he,
the continuous and violent temptation of too pronounced a superiority. For the
very good of his successors and his people, he should confine himself to a kind
of equality

The distribution of power which Fcnelon envisaged distinctly resembles the
distribution of power which exists, as we approach the mid-twentieth cen-
tury, between the United States and the Soviet Union. It is a potential equi-
librium with the preponderance at present on the side of the United States.

The beneficial results which the French philosopher contemplated have, how-
ever, failed to attend this potential equilibrium between the United States
and the Soviet Union, and they do not seem likely to materialize in the fore-
seeable future. The reason is to be sought in the character of modern war
which, under the impact of nationalistic universalism and modern technology,
has undergone far-reaching changes. It is here that we find the fifth and last

of the fundamental changes which distinguish the world politics of the mid-
twentieth century from the international politics of previous ages.

® loc, at., pp. 349~5o-
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CHAPTER XX

Total War

We have already pointed out that v^ar in our time has become total in four
different respects: with respect to (i) the fraaion of the population com-
pletely identified in its emotions and convictions with the wars of its nation,

(2) the fraction of the population participating in war, (3) the fraction of the

population affected by war, and (4) the objective pursued by war. When
Fenelon wrote at the beginning of die eighteenth century, war was limited

in all these respects and had been so limited since the beginning of the mod-
ern state system.

Let us take as an extreme example of this type of limited warfare the

Italian wars of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. These wars were fought
primarily by mercenaries who, their interests being in the main financial,

were not eager to die in battle or to invite that risk by killing too many
of their enemies. Furthermore, the €ondQUim, the leaders of the contend-

ing armies, were not interested in saarifidng their soldiers, for the soldiers

constituted their working capital They had invested money in their armies

and they wanted them to remain going concerns. Nor did the condottieri

want to kill many enemy soldiers, for as prisoners they could be sold for ran-

som or hired as soldiers for their own armies, but they could not be put to

financial gain after they had been slain. The condottieri were not inter-

ested in decisive battles and wars of annihilation, for without a war and with-

out an enemy there was no job. In consequence, these Italian wars consisted

in good measure in skilled maneuvers and tactical artifices to compel the

enemy to give up his positions and retreat, losing prisoners rather than

wounded or dead.^ Thus Machiavelfi can report a number erf fifteenth-century

1 ^ ticscriptkwi by Sir Cbarks Omm, A Hismiy the Art of Wmr in the Middle

Ages (LoQdoQ: Mctfascs and Coropany, IM^ H, the combatants had no
national or religious hatred for eadb and genera^ not evm personal hatred, though some
condoitien were ieaikm of o^iers» or had old gn^dges of treachery or insait against them. But

the men-at-arms (A each host had prohsd# served h^ a <Jo®cn dmes dkk by ddc with djdk

cn«nies of the moment, dnee dbe bands were always pasdng into die pay of new emfdc^rers.

Tliey mi^ht often be <^d friods of the paeticufer squad against whom ware tihing. And
even if dm were 00^ case, all mcroeiiancs wcie more or brothers in arms, asd despised

do: tyram: or the homgemde which paid them. Mc^neover, a prboner was worth to im captor not

only die tA im hotme and armour, |mr^ a ransom, whSe a dead man could pay nodnng.

hecatoc — a toctkaBy beaten corps made no great effort to escape,

became ssmrender me^ m more than pecuniary loss. And there was a posdhility that die victor

ndght ihe^t^poeolejdhsdB^hih^raQks^inwych case ^captive would not even

lose hocse and
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battles, some of great historic significance, in which either nobody at all or
only one man was killed, and he not by enemy action but by accident.

Machiavelli’s account may be exaggerated, and the Italian wars of the four-

teenth and fifteen centuries may have b^n examples of traditional warfare,^ but
there can be no doubt that those wars were the manifestations of a type of lim-

ited war which has prevailed, with the sole significant exception of the Wars of

Religion and the Napoleonic Wars, throughout modern history up to the First

World War. One of the great military leaders of the eighteenth century, the

Marshal of Saxe, proclaimed the very same principle of warfare that guided
the condotticri of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, when he said: “I

am not at all in favor of battles, especially at the beginning of a war. I am even
persuaded that an able general can wage war all his life without being com-
pelled to give battle.” And at the turn of that century, Daniel Defoe, author
of Robinson Crusoe, observed : “Now it is frequent to have armies of fifty thou-

sand men of a side at bay within view of one another, and spend a whole
campaign in dodging, or, as it is genteely called, observing one another, and
then march off into winter quarters.”

®

On the cdicr hand, when that epoch of limited war had come to a close.

Marshal Foch, in lectures given in 1917 at the French War College, summed
up the old and the new— total— type of war:

Truly a new era had begun, that of national wars which were to absorb into

the straggle all the resources of the nation, which were to be aimed not at

dynastic interests, not at the conquest or possession of a province, but at the
defense or spread of philosophic itfeas first, of principles of independence, unity,

immaterial advantages of various kinds afterwards. They were destined to bring
out the interest and faculties of each soldier, to take advantage of sentiments
and passions never before recognized as elements of strength. ... On the one
skk: intensive use of human masses fired by strong feelings, absorbing every
activity of society and conforming to their needs the material parts of the system,

as fortifications, suppli^ use of ground, armament, encampments, etc.

On the other side, the i8th century side: regular and methodical use of these
material parts which beocme the foundation of various systems, differing of
course with time but aiming always to control the use of troops, in order to
preserve Ae army, fm^xaty of sovereign, indifferent to tlo? cause for which

but not wiAout some i^ofosicHiai qualities, especially as regards military

yo® me:

ol Ae.'nw'i

theo£iiy^

ia oQ[£ite^ tfegt the phrase Fepefoo used in the early

^ battles of the religious wars
—

“Either

ia Podt's characterization

'by arms, that is,

dte makes a victor
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the one becoming master of his actions while the other continues subject to

the will of his adversary. . * . If the defeated side only comes to terms when
it has no means left of discussion, the aim must be to destroy its means of

discussion.”
®

I. WAR OF TOTAL POPULATIONS

That in the new age of warfare the masses of individual citizens identify

themselves fully with the wars in which their country is engaged is strikingly

illustrated by two factors, one moral, the other empirical.

The moral factor is the revival, in the twentieth century, of the doctrine of

just war, that is to say, of the distinction between belligerents whose participa-

tion in war is justified in ethics and law, and those who are not considered to

have the legal and moral right to take up arms. This doctrine dominated the

Middle Ages, but with the ascendancy of the modern state system it was
watered down to the vanishing point. As Professor Ballis has pointed out in

reference to the development of the doctrine in the sixteenth century: “The
notion of the mediaeval schoolmen on a just war— guilt on one side and
righteousness on the other— practically vanished. There came in its place the

idea that the Sovereign was to make war as an accuser and as a judge.” As a

result, the new doctrine “widened by casuistry the chances for making vir-

tually any kind of war just” ^

Throughout the period of limited warfare, the distinction between just

and unjust war remained at best ambiguous and was finally abandoned in the

nineteenth century when war was considered to be a mere fact, the conduct

of which was subject to certain moral and legal rules, but of wWch all states

had a legal and moral right to avail themselves at their discretion. In this

view, war was an instrument of national and, more partkulariy, of dynastk

policy to be used alternately or simultaneously with diplomacy, as the govern-

ment saw fit.

For the masses of a people to i<fcntify themselves wh<rfly with such a war

was obviously impc^ble. For such an identification a moral issue was needed

for whose drfense or attainment war was to be waged. In <«hcr words, war

had to be just on one’s own side and unjust on the side of the ci^my in order

to evoke moral enthu^asm in su|^x)ft cf one’s own cause and hostile passiem

against the en^y. Parhaps soldim of foatm^ and prc^s^onals would be

willing to fay dewn their lives w&hoia; this justilicatioia, but not citizens-

in-arms;. Nationah^ in the Wars smd in the German and Italian

wars of in the century, and nationalisdc uni-

in the ^^ have supplied that pnnaple

justioe Vfith it, that ami ent^b^asm whi<i have restc^ed to

masses of tik ^

was service through cemscription.

#Vwr m ier mi Tk^ory from
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Neither mercenaries nor the riff-raff pressed into military service nor the good
people kidnapped into it, which made up the rank and file of armies in the

period of limited warfare, could be expected to be inspired by moral and ideal

considerations. Their main interest to avoid battle and stay alive coincided

with the desire of their leaders to keep the financial investment and the risks

low by trying to win wars through maneuvering rather than fighting. Under
Frederick the Great, two-thirds of the Prussian Army were recruited from

foreign mercenaries. One-third of the Prussian Army which opposed the

armies of the Prciach Revolution in 1792 still consisted of mercenaries, and its

inept maneuvering, aimed primarily at the avoidance of battle, corresponded

well to the spirit of its soldiers who did not know for or against what they

fought. “The French system of conscription,*’ said the Duke of Wellington

referring to the French and English armies of that period, “brings together a

fine specimen of all classes; our army is composed of the scum of the earth—
the mere scum of the earth.**

During the period of limited warfare, desertions not only of individuals

but of whole units were common. A mercenary or an army of mercenaries

would serve one employer in the spring and another in the fall, according to

the benefits to be expected. If his contract was only for one fighting season,

this procedure was perfealy regular, yet he would not hesitate to follow it re-

gardkss of contractual obligations if he was dissatisfied with the wages and

working conditions under his old master.

It was especially effective in labor disputes of this kind for a contingent

of mercenaries to look for another employer immediately before a battle or

during a siege. Thus in 1521, at the siege of Parma, three thousand Italians

deserted the French Army and went over to the other side. In October 1521,

the Swiss contingent of the French Army in Italy was within a few weeks

reduced through desertion from twenty thousand to six thousand men. The
fallowing spring, the new contingent of Swiss went on strike the day before

the battle of Bicocca, virtually dictating the French battle plan, with the result

that the Swiss attack was beaten back and the battle lost. In the opposing

camp during the same battle, the German contingent is reported to have de-

maiMled pay for staging a omintscrattack, neither of which was forth-

mmmg. A few <kys before iht battle erf Pavia in 1525, six tkmsand Swiss and
tibonsaiid Itaikns left the French Army, ahhou^ they had received their

&li pm.Thm desertkm redtioed the stresigfh of the FrenA Army by almost

one^faird.

wai^of thesii^miitirandseveiil^^ whole
armies sides time and in the dgtoeenth century, the losses

whkh amides suilered from desettion exceeded the losses in batde, and the

pmctme was so widespread that k was inadvisable for armies to camp or

maneuver in potiriy vi^de terrain a^d in other than dfose formation. To keep
cnou^ mm m fife fidd, Frederick the Great was fon^ to pay rewards to

descitm retnmeid to their units within six months.

Military service was widely m&i m altems^ve punishment for crimes.

The Landgrave of Hesse, {o€ instance^ who was o|^fK)sed to capital punish-

ment, used to smd criimmds und^ dE dea^ to his and it

was general practice to give insoivctn: die aiternmive betv^reen serving
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their sentence or enlisting in the army- The general contempt in which armies

of this kind were held was commensurate with their morale. They were, as a

contemporary of Frederick the Great put it, “animated neither by a spirit of

patriotism nor by loyalty to their prince.*^ They were kept together only by

iron discipline and the prospect of rewards, and in view of their social origin,

their social prestige, and the character of the wars fought by them, this could

not have been otherwise.®

In order to have an army which was capable of identifying itself wholly

with the cause of a war, it was necessary to have a cause which could unite a

large mass of men behind it and an army which was homogeneous in terms of

that cause. When Protestants and Catholics fought each other over the issue

of whose religion should prevail, the unifying cause and the mass capable of

being unified under that cause had materialized. When, in the period of

limited warfare, wars were fought for the succession to a throne, the posses-

sion of a province or town, or the glory of the monarch, the two prerequisites

were present for that fraction of the ndbility which considered military service

for the monarch as its hereditary privilege, but for nobody else. With the de-

fense by the French nation-in-arms of the revolutionary freedoms against

foreign aggression, a homogeneous army again had a cause to which it could

be loyal and for which it was willing to die. The French law of 1793, making

military service compulsory for all able-bodied men between ages of

eighteen and twenty-five, was the first legislative recognition of the new char-

acter of war.

While even an army originating in universal military service might fail to

identify itself wholly with the cause of the war it is fighting, it can safely be

said that as a rule only an army so constituted will be fully capable of that

identification. Thus it is not by accident that the period of limited warfare

coincides with a morally indifferent ccHiceptian dE war fought by heteroge-

neous armies whose main cohesive force was compulskm and the love cl ad-

venture and money, while, on the other hand, total war is coeval with the

nation-in-arms imbued with the conviction of the Justice of tl^ war it is

fighting.

Thus k was only consistent that, with the termination ol the Napofe^iic

period and the restoration dE the Bourbons and tfadr dynasdc fordgn policy

conscriprion was abolished in France to be re-estaHished c^y by the Third

Repi^lie. What the law of 1793 was for France, the kws g£ 1807 and (£^
following years were for Pni^a. They abolished die hinng of mercenaries,

5 varidty of a toiled war, ^ tfeo Bridsh ww has bcea

scribed by m aoonTOW m die feawr 357*

sQtcs, whMi arc tfae most injured the opcfatmes arc also tbe ndiest m snpdiaitjas

stock, hem connived a of pesammy ci war, sknSkr m
tkm of military service, w4kb paved loc ^ lasodwisos of standing wve
managed tso odF die batde femm tiwar ga^ fef pa^ less wealtfay allies tor m tb^

amsc at a ^e ^stance. The operation dwsffarcm^ manner iendcr<«i very faarfrdcss, and a

laidlbr dwsr gradW ctese. 4 few and a few sdS mm mckss

hves^ of pwe costoic m aoi«tsb> wmctimc$^ increased prosperity;

a^ ihe peto of to purebase defe^ at a <fetaace, ratber man victory at borne— ot

fllKW iSoF mfbef fean gafe die moat sf^mdid on own

fef safety, mcmased resowmes, and addinoo ot

which recite, ispm aS die s^^jstandal tfessiogs of peace, with the only

advhnia^ ol 'ws^re.’*
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prohibited the enlistment o£ foreigners, and culminated in the law of 1814

proclaiming the duty of every citizen to defend his country. Both the France

of the revolution and the Prussia of the war of liberation used conscription as

an instrument of the national spirit against foreign aggression, the former

against the Prussia of the ancien regime, the latter against the France of

Napolecmic imperialism*

2 . WAR BY TOTAL POPULATIONS

When in the twentieth century the character of war again changes and its

purpose transforms itself from national liberation and unification into na-

tionalistic universalism, the participation of the population in war is corre-

spondingly enlarged. Now not only able-bodied men are conscripted, but, in

totalitarian countries, women and children as well In the non-totalitarian

countries, the auxiliary services of women — Wacs, Waves, and the like— are

asked for on a voluntary basis. Everywhere, however, all the productive forces

of the nation arc harnessed to the purposes of warfare. Whereas, in the period

of limited warfare, war was of little concern to the population at large, which

was primarily affected by it through increased taxation, the wars of the twen-

tieth century have become everybody’s business, not only in the sense of

nationalistic identification, but al^ of military or economic participation.

Two factors arc responsible for this development: the increase in the size

of armies and the mechanization of warfare. The size of armies has increased

eBormemsIy in the twentieth century, both absolutely and relative to the total

popidarion. In the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, the size of

armies, while steadily increasing, was counted in the tens of thousands. In the

Napoleonic Wars, some armies reacl^d a number of several hundred thou-

sand men. In the First WcH-Id War, armies for the first time passed the million

mark, and the Second World War saw military establishments in excess of ten

million men.
The proportion of the population engaged in military service in the differ-

ent of mxkm hi^ory roug^y corresponds to these absolute figures.

To naobilizc i per cent of die population for military services in the seven-

and eigjhixies^ oenturies was an ^uKinous undertddng which was
aciaeved; €«i an average no inoce than one-durd of I per cent of ti^

ufedm. was mobilized dunj^ that pmod. In the First World War, the

great powers calied 14 per oem €£ ihdr pc4>ulatk>ns to arms. In the

Sockwd Woild War, the %ure for^ main belligerents was
fe e^pgaded 10 per cent in the ca^ of the United

Slat]e%tlie^ Soviet deens^ is ara>UQted for by the

Mecfonizarioit in s^^&s, communica^ns,
with the iaerease fo size ^wfochevmM cen^

is still ten times iiiorc tlra^
quires the paxKfoctive

military ested>!idiment is to be hepi %fof.war. &
productive ctibrts of at least ^ ddz^ mt nbpdpd
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engaged in warfare. Since in the Second World War the armed forces of the

great military powers, such as Germany, the Soviet Union, and the United

States, exceeded ten million, the numbers of the civilian population supplying

each of them with weapons, transportation, communications, clothing, and

nourishment must have exceeded one hundred million by a considerable mar-

gin. Thus modern war has indeed become war by total populations.

3. WAR AGAINST TOTAL POPULATIONS

War has become total not only in the sense of everybody being a prospec-

tive participant in war, but also in the sense of everybody being a prospective

victim of warfare. The comparative figures of losses in war, unreliable though

they are in detail, are eloquent on that point. To take France as the nation

which in modern history has been regularly engaged in the great wars of the

epoch and to take as example the percentage, computed by decades, of the

population of France killed or wounded in war from 1630 to 1919, we find

that from 1630 to 1789, the outbreak of the French Revolution, the maximum

is 0.58, the minimum 0.01 per cent. In the period from 17^ to 1819, which is

roughly the period of the Napoleonic Wars, the figure rises steeply to 1.48,

1.19, 1.54 per cent, respectively, while it sinks in the period from 1820 to 1829,

coincident with the revival of dynastic foreign policies, to the all-time low of

0.001. While the figures for the remainder of the nineteenth century fit closely

into the general picture presented by the whole period, the figure for the ^c-

ond decade of the twentieth century, the period of the First World War, rises

to the all-time high of 5.65 per cent. It is also significant that while the whole

period from 1630 to 1829 shows only for one decade, 1720-29, no war losses at

all, there are five such decades in the nineteenth century alone, the century

of colonial expansion.

The picture is similar when we consider the figures fenr deaths in military

service by centuries. The figures for Great Britain show the typfcd olrve,

slumping in the nineteenth century and rising steeply in the twentieth cen-

tury. Great Britain had fifteen deaths in military service per thousand deaths

for the totsl population in the seventeenth century, fourteen in the eighteenth,

six in die ninetjeenth, and forty-dght in the twentieth up to 19^* Tte corre-

spt^ding figures for France show a conriefcrabie rise in tl^ eighteenth and

no slump in the nineteenth century on acoount ci the interruption erf the

pmod of limited warfare by the Napoleonic Wars. The figu^ arc eleven for

the seventmiA oeimiry, twenty^cven im the dgj^enth, thir^ for the

teenth, and sixty^^^ree for thetwci^ieth^ to 193®“ destructiveness <rf mod-

em war, exptei^s^d in these ^nres> is stffl strikingiy revealed by the

fact thc^ in the precedii^ tCTturie^ hy fer the grwdjer part of military losses

caused fey &^ases rath^ than fey mined acriem. In consequence, losses

unwary aMon have increased idbtrvdiy and ahsolmeiy to an enor-

enddfw wars am losses wl^
imBtary aetkm in tie wars of the

^ fee Ettfc itoAt tim the total dvifian losses due
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to military action in the Second World War surpass the total military losses.

The number of civilians killed by the Germans through measures of deliber-

ate extermination alone are estimated at close to twelve million. The French
record of 5.63 per cent of the total population killed or wounded in the First

World War has not even been approximated by France in the Second World
War because of the relatively minor role it played in the military operations.

But that record has been left far behind by the Soviet Union which must have
lost during the Second World War in killed and wounded close to 10 per
cent of the total population, that is, almost double the percentage of the

French losses in the First World War.® Thus the trend toward an enormous
increase in the destructiveness of modern war, to which the figures for the

First World War testify, has continued in the Second at an accelerated pace.

The invention of new destructive methods of warfare, cither not used at all

in the preceding world wars, such as bacteriological warfare, or used only on
a small scale, such as poison gas, guided missiles, and atomic bombs, seems to

insure a continuation and further acceleration of that trend.

4. THE MECHANIZATION OF WARFARE

The enormously increased destructiveness of twentieth-century warfare,
for combatants and civilians alike, is the result of the mechanization of war-
fare. Its effects in this respect are twofold: the ability to eliminate an unprece-
dented nmdber of enemies through one single operation or the accelerated

muldpk operation of a weapon, and the ability to do so over long distances.

Both developments started in the fourteenth century with the invention of
gunpowder and its use for artillery. But it was only in the late nineteenth
century that these developments were speeded up to a considerable extent,

and only our time has witnessed such an enormous acceleration of these trends
as £0 amount to a revolution in ttre technology of war.

The extreme slowness these developments in the first six centuries of
their history and the extreme rapidity in the seventh is illustrated by the his-

liory of artiUery. The guns with whidh the Turks besieg^ Constantinople in

1^3 could fine bullets weighing hundred pounds at a range of a mile,
thw rate of fine seven roui^ per day and one per night In 1650 a
cannon carrying a nme-poiiiHl shot had a pmnt blank range of 175 yards,
while two hundred years the same range of an English nine-pounder

was 300 yards. At the end of the eighteenth century, artillery was
stffl n^arded in most oountries, with the one notable exception of France, as
a subof^eSna^ and acmnewhat imbecoming weapon with which a gentleinan
would taihar hmc nothing to do. Even Fredericic the Great asked con-

was valuaUe about artillery, and what art thore was in
shoodng Yec^ only a few decades later, Napoleon anild say: Tit is with

* As to die oMitoa^ctory %ufes of ^ Roste losses, sc© JDcKier Ihpid^
InSerwst Ytars of IL and

1945. C. A. 8), p. 69, noto 24, p. 70^ mm Smmtac ^ 44; (1947),
P* 55^* Tile tsdisitto ws^ H die Ifi

taese sotirces.
,
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the artillery that war is made,’^ and it has been estimated that in the century
following this remark the efficiency of artillery increased ten times.

The low esteem of the most potent and, together with the musket, lone
representative of the mechanization of warfare remained traditional in the

Prussian Army, In the eighteenth century, this contempt may not have been
altogether without justification in view of the extreme slowness of loading, the

inaccuracy of the aim, and the limited range (a maximum of 2,000 yards).

But the nineteenth century witnessed a progress in the rapidity of fire and the

range of firearms which foreshadowed the revolution of the twentieth. While,
for instance, in 1850 the number of bullets fired by a smooth4x)re muzzle
loader by a thousand men in one minute was 500 and their range about the

same as it had been for the musket of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eight-

eenth centuries, that is, less than 300 yards, the corresponding figures for the

needle gun are 1,000 rounds and 2,200 yards; for the model 1866, 2,000 rounds
and 2,700 yards; for the model 1886, 6,000 rounds and 3,800 yards; and for the

repeating rifle with charger in 1913, 10,000 rounds and 4400 yards. Between
1850 and 1913, the rapidity of fire had increased twentyfold and the range

expanded sixteen times. Yet today we have machine guns which fire 1,000

rounds a minute, making 1,000,000 for a thousand men where there were only

10,000 in J913, and even semiautomatic shoulder rifles, such as the Garand, are

able to fire 100 aimed rounds per minute, that is, ten times more than the

fastest small arms in 1913.

How great the progress made in this respect was between 1850 and 1913,

and how overwhelming between 1913 and 1938, becomes apparent from a com-

parison with the slow progress made between 1550 and 1850. In the mid-

sixteenth century, the range of the hand cannon was about one hundred yards,

and one round in two minutes was about the best rate of fire attainable. While
in the First World War the maximum range of heavy artillery— with great

inaccuracy in aim and excessive wear on the gun whidi was worn out after a

maximum of thirty rounds— did not exceed 76 miles (attaic^ only by the Ger-

man forty-two centimeter guns), at tl^ memwnt of this writing gui<fcd mis-

siles, that is, containers of explosives traveling under their own power, with a

range of 250 miles are available. The range of a fully loaded bomber capable

ci returning to its base after the execution c£ its mission was in the ndgh-
horhood of 1,500 miles at the end of th^ Secemd World War and has since

increased to exceed 2,000 miles. Thus, whik at the turn of the <xntury the

maximum distance within which a n^ion could att^k a point in enemy ter-

ritory was a few miles, it had increased in the First World War to 76 miles

for artillery and a few hundred miles and lightly k^ded—

^

airoaft, and in the Seocmd World War to ^dbotit 1,500 miles and stands now
at somewhat mom than 2,0Qa

Yet if one cemsidexs the range of sdraaft not in terms of their dbifity to

return to their point of departure, in absolute terms, the range of aiixiafi

as a we^)on already io£ aH practical purposes become Hnutless. For the

maximum ran^ an airplane at die momcait of writing being 10,000 miks,

tfeiere fe ofeviousiy no p^oe on eaith t^iich cannot be reached by air from any

providaj the,airplane is not to return to its base. More

particularly, the dimBot bedvecn New York and Moscow over the Great
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Ciide Route is only 4^ miles and the distance between any major city

either in the United States and the Soviet Union and the other country’s ter-

ritory hardly exceeds 6,000 miles. Consequently, an American or Russian air-

plane, even operating under less than optimum conditions and carrying a

substantial load of bombs, is able to drop its load over any major city of the

rther country or, for that matter, of any country. Warfare in the mid-twentieth

cmtury, then, has become total in that virtually the whole earth is apt to be

made the theater of operations by any country fully equipped with the tech-

nok^cal instruments of the age.

The extension of the range of instruments of war to the whole earth can

mean much or litde for the character of modern war and its bearing upon con-

temporary world politics according to whether or not the increase in the

destructiveness of war has kept pace with the increase in the range of its weap-

ons. Through the enormous increase in destructiveness which has actually oc-

curred during this century and, more particularly, in its fifth decade, modern
war has transformed the potentialities of the tot^ range of its weapons into

the actuality of t(^ war.

Until the invention of artillery and aside from naval warfare, one military

operation by one single man was as a matter of principle capable of eliminat-

ing no more than one single enemy. One strike with a sword, one thrust with

a qiear or a pike, one shot from a musket would at best yield one disabled

enemy. The first step toward mechanization taken at the end of the Middle

Ages when gunpowder was used in warfare did not at first increase the ratio

of one to one between military operation and eUminated enemy. Rather the

reverse was the case. The loading and firing of an early musket, for instance,

required as many as sixty different motions, executed generally by more than

one man, and then the aim was so poor that only a small percentage of the

shots firei would hit the target^ eliminating one man. As for cannon, a con-

aderable number of men were needed to bring it into position and load it and
the poorness of the aim vitiated much of that collective effort. When a shot

hit dbe target, however, the victims of one shot were at best counted by hardly

more than the socHK.

The ^uatkn changed lapidfy only with the invamon of the improved

madiime in the fansf pmt: of the nmeteernh century. With this weapon
one manm of rounds with the optimum
«limt of'.eSmiBntiii^ hi ome idfe«a|iM'nemiy m many eaewdes as th^ were
silWfitdl -The laptal ardBery, sts^tmg in shout the same
pededlriiiid m^ £dds of air and gas warfore

nhont a dansmerahle iofcxesise m the nuiiEher c£ atames capd^k (£
ehmmmieit In mefafeaidm hf bene or weatf fiew men. The number was oer-

tatnfy stffl m he OMiaed hy^ hnadbeds m the i%st World War, whose
staggering lebsthmmin lim mam aooommed for hy the machine gun mowing
down dbrgmg ieimtty.- Baen viitua% the whole d the Secoi^
World War fnmahm of medms of cme dkect Int% a biock-lmter could

At<»nic warfare and,asa
in this req>ect a revniutiah
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one which the machine gun had brought about a few decades earlier. A
few men dropping one atomic bomb at the end of the Second World War
disabled well over a hundred thousand of the enemy. With atomic bombs in-

creasing in potency and the defense remaining as powerless as it is now, the

number of the prospective victims of one atomic bomb, dropped over a

densely populated region, will be counted in the millions. The potentialities

for mass destruction inherent in baacriological warfare exceed even those of

an improved atomic bomb in that one or a few strategically placed units of

bacteriological material can easily create epidemics aSlecting an tmlimited

number of people.

However, weapons capable of destroying millions of people anywhere on
earth can do no more than that and are to that extent a mere negative ele-

ment in the scheme of things military and political. They may be able to

break the will of the enemy to resist for the time being; but by themselves

they cannot conquer and keep what has been conquer<5. To reap the fruits

of total war and transform them into permanent polidcal gains requires the

mechanization of transport and communications.

Nowhere, indeed, has mechanical progress in the last decades been more
staggering than with regard to the ease and speed of transport and communi-
cations. It can safely be said that the progress achieved in this respect during

the first half of the twentieth century is greater than the progress in all of pre-

vious history. It has been remarked that the thirteen days which it took Sir

Robert Peel in 1834 to hurry from Rome to London in order to be present at a
cabinet meeting were exaedy identical with the travel time allowed to a

Roman official for the same journey seventeen centuries earlier. The best travel

speed on land and sea throughout recorded history to close to the middle of

the nineteenth century was ten miles an hour, a speed rarely attained on land.

In the early twentieth century, railroads had increased the speed of travel by

land to sixty-five miles an hour on the fastest train, six and a half times i^ffiat

it had been throughout history. Steamships had ^xeded tqj travel by sea

to thirty-six miles an hour, three and a half times the maximtim. Today
the maximum sp^ of the airplane, at which travd uu^ be pos^ide

under qptimtim conditions, is cl^ to six hundred miks pex hour, that Is,

ten and twenty times, re^>ectively, mote than die best travel ^>eed dxxit

four decades ag^ and sixty times mme than it was a little more than a

century ago.

In 1790, it todc four days in the best season to go hnom Bosten to New
York, a d^a^^e sennewhat exceeding two hundred mSes. Today the stune

time is strfBci^ ieat cudir^ the giob^ re^nfSess of season. In terms oi travd

Moscow k as close to Yod^ as Pldad^dua vras a century

lined till: Thkte^ States vrfdihs hamded the United States ai

Amerhst. Mow tiiis devdbpoK^ has b^ e^tecialiy in the hst few

psRs, far hdtind the expectations emi of e^iert observers, is strik-

pusEpeted -queation which Professor Staley adted in 1939 while
‘ * ’ * which: we sue here ooBceraedj *Ts tl^ hun-

:
p^ssea^x tiuB^ort speed within twenty-
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five years?” Only nine years later the cruising speed of the fastest passenger

plane exceeds four hundred miles an hour.

The significance of mechanical progress for travel, that is, transportation

of persons, is virtually identical with its significance for transportation of

goods, the mechanical means in both cases being virtually identical. The only

difference might be found in the even greater rapidity of the mechanical de-

velopment of the land-transport of goods because of its lower starting point.

Whik today goods can be as speedily transported as persons, with the excep-

tion of the heaviest goods at maximum speeds, before the invention of the

railroad the limitations of space and of power imposed greater limitations

upon the speed of the land-transport of gocnls than of persons. Thus the intro-

duction of railroads in Germany before the middle of the nineteenth century

increased the speed of the transportation of goods eight times, while the cor-

responding increase for persons was hardly more than fivefold.

The corresponding development is, however, incomparably more rapid

in the field of oral and written communications. Here mechanical progress

has far outstripped the one in transportation of persons and goods. Before the

invention in the nineteenth century of the telegraph, the telephone, and the

undersea cable, the speed of the transmission of oral or written communica-

tions was identical with the speed of travel. That is to say, the only way to

transmit such communications, aside from visible signals, was by the usual

means of transportation. These inventions reduced the speed needed for the

transmission of such a>mmunications from what had been formerly days and

weeks to hours. Radio and television have made the transmission instantane-

ous with the utterance.

5* WAR FOR TOTAL STAKES

These mechanical developments make the conquest of the world tech-

nically possible, and tl^y m^e it technically possibk to keep the world in

that conquered ^ate. It is true that there have been great empires before. The
Macedonian Empre ^retdicd from the Adrisme to the Indus, the Roman

horn the British Isks to the Caucasus, and Napokon’s ccmquests from
the herders of GSmahar to hfc^oow. Yet these great empires either did not

kst CMT they Imed only because ofm ovcrwtfcelming differential in civilization,

tedbikdi and otharwisei, in favor of the ruling power as over against the sub-

jlect peoples. The expansion of die Rosmn Empxe illusdrates tl^ point. Many
of ils mmss tspmmm into potiticaliy empty ^)aces rather

than the first-rank amnp&mms. The other empires, however,
could not; last and far short of esp^uering all of the known pdlitkal world
because ihef were kicking in tiiose ledmokgical resotntes necessary f<^ the

subjugation ai^ amtjtol of gieat masses of peqpk dispersai over

wide expanses of territory.

The teduK^o^cai prerequirites for a ^tok worldwide em^e are es-

sentially three in ntinsdi^: {i) ^frreed social integrarimi throo^ cenfral-

Eugene Staley, WorU 'Bcomomy m Yofk: Couac^ on Foi^^
I939)>P- 13-
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ized control over the minds o£ the subjects of the empire, (2) superior organ-

ized force at any point of possible disintegration within the empire, and

(3) permanency and ubiquity of these means of control and enforcement
throughout the empire. None of these three military and political prerequi-

sites has been achieved in the past, yet they are within the reach of our time.

Then the means of communication were nonmcchanical or, where me-
chanical, they were strictly individualized and, hence, decentralized. News
and ideas could be transmitted only by word of mouth, by letters, or through
the printing press which one individual could operate in his home. In this

field, then, the would-be conqueror of the world had to compete on an ap-

proximately equal footing with an unlimited number of rivals- He could put

his rivals into prison or condemn them to death if he was able to identify and
apprehend them. But he could not smother their voices through a monopoly
or near-monopoly of the collection and dissemination of news, of press, radio,

and moving picture. Nineteen centuries ago, St. Paul could go from city to

city and write letters to the Corinthians and Romans, spreading the gospel,

which was about all that the representatives of the religion of the Roman
Empire could do, and when he was executed he left thousands of disciples

doing what he had done in ever more effective and widespread competition

with the representatives of the state. What could St. Paul do in the world
empire of tomorrow without a newspaper or magazine to print his messages,

without a radio network to carry his sermons, without newsreel and tele-

vision to keep his likeness before the public, probably without a post office

to transmit his letters, and certainly without a permit to cross state lines?

The means of violence, as we have already pointed out, were in former

times largely nonmechanical and always individualized and decentralized.

Here, too, the would-be founder of a world empire met his future subjects,

barring superior organization and training, on a foc^g of approximate equal-

ity. Either side had virtually the same weapons with which to cut, to thrust,

and to shoot. The conqueror, in order to maintain his empire, would have

had to achieve the impossible by establidbing everywhere aoual supericMrity of

organized force agsdnst all possible oppements. Thus the inhalritants erf Madrid
could on May 3, 1808, raise against the FroKh conqueror themx arms which

the latter had at his dispel and drive him from the dty. Today the govern-

ment of a world empire, appraised of a similar situatioa by radio, would

send within a lew hours a .squadron ctf bombers and a s<x)rc of transports

loaded with parachutists, mortars, and tanks, weapons dE which it has a

monopoly or neanmonopoly, to the revolting dty and squelch the revolt with

ea^ The very threat of the mtoventioa of such overwhelming force, ready

mstrike at any piaoe at a momem’s Bocke,woiM dbcjourage the jxiae AOTght
of revolt*

Fimtlly, Ac mechanizs^im erf oommuiifcatfons has relkved the would-be

h^mcler of a world empire from that dependency upon favorrf^ din^te and

geographical locarieHi which proved tie undoing erf Napoleon and prevented

less loss tempted teadefs from evan conceiving the idea of world

to worH conquest in this respect was

^ neoess&y, the ninelwA century, to st^ fighting during

the tee iaH winter and c^Iy ^ring; for it was impossible to protect the
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anay in the field against the weather and supply it with the necessities o£

li£c and the implements of war. Thus the enemy, if he was not overpowered

beyond the hope of recovery in one campaign, was given a chance to prepare

himself for a new campaign in the next fighting season. War, then, resembled

a boxing match in which the intermissions after each round were long

enough virtually to assure the comeback of the weaker opponent provided he

was not knock^ unconscious. Under such circumstances, to think of world

conquest would have been sheer folly, for the work of conquest done in one

fighting season had to be largely redone in the next. Since victory was less the

result of conquest and annihilation than of the comparatively greater ex-

haustion of the vanquished, even the victor would have been far from pos-

sessing the resources necessary to take on new enemies every spring until he

had conquered the world.

Yet, even if he had been brazen enough to start on the road to world con-

quest, he could not have gone far. Incapable of maintaining actual superiority

of armed strength throughout the conquered territories, he would have been

constandy faced with the likelihood of revolts prepared and executed without

his being able to nreet them in time. The slowness of communications and the

technical difficulties of transportation would have made it impossible for the

would-be conqueror of the world to consolidate whatever permanent con-

quer Ik might have been able to make. The further he extended the limits

of his empire the greater would be the probability of his downfall. When
Napoloan’s empire had reached the zenith of its power in 1812, it was also

dosw than ever before to its disintegration. For while Napoleon was fighting

at the fringes his (fomain, pushing them ever ffirther away from the French

sources trf his power, the victims of his conquest could prepare behind his

back iot liberation. When they struck, aided by the largely uncommitted and
unconquered resources of Great Britain and Russia, die main bulk of Na-
poleon’s forces was far away and had to be brought back to the scene of

revolt in defiance of the winter season and with tremendous losses, to be
beaten at the ^x)t which not the conqiKror, but the conquered, had chosen.

Today the pro^}ective canquMor of the world has technical means at his

ehsposal for sfcffiili^g beyond recall gains once made; for within the con-

(KKsed tooiGocy the superiority of oigsmized forc^ of which we have spoken

everywhere at all rimes, regardless of season and
defiMiev iUi faripas*? mfdk a thousanid tnil» from the next con-

las tribes :iia# In % of'shbitt twenty miles in

^ a few hmm, he

Tlic laioft ^ w pot ^
of die gowmmeat ta ilcf»qco€as
It ihoiwsy in jpartiad^, ihc M i&m
die ^of^mnaent; £or k was lor s#
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Thus a conquest once made is made for good, from the point of view of

the technological possibilities and barring, of course, blunders by the govern-

ment, outside help from a superior force, or political and military contin-

gencies from within the empire. With these qualifications, a people once
conquered will stay conquered, for it has no longer the means to revolt, and
the chances are that the conqueror, through his monopolistic control of the

means of communications, will have deprived it of the will to revolt as well.

For as Edmund Burke has said: “Let us only suffer any person to tell us his

story, morning and evening, but for one twelve-month, and he will become
our master.’’

Today no technological obstacle stands in the way of a world-wide empire
provided the ruling nation is able to keep its superiority in the technological

means of domination. A nation which has a monopoly of atomic energy and
of the principal means of transport and communications can conquer the

world and keep it conquered, provided it is capable of keeping that monopoly
and control. First of all, it will be able to mold the min(^ of the citizens of

its world empire into a uniformity of submissiveness, of which the totalitarian

societies of the recent past and present have given us fair samples- Under the

assumption of a reasonably effective government, the will to revolt will at best

be scattered and in any case it will lack political and military significance.

Second, any attempt at revolt will meet with the speedy reaction of superior

power and is thus doomed to failure from the outset. Finally, modem tech-

nology makes it possible to extend the control of mind and action to every

corner of the globe regardless of geography and scason.

6. TOTAL MECHANIZATION, TOTAL WAR, AND
TOTAL DOMINION

This analysis of the mechanization of modern war and of its military and
political implications would nc^ be compkte if k did not contidcr the over-all

mechanization of Western culture, ctf which the mcchanizatic® of warfare is

but a particular manifestation. For without that over-all mechanizaticHi the

modem nations would never have been dble to put mass armies into the field

and keep them supplied with provisions and arms. Total war presupposes

tctol mechanization, and war can be total only to the degree to which the

mechanization of natkms waging it is totaL

From the begiimii^of histmy to the American CSvil War and the Franco-

Pmssian War of 1870, ail mifory movensKsnts were exeemed by muscular

power. Men wcmld carry tik Wfiements of war either whh
thdr own musdes or with thase 'd AS military movements as well

as^ the size and qnahty <£ md were Bmited by the natural quan-

people of of ikq iefofc, wfakii decided tbe issac in favor of the

fwwar m 4®^ w* Doles, Germemfs Usfdergt^omd <New

^1^** 0os&mi little, attd tkifflapatiy, ZSS9),
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tity and quality of the available muscular power of men and beasts. It was

the German Army which in 1870 for the first time used railroads systemati-

cally, after they had been used during the Civil War sporadically, as a means

of transportation. The Germans thus gained a considerable strategic and tac-

tical advantage over the French. Yet, as late as 1899, during the Boer War, as

many as thirty-two oxen were used for drawing one five-inch gun. The slow-

ness of the movement, the natural limitations of numbers which no human
effort could overcome, and the requirements for the procurement and the

transport of fodder made a war thus waged slow and cumbersome. It was the

energy supplied not by muscle, but by coal, water, and oil, in the form of

the steam engine, the turbine, the electric motor, and the internal combustion

engine, which multiplied by many times the productivity of men in peace and

war. Professor James Fairgrieve, speaking primarily of Great Britain, vividly

describes the contribution of coal to this development:

Then into this world of agriculture and pasture and little market towns

with a few ports and governmental cities there came, a lidle more than a century

and a half ago, the beginnings of the Industrial Revolution. Coal, which up till

then had been used here and dicrc merely for domestic purposes, came to be

used to drive machines which would do far more work than the individual man
or animal, or even a number of men or animals could do. Man harnessed energy

outside himself to do the things which before then he had to do himself with

his own hands. Here was a tremendous new store of energy, not food energy at

all, by which things could be done which could not be done before. Man has

been able to use energy on a far vaster scale. ... A man’s clothing is prepared

for him to the last stitch, so that there is very litde clothes-making in the home.

His food is to a very great extent made ready for his table, with the result that

even in his home there is far less preparation of it, and in great cities food

preparation on a large scale is such ao industry that he may at almost any hour

of die day or night obtain such a meal as suits his pocket or his palate. . . .

It has been calculated that the coal used in our factories alone, all other uses

whatsoever being excluded, gives the equivalent of the energy of 175,000,000

hard-working men, and in such a useful form as men could never supply. The
power of Greece, whereby she achieved such great things in all directions of

human progress, was largely based in the first instance on the work done by the

servik class. On the average each Greek freeman, each Greek family, had five

hdots whom we think of not at all when we speak of the Greeks, and yet these

were the men who supplied a great part of Greek energy. In Britain, we
may say, every family has more than twenty helots to supply energy, requiring

m food and fading nothing of the wear and tear and hopekssness of a servile

lifei WMj a pnpnbttar of 45 million jnen, woxxmx and children, Britain’s fac-

tories are wadbed fey 175^ miilm man^wer more. In comparison with the

eE]£]^ sup}&d to madihies in which things are made to move by purely
mechanical meam, dfe phy^al en^gy supplkd by the fewer than 20 million

men and women amats.We imt become a nation of engineers, press-

ing buttons and puQmg levers, mlii^ and packing, so that the great social ma-
chine win smoothly and as ea^y as possible. The inanimate helots grind
our com, n^e <mr ckdw, feleh our food ixmi the ends of the earth, carry us
hither and thither to wc^rk and |%y, fmxt our‘news and our books of wisdom,
and perform numberless services oc which the Gredcs nerer dreamed. , . .
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There are fifty inanimate slaves of the furnace for every man, woman and child

in the United States. , .

The savings in labor by virtue of this mechanization arc enormous. To
quote Professor Fairgrievc again, “Between 1855 and 1894 human
labour required to produce one bushel of Indian corn on an average was
reduced from four and a half hours to under three-quarters of an hour. Be-
tween 1830 and 1896 the time of human labour required to produce a bushel
of wheat was reduced from three hours to ten minutes.” American farm
production in 1944 the largest in history, while in the same year the num-
ber of people employed in agriculture was the lowest for seventy years. While
in technologically backward countries up to 90 per cent of the population is

engaged in agriculture, the percentage of the total population working in

agriculture in the United States declined from 50 per cent in 1870 to less than

20 per cent in 1940. While in 1910 more than 30 per cent of the population of

the United States was engaged in farming, producing 20 per cent of the na-

tional income, the corresponding figures were 20 per cent of the population

and somewhat more than 7 per cent of the national income in 1940, 15 per

cent of the population and 10 per cent of the national income in 1946.

Professor Hornell Hart reports the following examples illustrating the

same trend in industry:

Until 1730 spinning, for example, was all done by hand: the spinner slowly

and laboriously drew out one strand at a time. During the past 200 years ma-
chinery has so revolutionized the process that one operative takes care of 125
spindles, all turning at a speed of 10,000 revolutions per minute. In the Philip-

pines, where industry is still in the aiwrient man-power stage, a cargo of copra

is loaded by 200 to 300 coolies; in San Francisco, with its Machine-Age economy,

16 men unload the ship in one quarter of the time required to load it. The
efiEciency of the men working with power-machinery is fifty times that of the

man-power loaders. One steam shovel does the work of 200 unskilled men; a

glass blowing machine takes the place of 600 skilled workers; one automatic

electric bulb machine produces as miK:h as 2000 workers could formerly.^®

A number of industrial processes have virtually diminated human labor

altogether. This is true particularly in the production of hydroelectric power
which takes place without the prc^nce of a single worker and is controlled

by automatic electric signals. TTie production of pulp paper is entirely auto-

matic from the feedi^ of the fluid pulp into the m^hincry to the emergence

of the rolled paper. Tm saxm> is true d[ the printing of newspapers from the

feeding of the empty pulp into the nasdhiiie to tlK emergence of the folded

end-product TI^ manufacture c£ raytm and silk, dE steel and automobiles^ the

production and canning erf food, especially the processing of flour, have been

mechanized with effects the increase in productivity and the dis-

placement of muscular labor. While, owing to the small degree of mechaniza-

^ mi Wenid ¥omer <8& td.; Ixmdcm: Uid;?ersity of Loodoti Press, 7941 ),

pp. by permi^skMi of dx pd^lssber.)
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tion in many productive processes, the over-all results of mechanization are

considerably less impressive than these most spectacular examples would in-

dicate, the trend is so general and so radical in some of the most important

fields of production as to amount to a revolution— the greatest in recorded

history— of the productive processes of mankind.

It is this revolution in the productive processes of the modern age which

has made total war and world-wide dominion possible. Before its advent war
was bound to be limited in its technological aspects. The productivity of a

nation was not sufficient to feed, clothe, and house its members and to keep

large armies supplied with the implements of war for any length of time.

More particularly, national economies operated on so narrow a margin above

the mere subsistence level that it was impossible to increase to any appreciable

extent the share of the armed forces in the national product without endan-

gering the very existence of the nation. In the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, it was not at all unusual for a government to spend as much as, or

more than, two-thirds of the national budget for military purposes. A few

times during that period military expenses consumed more than 90 per cent

of the total outlay of the government. Military expenditures had, of course,

precedence over all others, and the national product was too small to be taxed

extensively for other purposes. Thus it was not by accident that before the

nineteenth century all attempts at universal military service failed, for in

the interest of keeping nationd production going, the productive classes of the

population had to be exempt from military service. Only the scum which was
unable to engage in productive enterprises and the nobility which was un-

willing to engage in them could safely be conscripted.

The Indust^ Revolution and, more particularly, the mechanization of

agricultural and industrial processes in the twentieth century have had a triple

effect upon the character of war and of international politics. They have in-

creased the tc^ productivity of the great industrial nations enormously. They
have, furthermore, reduced drastically the relative share of human labor in the

productive processes. They have, fin^y, together with the new techniques in

medicine and hygiene, brought about an xmprecedented increase in the popu-

latk»Eis of all nations- The increase in productivity thus achieved exceeds by
far the incre^ed efemands upon the national product caused by the higher

stands o£ and greato number of consumers. Excess in produc-

new puprposes and it can be gxiided into the channels

of vw.. Tim the machine and much of the human

p was sdfl absoih^ in the business of

m nniitaiy pwposes, either directly by

Jpr war ts energy only*

eoerpr opoiwy airf a ^

kcep^'' 11^' fee

The xrmimm
of keeping oiie^s

elements and kom c

of keeping one^s froin the

elements and kom and ^ sdB absorbed mo^
c£ the vital cMrgies fe fe^-prowled m€^,men with
an amount of Insure wbkh pa^

energies which have gone inm
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also gone into the preparation and the waging o£ total war. This concatena-
tion of human and material forces, freed and created by the age of the ma-
chine, has given war its total character.^®

It has also given total war that terrifying, world-embracing impetus which
seems to be satisfied with nothing short of world dominion. With his intel-

lectual and moral energies no longer primarily concerned about this life nor
any more able to be deflected toward concern with the life thereafter, modern
man looks for conquests, conquest of nature and conquest of other men. The
age of the machine, which Im sprung from man’s scif-sufiicient mind, has
instilled in modern man the confidence that he can save himself by his own
unaided efforts here and now. Thus the traditional religions with their nega-

tion of that confidence and their reliance upon divine intervention have be-

come bloodless images of themselves. The intellectual and moral lifeblood of

modern man streams into the political religions which promise salvation

through science, revolution, or the holy war of nationalism. The machine age
begets its own triumphs, each forward step calling forth two more on the road
of technological progress. It also begets its own victories, military and politi-

cal; for with the ability to conquer the world and keep it conquered, it creates

the will to conquer it.

Yet it may also beget its own destruction. Total war waged by total popu-
lations for total stakes under the conditions of the contemporary balance of

power may end in world dominion or in world destruction or in both. For
either one of the two contenders for world dominion may conquer with rela-

tively small losses to itself; or they may destroy each other, neither being able

to conquer; or the least weakened may conquer, presiding over universal

devastation- Such are the prospects which overshadow world politics as we
approach the half-way mark of the twentieth century.

Thus we have gone full circle. We recognized the driving dement of con-

temporary world politics in the new moral force of nationalistic universalism.

We found a simplified balance of power, operating between two indfexibfc

blocs, to be the harbinger of great good or great evil. We discovered the

menace of evil in the potentialities of t<^ war. Yet the ekment which makes

total war possible— the medtanization of modern life— makes possible also

the moral force which, through the instrumentality of total war, aims at total

(k>mmk>n.

In the of Plixjfessor Nef: ^*Oiice tbc natioa» £omid tssQes wMcii they were prepared

to qoanid over, windi k was p<^^}le to persoade tiie at^&asry maa to Se for, there no

aBythingr inherent in material ooothtioits, to bold them bode, or to cbmn the passioQs of thdr

leadois,’* ^Xkmteid Warfare and the Progress of ^ztopean CSvSfea^too, 1640-1740,’* Tie

of PoBtkf^ VI (Inly, i944h 3*4-
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CHAPTER XXV

International Government

The remedies for international anarchy and war discussed thus far are all spe-

cific remedies. They attack a particular problem in which the lack of inter-

national order and the tendency toward war are manifest and they endeavor

to solve the general problem of international order and peace through a solu-

tion of the particular problem. International government owes its existence

to the recognition that peace and order are the products not of a specific de-

vice meeting a particular problem, but of the common bond which unites an
integrated society under a common authority and a common conception of

justice. How to found such an authority in a society of sovereign states and
to create such a conception of justice is, then, the task which any attempt at

international government must try to solve.

Each of the three world wars of the last century and a half was followed

by an attempt to establish an international government. The total failure to

keep international order and peace called forth an over-all effort to make in-

ternational order and peace secure. The Holy Alliance followed the Napo-

I- THE HOEY ALLIANCE

a) History

The international government commonly called the Holy Alliance was
ba^d upon three treaties: the Treaty of Chaumont of Mar^V*

q,

Quadruple Alliance signed at Oil No^mEcr 20^ a^d the Trea^ o£

the ^ptem of GhaUinOlit Aus^ia.
Great Britain, Prussia, and Russia con&udecl an alliance for tweBtJTyears for

the purpose of preventing the Napoleonic dynasty from returning to France

and of guaranteeing tl^ territorial setdement to be made at the end of the
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war against Napoleon, The Quadruple Alliance reafErmed the provisions of

the Treaty of Chaumont and in its Article VI laid down the principles of

what is known as -**congressional povernment’Lor ^‘diplomacy ’

ence.’"
^

TiTcontrast with the Quadruple Alliance which presented, as itjwere, the

constitutional law of the international government of the Holy Alliance, the

Treaty of the Holy Alliance itself, from which the international government

received its name, contained no principles of government at all. It proclaimed

the adherence of all rulers to the principles of Christianity with God as the

actual sovereign of the world. It is replete with phrases such as “reciprocal

service,’^ “unalterable good will,” “mutual affection,” “Christian charity,”

“indissoluble fraternity.” Originally signed by the rulers of Austria, Prussia,

and Russia, the Holy Alliance was adhered to by all European governments,

with the exception of the Pope and the Sultan.^ Obviously inspired by Czar

Alexander I of Russia, it reaffirmed the moral unity of Europe and, as al-

ready pointed out, in drat reaffirmation of a moral consensus among the na-

tions lies one of the actual functions which the Treaty of the Holy Alliance

fulfilled.

The Treaty of the Holy Alliance was of no significance for the actual op-

erations of the international government which bore its name. Its principles

were invoked from time to time by the Czar, affirmed in words and rejected

in action by the other powers. Castlereagh, British Foreign Minister at the

time of its conclusion, called it “a piece of sublime mysticism and nonsense,”

and the Austrian Chancellor Metternich made vulgar jokes at its expense.

Yet it served as moral justification for the principles of justice which the

three original signatories of the Treaty propounded and for the policies by

which they endeavored to realize these principles. Thus the Treaty of the

Holy Alliance also fulfilled an ideological function and became the symbol

of this whole era of international relations.

In i8i8, the four signatories of the Quadruple Alliance admitted France

as a fifth member to t^c part in all furAer meetings which were to be held

by virti^ of Article VI of that treaty. In a qrcu]
f|j-

lirpird in lim it the Con-

Pj^ia, and Russia pledged thj

iiinii tM powT^f
in two dis-

p^ches of the same year, rrfused to have any part in policies whose purpose

was to interfoe by force in the internal affairs of other countries. His suc-

cessor, Cannings maintained this principle at the Congress of Verona in 1822,

the laa the congresses which Great Britain attended.

When the news of the failure of the Congress of Verona reached him,
Canning, in a fctto' to Bagot of January 3, 1823, hailed the end of interna-

i Artjde VI as Ic^iofws; **Tp assure anti feciKtate the exeentian of the present Treaty,
and to oonsdkiate & nrtnnade winch to-day unite the 4 Soverefens for &e good of
the world, dje Coistractaif Parties agreed to renew, at fixed periods, whether^ under the
immediate auspices ci die or % thdlr respeefive Ministers, reunions devoted to

the great common interests and to me examination oC the measures at any of these
periods, shall he judg^ most fo^ tite fo djc
maintenance of the peace of the ^tate.^

^ The British monarch, for Constitatiaiia! reason^ could not formaify adhere
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tional government by congresses and the beginning of a new era, as far as

Great Britain was concerned, by invoking the religious principle of the

Holy Alliance with a vengeance: “Every nation for itself, and God for us

all!” International government by conference as a going concern did not sur-

vive the British defection. After two more abortive attempts, one with refer-

ence to the Spanish colonies, the other concerning Greece and Turkey, it

came to an end in 1825.

The system of an over-all international government instituted by Article

VI of the Quadruple Alliance of November 20, 1815, did not last even a

decade. The lifetime of the system of ambassadorial conferences for the set

tlement of special problems was even shorter. It, too, was established by the

Treaties of 1815 and consisted of three agencies: the ambassador to France
of Austria, Great Britain, Prussia, and Russia dealing mainly with the prob-

lems growing out of the peace treaties with France, yet acting in a general

way as the paramount executive organ of the Quadruple Alliance; the am-
bassadors of the great powers meeting in London to organize the abolition of

the slave trade; and the ambassadorial conference at Frankfurt for the dis-

cussion of German problems. All these agencies had disappeared by 1818.

b) Government by the Great Powers

The international government of the Holy Alliance was g-n.v^nrnf>nt By

the gxeaL bOWLiA. Mil di^Llncbun between great and small powers as a politi-

Fact pointing to the extreme differences in power among nations is of

course one of the elemental experiences of international politics. As an insti-

tution of international politics and organization it sprang from the brains of

Castlereagh and became the very foundation of the sdieme adopted in 1815.

It is true that the protocol of the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle of Novem-
ber 15, 1818, providing for future meetings of the five great powers also stip-

ulated “that in the case of these meetings having for their object affairs spe-

cially connected with the interests of the other States of Europe, they shall

only take place in pursuance of a formal invitation on the part of such of

those States as the said affairs may concern, and under the express reserva-

tion of their right of direct participation therein, either directly or by their

Plenipotentiaries.” Yet this stipulation remained without appreciable influ-

ence upon the policies of the Holy and, more particularly, of the Neo-Holy
Alliance.

c) Dual Meaning of the Status Quo

To the question as to what principle of justice guided the Holy Alliance,

the answer seems to be clear: tihe maintenance of peace,

status quo. Thk principle waslTT*iFr»titittflaEE^ than in the decla-

rafioii ofTEc ^^ers signed atAixda^har^eU^ on November tg.

IM8: "Xijp obtect TTnlnn is a as iHTgriat'md salutarv. Tt Hnes

jflBt tlgSaDb-anv new polinr^l mmhmatioii—.trt any cliafle;fe in the Relations

"sanSoned by existing Treaties^ Calm and consistent in its

nrrvMiei* Obij^d: 'fh^ the rhaiiitenahclh miarantee nf those

ti^saffions on which the j^eace was founded a^d miiiinliiilii
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This answer, however, becomes highly ambiguotis i£ one raises the fur-

ther question as to what was meant by the status quo. What Great Britain

meant from the very beginning was not at all what Russia meant, and the

conception of the status quo which guided the policies of the Neo-Holy Alli-

ance was diametrically opposed to the policies pursued by Castlereagh and
Canning. The status quo which Great Britain tried to preserve through the

instrumentality of the Holy Alliance was strictly limited to the political situ-

ation which existed at the end of the Napoleonic Wars with regard to

France. To the British statesmen, the mortal peril into which Napoleon had

put the British Isles was identical with the threat to the European balance of

power which had emanated from the Napoleonic Empire. Great Britain was
willing to support an international government whose purpose was to fore-

stall the rise of a new conqueror from French soil and to that end to enforce

the peace settlement of 1815 against France. The British conception of the

status qxio was limited to the territorial settlement of 1815 and the exclusion

of a member of the Napoleonic family from the French throne. In this re-

spect there was no difference between the foreign policies of Casdereagh and

Canning.

The conception of the status quo which determined the policies of Rus^

sia from the beginning, and those of Austria, Prussia, and France from the

end of the second decade of the nineteenth century, was unlimited territori-

ally and as to subject matter. According to that conception, formulated in

more uncompromising terms than the actual political conditions permitted

to realize, it was the purpose of the international government of the Holy
Alliance to maintain everywhere in the world the territorial status quo of

1815 and the constitutional status quo of the absolute monarchy. The instru-

ment of the realization of the latter purpose was bound to be intervention

into the internal affairs of all countries where the institution of the absolute

mcsiarchy seemed to be in danger.

The inevitable by-f^roduct of such intervention vras an increase in the

power <£ the intervening states. The more widespread national and liberal

movements became, the greater was the chance for the intervening state or

states to increase their strength and to expand and thus to disturb

^balbi^ of power again. Tte main bendidary of such an eventuality was
bmidm be Rssda. At tfe pcant Great l^itain and Russia parted company.

riot for a quarter of a <^tury the Napo-
lec^ momhhbi by the dynamic tie French Revolution, to ex-

k&M a Russian Em^e, insured by the religious mysticism of uni-

versal !]$olber!io(>d smd of government In the measure in which
the spread dEmatioiiai and Iibml movements gave he Neo-Holy Alliance an
oppokimfty to test ks principles,^ intmeotiem, Great Britain held
al^ fe poBcks. When in 1818 Rusria proposed to send
an afikd army to^ Spain in the war its American <olpme% Great
Britain prevented he ofjh^ |dam Yet, yhm in ^820 revotoiems

mont to their thrones a
Spain. Against the a>nstkmiG^ hf
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by force of arms in 1823, acting on its own behalf, but with the moral sup-

port of Austria, Prussia, and Russia.

d) Peacej Order, and the National Interest

These actions of the Holy Alliance reveal two facts. One is the absence of

a serious threat of war in any of these situations. The disparity of power be-

tween the intervening state and the object of intervention— the revolution-

ary group which had to contend not only with its own antirevolutionary

compatriots, but also with a foreign army— was such as to give the inter-

vention the character of a punitive expedition rather than of a war.

The other fact is the determination of the policies of all nations by their

national interests, however much the language of diplomacy of the period

made concessions to the mystical predilections of the Russian Czar. This is

most obvious in the actions of Great Britain. Neither Castlereagh nor Can-
ning— who was particularly frank and eloquent in this respect— took pains

to hide the fact that they were guided by the traditional interests of Great

Britain limited only by the general interest in peace and security. Both the

Austrian intervention in Italy and the French intervention in Spain were
dictated by traditional nation^ interests. This connection is demonstrated by
the very fact that the policy of interventions on the part of Austria and
France in the affairs of their neighbors to the South survived the Holy Alli-

ance by almost half a century.

More important still in view of our discussion is the victory which the

particular national interests gained over the general principles of the Holy
Alliance whenever both came into conflict. This happened twice, in 1820 and
in 1822. In both cases Russia proposed a collective intervention on the part of

all the members of the Alliance and to that end offered to send a large Rus-

sian army into Central and Western Europe. That Great Britain would have

oppo^ such a proposal is obvious from what has already been said ctf the

Britidi return to its traditional balance-of-power policy. That Great Britain

should have been joined in this opposition by Austria, the other pillar of the

Neo-Holy Alliance, shows the ideological character of the principles of the

Holy Alliance. These principles were invoked when they seemed to be able

to give moral justification to policies dictated by the national interest. They
were discarded when nothing was to be gained for the national interest by

invoking them. .

The attitude of the powers, when in 1821 the Greeks revolted against the

Turks, is instructive in this respect. This is also the only situation arising

during the era of the Holy Alliance which contained the germs of a generd

wiar and which in the century following it led time and again to the actual

outbreak of war. The principles of the Neo-Holy Alliance left its members
no choice in the attitude to be taken with respect to a national revolt against

a legitimate government: the legitimate government ought to be given ac-

tive support. Yet tins was not the ansvra: which the national interest of the

most affected power demanded.
Russia had been the traditional protector of the sul^ects of the Ottoman

Empire who were of tte Orthodox Christian faidu The possession of Con-
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stantinople was a centuries-old dream of the rulers of Moscow. Thus, when
the Greek revolt broke out, the Russian Czar was inclined, in complete dis-

regard of the principles of the Neo-Holy Alliance, to declare war against

Turkey. Austria and Great Britain, on the other hand, could only see then,

as they had done before and as they would for almost a century, with mis-

givings the extension of Russian power in the Balkans and Russia’s advance

toward the Mediterranean. Thus Castlereagh, the opponent of the Neo-Holy

Alliance, and the Austrian Chancellor Metternich, its ardent supporter, joined

hands in order to disstiade Russia from taking active steps in support of the

Greek insurgents. That they made for that purpose successful use of the prin-

ciples of the Neo-Holy Alliance against their author is an ironic comment
on the difSculties facing a foreign policy which is based upon abstract prin-

ciples rather than upon a clear recognition of the national interest. As Castle-

reagh wisely put it: It is difficult enough in international affairs to hold the

balance “between conflicting nations,” it is still more difficult to hold the bal-

ance “between conflicting principles.”

When, finally, in 1826 the danger of war between Russia and Turkey be-

came acute, it was not the defunct Holy Alliance which averted it, but Can-

ning’s audacious move of entering into an agreement with Russia for the

purpose of forcing Turkey to make wncessions to the Greeks without Rus-

sia’s gaining immediate advantages from such internal reforms. After Can-

ning’s death the event occurred which Canning had been successful in pre-

venting, and in 1828 Russia alone declared war on Turkey, thus having the

latter at its mercy. The outbreak of this war may have had something to do

with the decline of British statesmanship after Canning’s death. It certainly

had nothing whatsoever to do with the absence of the international govern-

ment of the Holy Alliance.

Holy AlUancc, then, was a short-lived exoe^ent which contributed

^ lining iK fUte'OpSillSlJTjilliiiU iJf dOliilnation it was successful for

harcBy more than half a d^de. Two congenital infirmities made its early

(kamise notable. One was the diametrical opposition between the two main
members of tlx; Alliance as to what the dtfense of the status quo— upon

they had all agreed as the guiding principle of justice in the abstract

—

aneaot in coocreie pmitical twms. That meaning was determined by the na-

tional of the iB<h'ridual members. If those interests happened to co-

incide, the Alliance o>uld aa in unison as one collective body. If those inter-

ests (fiverged, as they were bound to do from time m time and as they did

pex2Q»iiei^ in ihe case at Great Britain and Russia, the Alliance ceased to

{f>exaite.

fnm whidi the Holy Alliance suffered was ffje epn-
ef justiogT;

oaKaiaE^ti^ acao^^ IMrsoncentton otTOsnee
adhered tn hy rb<» mayfgitv of ffigjgffmdu^ gov^n^ by the pS^
tiffi IMy ., /!!iiBaoe*»Ufie cumilct between tne priat^ko oirit^tinwgBWlF’
malt and the prindples of ISberalism and nationalism made tte operation of
an internation^ goveiamaa, in^jafd'by ^ dqpeodea* Hprm the
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continuous use of armed force in order to protect and restore absolute mon-
archies and their possessions throughout the world.

It is a matter for conjecture how long an international gpyernmcnt CQjtid

ha^ peifmiiied sudr aiasini^^ sliared the convictions

tfe zeal of Alexancier 1 of Russia. The Holy Alliance could not prevail

againsi die“opposiliOT"5f'some of its members and of the peoples subject to

its rule. In the era of Castlereagh, that dual opposition moved on parallel

lines, Castlereagh limiting himself to abstaining from active co-operation

with the policies of the Neo-Holy Alliance. It was Canning’s great inno-

vation, favored by the increasing strength of the national and liberal move-
ments and later perfected by his successor Palmerston, to use those move-
ments as allies for the purposes of British foreign policies, that is, as weights

in the scales of the balance of power. With that innovation Canning ushered

in the British policy toward the continent of Europe which was to remain
dominant throughout the nineteenth century.

The international government of the Holy Alliance lacked any kind of

permanent organization and consisted, aside from the ephemeral ambassa-

dorial committees mentioned above, of nothing but a number of interna-

tional congresses for the purpose of settling current international affairs. Nev-
ertheless, the Holy Alliance was an international government in the true

sense of the term. A partial list of the issues which were on the agenda of the

Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle will illustrate the range of its governmental ac-

tivities: the claims of the German mediatized princes against the abuses of

their new sovereigns, the petition of the Elector of Hesse to exchange his title

for that of king, the request by Napoleon’s mother for the release of her son,

the grievances of the people of Monaco against their prince, the claims of

Bavaria and the House of Hochberg to the succession in Baden, a dispute be-

tween the Duke of Oldenburg and Count Bentinck about the lordship of

Knupenhaussen, the situation of the Jews in Prussia and Austria, the rardc of

diplomatic representatives, the suppression of the slave trade and of the Bar-

bary pirates, the question of the Spanish colonies.

e) The Concert of Europe

In comparison with these widespread governmental activities of the Holy
Alliance flie

’

idbikia eofitui rwas'TT:ti^i!«>itssiVTr.
''

Tlie ol! 1

Ineht of great powers sitting in judgment overTRe affairs of the world did

not reappear until in 1919 Ae Council of the League of Nations re-enacted

the role which the Holy Alliance had played. Yet the era between the Holy

AJImce and the League of Nations was not devoid of ad hoc attempts at set-

tlingjntemational problems through the concerted action of the great pow-

ers. Afe^ the demi^ of the Hedy Alliance the great powers continued to as-

sume responability for the settlement of political issues which without such

settlement might have led to war. That responsibility expressed itself in a

number of conferences, dealing with problems endangering the peace, such

as the Belgian question at the beginning of the 1830’s, the Eastern question

at the beginning of the 1850’s and again in 1878, the problems of Africa at
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the bcgiaaing of the twentieth century. It was to that responsibility of the

world/oF^f confer-

as the Cppggt of Europe, that Sir Edward Grey

appEaTeJ In'vSifoh the eve of the War. ^

The differed from a genuine

mfeurilTwo respects. Qnd^one hah3^T/w^ hof Tnsnmtidhali^^

B0»agimiiait among^'E'gyEat fn^WEI^tb meet regularly or to meet at

all. The great powers met whenever the internaaonal situation seemed to de-

mand concerted action. On the other hand, the Concert of Eggope was no

hpl nlr^ndy^h^n pot^dlhy a strong moral consensus /

whichjcgaj]d4ra^e*1nal^^ and suppKedrsta3»dafds^4er”tOT^

iudgmcntriagd
^

acfions. The cleavage between nationalism and le:^fimacy

which the French Revolution had opened remained open throughout the

nineteenth century. It might at times narrow or widen, but it did not close.

Only at the end of the First World War did the national principle triumph

and virtually all legitimate governments disappear.

Yet, despite the lack of a strong moral consensus, of an institutionalized

government by conferences, let alone of an organized one, the Concert of

Europe was most successful in preserving general peace during the ninety

years of its existence. The only major international war which the world ex-

perienced during that period, the Crimean War of 1854-56, was due to a se-

ries of accidents. Had any one of these accidents failed to materialize the war
might weE have been avoided, for the Concert of Europe had already agreed

upon the formula for peace when a delay of twenty-four hours in the trans-

mission of the formula changed the whole picture.

Wfjat accounted for the 5tiirri>ss, nf the r^nce^ of Europe ir
^
preventing

generaTwars.^ .t^ee tacton? nmy be mentioned, hist-my

empty ^ces vrith accommodation of connicmig interests

in^xiitantiy, however, that period of history saw a succession of brilliant di

pic^B^ists and statesmaa who knew how to make peace, how to preserve

pea^ and how to kcqp wars short and limited in scope. The portentous les-

liidr wenk xxmvcys to our age will be ponoered later in this book.

Z. THl XEAGtJE OF NATION^
Widi of die Fir:^ World War a new qxxh began in the history

* See a^JQYc, pp. 1S7C
^ Sec abo!?e^ pp. 27B £L
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a) Organization

The League of Nations, in contrast to the Holy Alliance, was a real or-

ganizatioii with a legal personality, agents, and agencies of its ownlTfs p^^

liticaragencies were the Assembly, the CouncH^^jiid

tariat. The Assembly was composed of representatives of all the member
states. In the Assembly as well as in the Council each state had one vote and

unanimity of all members present was required for all political decisions, in-

cluding those which concerned the prevention of war.® The main exceptions -

were Article 15, paragraph 10,® and the rule that in decisions concerning the

settlement of international disputes the votes of the parties to the dispute

were not to be counted.

The Council consisted of two types of members: permanent and nonper-

mangjat-AlI great powers, belonging at a particular time tcTthe League, were

permanent memb^s, e.g., originally France, Great Britain, Italy, and Japan,

to which were later added Germany and the Soviet Union. The nonperma-
nent members numbered originally four. Their numbers were increased suc-

cessively until in 1936 the Council comprised eleven nonpermanent members.

Thus originally permanent and nonpermanent members were equal in num-
bers. From 1922 on, the nonpermanent members had an ever increasing ma-
jority over the permanent ones. In 1939, after Germany, Italy, and Japan had
resigned and the Soviet Union had been expelled, the Council comprised two
permanent (France and Great Britain) and eleven nonpermanent members.

Yet what is important in view of the distribution of power between great

and small nations is not their numerical relationship, but the permanent

membership of the great powers in the Council. By virtue of this permanent

membership, in conjunction with the rule of unanimity, the great powers

could be sure that the Council could make no decisions without the consent

of all of them. Furthermore, the distribution of voting strength in an inter-

natiimal 2^?emcy never tells the whole story. No great power will ever be

alone in voting in favor of or against a certain measure if it docs not want to

be alwe, nor will any group of great powers ever risk to be outvoted if it is

anxiom nc^ to be in the minority on a particular question. Most small and
medium powers depend economically, militarily, and politically upon the

support of a great power. Such a nation will h^dly cast its vote against a

great power which has intimated that the smaller nation is expected to heed

® Cl. the emphasis which the Permanent Court of International Justice placed upon the

prindi^ of unammity in the Advisory Oj^on concerning Artide 3, paragraph 2, of the Treaty

of Lausanne (Frontier between Turkey and Iraq): ‘In a body . . . whose mission is to deal

with any matto: ‘within the sphere of action of the League or affecting the peace of the world/
obwvancc of the rule of unanimity is naturally and even necessarily indicated. Only if the

dixinons of the Council have the support of the unanimous consent of die Powers composing it,

will they possess the d^ce of authority which they must have; the very prestige of the League
rm^t be imperilW if it were admitted, in the abseiKe of an express provision to that effect, fiiat

decisions on importam questions could be taken by a majority. Moreover, it is hardly conceivable

that resections on questions affecting the peace of the world could be adopted against the will

of those amemgst the Members of the Council who, although in a minority, would, by reason of

their political position, have to bear the larger share of the responsibilities and consequences

ensuing therefrom.” (P. C. 1. J. Series B, No. 12, p. 29).
® For the text see bdow, iK)€e 7.
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the advice of the big brother. Thus every great power controlled a number
of votes of the small and medium members of the League. On any important

issue Prance could be certain of the votes of Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Yugo-

slavia, Rumania, and— for more than a decade— Poland. Great Britain

could count upon the votes of most of the dominions, of the Scandinavian

countries, and of Portugal.

This controlling influence of the great powers, regardless of the legal

structure of the organization, operated in the League of Nations side by side

with the brilliant intellectual leadership of the representatives of a number of

small and medium nations, Benes of Czechoslovakia, Politis of Greece, Nan-
sen, Lange, and Hambro of Norway, Branting and Unden of Sweden, Titu-

lescu of Rumania, and Motta and Rappard of Switzerland exerted an influ-

ence upon the work of the League of Nations out of all proportion to, and

irrespective of, the power of their particular countries. The scene of that

leadership was primarily the Assembly. The ^semblv of the T

tions, in contrast to th^ General Assembly oi! the United Nations, the

autnorl^ to render t^diq^ d^i^^^ol" 61lly wllli f<iMrdlo^ut^ matt^
01 imports^ but al^' concerning poliScal^ioMgfflr
’such as To that S of the

League ot Nations played the role of a real parliament where leadership fell

many times to the best qualified representative, regardless of the power and

sometimes even of the interests of his country.

However, that leadership stopped at the line where the vital interests of

the great powers began. In the great crises of the League the leadership of

the great powers asserted itself. When in a conflict of first-rate political im-

portance, such as the Italo-Ethiopian War or the Spanish Civil War, the at-

titude of some of the small and great powers diverged, the policies of the

great powers were bound to win. For die preponderance of die great pow-
ers on the international scene is a fact, as the preponderance of great eco-

nomic organizations is a fact in domesdc society. No legal arrangement nor

organizational device, short of destroying that preponderance of power itself,

can un(k) the political consequences of diat disparity of power. Thus in the

League the ^ludl nations enjoyed a greater opportunity for influence and in-

depend^t aetkm than they ever did before or since in modem times. Yet
the imiemaidkmal government of the League of Nations, at least in the sphere

rd high politic^ was a government o£ th^ great powers.

^ See Article 3, 3, tlic CoTciiant: “TItt Assembly m^iy deal at its meetings with
any widnn the sphere <£ actiem of League or.affecnng the peace of the world.” See
also Articic 15, paiagrajd^ 9, 10: “The Coundl may in any case under Ais Article refer the

<h^te to the Assenily. Hie di^tE shall be so referred at the request of cither party to the

dispute pnmdcd dbat siih iequ«t be made within fourteen days aiEter the submission of the dis-

pute to the Councal.

“In any case retecd to the AssemHy, aB the provisions dE this Article and of Article 12
relating to the^^:ti<m and powers d*c Coundl shall apply to the action and powers of the
Assembly, provhied that a r^xart made the Assembly, if concurred in by the Representatives

those membos d the League repmen^ on the Council and of a majority of the bdier mem-
bers of the League, . . . dSH have dje same a rqpoit by the Coui^ cpodifred In Ity
all the Members thertt^ . .
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b) Dual Meaning of the Status Quo: France vs. Great Britain

What were the principles of justice whiefTtEe"international government
of the League of Nations ^vas to realize? That question has found a symbolic

answer in the fact that the twenty-six articles of the Covenant of the League
|

of Nations are identical with the first twenty-six articles of the peace treaties

which settled the issues of the First World War. The intimate connection be-

tween the League of Nations and the status quo of 1919 was thus made ob-

vious from the very outset. The provisions of the Covenant put that con-

nection in explicit legal terms. The Preamble refers to “international law as

the actual rule of conduct among governments” and to “a scrupulous respect

for all treaty obligations.” Article 10 makes the League of Nations the de-

fender of the territorial status quo of 1919 by establishing the legal obligation

of the members “to respect and preserve as against external aggression the

territorial integrity and existing independence of all members of die League.”

All provisions of the subsequent ardcles concerning the settlement of dis-

putes and its enforcement must be read in the light of this provision of Ard-
cle 10. This provision lays down the standard by which the agencies of the

League were to be guided in evaluating the claims and actions of nadons

and in devising methods to meet a threat to the peace.

It is true that the framers of the Covenant tried to relieve the League
from the stigma of being completely identified with the status quo of 1919.

To that end they provided in Ardcle 19 for peaceful change. We have already

pointed to the intrinsic weakness of that provision which remained a dead

letter from the beginning. But aside from its intrinsic defects, Ardcle 19

pales into insignificance if seen in its orphan-like isolation within the struc-

ture of the Covenant and if compared with the organic connection in which
Article 10 stands to the peace treaties of 1919, on the one hand, and to the

peace-preserving and law-enforcing provisions of Ardcles 11-16 of the Cov-
enant, on the otiier. Article 19, then, was little more than a verbal concession

to the imdeniable feet of change. Its fundamental law no less than its origin,

identical with the peace treaties of 1919, made it inevitable that the League

as a working organization of international government should judge and
act as the defender of the status quo. ^

Two principles were at the foundation of the status quo of 1919 : the per-

manent inability of Germany to wage war and the principle of nati(mai self-”

deternamaTyn^ir^gt^ty' f iJia via irTTrrrm. (i mhTty'

lUl' Ihe i^hcies of the League, Great Britain and France, interpreted these

two principles in distinctly different ways and tried to shape the policies of

the League according to these different interpretations. For France, Ger-

many’s permanent inability to wage war was synonymous with the per-

manent preponderance of France on the continent of Europe. For Great

Britain, Germany’s permanent inability to wage war was not incompatible

with the comeback of Germany as a great power within controlled limits so

that at least the semblance of a balance of power would again exist on the

continent of Europe.

France looked to the League of Nations primarily as a kind of collective^
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sheriff which would add its strength to the military might of France for

the defense of the status quo of 1919. Great Britain considered the League of

Nations primarily a kind of clearing-house where the statesmen of the world

would meet to discuss their common problems and seek agreement by way
of compromise. Finally, France used the principk oLliational self-determina-

tion as a political weapon with whicFnEo'^strengthen its allies in East-

ern jE^urop^ag^nsT^Germa^ Britain saw in it a principle"*t2Cp3T'

bte“ "df
' ’uni^^ ap at least onJ^^JEuxopfian-i^eftSBe^

one wdl hJL^mj^tren^enjQ^ at the expense of the allies of

'F^fiarc::

—

At the bottom of these divergent interpretations of standards of justice

and of political principles we find again the basic pattern of international

politics. France subordinated all its policies as one of the leading members of

the international government of the League of Nations to its overriding de-

sire to maintain the status quo of 1919- This status quo was identical with

France’s hegemony on the European continent. Great Britain thought it

could regain the controlling influence which it had exerted over the afFairs

of Eiuropc during the nineteenth century. To that end it tried to restore the

power constellation which had existed during that period; a balance of power

on the European continent with Great Britain as its holder. Thus its policies

as the other leading member of the international government of the League

were all directed toward undermining the status quo of 1919 within limits

which Great Britain thought it could determine at will. This goal of British

foreign policy could only be attained by weakening France.

Tliis conffict between the British and French conceptions and policies

did not, however, wreck the League of Nations, as the coiiflict between Great

Britain and Russia had brought about the dissolution of the Holy Alliance.

It rather led to a creeping paralysis in the political activities of the League
and to its inability to take determined action against threats to international

order and peace. It culminated in the triumph of the British over the French
conception. nf power between Great Britain anrUPrai^r^

was in the nj^^'^^nsibk for Ais deveto]:>i3^^

margin erf iiLilil'Cato shrink in the mid-twenties

in pn^jc^tion to the growA of Gorman stmr^, Brst slowly and impercep-

i^ooat to power vrith ever increasing speed. In

adtM the separatkm of the Irft bank of the Rhine from
Great Britain and Ae United

1: vm abk to make only two additions to

its own miroaf* -si^togA wldA hardly conceal^ its intrinsic weakness in

oKnpameHi With Ae poteaodalitics erf German power. One adAtion was the

alliances wiA Pola^ OzechdsfovaMa, and Rumania, and the treaty of

jfriendAip wiA Yugpdavia. These al&s^ however, were M best medium
states. Son^ if not afi ofA^ were imEtarity overrated and could not be
relied upon to act always in lis^on. The otto add-on was Ae
Trades of ip2c '

aixtee of Great Bri
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closed certain loophole left open by Covenant of the League of Na-

—
^^^“tJtrder such conditions of hegemonial power in the short run and incur-

able weakness in the long run, France started in the mid-twenties to follow

in its policies within the League of Nations the British lead, at first hesitat-

ingly, and in the thirties without alternative.® For by then France’s own in-

decision and now apparent weakness incapacitated it to seek on its own ac-

count the implementation of those provisions of the Covenant which could

have enabled the League to play the role of an international government for

the maintenance of international order and the prevention of war. France

by itself had not the power to make the League play that role. Great Britain

had no interest in making the League play it. For the performance of that

role would have meant the perpetuation of unchallenged French supremacy
on the European continent, which Great Britain was resolved to bring to an
end. Thus the British conceptions and policies put their imprint upon the

governmental activities of the League of Nations.

c) Three Weaknesses of the League of Nations

This is not to say that the League of Nations did not exercise important

governmental functions. The League of Nations governed two territories:

the Saar Basin and the City of Danzig. It governed indirectly— according to

or''!Ailil!le LU bf Ui<i' Coveh^mt father than in actuality— the man-
daffid fprnfpn<^jdL2 Yet, when it came to the maintenance of intemfttooiHd*

<5rden[nd the preservation or restoration of peace, it governed only in the

rare instances when either the interests of the great powers among its mem-
bers were not affected or the common interests of the most influential among
them seemed to require it.

The League of Nations did not act as an international government when

^ See below, pp. 376, 377.
® Tim trend was interrupted only for a short in 1934 when the French Foreign

Minister BartiKm prepared die ground for a military alliance with the Soviet Union, which,

however, none of his successors dared to implement. The foreign policy of ILaval in that period,

while stroi^ly anti-British in intent, was identical with the Brid^ in undermining the status quo
of 1919.

Cf. the following provisimis of Article 22: *To those cdlonics and territories which as

a consequence of the late war have ceased to be under the sovereignty of the States which formerly

governed them and which are inhabited by peoples not yet able to stand by themselves under
the strenuous a>ndidons of the modem world, there should be applied the principle that the

w^-being and development of such peoples form a sacred trust of civilisation and that securidcs

for the p^ormance of this trust should be embodied in this Covenant.

*^The best method of giving practical effect to this principle is that the tutelage of such
pec^iies shotdd be entrusted to advancsed nadons who, by reason of their resources, their experi-

ence car their gepgiaphi^ position, can best undertake diis responsibility, and who are willing

to ^cept and dbat dds tutelage should be exercised by them as Mandatories on behalf of the

League. ...
“In every case of mandate, the Mandatory shall render to the Council an annual report in

reference to ie territory committed to its charge.

‘The degree of authority, control or administradon to be exercised by the Mandatory shall,

if not previously agreed upon by the Members of the League, be cxpliddy defined in each case

by the Council.

“A permanent Commission shall be consdtuted to receive and examine the annual reports

of the Mandatories and to advise the Council on all matters relating to the observance of the
mamlates.”
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in 1920 Poland seized Vilna, the old Lithuanian capital; for that violation of

international law was committed by the strongest ally of France, The League
of Nations refused to act when in 1923 Italy occupied the Greek island of

Corfu* It did nothing even approaching the nature of enforcement action

after Japan invaded Manchuria in 1931, and after it invaded China proper in

1937* The League did nothing to prevent or stop the Chaco War between

i^livia and Paraguay in 1932-55 except to recommend an arms embargo at

first against both belligerents and later against Paraguay alone. From 1935
on, the League did no^ng effective to maintain its authority within the ter-

ritory of the City of Danzig, and it did nothing in the face of the continuous

violations of the Treaty of Versailles by Germany. What the League did in

1935-36 with respect to Italy’s attack upon Ethiopia could not, as we have

seen,^^ have been different had it been calculated to be ineffective. The
League of Nations did nothing to control the international effects of the

Spanish Civil War from 1936 on. In December 1939, however, the League

expelled the Soviet Union because of its attack against Finland. It was the

last and—-aside from the sanctions against Italy— the most radical of the

League’s political actions.

The League of Nations prevented no major war, and it was ineffective in

maintaining international order. fnr jasiHp frpm t-hp

of the British cnncentioq nv/>r ^|irppfn1(Wnn-

s^fjutionaU structuraL and_j2QlkkaL«^

^"^Constitutional Weakness. Under the Covenant of the League of Na-
tions, war as such was not outlawed. The members of the League were not al-

lowed to go to war under certain conditions. By the same token they were

allowed to go to war in the absence of those conditions. Thus the Preamble to

the Covenant stipulated ‘^the acceptance of obligations not to resort to war.”

Article 12 provided that the members should not “resort to war until three

months after the award by the arbitrators. . . By virtue of Article 13,

paragraph 4, the members agreed “that they will not resort to war against a

member of the League which complies” with the judicial decision of a dis-

pute, Finally, according to Article 15, paragraph 6, “If a report by the Council

is unanimously agreed to by the members thereof other than the Representa-

tives of one or more of the parties to the dispute, the Members of the League
that Aey will not go to war with any party to the dispute which com-

pfies with the recommendations of the report.”

Only the two latter provisions contain an outright prohibition to go to

war. As Mr. Jean Ray put it: "We are convinced that this timidity of the

authors of the Covenant has serious cons^uences and puts in jeopardy the

new system whidi they tried to erect. As a matter of fact, since the contrary

opinion was not dearly expressed, k remained tadtiy admitted that war is

a solution, the normal solution, of international conflicts. These obligations,

as a matter of law, presented only as exertions; the implidt rule is the

recourse to war ” ^ Even if the members had lived up to the provisions of

See above, pp. 23^ 3^ 337.
In contradistinette text: QUigadon/^) is

more emphatic on that score. u ;

Commentc^e du Pacte de la SociSi^ Mmaas (Paris: Sirey, 1930), pp. 73—4.
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the Covenant, they would have found in the fundamental law of the League
an instrument for the prevention of some wars and for the legalization of

others.

Structural Weakness. This constitutional weakness, however, did not

affect the actual operations of the League; for the League did not live up to

its constitution. On the other hand, the structural w^ness of the League
had a direct bearing upon its failure to prevent the wars which occurred un-

der its jurisdiction. That weakness consisted in the contrast between the

distribution of power within it and the distribution of power in the world at

large.

The structure of the League was predominantly European in a period

when the main factors of international politics were no longer predominantly

European. Both great powers which in turn dominated it, France and
Great Britain, were European powers. The only non-European great power
which was a member of the League was Japan. Of the two nations which
were already in the twenties and thirties potentially the two most powerful

nations on earth, the United States was never a member, the Soviet Union
only during the League’s declining years from 1934-39.

It is, of course, true that of the thirty-one original members only ten were
European and only seven of the thirteen states which joined it later. But here

again numbers do not tell the story. An international organization whose
main purpose is the maintenance of international order and the preservation

of international peace does not need to be universal in the sense that all

nations of the world belong to it. It must, however, be universal in the sense

that all powerful nations, which are most likely to disturb the peace of the

world, are under its jurisdiction.

Article 17 of the Covenant, therefore, attempted to make the jurisdiction

of the League universal regardless of membership. It gave the League au-

thority in case of a dispute between two states, one or both of which were

not members of the League, to invite the nonmembers “to accept the obliga-

tions of membership in the League for the purposes of such disputes, upon
such conditions as the Council may deem just. ... If a state so invited shall

refuse to accept the obligations of member^p and shall resort to war against

a member of the League,” the sanctions of Article 16 shall be applicable

against such a state. “If both parties to the dispute . . • refuse to accept

the obligations of membership . . . the Council may take such measures,

and make recommendations as will prevent hostilities and will result in the

settlement of the dispute.”

This kst paragraph of Article 17 endeavored to make the League ot

Nations a world government for the purpose of preserving peace. The fea-

sibility oE such a government must again depend upon the distribution of

pow^ between the members of the League acting in unison and those states

over which the governmental functions are to be exercised. The League

would have had no difficulty in making its will prevail over two small or

medium states. Let us suppose, however, that a dispute had broken out be-

tween a member of the League, on the one hand, and the United States or

the Soviet Union or both, on the other, or between the two latter powers any

time between 1919 and 1934, when neither country was a mei^r of the
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I-eague. Under such circumstances, the attempt to impose the I-eague’s will

upon the United States or the Soviet Union or both would have amounted

to a world war between the members of the League and either one or two

of the potentially most powerful nations on earth, with a number of non-

member states either joining the latter or remaining neutral. The attempt

to preserve peace on a universal scale would have led to war on a*" universal

scale.^^ Thus the membership of some great powers and the nonmembership

of other great powers rendered the League powerless to preserve peace on a

world-wide scale.

This lack of universality in the membership of the great powers also in-

dicates the fundamental reason for the failure of British and French policies

in the period between the two world wars. The policies of both countries

were anachronistic. The policies of France might perhaps have succeeded in

the age of Louis XIV. Then the main weights of the bdance of power were

located in Central and Western Europe, and such a preponderance as France

gained in 1919 would have given it a real chance to establish its permanent

hegemony over the continent. Yet after Russia had become one of the main

factors in the balance of power, Napoleon had to learn that a hegemony over

the European continent meant little with the resources of Eastern Europe

and of the better part of Asia either uncommitted or hostile. This lesson was

heeded by the brilliant French diplomatists who in the two decades pre-

ceding the First World War founded French foreign policy upon close ties

with Russia. Their successors in the period between the two world wars

based their hopes upon a system of alliances with the balkanized countries of

Eastern and Southeastern Europe, a poor substitute for the "‘grand alliance”

with Russia. Cft)scssed with the fear of revolution, very much like the French

aristocrats in the years after 1789, they were ready to commit national suicide

rather than to yield to the logic of a new international constellation.

British foreign policy in that period was as anachronistic as the French.

Great Britain was intrinsically as weak with regard to the continent of

Europe as France was with regard to Germany. The role which Russia

played in relation to France, the United States and, to a much lesser degree,

Japan played in relation to Great Britain. A policy which was still successful

m the of E&raeli was doojned to failure in the age of Stanley Baldwin.

Thios|^ia the nineteenth century. Great Britain's backyard, as it were,

h&m the British Navy controlled the seas without challenge. In
• the titoie^odber great naval powers had arisen, one c£ them potentially the

most powerful natba on earth. Furthermore, the airplane brought the

&idsh Mes to the than they had ever been before. Under
such oc«iditions, British fm^rign policy had two ahemadves. It could place

its weight pennanteady m of tte &irc^)ean balance of power where
British interests in rro sesetned to be mc^ secure. Or it could make
itself the ofc A^ittkan pcrficy in What Briti^ pc^icy

Tlifi r«suler wHl rqwibier tlat tli^ ki tiie

to cjost when collective ia d pp. 33a ff.
Iff It is worthy d
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could not do was to continue the policy of ‘‘splendid isolation.” And this is

what it did.

It will remain forever a moot question whether or not France and Great

Britain had any real choice in the face of the policies actually pursued by

the Soviet Union and the United States. It is, however, beyond doubt that

an international government never had a chance whose leading members,

either by choice or by necessity, followed policies so completely at odds with

the actual distribution of power in the world.

Political Weakness. This would have been true even on the assumption

that the League of Nations had been able to act as a unit in the face of a

threatening war of major proportions. Actually this assumption was never

realized Divergent national interests pursued by the great powers prevailed

over the principles of justice defined by the League of Nations in terms of

the status quo. In 1921, immediately iEter the First World War, the four

permanent members of the Council of the League were still able to act in

imison with respect to relatively important political issues, such as the for-

tification of the Aaland Islands involving Finland and Sweden and the

partition of Upper Silesia which was a bone of contention between Germany
and Poland. After these promising beginnings, it was not only the conflict

between France and Great Britain which incapacitated the League for col-

lective action on matters of major importance, but the separate and generally

antagonistic policies of the great powers.

When Germany joined the League in 1925, it pursued a policy of under-

mining the status quo of Versailles, mainly using the principle of national

self-determination as the dynamite with which to crack the foundations of

the territorial status quo. This policy was at odds with the policies of France

and its Eastern allies and was aimed, first surreptitiously and later openly, at

the termination of their preponderance on the continent of Europe. In addi-

tion to the principle of national self-determination, Germany, used the dual

fear Bolsl^st revolution and Russian imperialism, which obsessed the

Western powers, as a weapon with which to strengthen its own position.

While alternately ofiering itself as a bulwark against Bolshevism and threat-

ening to ally itself with the Soviet Union, Germany was able to wring con-

cessions from the Western powers, to isolate Poland from France, and to

paralyze the League.

Itdy, on its part, pursued in the twenties a policy which was somewhat
similar to the one pursued by Great Britain. Italy welcomed the comeback

of Germany within certain limits as a means to weaken France and its

Eastern alli^ e^)ecially Yugoslavia. When in the thirties the impotence of

the League become obvious, Italy used Germany as Germany was using

the5ovkt Union: alternately as common menace and as a silent partner, and
made an open bid again^ Great Britain and France for domination of the

Mediterranean.

The Soviet Unkm was as isolated within the League as it had been vrith-

out Its potential ^rength as a nation and its sponsorship of world revolution

made it a dual menace to dbe Webern powers. It proved to be impossible for

France, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union to unite for common action in
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any o£ the great crises from 1934-39, with the exception of the sanctions

against Italy. In all those crises the Western powers and the Soviet Union
found themselves in opposite camps. The Spanish Civil War is the outstand-

ing example of this chronic antagonism. Even when in 1939 Germany
threatened both the Soviet Union and the Western powers with war, they

were unable to agree upon common preventive action. Instead, each side

tried to deflect the threatening stroke of lightning against the other side. It

was only the accident of Hitler’s folly to wage war against both at the same

time that made them allies despite themselves.

Finally, Japan, smarting under the inferiority which the treaties of 1922

had imposed upon it, prepared for the moment when it could establish its

own hegemony in the Far East, Japan could do so only by dislodging Great

Britain and the United States from their positions in the Far East and by

“closing the door” to China which, as a matter of traditional policy. Great

Britain and the United States had insisted upon keeping open for all nations.

Thus, when Japan took the first step toward establishing its Far Eastern

empire by invading Manchuria in 1931, it could not help but come into

conflict with France and Great Britain, the leading members of the League

of Nations. It is not without ironic significance that Japan, in establishing

its dominion, made use of the same principle of national self-determination

which had carried France and Great Britain to dominance in the League of

Nations. Now it was employed to rally the colored races of the Far East

against the colonialism of the leaders of the League. Yet neither while Japan

remained a member of the League nor after its resignation in 1932 did Great

Britain feel strong enough to lead the League in effective collective action in

ortfcr to stop Japan’s attack against China.

Tl^ ability of the League of Nations to rntyent war was predicatei

-±he UT^ or Its members and espeaaily 01 the great powers. By^
th&.priwp

' ' ^

d Tipcm.

virtue of

dispute.^mii1d veto a bv voting agai^ a motion to take action.

Given the antagonistic policies pursued l>y ttie leading members ot the

League, the very likelihood of a veto impeded even attempts at decisive col-

lective action. Only an overriding principle of justice could have made such
aedon possible. As we have seen, such principles of justice did exist in the

ab^ract as a>llective defense of the status quo against the nations vanquished
in Ae First World War and as national s^-determination.

Confronted with a political situamn ckmanding concrete action, these

abstract principks transfcanned themselves into ideological justifications for

die sepame policies patm^ by the individual nations. Thus these abstract

principles ci fUstio^ far from {^viding common standards of judgment and
gui<ks fm- common actibn, actually stmigdbeaed int^:tkational anarchy by
strength^iing the anmgcmiscic policies of individual nations. The inability

of the League of Nations to maintain intamational order and peace, then,

was the inevitable resuk of the ascmdaiKjy wfridb dhe ethics and poheies of
sovereign nations were able to maint^n over mnral and political objec-

tives of ti^ international govamme^ ol Ae League of Nadons.
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3. THE UNITED NATIONS

a) Government by Superpowers

In its organization the United Nations resembles the league of Nations.

It, too, has three political agencies: the A^^^tnh1y.r^mpn^^ pf all

memlxrs of the United Nations, the SetmiLV
'^umLas the politic^

tive of ihe organization^ and tne SecretarialJTne cUs^butionoTfuncti
between tlie"GcniM''WSSCfflbly SU!id'''ffie"Sec^ Council, however, difFers

distinctly from that between the Council and the Assembly of the League
of Nations. The tendency toward government by the great powers, which
was already unmistakable in the League of Nations, completely dominates

the distribution of functions in the United Nations. This tendency manifests

itself in three constitutional devices of the Charter: the inability of the

General Assembly to make decisions in political matters; the limitation of

the requirement of unanimity to the permanent members of the Security

Council; the right of parties to disputes to veto enforcement measures against

themselves.

The Assembly of the League of Nations was, as we have seen, a real

international parliament, which could take action in political matters alone

or in competition with the Council of the League. The General Assembl

of the TTnitrrI Nfttfnrini irrnrdinr to Articles lo-i

ot act, those modest runctions are quahhed by .

mexiharter which precludes the General Assembly from making even rec-

ommendations on matters which are on the agenda of the Security CounciL

Thus the concurrent jurisdiction of a deciding Council and a deciding As-

sembly, which was a distinguishing feature of the League of Nations, is

replaced by the alternate jurisdiction of a deciding Security Council and a

recommending General Aissembly. When the Security Council concerns it-

self with a matter, the General Assembly may still debate, but it can no
longer even recommend.

This device enables the Security Council to control indirecdy the func-

tions of the General Assembly in matters of political importance. By simply

putting a matter on its agenda, the Security Council can transform the

General Assembly into a debating society which has not even the right to

express its cdfodive opinion on such a matter. It has been said that these

provisions designate the General Assembly as “the open conscience of the

world.” Even if this were so, it is a strange conscience indeed which can

never decide but always talk, which can recommend only at somebody else’s

pleasure, and which has no control whatsoever over the actions of the

personality to which it belongs.

As a matter of fact, this reduction of the functions of the General As-

Leland M. Goodrich and Edvard Hambro, Charter of the United Nations (Boston:

World Peace Foundation, 1946), p. 95.
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,,sembly has had two imfortunate restilts which have akeady become obvious.

Ch\ \t has prevented ^theunscLoi taleated. statesmen who,
\^dless of nationality and of thejaatkmal pow^-they represent, CQnld make
fearful contributions to tne solution ofJnierjiaUQnalproy
,is no opportunity for con$tnicfive~ac5on, ta}ent cannot .prove itseljrantl^jS-

'

gfags:
—

~

55*n^d, the United Nati^ been endowed with, a split

3nai]fy- î e QeperalAssembly "may with twb-thirds majority recom-

mend toAe Security Council a solution of an international problem which

the Security Ck)uncil may disregard at its discretion. This discretion of the

Security Council would be no serious matter if the General Assembly were

an advisory body of limited membership and not the representative body of

virtually all the nations of the world. As it is, the distribution of functions

between the Security Council and the General Assembly is a constitutional

monstrosity. The United Nations may speak with respect to the same issue

with two voices: one the General Assembly^ the other the Security CouncTs,

and between these two voices there is no organic connection. Two-thirds or

more of the total membership of the United Nations may recommend one

thing, and seven of the eleven members of the Security Coimcil may disre-

gard the recommendation and decide something else.

The vice of this constitutional arrangement does not lie in the predomi-

nance of the great powers, which we found to exist in the Holy Alliance and
the league of Nations as welL It rather lies in the grotesque and unnecessary

opportunity which it gives to the General Assembly to demonstrate its im-

potence to all the world. The Holy Alliance was frankly an international

government of the great powers. The League of Nations was an interna-

tional government of the great powers with the advice and consent of all

mcmb^ nations, each of which, by virtue of the principle of unanimity and
save for Article 15, paragraph 10, of the Covenant,^’* could stop the interna-

tional government from acting. The United Nations is an international gov-

ernment of the great powers which resembles in its actuality the Holy Alliance

and in its pretenses the League of Nations. It is the contrast between pretense

afKi actuality, between the democratic expectations roused by the words of

the Charter smd the autxxa^tic performance assured by the actual distribution

of ftinctk^ whkJi has harmed the authority of the United Nations and
jtes to maintain interMional order and peace.

United- Nations,' then, is identical

II mil \\u mill I I I j^lu

ik .k Affiance of ou

the

has been

has been

seven affirmative & 1

must be included.

numbers (China,
“ ^

e. Yet in ac-

sed to perform

. pfr^ple of imLardmify

Security Council ^d

e iiyb penriantent ja^^nbei^

For tfee text see above^ 233, 334^
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States), their unanimous decision will have no difficulty in attracting at

least two more votes of other members of the Security CounciL
The United Nations, then, is predicated upon the continuing unity of

the permanent members of the Security Council. In the scheme of the Charter

these five members are, as it were, the nucleus of a world federation, a Holy
Alliance within a Holy Alliance. By limiting the principle of unanimity to

them, the Charter makes them the international government of the United

Nations, It follows that with but one permanent member dissenting there

can be no international government of the United Nations.

This great power monopoly of governmental action is still further en-

hanced by Article 27, paragraph 3, according to which a party to a dispute

is prevented from voting only with regard to the pacific settlement of dis-

putes under Chapter VI of the Charter. In other words, the great power
veto applies to the enforcement measures under Chapter VIL When a great

power is a party to a dispute, the Security Council can render a decision by
virtue of Article 27, paragraph 3, regardless of the attitude of that great

power. If the Security Council should try to enforce that decision, the dis-

sent of any of the great powers, although a party to the dispute, would
erect a legal barrier to enforcement action. In such a contingency the deci-

sion of the Security Council would remain a dead letter.

Actually, however, the international government of the United Nations

is government of the great powers to a still greater degree than the foregoing

analysis would indicate. Of the five permanent members of the Security

Council only two, the United States and the Soviet Union, are really great

powers. Great Britain and France are medium powers, and China is only

potentially a great or even medium power. Under the present conditions of

world politics, most nations are in the orbit of either the United States or the

Soviet Union and can be prevailed upon, if need be, to support the position

taken by one or the other of the superpowers. This will always be true of

most mwbers of the Security Council, the perinanent members included.

The international government of the United Nations, stripped of its legal

trimmings, then, is really the international government of the United States

and the Soviet Union acting in unison. At best— if they are united— they

can govern the rest of the world for the purpose of maintaining order and of

preventing war. At worst—if they are disunited— there will be no inter-

national government at all.

Ideally tie United Nations is an iT^ymmpntr frw

e United States and th
mHi

30se of establMiinj

DnSSr^teTaaS
or rrmxx-

war between them. TheCteitCii*^^ tfatTunited Nations

is the United States and the So-

viet Union to an international government against their will. The instru-

mentalities of the United Nations may be used by one or the other of the

superpowers for such a purpose. The United Nations would, then, transform

itself from an international government for the preservation of peace into a

grand alliance for the waging of war.
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b) Undefined Principles of Justice

Like the conflict between Great Britain and Russia within the Holy

Alliance, like the conflict between Great Britain and France within the

League o£ Nations, so the conflict between the United States and the Soviet

Union within the United Nations resolves itself into diametrically opposed

interpretations of the standards of judgment and action which the inter-

national organization is supposed to realize. It must, however, be noted that

the Charter of the United Nations invites such divergent interpretations.

The standards of justice which shall guide the judgment and actions of the

agencies of the United Nations are found in three places : in the Preamble,

in Chapter i dealing with Purposes and Principles, and interspersed through

the Charteir. Yet, in contrast to the basic principles of the Holy Alliance and

of the League of Nations, the principles of justice upon which the United

Nations is founded are beset by two kinds of inner contradictions: one con-

cerning the mode of actions to be performed by the United Nations, the

other concerning the purposes for which the actions are to be performed.

The Preamble reafiirms ‘‘faith . , • in the equal rights ... of nations

large and small,’* and Article 2, paragraph i, declares that “the Organization

is based on the principle of sovereign equality of all its Members.” That

principle is strengthened by Article 2, paragraph 7, which exempts “matters

which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state” from the

jurisdiction of the United Nations, except in so far as enforcement measures

under Chapter VII are concerned.^® Yet die whole structure of the United Na-
tions, as laid out in the main body of the Charter, is based upon what one

might call paradoxically the “sovereign inequality” of its members. We have

already pointed to the fact that if the United Nations were to operate as pro-

vided for in its Charter, all its members who are not members of the Security

Council would lose their sovereignty and would remain sovereign in name
and form only.^® Thus the principle of sovereign equality proclaimed by the

Charter in its initial provisions is contradicted by'the actual distribution of

functions which the Charter itself provides.

The Preamble and Chanter t for^nulate £vp-.palitical p^^pQses of action:

incernauonal peace and security^ (2) collective security,

ferntorial infi

and reservation^_ me
'tedie^Wi to the Cbascer, ^4) maiatenanreof^^*ir<~‘» ^punert fi-ir*

5r^s of internationalthe <^faEatiQa$ t treaties sS

0^ the nrst two are general and of an instrumental

nature. They teH us that whatever the United Nations does it should do
peacefully and according to the principle of collective security. The other

tiiree principles are and concrete. They tell us what the United Na-
tions should or do in o^icrete situations. It should use force un-
der certain conditions and not use it under others; it should act justly and in

QL wiiat im beca sa^ dMit tW tcfert wMdi iht rs?sOT3itk>xif of 4ome^
jurisdicdon has upon inteniatiofiai dj|%adoiis,

See above, pp, 255, 256.
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harmony with the rules of international law and with the principle of na-

tional self-determination.

It is significant that the Charter is most explicit in elaborating and im-

plementing the first two purposes (cf. particularly Chapters VI and VII)

and that it is virtually silent with regard to the remaining three. Article ii,

paragraph i, and Article 24, paragraph 2, refer the General Assembly and
the Security Council in general terms to the Purposes and Principles as

guides for dieir deliberations and actions. But the concrete meaning of con-

cepts, such as justice, respect for international law, and national self-deter-

mination, is not self-evident nor is it the same everywhere and at all times.

In the abstract, most men may be able to agree upon a definition of those

terms. It is the concrete political situation which gives these abstract terms a

concrete meaning and enables them to guide the judgment and actions of

men. Nowhere in the main body of the Charter is there a definition of, or

reference to, a substantive principle of justice. Nor are there any other sources

which would give unequivocal content to these abstractions. Here is the core

of the disease which from the very beginning has prevented the international

government of the United Nations from coming to life.

c) The Undefined Status Quo: the Soviet Union vs. the United States

When the Holy Alliance and the League of Nations were established,

there already existed a status quo, a certain distribution of power agreed

upon by all the major members of the international government. That pre-

existing political order was the foundation upon which the international gov-

ernment was built and which gave concrete meaning to its principles of jus-

tice. Dissensions arose as to the interpretation of that status quo and to its

further development. The status quo itself, won in a common victory over

a common enemy and defined in treaties of peace, was the common start-

ing pcttnt for all concerned. After the Second World War, the would-be

peacemakers reversed the sequence. They first created an international

government for the purpose of maintaining the status quo and after that

proposed to agree upon the status quo. To this day no such agreement has

been reached.

It has been said that this reversal of the traditional sequence was a mas-

ter stroke of statesmanship; for it spared the Charter of the United Nations

the fate which the Covenant of the League of Nations received at the hands

of the United States Senate. Being an integral part of the Treaty of Versailles,

the Covenant fell with that treaty. The Charter, standing alone, was not af-

fected by whatever criticism might be leveled against the settlement of the

Second World War.
Be that as it may, the erection of a structure of international government

upon what proved to be no political foimdation at all has been a failure

which threatens to come crashing down and bury the peace of the world be-

neath its ruins. The United Nations is like a building designed by two archi-

tects who have agreed upon the plans for the second floor, but not upon those

for the first. Each of them builds his wing of the first floor as he sees fit, each

doing his best to obstruct the efforts of the other. In consequence, not only
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does the second floor become an nnlivable abode, but the whole structure

threatens to disintegrate.

Provisional Character of the Status Quo. The new territorial status

quo which has existed since the end of the Second World War is in the main a
military one. In the relations between the United States and the Soviet Union
it consists of the lines of demarcation upon which Great Britain, the Soviet

Union, and the United States agreed at Yalta in 1945. Both sides have recog-

nized these lines of demarcation as provisional. The internal organization of

Germany remains likewise provisional; the very future of a unified German
state is in doubt. The same holds true for Austria. There is no agreement as

to the Western frontiers of Germany. With regard to the Eastern frontiers,

there is outspoken disagreement between the Soviet Union and Poland

claiming that these frontiers were definitely determined by the Potsdam
Agreement of 1945, and the Western powers which regard these frontiers as

provisional and subject to final determination by a peace conference. Not
only is the territorial status quo in Europe provisional, but the reason for its

being provisional is the seemingly unbridgeable disagreement between the

Soviet Union and the Western powers as to what a definite status quo should

be like. In their defeat, Germany and Austria have become a bone of conten-

tion between the East and the West. The Soviet Union wants to keep con-

trol of the sections of these countries which it occupies at present and to dis-

lodge the Western powers from the zones which they control, and vice versa.

This tension between the East and the West is all-pervading and para-

lyzes the international government of the United Nations not only in its

over-all functions, but also in what are in themselves only technical matters

of secondary importance. To what extent this is true can be gathered from
the h<^)eie$s impasse which has made it impossible for the East and the West
to agree upon the selection of a governor for the Free Territory of Trieste.

Trieste is the main Mediterranean outlet for trade from Central and East-

ern Europe and the main port of the Adriatic. As such, Trieste has been cov-

eted by Yugoslavia since the dissolution of the Austrian Empire in 1919
when the city was given to Italy. In tl^ peace treaty with Italy the Allies

were abk to agree upon a compromise which made Trieste a Free Territory.

Not unlike the way in which Danzig was governed from 1919 to 1939, Tri-

es^ was to be governed by the United Nations through a governor to be ap-

foimed by the Security CoundL^ The Soviet Union did not want to

stoigdbea the West by hmmg the dty un<kr Italian rule. The Western
powers Sd to ^ren^ien East by aHovring Yugoslavia to ex-

tmd its dm The resuk of this uaiEe^lved antagonism was
what he dhe d the dty- Thk solution left in su^
pense the distribui^^d pmm, fetweqn Yugoslav^ and Italy and, hence, be-

tween the I

hinterland, hm
Ea^ gaining it.

Yet the

mentation d this

^ Artkic II of Amex
I947)» PP- ^5

fj^West lost ^ port r—whose
tfe East T--- the

d sc^*
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este to be effective, a neutral administration by a neutral governor under the

supervision of a neutral Security Council was needed. The Security Council

of the United Nations was unable to accomplish what with regard to Danzig
the Council of the League of Nations succeeded in doing at least in a certain

measure. The Security Council could not find a neutral governor because

there were no neutrals left in the world. Candidates who were agreeable to

the East had for that very reason to be rejected by the West, and vice versa.

The deadlock over the governorship of Trieste thus offers a striking ex-

ample of how the objective conditions of world politics make international

government impossible even where in a special case a new status quo and the

organization and functions of the international government have been agreed

upon. Despite such agreement concerning the city of Trieste, the provisional

status quo continued as it was established at the end of hostilities with a tri-

partite military administration (American, British, Yugoslav) performing

the functions of governmenL
Instability of the Status Quo. Disagreement as to the fn^e gun

between mom specificall^Tetween the United

States acOdHie Soviet Unionls, however, not limited to regions, such as Cen-

tral 5pf6\nsional. Sndrdisagfeemchrei^^
even to regions where the &cond World liVaF dTd'Tiot-evi. ^ thr cfrirT**

tion of the status quo or ^^ere in the closing stageT^Sflhe war agreement

ha3 already been reaefied aTl^Tiie-'fatmirstTO OUtSilaarohiiSi

ple 'ot the former altefhatf^ is Greefc^jlMrf^^
Chin£r*^

FoiTcenturies the Dardanelles have been a goal of Russian aspirations,

and for more than a century Russia has tried to use Turkish weakness for

the purpose of gaining direct or indirect possession of what Bismarck called

“the k^ to Russia’s house.” Yet the door to which the Dardanelles are the

key does not only allow the outside world to enter Russia; it also gives Rus-

sia an exit into t^ outside world. The Dardanelles are not only the opening

through which a hostile power can penetrate the Black Sea^ attack the oil re-

soiH'ces and one of the main industrial and agricultural centers of Russia,

and by turning north make the Russian position in Eastern Europe untena-

ble. The Dardanelles control also the access from the Black Sea to the Medi-

terranean and the route which leads from the Balkans to Asia. Thus, when-
ever Russia was about to use its si^>erior army to take possession of that

coveted prize, the superior navy of Great Britain would block the way, ei-

th^ alone or in conjunction with the Austrian army. Only once did Russia

seem virtually to have reached the go^d of its ambition when, during the

First World War, Great Britain promised Russia the Dardanelles as one of

the prizes of victory. Yet the separate peace which the Bolshevist regime con-

duded with the Gmtral Powers annulled the promise.

The traditional role of Great Britain is now being performed by the

United States. Otherv^im the basic constellation has not changed. What the

Soviet Union wants, the United States refuses to concede. The United States

wants to maintain the status qmx with respect to the Dardanelles; the Soviet

Union wants to*change it.

For more than a century the problem of Greece has been intimately con-
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nected with the problem of the Dardanelles. Greece flanks Turkey to the

West, and the Dodecanese Islands lie athwart the Mediterranean approaches

to the Dardanelles, Great Britain has traditionally considered Greece an in-

dispensable factor for the defense of the Dardanelles and, hence, as lying

within the British sphere of influence. In an informal understanding in 1944,

Great Britain and the Soviet Union divided the Balkans on traditional lines,

leaving Greece within the British sphere of influence. This understanding

meant the ratification of the status quo which for a century had existed in

the Balkans.

The United States has become the successor of Great Britain as the pro-

tector of Greece from Russian influence. Yet the Greek civil war has reopened

the question of the status quo seemingly setded by the Russo-British agree-

ment of 1944. For the revolt against the Greek government is more than a

domestic upheaval. Thc' revolutionaries arc supported by Albania, Yugo-

slavia, and Bulgaria, three Russian satellites which would not give such aid

without Russian approval. Since the Communists are the dominant group

among the revolutionaries, their victory would of necessity mean the exten-

sion of Russian influence to the Aegean. Thus the issue of the Greek civil

war is explicidy the status quo in the Balkans between the Soviet Union and
the Unit^ States and implicitly the control of the Dardanelles.

We have already mentioned the traditional role which Iran has played in

the relations between Great Britain and Russia.^^ British and Russian influ-

ence has fluauated back and forth on the territory of Iran. Uneasy compro-

mises have from time to time attempted to limit Russian influence to the

north and British influence to the south, both countries most of the time try-

ing to expel the other side from its sphere and to extend its own over the

whole of Iran. During the Second World War, Russian troops occupied the

north and British troops the south of Iran. In an agreement concluded in

1942, both countries pledged themselves to evacuate their troops within six

months after the conclusion of hostilities and thus to restore the status quo
ante helium, Russian troops stayed on after the expiration of the time limit,

and it needed pressure exerted in the Security Council to bring about the

withdrawal of Russian troops in 1946. In excliinge, Iran granted the Soviet

Union oil concessions in the northern part of the country. Yet in 1947 the

Iranian fmliament, yielding to American pressure, refused to ratify the

treaty. Thus the question of the status quo has been reopened by both sides

and remains unaided.
Finally, the Yalta Agreement of 1945 between Great Britain, the Soviet

Union, and the United States, and the subsequent agreements between China
and tht Soviet Union provided for the internationalization of the Chinese
port of Dairen, the lease of Port Arthur to the Soviet Union as a naval base,

and the joint Russo-Chinese operation of the Chinese Eastern and South
Manchuria railways. These arrangements amounted to the restoration of the

status quo betw^n China and the Soviet Union which had existed before the

Russo-Japanese War of 1904.

But the Chinese civil war has rai^ the question of tte status quo again.

See above, pp. 39, 40.
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The Chinese civil war is, on the one hand, a domestic problem of China. Be-

cause of the ideological affinity between the Chinese Communists and the

Russian regime, the civil war poses the same problem which the Boxer Re-

bellion of 1900 and the Japanese invasions of 1931 and 1937 had posed: the

problem of the Open Door. Yet it is a new version of the old problem.

The traditional policy of the Open Door meant to keep the Chinese door

open for everybody, with everybody having equal oppprtunity and with no-

body receiving special privileges. The new policy of the Open Door aims at

keeping the door of China wide open for one country and keeping it tightly

shut for others. If the government wins the civil war, it is supposed that the

door will be shut for the Soviet Union and kept open for the Western pow-
ers. If the Communists win, it is anticipated that the Chinese door will be

open for the Soviet Union and closed for the Western powers. Thus the

stakes of the Soviet Union and of the United States in the Chinese civil war
are the exercise of exclusive influence over the natural and population re-

sources of China. The status quo with regard to China is, then, completely

in flux. The outcome of the civil war is supposed to decide whose influence

will prevail in China: that of the United States or that of the Soviet Union.^^

From Stettin to Mukden the status quo is unsettled, the United States

and the Soviet Union promoting setdements which are mutually exclusive.

Yet these are the two nations upon whose agreement as to what the status

quo shall be and how it shall be enforced the international government of

the United-Nations is predicated. The United Nations cannot bring this

agreement about. It presupposes it. Since such agreement has never existed

during the short life of the United Nations, the international government of

the United Nations, envisaged by the Charter, has not become a reality.

Experience has shown that the attempt to use the United Nations for the

purpose of forcing upon either of the superpowers such agreement only ag-

gravates the disagreement and increases the danger of war. We have already

seen that the Charter enables the United Nations, that is, the United States

and the Soviet Union acting in unison, to prevent wars among the other na-

tions. Built upon the foundation of the United States and the Soviet Union
acting as one, the United Nations is constitutionally unable to prevent a war
between those two countries. Yet it is such a war which today threatens the

United States, the Soviet Union, and all mankind. Por its prevention we must
look elsewhere than to the United Nations.

22 The 450 million Chinese might, however, decide— regardless of who should win the
civil war— that it should be neither and that Chinese influence should prevail in China.
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